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Introduction: Orality and Textuality in the *Eclogues*

— Mr. D’Arcy, she said, what is the name of that song you were singing?
— It’s called *The Lass of Aughrim*, said Mr. D’Arcy, but I couldn’t remember it properly. Why? Do you know it?
— *The Lass of Aughrim*, she repeated. I couldn’t think of the name.

James Joyce, ‘The Dead’

In the ninth *Eclogue* the chance meeting of two acquaintances, Moeris and Lycidas, on a road leading to a town, results in a discussion about recent upheavals. Moeris and Menalcas, a poet of local renown, have lost their land and nearly their lives. It was Lycidas’ mistaken impression that Menalcas’ poems had prevented the dispossessions. Moeris corrects him, and with their thoughts on the absent Menalcas, he and Lycidas exchange parts of remembered poems, some of them at least by the missing master poet. After they each offer two quotations, Moeris puts a stop to the singing with a complaint about all he has lost (51-4):

> Omnia fert aetas, animum quoque. saepe ego longos cantando puerum memini me condere soles. nunc oblita mihi tot carmina, vox quoque Moerim iam fugit ipsa: lupi Moerim videre priores.

> Time takes it all, even the mind. I remember as a boy I often finished off long days in singing. But now I have forgotten so many songs, now even voice itself flees from Moeris: the wolves caught sight of Moeris first.*

Moeris’ equation of his loss of memory for songs with the loss of voice itself illustrates a metonymy that is of broad significance for the *Eclogues*. The voice of the singer is equated with the song. The loss of one means the loss of the other. And yet there are ironies. At the same time as Moeris complains of losing his memory for songs, he is in a sense remembering a famous poem, the Heraclitus epigram of Callimachus (*Anth. Pal.* 7.80.1-3):

> Εἶπε τις Ἡράκλειτε, τεῦν μόρον, ἐς δὲ με δόκρυ ἠγαγεν· ἐμνήσθην δ’ ὀσσάκις ἀμφότεροι ἤλιον ἐν λέσχῃ κατεδύσαμεν.

> Someone told me your fate, Herakleitos, and brought a tear to me. I remembered how many times the two of us put the sun to bed in conversation.
Moeris’ forgetfulness is contradicted by the ‘poetic memory’ of verses that in fact affirm the indelibility of poetry. In Callimachus’ epigram, the poet’s friend may be dead, but his poems, his ‘nightingales’, are untouched by death (‘but your nightingales live on [αἱ δὲ ταῖς ζωοῦσιν ἀμόνες]; Hades who snatches away all things will not lay a hand on them’, 5-6). Written at a time when poets were increasingly forthcoming about their art’s dependence on books, Callimachus’ little poem suggests not only that immortality can be achieved through textuality, but also that a written text can act as a replacement for the absence of a person and that the experience of reading is capable of replicating, or surpassing, the experience of conversation. The speaker will never again be able to join in conversation with his dead friend as he once did, but to read his poems is in some sense to regain his presence.

If the Heraclitus epigram represents an ideal that the written text can act as a replacement or supplement for the absence of a person, in the pastoral world of the *Eclogues* that is an ideal that is only inconsistently realized. When Moeris presents poetry as not just dependent on voice, but even identified with it, he would seem to deny outright the possibility that poetry could exist in separation from a human voice and the human presence of a singer. In dramatizing the effects of the missing master poet Menalcas, *Eclogue* 9 shows how poetry suffers in the absence of voice and of the author. In this sense *Eclogue* 9 is alive to a challenge that Callimachus’ epigram poses for its own form. As an epigram the Heraclitus poem is inherently conscious of its written form, and it even seems to elevate the medium of text over speech. Yet, as much as the epigram proclaims the capacity of writing to compensate for absence it also signals the absence of its own author, whose voice and whose true presence are no more to be experienced by the reader of Callimachus’ epigram than by the dead Heraclitus he apostrophizes. Writing is, as readers in the present critical environment are acutely attuned to perceive, always a form of absence. A written trace can never more than partially represent the immediacy of human speech.

Pastoral, by contrast, has often been thought to idealize orality as manifesting the presence of human contact that textuality is otherwise unable to approach, and ‘It seems to be Virgil who first makes a pathos of presence and absence central to the pastoral experience.’ Moeris’ equation of forgotten songs and lost voice aligns very closely with an ideal of pastoral as an essentially oral art. But pastoral is simultaneously a genre associated with dense referentiality and literary refinement, even over-refinement. A basic disjunction confronts every reader of Virgil’s *Eclogues*: the naive characters who define pastoral fictions speak consistently with learned language. To write this disjunction off as pastoral preciosity, merely an affectation, does injustice to the genre as practised by a poet as strong as Virgil. Rather, the complicated interaction between text and speech raises fundamental questions about what it means to read the
Eclogues. Does pastoral, either through nostalgia for a lost world or through utopian vision of what could be, evoke a world of orality, true presence, and interpersonal connections? If so, the text itself might seem to be an impediment to the recovery of the true essence of Virgil’s vision. On the contrary, this book asserts that Virgil’s *Eclogues* is not a text that is of value simply as a reflection of something it is not. Textuality and reading are fundamental to the generic experience of all ancient pastoral and of the *Eclogues* in particular because, as John Henderson has put it, pastoral ‘derives itself dually from the pre-textual sociality it enfolds, and from its signification within that readerly world, “in town”, which it pre-supposes’. My primary aim, therefore, is to elucidate the *Eclogues* as poetry written in full awareness of textuality as the vehicle for the author’s relationships with audiences, weighing both the strengths and the weaknesses of reading and writing for performing that function.

In *Eclogue* 9 text and speech in some sense part company where the utterance of Moeris the herdsman becomes a highly sophisticated reference to an epigram by Callimachus. The sense that what is denied within the spoken fiction of the poem, poetic memory, is proclaimed at the level of the intertextual writing draws attention to this disjunction. Speech and writing as two different manifestations of language are being differently characterized. Speech is represented as evanescent and fragile, liable to be lost or silenced through forgetting, absence, or death. Writing, on the other hand, is fixed and persistent; it has a concrete existence outside the dramatic moment in the form of Callimachus’ poem, in which writing is even claimed to be immortal. This corresponds to the speech-writing divide as described by one of its most prominent modern theorists. According to Walter Ong, the spoken word ‘exists only when it is going out of existence’; just vibrations on the breath, it can be said to cease to exist as soon as it is uttered. The written word by contrast leaves a physical ‘residue’ of itself and so is persistent in time. Something is thus gained in the transition from speech to writing, but something is also lost. In writing, language achieves permanency and indelibility at the cost of separation from interpersonal communicative contexts. According to one line of thought, originating with Plato’s *Phaedrus*, such separation can prove debilitating. And for his part, Ong would essentially agree with Plato’s Socrates that language is most truly itself when it is speech and that writing is at best a poor substitute.

The short anecdote from *Eclogue* 9 with which I have begun draws out these contrasting aspects of speech and writing. As the spoken utterance of Moeris, Virgil’s words are represented as extemporaneous; they exist only in the dramatic moment of the fictional conversation between acquaintances. Yet these words exist also as the durable written text of the poem held in the hands of Virgil’s readers. Rather than being restricted to the dramatic moment, they in fact have a history and look back to a source in the text of Callimachus. I begin here because this is potentially a
paradigm for essential procedures of the *Eclogues* with regard to two of their defining aspects as pastoral, represented speech and intertextuality. With these two issues always in view, in this introductory chapter I describe varieties of representation of voice in the *Eclogues* and the capabilities of voice as the point of contact for textuality and orality. I also survey the history of voice as a critical metaphor. Then I describe my parameters for looking at functions of voice in the *Eclogues* in light of both the pervasive intertextuality of the collection and the generic importance of orality and textuality for pastoral and for the *Eclogues* as pastoral. When I then return to Eclogue 9, that poem provides specific illustrations of the effects of textuality and intertextuality on speech and voice in Virgil’s pastoral. The theme of absence, and attempts to compensate for absence, is paramount. Finally, some general thoughts and an outline of what follows in the book form the conclusion of this introduction.

**Voice in the Eclogues**

Pastoral has a deep affinity for orality and the spoken, but at the same time it is characterized by an elaborate textuality. Virgil exploits for great artistic effect the tensions that exist between the dramatic fictions of the largely oral pastoral world and the textual reality from which those fictions emerge. In order to appreciate that artistry, this book is first of all a study of reading and writing the *Eclogues*. The focus is on reading and writing in part because the textuality of pastoral has been more subject to misunderstanding than pastoral orality. And yet it is essential that speech and writing be studied together in pastoral because they are in fact inseparable. This study, therefore, constantly addresses the similarities and differences between speech and writing and how these different manifestations of language interact in Virgil’s pastoral poetics. Despite pastoral’s defining fiction of naive orality, the exploitation of writing in the *Eclogues* is not simply a violation of a generic ideal. Rather, orality and speech are the point of comparison Virgil uses to define the capabilities and the limitations of writing as the medium of his relationship to his audiences. The key to the *Eclogues*’ balancing act between orality and textuality is voice. As a category amenable to literary analysis ‘voice’ is exceptionally broad. Some explanation of all that is meant by voice for the purposes of this study is therefore required.

Voice is first of all a phenomenon of the fictional world of the *Eclogues*. The presence of voice is itself a generic marker; it is impossible to think of pastoral without thinking first of the speech and song of pastoral’s shepherd characters. Speaking, singing, quoting, translating, passing judgement – these are the point of entry. In the *Eclogues* voice and song are nearly identical. In Eclogue 5.48, ‘you are the equal of the master not just on the pipes, but also with your voice’, *vox* is the singing voice, and maybe the words of a song, as opposed to the music that accompanies the
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performance (the ‘pipes’, calamis). At Eclogue 3.51, ‘I will see to it that hereafter you do not harass anyone with your voice’, vox represents abusive speech, though here raillery is being assimilated to song, in the form of the amoeban contest. In Eclogue 5.62-4 the sound of an echo is equated not only with song (carmina), but also with voice (voces).\(^8\) Song and voice are very real as sound within the fictional world of the Eclogues. All ten Eclogues involve represented voice in one form or another: there are conversations between characters, monologues, and amoeban singing contests, in themselves a prominent generic marker. The affiliation of these poems with drama is deep, and their actual performance on stage is several times attested.\(^9\) Form and diction constantly invite comparison with dramatic genres, especially mime and comedy.\(^10\) The dramatic element in the poems highly favours an imaginative evocation of voice on the part of the reader. And imaginative involvement by a reader is precisely the point. Despite the attested stagings, a reading audience for the poems is assured, and the dramatic element in the Eclogues may be considered a product not only of their status as scripts for performance (if such they were) but also of the ways in which readers interact with the mimetic writing. Voice in this sense is a textual effect, one that requires examination.

Even if the representation of speech in literary texts is so familiar at all periods as to seem natural and inevitable, voice is in fact a measured effect that has to be created for readers so that they receive the words on the page as spoken. ‘Mimetic voice’ is the term Stephen Ross has proposed for this effect, which ‘is constituted by those features of a text’s discourse that prompt readers to regard a particular portion of the text’s total discourse as the utterance of an imagined person’.\(^11\) The means Virgil uses to create mimetic voice in the Eclogues are diverse. The representation of dialogue is a common strategy. In the opening lines of Eclogue 9, two vocatives mark the establishment of a dialogue between Lycidas and Moeris (1-2):

L. Quo te, Moeri, pedes? an, quo via ducit, in urbem?
M. O Lycida, vivi pervenimus ...

Lycidas Where does your journey take you, Moeris? where the road leads? to town?
Moeris O Lycidas, we have reached such a point in life ...

It is common for pastoral poems to begin like this with a name in the vocative,\(^12\) which implies enunciation and a dialogic setting. The interaction and responsiveness that accompany represented dialogue strengthen the appearance that the words of the text are actually spoken and heard within the fiction. Dialogue, in other words, creates mimetic voice. For those voices of the book that are not represented in dialogue, for
instance that of Corydon in *Eclogue* 2, devices such as the use of the first person, vocatives to addressees, and a framing introduction that uses speech tags (cf., e.g., 2.4-5, *haec ... iactabat*, ‘these were the words he would toss about’; 8.62-3, *Haec Damon; vos, quae responderit Alphesiboeus, / dicite, Pierides*, ‘Such was Damon’s song; Pierian Muses, tell us what Alphesiboeus’ response was’) direct the reader to imagine that what he is reading is speech or song taking place.\(^{13}\)

Mimetic voice is not an attribute only of represented characters in the *Eclogues*. The fiction of orality extends in several places also to the way in which an authorial presence is manifested in the text. In *Eclogue* 10, for example, the poetic act under way in the poem is explicitly named as ‘singing’ (*Galli dicamus amores*, ‘let us sing the loves of Gallus’, 6). The vocative used to address the nymph Arethusa in the poem’s first line likewise implies enunciation, and the first-person pronoun (*mihi*, 1) provides an ‘ego’, the suggestion of a person to whom these utterances can be attributed. In this way we may be led to speak of an ‘authorial voice’ or a ‘framing voice’ that does not simply represent the speech of characters but is itself speech. Whether it is a character or an author speaking, the effect of mimetic voice is to suggest an origin for the words we are reading in a human source. That source need not necessarily be dramatized, or even embodied; at time these authorial voices speak as if from nowhere. Voice, nevertheless, always implies that there is a human presence and a communicative context beyond or behind the actual written manifestation of the words we read. The sense that mimetic voice points to a reality, and to a human presence, beyond the text can make the suggestion of a connection between what we read and the voice of the author himself very strong indeed.

The first critical description of voice in literature made the assumption that the primary level of narrative discourse represents the voice of the author. In book 3 of the *Republic* Plato has Socrates draw a distinction between presentation by means of straight narrative (*haplê diêgêsis*), character speech (*mimêsis*), and a mixed mode that combines the other two.\(^{14}\) Socrates defines diegetic passages in terms of the author speaking in his own voice to an audience, and when represented characters speak, it is the author impersonating their voices. Although the three categories are correlated in the *Republic* to genres (dithyramb, drama, and epic), this scheme was adopted in antiquity into the criticism of Greek bucolic poetry.\(^{15}\) As the inheritor of this tradition, Servius reports its applicability to the *Eclogues*.\(^{16}\) The Greek scholiasts deem that bucolic particularly invites the blending of the three Platonic modes as a contribution to the *poikilia*, ‘variety’, that is for them a defining feature of the genre. It is possible that Virgil was aware of this formal generic criterion.\(^{17}\) The blending of the three Platonic modes of presentation in the *Eclogues* makes voice into an organizing principle for the book, even if it is not strictly true, as is sometimes asserted, that the collection alternates
between odd-numbered character dialogues and even-numbered mono-
logues that are either wholly in the voice of the author or introduced by
an authorial frame.\textsuperscript{18} That distinction does not strictly hold for \textit{Eclogue} 6, which has an ‘authorial’ frame attributed to the voice of a character, Tityrus. Likewise, in \textit{Eclogue} 7 the mimetic dialogue between charac-
ters is presented within a framing monologue also in the voice of a charac-
ter.\textsuperscript{19}

The complicated interrelationship between author and representation
and voice has been at the heart of much modern criticism, in which voice
‘implicates a wide series of questions about authority in language, access
to knowledge, and the representation of humans in society’.\textsuperscript{20} Plato’s \textit{mimēsis-diēgēsis} distinction has re-emerged in various guises, while ‘voice’
has also been studied as a phenomenon in literary texts and in language
itself separate from represented speech-acts.\textsuperscript{21} In his essay ‘The Three
Voices of Poetry’, T.S. Eliot adapted the Platonic position that keeps the
presence of the author ‘behind’ represented speech: all poetry represents
either the poet addressing himself, the poet speaking to an audience, or
the poet impersonating a character.\textsuperscript{22} The New Critical emphasis on the
poetic speaker as a ‘persona’ was an important antidote to overdone biographical reading. It is perhaps in structuralist and narratological
criticism that voice has gained the most traction within contemporary
classical studies. For Mikhail Bakhtin, for example, ‘voice’ is not an
attribute of a singular authorial presence; voice rather is one prominent
point of entry into the text for the manifestation of the multiple ideological
positions that make up complex texts like the novel. In the work of Gérard
Genette and other narratologists voice names the organizing principle
between the narrator, the story, and the audience. Voice thus stands as
both the equivalent of ‘point of view’ and a refinement of that rather
amorphous concept. Coming in this line, Don Fowler, for one, can say with
confidence that as a tool for critical analysis ‘we have the term “voice”’.\textsuperscript{23}
Whether we in fact ‘have’ voice, in the sense of recognizing it and being in
full control of it, is perhaps, a philosophical discussion that Classics still
needs to engage in. For one thing, Jacques Derrida and the entire post-
structuralist world have strongly questioned the assumptions that placed
voice and speech in a privileged position for literary study. Derrida may
be right that we cannot continue to privilege the spoken word absolutely
over the written word, but in what may now be deemed the ‘post-post-
structuralist moment’\textsuperscript{24} neither is it satisfactory to look at language in
texts as traces emptied of all human presence. The persistence of voice in
literature, whether as a phenomenon of representation or as a metaphor
for critical description or even just as a sense of possibility of connecting
written words to other realities, prevents that.
Voice as metaphor

Voice as a metaphor is part of the normal, and in large part unexamined, way speakers conceive of the world around them through language; it is one of the ‘metaphors we live by’. A look at some of these usages can tell us something about the meaning of voice as a metaphor in literary studies. Already in Aristotle the voice is linked to human identity and intention in language. In *De Anima* he writes that ‘voice is a particular sound made by something with a soul’, ἡ δὲ φωνή ψόφος τίς ἐστιν ἐμψύχου. Voice is to be distinguished from the sounds made by animals because ‘there must be a certain imagination’, φαντασίας τινός, on the part of the speaker ‘for voice is a particular sound which has meaning’, σημαντικός γὰρ δὴ τις ψόφος ἐστιν ἡ φωνή. On the Roman side we might compare Quintilian, who asserts, for instance, that a man’s voice is as individually distinctive as his face. This is of course related to the enormous prestige that the Roman élite assigned to the voice in oratorical performance and to oratory as a sphere for self-presentation and self-fashioning. As Cicero put it, *qualis autem homo ipse esset, talem eius esse orationem*, ‘as a man’s character is, so is his manner of speech’. In everyday parlance there is a persistent and deeply-rooted association between the voice and the self or personal identity. Anyone can be a voice, a voice for change, a voice of protest, the voice of her generation, and so on. Conversely to ‘have a voice’, in, say, politics, means that one is accepted as fully a person whose opinion is equally as valued as others’. When someone discovers the true essentials of his place in the world, he may be said to have ‘found his voice’. The voice is thought of as representing not just the person’s words or thoughts, but somehow it approximates the wholeness of his being. As with all such metonymic images of persons – think of someone called ‘a brain’ or ‘the muscle’ – when a person is perceived or described in terms of his voice, there are certain aspects of his identity that are being emphasized over others. One is the ability to communicate, to have an effect on others, or to attract attention. So we can be more specific. The college sophomore who has ‘found his voice’ is different from his roommate who has simply ‘found himself’. The former presumably has found the ability to express his full identity to others. Similarly a ‘vocal minority’ is different from a ‘silent force’, even though two groups so described could be equally influential; the one described in terms of a voice is conceived of as having been observed and having made a connection with others.

In their book George Lakoff and Mark Johnson emphasize the coherency and systematicity of such metaphors, and the metaphorical association of person with voice relates to the larger field within which any type of communication or impact might be conceived of in terms of speaking and hearing. When we come to consider literary texts, voice as a critical metaphor has its own specific, coherent significances, but they often approach the status of a distillation of those outlined above: personhood,
point of view, communication, and the creation of meaning. In reference to the author, voice commonly represents all that is unique or autonomous. It is high praise to say that an author has ‘a distinctive voice’, ‘his own voice’, or ‘a fresh, new voice’. In fact the author may simply be identified with her voice: ‘this is a new voice in American literature’. This identification of the person with the voice is among those assumptions that underwrite the ability of voice to serve as a vehicle for representation of people in works of literature. In literary texts we commonly accept the voice as ‘a metonymic designation for the human presence we hear or imagine whenever we read a poem or a story’. In *Eclogue* 9, for instance, readers encounter Moeris and Lycidas only through their voices, or rather they encounter them as their voices. There are no characters separate from the represented voices. They emerge from their voices; any existence they have in our minds comes as an extrapolation from their represented speech. Even the author – whether conceived with Plato in personal terms or with Foucault as a discursively constructed ‘author-function’ – in his guise as a human presence to whom the representations of the text can be attributed emerges from voice. Through its suggestion of a human presence voice functions generally as a means for the text to expand outward to things beyond itself, such as an imagined speaking character or the author or the sound of the words in the reader’s mind or, for that matter, the reality of another text to which ‘reference’ is made.

**Voice in Virgilian studies**

The purpose of examining the range of meanings of voice as a critical metaphor is not to establish its singular meaning, but to better understand the often unexamined suppositions with which it is deployed. Voice is a critical metaphor of considerable prestige in Virgilian studies, particularly with regard to the *Aeneid*. Adam Parry’s article of 1963 entitled ‘The Two Voices of Virgil’s *Aeneid*’ has had great influence. Among its descendants, a factor of multiplication led directly to R.O.A.M. Lyne’s 1987 book *Further Voices in Vergil’s Aeneid*. Where the *Aeneid* has seemed to readers to have ‘two voices’ or ‘further voices’, it has been thought capable of a kind of ‘speaking between the lines’. That is to say, voice here is not strictly the utterance of a speaking character or narrator; it is, rather, a textual effect working on readers. In Parry’s early formulations this allowed Virgil’s personal perspective, his feelings of protest and regret, to register amid the march to glory enacted by the *Aeneid* and its official epic voice. While Lyne generally shied away from a single, personal referent for his ‘further voices’, by keeping Parry’s word ‘voice’ he crucially retained the model of spoken communication for understanding the way the text of the *Aeneid* conveys meaning to the reader in the midst of what he called the poem’s ‘multiplicity of meanings’ and ‘multiplicity of opinions’.

He writes:
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It is as if one heard different voices speaking to one in and behind the action. And ‘voices’ is the term I find most useful in trying to explain how this complex poem works; I use it not wholly metaphorically.33

Lyne’s book brilliantly elucidates many of the latent implications that are so crucial for an enriched understanding of the *Aeneid*. His belief, however, that he can describe these implications as voices without being wholly metaphorical is proof that even when deployed with such confidence and with such success as a hermeneutical tool voice is still liable to go unexamined as a metaphor.

I point this out not to criticize Lyne or Parry for his choice of critical vocabulary. Rather, I do it because to recognize voice as a metaphor allows us to take account of the implications of that metaphor. Fundamentally voice implies human presence and the ability to communicate or convey meaning. And, in the work of both Parry and Lyne, the choice of the word ‘voice’ to name the latent implications in Virgilian style and rhetoric implicitly posits a person behind the meaning of the text. That is to say, this ‘voice’ is a metaphor not just for the sources of perceived communication, but it is a personified source outside and prior to the text. Every use of the term ‘further voice’ is effectively an attribution of perceived meaning to a human source. That human source, whether conceived of as the author himself or not, carries authority and intention, and this is where the way voice is used as a metaphor in Parry, Lyne, and others finds its distinctiveness.

Virgilian ‘voices’ bring with them a wide variety of questions about how a complex text like the *Aeneid* works. To ask ‘who speaks?’ is effectively to ask who is in control of the meaning of the text.34 This is why when implications or opinions seem out of step with the perceived dominant discourse of the text or its reception, Richard Thomas, for one, can speak of the ‘oppositional voice’.35 The potential of voice to stand over against the dominant perspective of a text also in part explains the prominence of voice as a concern of feminist scholarship on Virgil and generally. Representations of female speakers are one place where ancient texts seem most able to provide access to the reality of women. This might be a mirage, given that female voices in male-authored texts are never free from dominant male perspectives. Women’s voices are, nevertheless, a very prominent point of entry for perspectives marked as ‘other’.36 It is not coincidental that female speakers, such as Dido, Juturna, and Euryalus’ mother, are some of Virgil’s most affecting ‘further’ voices. Women’s voices thus reflect in a highly marked way the larger realities of represented voice. Voice is, on the one hand, where personal identity seems most assured. But at the same time voice is a site where the text is open to other realities and other points of view. In the words of Fowler, ‘language is notoriously not our own, and the expressions someone uses may come from others, and represent the point of view of others even when they appear to
be freely chosen’. Returning to the *Eclogues*, the traces of another text in the speech of a pastoral character are, in fact, a very common source of a ‘further voice’. Who is, then, in control of meaning? The speaker? The model text? The alluding author? His model? That it is effectively impossible to answer such a question in absolute terms speaks, I think, to the fundamental challenge of voice. While voice posits a human presence behind the words on the page, the attempt to trace and isolate it in the name of finalizing meaning is often futile.

**Orality and textuality in Virgil’s pastoral**

As a reader of Virgil and of Virgilian criticism, I can agree with Donald Wesling and Tadeusz Slawek that ‘To assume a relation between voice and person in literature would be wrong. That assumption of a fundamental humanism is the very thing to be validated.’ Even if literary texts do not in any straightforward sense communicate in the same way speaking persons do and, even if literary representation is as much a matter of absence as of presence, I remain convinced that reading the *Eclogues* can still provide an at least notional encounter with the humanity of others. But that does not mean that the *Eclogues*, like other texts ancient and modern, do not offer many openings for the interrogation of the relationship of voice to person. The pursuit of these investigations gets to the essentially dual nature of represented speech. To quote Ross:

‘Voice’ always retains its noncontradictory references to phenomena in the created world and to phenomena of the discourse. ‘Voice’ must therefore be tied to the various forms of represented speech even as it should be studied as a textual and structural practice whose presented or implied human origin lies constantly under interrogation.

That interrogation of human origins is in fact a challenge to which the *Eclogues* call readers directly, and it is important to spell out how they do so.

At first glance it might seem unnecessary to validate the fundamental humanism of the *Eclogues*, because these poems, and the pastoral tradition they inaugurate, represent a kind of ideal for the humanities in which literary expression is the product of communities and dependent on the interpersonal communication between shepherd singers as they exchange songs with each other. And yet, for all the confirmation this ideal receives in the *Eclogues*, it can also be shown that these poems always question assumptions about the relationship of voice to person and about the possibility of communication. The potential of represented voice to serve as the vehicle for a connection to a source in a speaking person is always balanced against the acknowledgement of the reality of disjunction. And it is often the fact of writing that complicates images of voice in the
pastoral world. For one thing a written text, as we have seen in the case of the allusion to Callimachus’ Heraclitus epigram in Eclogue 9, creates separation between the speaker and his voice. The human presence of voice, whether of an author or a represented speaker, is emphatically absent from the reader’s encounter with the written text. In the pastoral world of the Eclogues, however, poetry is more often for singing than for reading. The oral texts that for the most part define pastoral song might represent an ideal of presence and communication, but they are, nevertheless, no more immune from disjunctions between person and voice than written texts. Manifestations of absence in pastoral song, whether it is written or sung, are central to the experience of reading the Eclogues.

Some of the most important can be described as follows.

Where poetry is an oral art, performance allows for slippage between the identities of the author or performer and a character whose voice he might be impersonating. In the Eclogues sometimes this disjunction is apparent, but sometimes it is not. In Eclogue 8, for instance, Alphesiboeus performs the voice of a female character, while in the same poem it is difficult to tell whether the ego of the song performed by Damon is that of the author himself or a character he is representing. Disjunction also comes from the fact that voices in the Eclogues commonly exist separate from their origins as speech-acts. Echoes, for instance, which are a distinctive feature of Virgil’s pastoral landscape, carry voices across time and space away from their origin in a speaker. Disjunction also comes where one speaker repeats or mimics the utterance of another, something common in pastoral amoebean settings. In several instances the fiction of quotation by one singer of a song by another formalizes the separation between words and their source. Among the pressures placed on the bond between speaker and voice in the Eclogues, none, however, is stronger than the pervasive intertextuality of the collection.

Mimetic fictions of speech are in constant tension with the Eclogues’ self-consciousness about their own highly referential written form. It may be true that no one’s language, whether written or spoken, is ever truly, completely his own, but there is a particular generic relevance to this fact in the Eclogues. The inherent disjunction between the naive shepherd characters and the learned literary density of the language is especially strongly felt when the characters speak. When a Tityrus or a Corydon mouths learned allusions or otherwise speaks in language beyond his ken, the sense in which it is meaningful to speak of those characters as the source of the words they utter becomes unclear. Those shepherds are not themselves in possession of texts of Theocritus, Lucretius, or Calvus, yet they regularly speak with the words of poets. The inappropriateness of pastoral speech is, to a certain degree, simply a matter of generic decorum. But to assume that the disjunction between speakers and their voices therefore does not require interpretation because it is merely a part of the generic furniture of the Eclogues would be wrong. While expectations of
naturalistic representation of character might not have guided ancient reading audiences in the same way that they guide moderns raised on reading novels and watching films, antiquity did certainly recognize notions of representational appropriateness in language, in the form, for example, of what Aristotle called to eikos, ‘probability’. The voice of a speaking character like Corydon of Eclogue 2 violates canons of appropriateness in a number of ways, most obviously because of ironic allusions to Theocritus. Corydon’s language is not his own because it is also the language of Polyphemus in Idyll 11. At the same time, the pastoral fiction of ‘simple’ speakers and ‘complex’ speech creates its own appropriateness. Corydon may not speak as a shepherd would in real life, but he does speak as a shepherd should in pastoral poetry. Because Virgil’s pastoral is so deeply engaged with previous texts, none of his characters speaks language that is entirely his own. But that fact is not inert. It is, rather, the starting point for a broader exploration of the effects of intertextuality in the Eclogues.

The representation of speech and the imitation of previous texts are two sides of the same coin; both can be classed as imitatio or mimêsis. And just as voice implies human origins, the allusivity of the Eclogues also holds out the possibility of connecting the words on the page to a source, a source not in a speaking person, but in another text. One crucial function of allusion in the Eclogues is to define the new genre of Roman pastoral by defining where these poems come in literary history. References to Lucretius, Catullus, and, above all, Theocritus, identify those texts as the authoritative sources in the past from which the Eclogues derive. The Eclogues engage extensively in allusion in what Thomas Greene has identified as the aetiological mode. Allusion as verbal aetiology allows the reader of the Eclogues to connect the language in the text to concrete realities outside of it, much as literary voice can suggest the possibility of connection to an author or a speaking person. And yet allusion or intertextuality calls forth its own configuration of the balance between connection and disjunction. All allusions require that something missing from the text being read – that is to say, the ‘model’ – be recovered by the reader and supplied to complete or supplement the text. For readers even to be aware of intertextuality they must first be aware that something is lacking from the text they are reading. Intertextually attuned readers, in other words, supplement the text in response to a perceived absence. And so, just as with the representation of voice the possibility of connection to a speaker has to be balanced with the reality of disjunction and absence, so the aetiological potential of literary reference must be constantly weighed against the separation between the text of the Eclogues and the realities to which it makes reference.

The term voice itself often figures in descriptions of intertextual connections. A site of intertextuality is where ‘we catch the echo of another’s voice’, where we meet the ‘condensation of two voices in a single image’, or
where ‘we can make out other interspersed voices, wider echoes’.

‘Voice’ can even be implicated in a particular view of relationships between texts. Stephen Hinds has used the metaphor of voice as a means of distinguishing between ‘allusion’ on the one hand and ‘intertextuality’ on the other: ‘the phenomenon which we call allusion … allows the interventions of one self-fashioning voice, that of the alluding poet, to be privileged above other voices’. Intertextuality, by contrast, makes it difficult to locate ‘voice’ in any one place as the property of any singular text. For this there are analogies available in the observable procedures of the Eclogues. Voice in the pastoral world is often hard to pin down because it is shared between singers, overheard and passed along, echoed and repeated. The diffusion of voice, on the one hand, makes the pastoral landscape a place of vocal and aural ‘plenitude’, but this comes at the cost of a sure connection between voice and a source in a singular speaker. The Eclogues feature the general absence of an identifiable authorial voice in the presence of multiple mimetic voices. Voice becomes not individual but ‘communal property’. As such, the narratological issues of represented or implied speaker, of focalization and point of view, with the questions they raise about attributability, about ‘who speaks?’, can be examined fruitfully alongside functions of voice as a metaphor for unspoken implications such as one finds in the Parry/Lyne idiom of “further voices”. On this score, some long-standing critical tendencies with regard to the Eclogues, such as, for instance, biographical allegorizing and literary source hunting, indicate how strongly this poetry calls for a search for origins in response to absence. The Eclogues ask readers to trace sources and traditions and to connect speech with a speaker, the text with a personality – in short that they read for the voice.

These sorts of absence and disjunction are phenomena that the Eclogues associate specifically with textuality. There are a number of ways in which the Eclogues, despite the definitive pastoral fiction of a naive and oral culture of singing shepherds, draw attention to their own status as written poetry. Intertextual density itself is one. Even if, as has been said, intertextuality does not even require a written text, the elaborate referentiality of the Eclogues is certainly to be located in that corner of Hellenistic and Roman poetics in which highly refined allusivity is closely tied to self-consciousness on the part of authors about the dependence of their art on writing and their engagement with poetry from the past through reading. Another, related reflection of textuality openly and famously acknowledged by the Eclogues is the exacting construction of the collection specifically as a book of poetry, at least in part in imitation of previous Hellenistic books. As a further reflection of their own textuality, and the importance of textuality in their relationship to preceding literary traditions, the Eclogues in several places dramatize allusion specifically as a process involving writing. For example, Gallus’ professed intention ‘to inscribe his “loves”’ (incidere amores, Ecl. 10.53) on Arcadian trees is, no doubt, a reflection of the presence in Eclogue 10 of allusions to Cornelius
Gallus’ collection of elegies entitled *Amores*. At the same time singing – and not writing and reading – remains the norm for the composition and dissemination of song in the pastoral world.\(^5\) That fact only adds emphasis to the places in the *Eclogues* where written texts do appear. There are several of them, despite claims that writing is incompatible with pastoral.\(^6\) In addition to Gallus in *Eclogue* 10, Mopsus in *Eclogue* 5 is also a literate poet, who writes out his song in honour of the death of Daphnis on the bark of a beech tree (13-15) before he performs it in his exchange with Menalcas. The song itself imagines a memorial for Daphnis that takes the form of an inscription, a sepulchral epigram (42-4). Damoetas, the amoebean singer of *Eclogue* 3, has Pollio for a reader (84-5). Tityrus in *Eclogue* 6 produces a song for which he imagines a reading audience (*haec ... si quis / captus amore leget*, ‘if anyone in the grips of love will read this’, 9-10). Tityrus even specifies Apollo himself as his ideal reader: the god takes pleasure in seeing the name of Varus written at the head of a column, *pagina*, on the scroll (11-12). In *Eclogue* 10 not only does Gallus imagine carving his *amores* on trees within the fiction, but the narrator also produces a song for Gallus such as Lycoris herself could read (2-3). In *Eclogue* 4 reading plays a role in the maturation and the education of the miraculous child (26-7). His are, in fact, literary studies that closely parallel those of the text-based poet who wrote *Eclogue* 4.

These references to reading and writing within the pastoral world are more than just violations of supposed generic norms.\(^5\) They are all, for one thing, markers that the *Eclogues* are ‘concerned with the making of poetry in the real world’.\(^5\) They are also reflections within the text of the experiences of a reader of the *Eclogues* specifically as a reader. For the *Eclogues*, pastoral inscriptions are not the baroque curiosities that they will become in the subsequent pastoral tradition.\(^5\) Inscription, the physical act of writing and leaving a mark on a surface to represent words (and even a voice), is a pastoral essential all its own, something without which pastoral could not exist, at least not in the distinctive form Virgil gives it in the *Eclogues*.

### The *Eclogues* as pastoral

A brief word is required at this point regarding genre and the particular ways in which issues related to genre and to generic labels enter into this study of the *Eclogues*. Simply put, at the time of their creation the *Eclogues* do not fully correspond to any one clearly established genre. Consequently different generic labels, such as ‘pastoral’, ‘bucolic’, and ‘epos’, have been applied to the poems and defended by some highly motivated partisans. In this book I generally refer to the *Eclogues* as ‘pastoral’, in part for reasons of familiarity and accessibility. But how that term is defined is significant. In Virgil’s day the generic profile of the *Eclogues* is defined most of all by Theocritean imitation, of which the representation of herdsmen is a particularly marked example.\(^6\) But to call
the Eclogues pastoral is to expand the frame of reference and associate them closely with the post-Classical European poetic tradition that traces its origins to the Eclogues. The generic norms of pastoral as defined in the subsequent European tradition do serve as a point of reference for this study. The Eclogues are pastoral in no small part because later pastoralists looked to them as the authorizing source of generic norms. But in accepting this, we cannot simply retroject a later conception of the genre onto the Eclogues. For one thing, entrenched criteria for defining pastoral in the subsequent tradition such as idealized love, the city’s nostalgia for the country, or golden-age escapism are in retrospect hard to find in the Eclogues, despite some influential attempts to do so. Nevertheless, I believe that the diachronic picture of the pastoral genre can still provide insight into the Eclogues. Paul Alpers is my guide here. Among attempts at comprehensive definitions of pastoral, Alpers’s work stands out for its attention to representation and to functions of voice. Alpers has illuminated the importance that the Eclogues, and the whole pastoral tradition, place on song performed in company, whereby poetic voice forges connections, whether between characters in the pastoral world or between authors writing in pastoral conventions. The dialogic responsiveness, for instance, that has already been mentioned as a formal device that creates mimetic voice is both distinctive for the Eclogues and an essential for pastoral. Pastoral of all periods, as Alpers has observed, represents a tradition of poetry as a product of communities and of communication between individuals through art, and so holds out the promise of a response to art in terms of interpersonal relationships. Alpers’s view of pastoral’s generic essentials thus hews closely to the oral ideals represented within pastoral fictions; voice and metaphors of voice are the enablers of the pastoral communities and traditions he traces.

A concern for tradition and literary community can also be identified as an important aspect of the Eclogues’ generic identity in their particular moment in literary history. As this study describes in detail, the poems define themselves, and their generic identity, in large part through reference to predecessors, and to Theocritus above all others. By exploiting Theocritus as a new model for imitation at Rome, Virgil in effect introduces a new genre. It is in the first instance the intertextual relationship between Virgil and Theocritus that creates pastoral, and this relationship between authors is as close as any in the ancient world. But Theocritean imitation in the Eclogues is significant for more than just its extent and closeness; for one thing, for Virgil, as for Theocritus before him, allusion crucially enables pastoral to define a history for itself. If a ‘new genre’ is a contradiction in terms, both Theocritean bucolic and Virgilian pastoral actively manipulate literary history to create a sense of tradition.

The generic distinctiveness of the Eclogues thus lies in two roles these poems play: as both the inheritor of the bucolic poetics of Theocritus and the foundational text for the subsequent European pastoral tradition. And
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voice is important to both aspects. Given the generally very close connection between practice within the pastoral world and the poetics of pastoral, the representation of voice underscores analogies between relationships within pastoral poems and those between authors in the pastoral tradition. As shepherds’ dialogues and singing contests pass through literary history by means of the ‘dialogues’ and occasionally ‘contests’ staged by authors, voice plays an active role in the formation of the tradition. This analogy between what pastoral characters do and what authors of pastoral do must be interrogated, but to the extent that pastoral responsiveness is a feature not only of the production of song in the pastoral world but also of the relationship between texts in the pastoral tradition, the intertextuality of the Eclogues can be examined productively alongside the functions and characteristics of mimetic voice. And that provides another argument for the necessity of looking simultaneously both at the orality of the pastoral world and at the textuality that produces those fictions.

Voice and textuality in Eclogue 9

Let us return now to Eclogue 9, from which it is convenient to illustrate some of the characteristics of voice, both represented and metaphorical, outlined above. This poem is especially forthcoming regarding the dislocation of language between pastoral’s naive speakers and the dense referentiality of the text. Voice is more formalized in Eclogue 9 than elsewhere in the Eclogues. The poem’s dialogue form and the multiple, even contradictory, readings to which it has given rise invite consideration of metapoetics and an acknowledgement of the final impossibility of unitary meaning. The poem also shows many of the ways in which the language of Virgil’s pastoral manifests absence, through memory and repetition and especially through the physical absence of the master poet Menalcas, all of which correspond, in one way or another, with the absence of the ‘source’ of the words we read through intertextuality.

As we have seen, near the end of Eclogue 9 Moeris complains of the loss of song as voice even as his speech alludes to the Callimachean elevation of writing as the source of immortality. The efficacy of voice is in fact challenged seemingly everywhere in the poem. The opening exchange between Moeris and Lycidas introduces the possibility of a discrepancy between what is reported by speech and the actual truth (7-13):

\[ L. \text{ Certe equidem audieram …} \\
\text{omnia carminibus vestrum servasse Menalcan.} \]

\[ M. \text{ Audieras, et fama fuit; sed carmina tantum} \\
\text{nostra valent, Lycida, tela inter Martia quantum} \\
\text{Chaonias dicunt aquila veniente columbas.} \]

Lycidas Why, indeed, I heard that your Menalcas saved it all with his poems.
Moeris  You did hear that and that was the story, but, Lycidas, our songs have as much power amid the weapons of Mars as they say the Chaonian doves have when the eagle attacks.

Like Moeris’ ‘so many forgotten songs’ (oblita mihi tot carmina, 53), Lycidas’ misperception about the efficacy of Menalcas’ attempt to save the land with his songs reflects the theme of the failure of poetry that some have seen as growing increasingly prominent as the collection of the Eclogues draws to a close. As part of a broader thematized representation of speech and of the poetic use of voice, Menalcas’ failed attempt to save the land with poetry is reflected also in the failure of *fama* accurately to reflect reality. Both of these failed voices contrast with the authoritative and effectual pronouncement of the ‘outside occupier’, *advena possessor*, whose words of banishment Moeris quotes bitterly: *haec mea sunt; veteres migrate coloni*, ‘this is mine; you old farmers, off with you’ (4).

In the represented world of Eclogue 9 poetry is struggling, seemingly unsuccessfully, to achieve this type of power, and voice is implicated in its failures. When, in response to the absence of Menalcas, Moeris and Lycidas try to recapture past poems they once heard (lines 17-50), the exigencies of memory mean that, with poetry as with *fama*, utterances are not totally sure vehicles of transmission. Memory, for one thing, inscribes a diachronic gap between representation and reality; it is a form of absence. The words that Moeris and Lycidas attempt to quote notionally exist in a fuller form somewhere else. What actually appears in the text is a token of something larger and more complete, and that something is a song. Moeris and Lycidas have not read the poems they attempt to quote; they have heard them sung: *quae sublegi tacitus tibi carmina nuper*, ‘those songs I just overheard from you’ (21); *haec, quae Varo necdum perfecta canebat*, ‘the unfinished songs he was singing for Varus’ (26); *Quid, quae te pura solum sub nocte canentem / audieram*, ‘What about those I heard you singing by yourself out in the clear night’ (44-5). In Eclogue 9 the poetic tradition represented by Menalcas is endangered specifically because in his absence it has been entrusted to voice and to memory for its survival.

Through being transmitted by singing, hearing, and attempts to repeat what has been heard, the songs Moeris and Lycidas exchange have become deracinated fragments. Incompleteness is everywhere. Lycidas can remember the tune of one song but not its words (45); even when it was originally performed the song Menalcas sang for Varus was ‘still unfinished’, *necdum perfecta* (26). One might wonder whether things could be different if textuality, especially textuality of the type that seems to ensure the full preservation of the voice of Heraclitus for the speaker of Callimachus’ epigram, had a role to play in the tradition of Menalcas’ poetry. In fact, textuality is at issue here, in more ways than one. The repetition of other people’s songs in the dramatic fiction of Eclogue 9 creates an image
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of literary history in progress. The temporal gap that memory and quotation attempt to bridge in the poem is of the same sort faced by an alluding poet or by a reader keen to detect allusions. But specific intertextual relationships point to the fact that the world in which Menalcas’ songs are created and precariously received is not the same as the world in which Virgil’s poem is created and received. To a request from Lycidas that he sing any song he might have at hand (32), Moeris responds thus (37-43):

Id quidem ago et tacitus, Lycida, mecum ipse voluto,  
si valeam meminisse; neque est ignobile carmen.  
‘huc ades, o Galatea; quis est nam ludus in undis?  
hic ver purpureum, varios hic flumina circum  
fundit humus flores, hic candida populus antro  
imminet et lenta texunt umbracula vites.  
‘huc ades; insani feriant sine litora fluctus.’

That is what I am doing, and I am silently going over it in my mind, to see if I can remember; for it is not an unknown song. ‘Come here, Galatea, for what fun is there in the waves? Here are the brilliant colours of spring. Here the earth pours out all the different flowers around the rivers. Here a white poplar overshades a cave and pliant vines weave an arbour. Come here; let the mad waves dash against the shore.’

This not perfectly remembered song is a Latin version of Theocritus 11.42-9. *Non ignobile*, ‘not unknown’, is, therefore, a gesture towards a knowable source text. It takes two forms. On the one hand we have a song which a Moeris or a Lycidas might hear being sung within the fictional world. But there is also a reference to a separate poem that belongs to the world of Virgil and his readers, who have access to texts of Theocritus and are being encouraged to identify that text as the source of these words. The repetition of the vocal performance parallels the repetition of one written text by another. The uncertainty about the effectiveness or accuracy of the repetition, likewise, has different meanings for the characters in the poem and for Virgil’s readers. For Lycidas and Moeris it is the absence of Menalcas that results in fragmentation and imperfect recollection of his song. For their part, readers of *Eclogue* 9 might be inclined to consider the inevitable changes, omissions, and gaps that attend any attempt at the repetition of one text by another. The absence of Menalcas from the dramatic present of *Eclogue* 9 is in a sense a symbol of the elusive nature of the authoritative source and of the failure of a sure connection to a point of origin, whether in a person or a textual source.

Confusion with regard to source or origin also touches the author of the ‘not unknown’ song. It is not clear who the author is. Is this in fact a song of Menalcas’, or is it Moeris’ own composition? Virgil’s readers might even think first of Theocritus as the author. The fiction of remembering and quoting a song from elsewhere means that the author of this song is as
much absent in the world of the poem as he is for its reader. And uncertain attribution does not end there. It is also not clear who is speaking. Moeris is the dramatized speaker, but he is imitating the voice of Polyphemus the Cyclops enamoured of Galatea. At the same time Moeris is also quoting a previous song. When this song was first sung who was speaking? Did the (unknown) author adopt the voice of a character, like one of the performers of the Polyphemus vignette in Theocritus 6, or did he sing in his own voice? The Galatea he addresses seems to be the unattainable sea nymph of Theocritus’ poem, but then again a woman by that name elsewhere inhabits the same world that Lycidas, Moeris, and Menalcas do.

There are no sure answers to these questions because the insecure transmission of song through hearing, memory, and repetition has brought with it a loss of a secure connection for speech to a singular origin in a speaker and separation from a dramatic context in which that connection might be restored.

The multiplication of possible speakers in these lines changes the function of voice; it goes from being strictly the vehicle for the representation of a person to being the object of representation in its own right. The voice that says ‘Come here, Galatea’, effectively does not belong to anyone. It does not have an origin in a single person; nor does it function as the metonymic image of a singular speaking character. In the Eclogues such depersonalization is commonly a function of textual effects that violate expectations of representational appropriateness and so create distance between the speaker and his voice. Eclogue 9 further shows that repetition itself is a means of creating that separation of voice from its source. In this particular instance the fiction of quotation and the attending uncertainty of attribution formalizes and draws attention to the disjunction between the speaker and the voice. Although the text ‘quoted’ is certainly Virgil’s composition made especially for this poem, by being notionally incorporated from some other context the voice that addresses Galatea is given an alibi, as it were. It is not strictly in the dramatic moment, but originates somewhere else, a place where it exists more fully. Intertextuality in and of itself can accomplish the same separation. In the confusion of voice as a vehicle for connecting language to a point of origin, Moeris’ attempt at quotation is but a highly marked instance of an effect in the Eclogues that is not limited to specific instances of direct allusion, where it is clear that some previous utterance has been taken over into a new poetic context and separated from its roots. Rather, the inherent discrepancies in pastoral voices that arise from the incompatibility of naive speakers and highly refined literary reference mean that voice in the Eclogues always points to origins elsewhere. Pastoral speakers are never in full possession of their language. But then in a sense all represented speech originates elsewhere. To the extent that represented speech presents itself as a transcription of actual speech that did take place in the world, it is always notionally incorporated into the text from somewhere.
else. The *Eclogues* invite us to consider a broad analogy between the representation of speech and the imitation of previous texts as conjoined manifestations of *imitatio*.

Returning to *Eclogue* 9, the other fragments quoted in the exchange between Moeris and Lycidas exhibit some of the same disjunctive effects, and by looking at these we can further refine our sense of the dual existence of pastoral voices as both mimetic fictions of speech taking place and self-reflexive comments on their own status as text. The location of the textual alibi of voice is not, however, as strictly identified as the text of Theocritus as in the example of the translation from Theocritus 11 at *Eclogue* 9.39-43. Concerned that the loss of Menalcas would mean the loss of song itself, Lycidas attempts a quotation from the poetry of Menalcas at *Eclogue* 9.21-5. The lines are again a direct adaptation of Theocritus, but this quotation also draws attention to ways in which referentiality within the book of *Eclogues* itself leads to separation between speaker and voice:

vel quae sublegi tacitus tibi carmina nuper,  
cum te ad delicias ferres Amaryllida nostras?  
'Tityre, dum redeo (brevis est via), pasce capellas,  
et potum pastas age, Tityre, et inter agendum  
occursare capro (cornu ferit ille) caveto.'

Or [if you were taken from us, who would sing] those songs I recently overheard from you in silence when you were taking yourself off to visit our darling Amaryllis? 'Tityrus, until I return (the trip is short), graze the goats and when they have grazed take them, Tityrus, to drink, but while you are driving them be careful not to get in the way of the billy-goat. He butts with his horns.'

The fictional exhortation to Tityrus to mind the goats directly reproduces a model from Theocritus 3.1-5. Lycidas has overheard a performance of Menalcas’ intertextual, Theocritean poetry, which he attempts to reproduce. The content of Menalcas’ song, however, points not only to Theocritus. Tityrus is a prominent name elsewhere in the *Eclogues*, especially in poems 1 and 6. He is a figure whom a Menalcas or a Lycidas might very well tell to mind the goats. That is precisely what happens in *Eclogue* 5: *incipi: pascentis servabit Tityrus haedos*, ‘begin, Tityrus will watch the kids as they graze’ (12, Menalcas speaking). In this light, the dramatic standing of the voice is uncertain. The voice that says, or sings, *Tityre, dum redeo*, seems on the one hand simply to be announcing his intention to serenade Amaryllis. But at the same time, he is also singing a song about going to serenade Amaryllis, and in this sense, it is just as possible that the singer is imitating the voice of a character as it is possible that he is speaking in his own voice. And in any event, he is also imitating a Theocritean poem, *Idyll* 3, about a character who serenades Amaryllis. So the particular form of presentation here blurs the line between what is a
reference to another poem and what is an element of the mimetic world represented by the *Eclogues*. It seems that the characters of Virgil’s poems not only continue the fictional drama of herdsmen with names like Tityrus, Corydon, and Lycidas established by the Theocritean poems but also refer to those poems as poems. Lycidas’ quotation of Menalcas seemingly both alluding to and re-living the beginning of Theocritus multiplies the possible speakers for the utterance, giving it, in effect, no sure connection to an origin in human speech at all.

The two other song fragments exchanged by Lycidas and Moeris are marked by the reference they both make to contemporary Roman reality. They also have no apparent source texts in Theocritus. The fiction that these are quotations from songs that exist in fuller form elsewhere, however, continues, which creates the appearance that we are being given glimpses of a pastoral tradition larger than what is found in the *Eclogues* and Theocritus. This, for one thing, only points to the fact that quotation is a fiction for all of these exchanges. But in these fragments it is the book of *Eclogues* itself that is the location for the textual ‘alibi’ of voice, without the need for a specific intertextual relationship.

In the first example Moeris quotes a fragment of Menalcas’ incomplete song for Varus promising praises should Mantua survive the land disposessions (9.27-9). He seems to refer to the fulfilment of a possibility expressed earlier at *Eclogue* 6.3-9. There Tityrus had said, *super tibi erunt qui dicere laudes, / Vare, tuas cupiant et tristia condere bella*, ‘Varus, there will be plenty who will want to sing in praise of you and write about sad wars’ (6-7). In the other example, at *Eclogue* 9.46-50 Lycidas quotes a song about the comet of Caesar that is addressed to Daphnis. This song stands in some relationship to the songs exchanged by the characters Mopsus and Menalcas in *Eclogue* 5, which have as their subject the deified Daphnis and apparently make reference to the deified Caesar. Through these intratextual connections, the relationship between poems within the book of the *Eclogues* itself is analogous to the intertextual relationship to Theocritus of the *Eclogues* collectively. Dense intratextuality is in fact one of the defining features of the *Eclogues* as a highly polished poetry book. The constant cross-references between poems mean that the pastoral voices of the *Eclogues* in effect always have an ‘alibi’ reflecting their own textuality, even in the absence of specific intertextual models. Most, if not all, utterances in Virgil’s pastoral world point to origins elsewhere, whether that elsewhere is in the speech of another person, in the text of Theocritus or another of Virgil’s literary predecessors, or in another place in the book of the *Eclogues*. Different possible sources and locations commonly overlap. Thus, for example, through cross-references within the *Eclogues* Moeris’ fragmented quotation at *Eclogue* 9.39-43 of a song possibly by Menalcas that imitates Theocritus’ Polyphemus is of a piece with Corydon’s apparently unknowing imitation of the same Theocritean voice in *Eclogue* 2, which is followed later in the book by another character.
called Corydon self-consciously imitating the Cyclops as a performing singer (Eccl. 7.37-40).

In a case like this, the question ‘who speaks?’ might be unanswerable, but it is not therefore idle or fruitlessly deconstructive. As Alpers has put it, in pastoral ‘no one sings a song purely his own’ and the problem of the individual author’s or speaker’s claims upon his own words is very much a generic issue for pastoral. It is an issue that is, as we will see, present throughout the Eclogues, but it is made especially prominent through the confusion of speaker and of origins attending the fragments quoted in Eclogue 9. Such slippage in Eclogue 9 is in the first instance a product of the passage of song between authors in literary history, which is reflected in the way songs are overheard, misremembered, and partially quoted within the fiction of Eclogue 9. That precarious oral tradition then parallels and reflects the incompleteness and the distortions of textual reference, whether between the Eclogues and Theocritus or as a function of the intratextuality of the Eclogues book. This is but one of the ways in which voice in the Eclogues reflects absence as much as, or more than, it reflects presence. There are voices for which a speaker is not explicitly identified or for which there are multiple possible speakers. There are voices that point to a textual source or that otherwise fail to exhibit the appropriateness that would seem to be required in order for a voice to stand by metonymy for a person. Impersonation, repetition, quotation, and memory likewise all picture voice in separation from its human origin. Such separation, however, may be a problem for the Eclogues that carries with it its own solution. Thomas Hubbard refers to the pastoral ideal of ‘poetry as communal property’, which may be construed as a force to counteract the slippage between author, represented person, and voice. The proper focus of a discussion of pastoral voice is, in some sense, not the individual speaker at all; the language of pastoral is too conventional, and all the voices of pastoral participate together in a ‘communal discourse’. And yet in the Eclogues one also meets speakers such as the Corydon of Eclogue 2 who are emphatic about their identity with their voices and the inseparability of the song from the voice of the singer. The absence of voice diffused within the ‘communal discourse’ of the pastoral world must, therefore, be balanced against all the claims to presence that are asserted by voice. Inasmuch as an utterance is something that takes place in a particular time and in particular space, the term ‘voice’ always names an event and marks a position. Jonathan Goldberg refers to the speaking character as ‘not a creature with human coherence, but rather … a site through which what is simulated as voice passes’. Goldberg’s choice of the word ‘site’ is useful because if voice does not always designate the full presence of a speaking person, it does provide a location in time and space, even if the accompanying sense of embeddedness and dramatic occasion is only provisional or even if it is more a function of textuality than of dramatic mimesis. In the Eclogues the creation of these sites and the
filling of them with voice is a process that is inherently textual and intertextual. For Simon Goldhill ‘the problems of representation, intertextuality and self-reflexiveness form an integral part of trying to discover the position from which the poet’s voice speaks’. In the Eclogues it is hardly the poet’s voice alone that is so problematized; the problems of intertextuality, reflexivity, and representation manifested in Eclogue 9 impinge, as we will see, on all pastoral voices.

Let me now turn to some general thoughts as a way of moving on to an outline of what follows in the rest of the book. There are three primary areas in which this book aims to contribute to the understanding of the Eclogues. First, it traces unexplored implications of voice both as a representational strategy that is a generic marker for pastoral and as a critical metaphor, with special reference to Virgilian studies, where issues related to speech have formed a coherent field in which interpretation and questions of ideology have been extensively debated. Second, it examines how similarities and differences between speaking and writing are manifested in the Eclogues, which leads to the conclusion that Virgil’s pastoral, rather than simply violating a generic norm of naive orality, in fact uses speech as the point of comparison for exploring both the capabilities and the limitations of writing as the vehicle for its relationship to its audiences. And finally, it considers the relevance of these issues to the generic ideals of pastoral, as they can be defined both for Virgil’s own day and subsequently, and to the evolving place of literature in the Roman society.

To accomplish these goals, Chapters 2 to 7 are in the first instance thematic studies, each of them focused on an essential generic issue for pastoral and based on readings of individual poems or groups of related poems from the Eclogues book. A final chapter serves as a general conclusion. Taking this thematic approach, the discussion proceeds with equal disregard for the order in which the poems appear in the book and for other traditional ways of defining the relationships between the poems, such as ‘architectural’ schemes and hypothetical reconstructions of the poems in their order of composition. Every reading of the Eclogues in effect plots and re-orders the book, no matter what line of argument or of temporal development it follows. And so I offer my own without apology, while acknowledging that in this setting it is not possible to address every issue or to offer close reading of all ten Eclogues in their entirety. In recent memory the Eclogues have been well served by Klingner, Segal, Putnam, Schmidt, Leach, Van Sickle, and Alpers, all of whom have taken a more comprehensive, at times even line-by-line, approach to the text. My focus is specifically on the forces of intertextuality and intratextuality that challenge the unity of speaker and voice and on the tension between the
promises voice holds of connecting language to a source, human or otherwise, and the ever-present reality of disjunction.

Chapter 2 discusses Eclogue 2 and Eclogue 8. These two poems deploy voice as the vehicle for the dramatic representation of character, and they have historically succeeded in convincing readers of their mimetic fidelity, creating the impression that a Corydon or a Damon is a real person. But, at the same time, the disjunction between speakers and their voices, as, for example, in Corydon’s imitations of the Theocritean Cyclops or the performance of a female voice by the character Alphesiboeus, is a source of ambiguity with regard to the fundamental question of ‘who speaks?’.

These poems emphasize the pastoral theme of erotic longing as loss of control, which extends to include the loss of control over one’s language. Uncertainties about speech and about who controls meaning in these poems stand in contrast to the view of representation as impersonation that goes all the way back to Plato. Such a ‘narratological’ view relies upon a hierarchy and upon the clear control of one speaker by another, and that control lies especially with the author. While there are certainly hints that such a system could be applied to the Eclogues, it in the end falls short. In its place Eclogue 2 and Eclogue 8 emphasize the fictionality of all pastoral voices, whether those of characters or authors, and the impossibility of assigning final control of the text to any single, unitary voice.

Chapter 3 turns to Eclogues 3, 5, and 7, the amoebean Eclogues. The amoebean singing contest is the formal essence of pastoral as a genre that idealizes dialogue, responsiveness, and orality in general. Without denying that this is the ideal, this chapter explores ways in which textuality also contributes to pastoral’s self-definition in these poems. It describes features of the text that point to the fact that pastoral was always a phenomenon of books, meant to be encountered by readers. In particular, a pastoral inscription, in this case a song actually written out on a tree in Eclogue 5, is examined as representative of how the Eclogues delineate specifically pastoral functions for textuality. Chief among these functions is the definition of the generic identity of pastoral through sketching its history in textual terms.

Chapter 4 focuses on Eclogue 6 and its narrative technique, which embeds voice in layers of formal complexity. The ecphrastic-style narration effectively makes the voice of Silenus’ song absent. But at the same time the poem finds other ways of projecting the reality of the voice as sound within the fiction. This striving for reality effects climaxes in the presence of direct speech at the centre of Eclogue 6. A voice that seems to be Silenus’ and the voice of Pasiphae emerge and appear to bypass all the narrative layering of the poem. This chapter argues that this gesture is relevant to the Eclogues’ many images of a history for the genre of pastoral, as the possibility of recovering that original voice becomes an image of the search for the origins of pastoral itself. There is a specific Theocritean precedent for this in Idyll 7, in which a song about a song about a song
leads, perhaps, to an original scene of pastoral voice. *Eclogue* 6 also uses the phenomenon of echo to picture pastoral as a song tradition that leads to Silenus’ performance, the source of which, however, remains absent, despite the fact that Virgil’s readers have substantial knowledge about the textual sources for *Eclogue* 6.

This concern with tracing the elusive point of origin is continued and expanded in Chapter 5, the subject of which is *Eclogue* 1. As the introduction to the *Eclogues* book and to the new genre of Roman pastoral, the poem represents in effect two competing histories for pastoral in the form of two alternative models for understanding the relationship between the text and the past. Connection to an authorizing source in the past in the form of aetiology balances separation from the source in the form of echo. At the same time a further duality, the ‘two voices’ of Tityrus and Meliboeus, mirrors ideological conflict and critical bifurcation. In recent years criticism of the *Eclogues* and of pastoral has tended to look to dialogue for resolution of conflict. But the way in which pastoral ideals of dialogue and responsiveness are unfulfilled in the world of *Eclogue* 1 might rather make us question whether our response as readers can be modelled on those ideals. Thus, this chapter argues that neither Tityrus nor Meliboeus alone provides a complete aetiology for pastoral. The failure of dialogue between them is evidence that the *Eclogues* do not simply idealize the spoken at the expense of the written, but are rather always measuring the differing capabilities of writing and speaking against one another.

Chapter 6 turns to *Eclogue* 10 and the generic importance of place. It does not do so in order to elaborate on the traditional idea of an imaginary pastoral landscape or a ‘spiritual’ Arcadia, but rather looks to define the processes of location and re-location that produce pastoral fictions. Movement in geographical terms (from Sicily to Arcadia) works alongside the procedures that locate *Eclogue* 10 last in the physical space of the *Eclogues* book and that relocate Gallus the speaking character from, presumably, his own texts to this one. As in some sense a replay of the song of Daphnis in Theocritus 1, *Eclogue* 10 balances an aetiological tradition with disjunctiveness. In the new space that the poem creates, a new articulation of pastoral aetiology can be enacted by blending fictions of performance and concrete reflections of textuality. The movement is, I argue, largely in the direction of textual fixedness, in the form of Gallus writing his *Amores* on the Arcadian trees and in the form of the poem itself, cast as a song for Gallus that Lycoris can read. As in *Eclogue* 5, the memorial function of the pastoral inscription replaces the presence of a person and a voice with the absence of the written word, but also proclaims the capacity of the text to affect an audience in their role as readers.

That tension between presence and absence in the reading process carries over into Chapter 7, which focuses on *Eclogue* 4. In *Eclogue* 4 the monologic narratorial voice in performance represents perhaps the ultimate fiction of presence in the collection, in that it seems to provide a
direct encounter with the voice of the author himself. The representation of time is a key to this, as the narrative creates the picture of an enunciative moment in terms of location both in history (Pollio’s consulship) and in literary history (through allusions to Catullus, Theocritus, Aratus, Lucretius, and others). While readers may be led strongly to identify the narrative voice of the poem with the presence of the historical author, by now familiar gestures towards textuality prevent that, even as they suggest the fundamental integration of this voice with the others of the collection.

In conclusion, Chapter 8 considers more generally the implications of the preceding discussions for reading the Eclogues, whether by a historically localizable audience in Virgil’s own day or in the present. In the end, the book argues that the interaction between the oral and performative fictions of the pastoral world and the textuality of Virgil’s writing is a controlling force in the Eclogues’ relationship to their audiences. The Eclogues ultimately, I argue, do not rely upon a naive idealization of voice as the unique vehicle for presence and human encounter at the expense of reading and writing. These poems make no concession that writing is inert and dead or that real, oral performance is the only way to engage society with issues of ideological contestation. Although fictions of voice in pastoral tend to point, I believe, more to absence than to presence, the Eclogues uphold the fundamental truth, which characterizes the best of the pastoral tradition in all periods, that reading can be an encounter with the humanity of others.
Other People’s Voices

No one’s language is wholly, truly his own. Even the most personal of statements, like the ‘I love you’ of young Werther or of Roland Barthes, might be taken for nothing but a citation of someone else’s words. Nevertheless, it still seems right that a person’s voice should belong to him or her, like property. But as personal property a person’s voice might be subject to appropriation, and misappropriation, by others. This chapter examines the relationship between person and voice in the Eclogues by looking specifically at three pastoral songs which have had success in convincing readers of their mimetic fidelity in the representation of a person through his, and in one case her, voice. Corydon’s monologue in Eclogue 2 and the songs of Damon and Alphesiboeus in Eclogue 8 have, in other words, encouraged readers to see unity between a person and his voice. But that is not all that voice is doing in these poems. The very success of voice as a mimetic strategy invites curiosity about how mimesis operates, how it achieves its goals. In this case that makes the representation of voice a spur to reflection on textuality. Considered as the textual products that they are, the voices of Eclogue 2 and Eclogue 8 show the same varieties of separation between speakers and their voices as are found throughout the Eclogues. A further complicating factor for the unity of person and voice in these poems is performance. Each of the three songs considered in this chapter is the product of a singer in performance, performances that all consist in one way or another of imitations or representations of other people’s voices.

Performance is one of the most common settings for mimetic voice in the Eclogues. Song as oral performance is an indispensable feature of the pastoral world and a primary marker of the presence of voice as a reality within the fiction. At the same time, in the Eclogues it is not uncommon for one pastoral singer to impersonate or perform the voice of someone other than himself. Performance is, therefore, a venue both for the manifestation of voice and for the creation of separation between a speaker and his voice. At times an explicit narratological hierarchy between a singer and the voice of a character he is representing accompanies a pastoral performance. Such is the case for the herdsman singer Alphesiboeus, who imitates the voice of a female chanter of incantations in Eclogue 8. But at other times separation between the performer and the voice is more subtle. It can even be suppressed in the name of representing as close as possible a bond between the speaking character and the voice. Even so, gaps are
never far to seek, given the inherent disjunction between pastoral’s naive speakers and its learned language. In any event, impersonation of voice in the Eclogues encourages a type of reading that is always asking ‘who speaks?’ But where one speaker performs the voice of another, that question is complicated. If a voice is property, impersonation might come close to appropriation, where one speaker takes over a voice that is not really his. The question of ‘who speaks?’ is also a question of who is in control of the text. This plays out in Eclogue 2 and Eclogue 8 as a concern for measuring a speaker’s capacity for control of voice. The speakers of these songs are all lovers, and in the pastoral world erôs is a force that often leads to loss of control, including control over one’s own language. The threat of erotic longing is reflected not only in its characterization as a kind of madness, but also in the dense intertextuality and intratextuality that mean that whenever a pastoral lover speaks his or her voice will be full of citations of other people’s language.

Corydon and imitation

Drama provides one particularly attractive model for approaching speech in the Eclogues. Of Virgil’s works the Eclogues have the strongest affinity with the stage and, given the anecdotal reports that the Eclogues were dramatized in Virgil’s lifetime, it might be possible to elucidate the poems in terms of imagined staging and dramatic reconstruction. The second Eclogue well demonstrates the dramatic qualities of the representation of voice in the collection. Corydon the suffering lover is a confessional speaker who makes himself known through his voice. His speech, however, is also a demonstration of the precarious ability of a pastoral speaker to claim ownership of his own voice.

Corydon pleads with his beloved Alexis in a long monologue (lines 6-73). He speaks, in fact, in the style of a dramatic soliloquy. An imagined scene of Corydon speaking is evoked largely through functions of mimetic voice. The monologue is framed by devices to imply enunciation. It begins with an apostrophe to Alexis and ends with self-address, a, Corydon, Corydon, quae te dementia cepit?, ‘ah, Corydon, Corydon, what madness has seized you?’ (69), which is very much in the style of dramatic monologues. Other signs of voice feature prominently in Corydon’s first lines, not only the addressee named in the vocative, but also the impassioned rhetorical questions, the exclamatory particle o, and emphatic repetition of the first person pronoun (6-7):

O crudelis Alexi, nihil mea carmina curas? nil nostri miserere? mori me denique cogis?

O cruel Alexis, do you have no care at all for my songs? Do you not have any pity for me? Are you finally forcing me to die?
The monologue is introduced with a tag, *haec*... *iactabat*, ‘these were the words he would toss about’ (4-5), that suggests not just speech but a heightened form of vocalization. And so dramatic technique is closely linked with the creation of voice. The presence of voice is, then, closely linked with the creation of character. Corydon begins to emerge from his speech: we learn of his pastoral wealth (20-2), musical abilities (23-4, 31-9), good looks (25-7), and gift-giving abilities (40-55), which should, in his opinion, make him an acceptable lover for Alexis. Corydon the person is thus inseparable from Corydon the voice. Corydon goes so far as to identify himself with the songs he performs: he links Alexis’ lack of ‘care’ for his songs (6) with his lack of ‘pity’ for himself (7).

The self-revelation and self-reflection on the part of Corydon in *Eclogue* 2 seem to distinguish him from his predecessors in the bucolic tradition; the poem has put many modern readers in mind of elegy. The elegiac quality of ‘this most elegiac of pastorals’, is thus understood to be defined not only by the love theme. When Corydon goes out into the wilderness to sing of his love, there are, for one thing, intertextual connections with one of the foundational texts for Roman elegy, Callimachus’ telling of the Acontius and Cydippe story. But the appeal to elegy stems most of all from the personal revelation of a speaking *ego* in *Eclogue* 2. In antiquity, the biographical allegory that saw Virgil himself and his own erotic longings reflected in Corydon was responding to the same stimulus. The elegiac connection is explicit in Apuleius, who saw Virgil himself in Corydon and saw Corydon and Alexis as the equivalent of other poet-beloved pairs, like Catullus and Lesbia or Propertius and Cynthia, even if those identifications now seem more likely to signal the absence of direct personal revelation than its presence. In any event, *Eclogue* 2 does project a desired response in terms of understanding the speaker as a person. Unfortunately for Corydon, however, Alexis, the addressee of his pleas, is not interested in who he is (*nec qui sim quaeris, Alexi*, ‘you do not seek to understand who I am, Alexis’, 19). Corydon’s emotional isolation from his addressee is reflected in his physical location: he is ‘alone’ (*solus*, 4) in the wilderness of ‘mountains and forests’ (*montibus et silvis*, 5), while Alexis is entirely absent from the scene. The absence of Alexis, whose very name would appear to disbar him from offering Corydon the type of sympathetic response he seeks, only heightens the pathos of Corydon’s pleas. Alexis’ absence is in fact central to the rhetorical effectiveness of Corydon’s speech. Without Alexis present to hear and respond to Corydon, his pleas for understanding and pity register with no one more directly than with the reading audience.

But if there is an impression that Corydon speaks directly to us, it is a mirage. In formal terms the poem never claimed to provide direct access to the voice of Corydon at all. A framing passage makes representation a fact within the poem (1-5):
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Formosum pastor Corydon ardebat Alexin, 
delicias domini, nec quid speraret habebat. 
tantum inter densas, umbrosa cacumina, fagos 
adsidue veniebat. ibi haec incondita solus 
montibus et silvis studio iactabat inani.

Corydon the shepherd burned with desire for handsome Alexis, his master’s darling, and he did not have anything to hope for. He just went continuously among the thick beeches, shaded by their canopy. There alone with pointless zeal he would toss about these ill-composed words to the mountains and forests.

The poem does not give us unfiltered access to Corydon speaking as if we were the audience for a stage performance. Instead we get what a narrator tells us Corydon used to say. The frame even tells us that Corydon’s performance is *incondita* (4), ‘ill-composed’, i.e. disjointed, inelegant. Why then does it look for all the world like elegant Virgilian poetry? For one thing, *incondita* alerts readers to the distinction between Corydon’s speech and the poem that presents it, even to possible distortions that might be introduced by the notional transformatting from oral performance to written text. The actual voice of Corydon in performance is absent; the text is notionally a mere reflection of something that existed in other form elsewhere.

When Corydon speaks, the poem manifests an uncomfortable separation between the speaker and the voice. For instance, line 24, *Amphion Dircaeus in Actaeo Aracyntho*, ‘Dircaean Amphion on Attic Aracynthus’, which Wendell Clausen calls ‘a verse of the most precious Alexandrian sort’, is, along with the claim it makes that Corydon rivals a legendary singer of celebrated power, ill at ease, even parodic or ridiculous, in the mouth of a shepherd. The dislocation is difficult to reconcile in mimetic terms. When Corydon says things like this, his voice violates the system of expectations that Ross has labelled ‘expressive identity’, which might be compared to the Aristotelian standard of *to eikos*, ‘probability’, which at a minimum would require that characters say what we expect them to say. Appropriateness, however, can be measured in different ways. Corydon, as already noted (cf. p. 13 above), might not speak like a herding slave on a Sicilian estate, but he does speak as a shepherd should in pastoral poetry. The inappropriateness of Corydon’s speech, the separation between the speaker and his own language, creates its own appropriateness, and it is a specifically generic appropriateness, as reflected, for one thing, in the referential texture of Corydon’s voice.

The use Virgil made of Theocritus in composing *Eclogue* 2 has been well documented. The poem was an early test case in Virgilian source criticism, and in more recent times Ian Du Quesnay, for one, has provided a comprehensive account. Theocritean references—above all to *Idyll* 11, the love song of the Cyclops Polyphemus, but prominently also to *Idylls* 6 and
3 – are thick in Corydon’s monologue, and his allusive learning, if it can be called that, is no more in keeping with his humble status than his highfalutin’ diction in line 24 or his thousand ewes (21). Corydon finds himself, in other words, in the awkward position of trying to define himself through a voice that is not wholly his own, but is, in fact, an imitation of several other previous speakers. This becomes especially apparent when Corydon turns to describe himself and his appearance (19-27):

赞美你所要，你不寻求理解我，亚力克西斯，
我千头羊拥有的财富，我白雪般的牛奶。
我在西西里山间放羊的千头羊；我不会在夏天没有新鲜牛奶，
不会在冬天没有乳汁。我唱阿米丰在阿卡琴托
在阿克泰欧召唤羊群的往日歌曲。
我不是如此不雅：我刚在岸边看见自己，
当海不再波涛汹涌。我甚至不会害怕达法尼斯在
你的判罚下，如果他判断的图像/反射[imago]不被欺骗。

Two passages of Theocritus are most closely imitated here. *Idyll* 11.34-40, in which Polyphemus boasts to Galatea of his ‘thousand cattle’, ‘finest milk’, ‘always abundant cheeses’, and ability to pipe ‘such as no other of the Cyclopes’, is the source of Corydon’s pastoral wealth and musical ability. A second model, for *Eclogue* 2.25-7 and Corydon’s handsome reflection (imago), is provided by *Idyll* 6.34-8, where again the speaker is Polyphemus, who says that he is not so unattractive after he catches a glimpse of his reflection in the sea. Mimesis thus takes two forms in these lines from *Eclogue* 2. The same words are both an imitation or representation of Corydon through his speech and an imitation of previous texts. The conjunction of senses of mimesis has a self-reflexive quality, which is enhanced by further reflexive gestures towards the idea of imitation in the poem. Like numerous Theocritean singers actively inventing their bucolic tradition, Corydon asserts his resemblance to other singers and claims a tradition for his musicianship. He is the designated successor of Damoetas (36-9), which might imply a specific intertextual relationship to Theocritus. He would be a Daphnis (26-7) or an Amphion (23-4). When he performs his music he imitates Pan (*mecum una in silvis imitabere Pana canendo*, ‘together with me in the forests you will imitate Pan in singing’, 31). The repeated invocations of tradition and imitation are a ‘reflexive annota-
tion’ of the status of Corydon’s voice as an intertextual imitation of the Cyclops.20

This reflexivity takes highly concentrated form in the single word *imago* (27), ‘reflection’, ‘imitation’, or ‘echo’. Corydon looks at his reflection and thinks he resembles the handsome Daphnis; his language, however, is more a reflection or imitation of Polyphemus. ‘If the reflection (*imago*) does not deceive ...’, he says. But is that not precisely what is happening to Corydon? He is deceived in the sense that he is misinformed about who his true intertextual models are. Ovidian heroines like Ariadne and Medea have accustomed us to the irony of characters who seem to have read their own stories in previous versions.21 In his ignorance Corydon is closer to, say, the Turnus of *Aeneid* 12 or to the Polyphemus of Theocritus 11 himself. These are figures crucially unaware of their own literary history.22 When he speaks, the Theocritean Polyphemus is duped by intertextuality. This Polyphemus might be young and pre-Homeric, ‘just sprouting a beard’ (9), but his Homeric self and his fate to lose his eye at the hands of Odysseus keep cropping up in what he says.23 Furthermore, his notoriously problematic attempts to rid himself of erôs by singing end up maybe even making his predicament worse.24 Corydon is similarly trapped. Readers of *Eclogue* 2 know something that Corydon does not know, namely that he has no hope of achieving his desire of convincing Alexis to join him in the countryside (*nec quid speraret habebat*, ‘he did not have anything to hope for’, 2; *studio ... inani*, ‘pointless zeal’, 5). Corydon is also unaware that his voice is not his own, even as his very language draws attention to that fact. As a lover like Polyphemus, he is condemned to an unfulfilled erotic longing that can only be qualified as ‘madness’, *dementia* (69). Corydon’s inability to control his predicament as a lover overlaps with his inability to control and possess the very language he speaks.

The generic appropriateness of Corydon’s voice is thus founded not only on its specific intertextual connections to the language of Theocritean speakers like Polyphemus, but also on the inability of the speaker to fully contain, control, or possess the voice. Harry Berger Jr. has described how a gap between the represented speech of characters and a superior representing discourse – signalled, for instance, by the kind of intertextual irony present in the language of Polyphemus and of Corydon – was from the beginning at the heart of representation in ‘strong’ pastoral.25 In a similar vein, Kathryn Gutzwiller makes a useful distinction for all pastoral poetry between ‘mimetic reading’, which focuses on the speaking character as source of the language of the text, and ‘analogical reading’, which attends to the relationship between represented characters and the author where the significance conveyed in character speech somehow exceeds the capacity of the represented characters themselves.26 Gutzwiller distinguishes her two modes of reading in terms of voice, ‘the voices of poet and character’.27 Voice is also the organizing principle of representation for Berger’s scheme, under which all interpretative roads tend to lead to
‘another “voice” … which materializes as an implicit first person as soon as the reader decides that the explicit first person is unreliable’.  

This ‘zero-degree voice’ Berger thinks of as a metonym for the text itself. But, as is shown by Berger’s retention of such terms as ‘voice’ and ‘impersonation’ in referring to this effect, terms that signal an implied human presence, the ‘zero-degree voice’ is also in some sense an abstraction of the author.

In Eclogue 2, the kind of gap between the character and a superior perspective or ‘voice’ that Berger sees as essential to pastoral is not only implied when Corydon speaks, it is a reality, thanks to the introduction that frames Corydon’s monologue (1-5). That framing voice carries with it the authority of control over the representation of Corydon and is, consequently, associated quite closely with the author Virgil himself. For the reader of Eclogue 2 the author is thus seemingly present to guide a reading. As they form impressions from the text, readers have the authority of the narrator or author to which to attribute their awareness that there is more to know about Corydon than his own voice admits. Intertextuality is one particular source of this superior knowledge. It creates a quasi-conspiratorial intimacy between the framing voice and the reader, who together are possessed of knowledge which Corydon does not have. He is isolated not only in the lonely forests and mountains, but also in the realm of the poem’s discourse, where he is cut off from his addressee and from the knowing author and reader of Virgil’s poem.

While the ironic gap between Corydon and his voice is thus an effect of textuality, the poem also suggests dramatic impersonation as a possible model for approaching the relationship between frame and framed. The Platonic conception of representation as impersonation was current in the criticism of pastoral in antiquity. Here it is appropriate to quote Socrates’ discussion in Republic 3 of Iliad 1.15-16, where Homer introduces the speech of the elderly priest Chryses to Agamemnon and Menelaus (Pl. Rep. 393a-b):

The poet himself is speaking and he does not try to make us think that anyone other than himself is speaking. But after this he speaks as if he were Chryses and he tries to make us think as much as possible that it is not Homer speaking but the priest, who is an old man.

On this view, the poet himself speaks the narrative which gives way to character speech, in which the poet is still speaking, while attempting to disguise his voice behind a full and convincing characterization. Applying this model to Eclogue 2, the framing voice or author figure can be thought of as dramatically impersonating Corydon, just as Homer impersonates the old priest Chryses. As Servius puts it, Corydonis in persona Vergilius intellegitur, ‘Virgil is to be understood as speaking in the guise of Corydon.’ Constrained in dramatic terms, the narratological hierarchy of Eclogue 2 aligns with representations of authorship elsewhere in the
collection, where oral performance is the dominant venue for pastoral song and impersonation of voice is one representational strategy available to pastoral singers. Pastoral's oral paradigms, in other words, make the genre apparently congenial to the Platonic scheme. But before buying into it entirely, we should understand what is at stake. Where representation is conceived as discourse and voice is held out as the link by which to trace represented words back to a human source, the nature of the text itself and the question of who is in control of it become paramount.

To return specifically to *Eclogue* 2, the framing, allusivity, and general inappropriateness of Corydon's speech, whether we think of these more as effects of intertextuality or of impersonation, all raise the question 'who speaks?' and therefore encourage a search for the 'source' of the represented utterances. If it is unsatisfactory to think of Corydon as an autonomous speaker fully in control of the meaning of his words, Plato would imply pretty strongly that the author of the poem is the true 'source' of what Corydon says. On the surface at least, Plato would further imply that for that authorial role speech provides a good analogy for what is happening. There are, in effect, 'two voices' present that have to be balanced against one another in reading, those of the character and the author impersonating him. Berger would counter that the source of the 'further' voice is really just the text itself, and he points out that Plato himself is no stranger to literary practices based on 'heterological imitation, in which oral discourse is represented in writing'. In the case of *Eclogue* 2, however, the text of the poem is not a final source for the words we read, but is, rather, only another locus for a dispersal of the source. Because much of Corydon's language can be traced directly to the Theocritean Cyclops, the notion of an extra-textual 'source' for Corydon's voice overlaps very closely with specific intertextual relationships. To imitate the voice of the Theocritean Polyphemus is, moreover, in itself to tap into a complex articulation of the relationship between voice, person, and text. Where Polyphemus speaks in Theocritus, impersonation is hardly a matter of clear-cut narratological hierarchies. In Theocritus 6 'Polyphemus' is actually a role played by the character-poet Damoetas in an exchange with a character called Daphnis. Their dialogue is further framed by an authorial introduction (1-5), and the words that 'Polyphemus' speaks are overrun with citations of Homer. Framing and intertextuality create a multiplication of possible speakers, making the question 'who speaks?' hard to answer. In Theocritus 11 likewise, the speaking Polyphemus is not only the comic youthful lover, but also the Homeric monster, not to mention being the singing hero of Philoxenus' dithyramb and the spokesman/persona of the author. The Theocritean models for Corydon's voice, in other words, are already deeply invested in the potential of textuality to disrupt a simple connection between speaker and voice.

In the end *Eclogue* 2 raises the question of who is in control of the language of the text only to reinforce the futility of attempting to isolate
control when voice is represented in a context of framing, intertextuality,
and the multiplication of possible speakers. Rather than the control of one
speaker by another through impersonation, or control of a speaker by a
text, or of one text by another, textuality represents a thoroughgoing
dispersal of the voice as source. Above I cited *incondita* (4), ‘ill-composed’,
as a self-referential marker of the absence of the oral performance in which
Corydon’s voice was the real thing. In fact, in terms that resonate with
other voices of the *Eclogues* book, not only is Corydon’s performance
‘ill-composed’ it is also ‘un-written’. But, as presented to readers, Cory-
don’s voice is very much written. By acknowledging in this way that the
presence of Corydon’s voice has been replaced by the absence of text, the
poem refers all potential gaps between the speaker and his voice less to
dramatic impersonation and more to the disseminating effect of textuality.

*Eclogue* 8 does the same thing, again in a context of song dramatized
within a narrative frame. But while the frame of *Eclogue* 2 encloses the
monologue by Corydon, in *Eclogue* 8 an authorial introduction frames a
singing contest between two characters called Damon and Alphesiboeus.
The element of communication or dialogue between them contrasts with
the isolation of Corydon. Dialogue, however, is only vestigially present; the
bare statements by the narrator that Damon and Alphesiboeus were
‘competing’ (*certantis*, 3) and that Alphesiboeus ‘responded’ (*quae respon-
derit Alphesiboeus*, 62) are the only formal acknowledgement of an
amoebbean relationship between the two songs. Even so, the presence of
dialogue enhances the effect of mimetic voice. And, as with Corydon in
*Eclogue* 2, both the song of Damon and the song of Alphesiboeus which
follows it exemplify successful use of voice for the mimesis of a person. But
Damon and Alphesiboeus are not just represented voices. They are them-
selves authors in performance, and in their two songs they employ
contrasting strategies with respect to characters and represented speech.
On the one hand, the song of Alphesiboeus seemingly conforms to the
Platonic analysis of authorial and represented speech: Alphesiboeus
speaks in the first person, but in the voice of a character he is imper-
sonating. The gap between the speaking person and the voice is largely
the product of gender differentiation. Alphesiboeus is performing a
woman’s voice. By contrast, in Damon’s performance the personal refer-
ent of the speaking ‘I’ is unclear. Damon might be impersonating a
character, but then again his song also seems to represent the personal
revelation of ‘his own’ voice.

**Alphesiboeus: playing the other**

Our starting-point for the discussion of the two songs in *Eclogue* 8 is the
second of the pair. The song of Alphesiboeus (*Ecl.* 8.64-109) represents a
fiction of voice within a fiction of voice. Alphesiboeus performs a mono-
logue in the voice of a woman attempting to use a magic spell to draw her
wayward lover back to her. His voice is, at least in one sense, emphatically not ‘his own’; it is an imitation of a female speaker. The song’s representational strategy is dramatic. The female character speaks in the style of a mime; she communicates with another character imagined on stage with her and refers to objects notionally present (64-7, 77-8, 101-3). If we pursue analogies with drama, as much as the female magician is like a character on stage, Alphesiboeus is like an actor playing the role. In fact we might say that Alphesiboeus, the male author and performer of a female voice, is in some sense ‘playing the other’.

As originated by Froma Zeitlin, the phrase ‘playing the other’ describes representations of the female by male authors and male performers on the Athenian tragic stage. For Zeitlin, playing the other serves as a reminder of men’s mastery, discursive and otherwise, of women. The dynamic of the relationship between author, representation, and audience is admittedly very different in the pastoral of the Eclogues from that active in the Attic theatre of the fifth century which is Zeitlin’s subject. But Maria Wyke, for one, has identified analogous treatments of female voice in Roman elegy, a genre that is closely cognate with the Eclogues, especially with the poems that are under discussion in this chapter. Wyke uses the programmatic presence of Vertumnus, the multiform male speaker in Propertius 4.2 who can play the role of a woman, as a model for approaching the female voices of Propertius’ fourth book. Considered as impersonations by a male author/performer, those voices become sites for ‘ambiguities and transformations’. According to both Zeitlin and Wyke, in playing the other – whether on stage or in print – a man imitates a woman’s voice not in the name of disappearing entirely into female subjectivity, but always in ways that retain a masculine perspective. Even if women speak, the voices of their male creators and performers are, in effect, still to be heard. The impersonation itself is thus part of the performance, and the inherent asymmetry in the relationship between male and female voices means that it tends to the demonstration of mastery. At the same time, the contrast between the presumptive cohesiveness of the Athenian theatre audience in the fifth century and the scattered and fragmented communities of readers for Hellenistic poetry, Roman elegy, and the Eclogues means that it is hard to rule out different responses to a represented female voice – responses of sympathy, for example. Charles Segal, for one, has eloquently described the success of Alphesiboeus’ song in Eclogue 8 in summoning up the true emotional reality of the woman whose voice Alphesiboeus performs.

Nevertheless, for Alphesiboeus’ song the suggestion that the relationship between the female voice and the male performer is one of discursive mastery is reinforced by the suggestion of another type of mastery, the appropriation of one text by another. Alphesiboeus’ song stands in a very close intertextual relationship to Theocritus 2, in which a woman named Simaetha is dramatized in the manner of a mime preparing for and then
performing an incantation to bring back her lover Delphis. Alphesiboeus’ imitation of a female speaker and his imitation of the Theocritean mime are, in fact, inseparable. The gender of Alphesiboeus’ character is never explicitly stated or manifested with a woman’s name or feminine adjectives modifying a first person. Readers know that her missing spouse Daphnis is male (68, etc.), and she speaks, for instance in lines 69-70, from what looks like a female perspective, aligning herself with mythological performers of incantations, who are usually female. But it is above all a systematic engagement with Theocritus 2 that enables us to read the voice of Alphesiboeus’ song as female.

The male author and female voice of Alphesiboeus’ song directly replicate the ironic mode of Theocritus 2. In Theocritus’ poem there is no framing passage to make impersonation of voice a fact within the poem, but everywhere a gap exists between the female voice and a superior perspective from which she is being represented. In particular, allusions to the Odyssey and to Sappho point in the direction of an author figure responsible for representation. Again and again Simaetha is unaware of all the significance that the words she speaks might carry for intertextually aware readers of Theocritus’ poem. Or is she? The case has in fact been made that Simaetha is a self-aware speaker, fully in control of her rhetoric in justifying herself, not an unaware victim of her own intertextuality, but a capable manipulator of it. The very existence of this discrepancy in readings points to the persistence of uncertainty about who is in control of language where intertextuality and the representation of a dramatized voice meet. The multiplication of speakers makes the attribution of control and intention subject to a reader’s judgement. To return to Eclogue 8, when the female voice of Alphesiboeus’ song uses language that derives from Theocritus 2, who is in control of it? Is it Alphesiboeus? the author figure who speaks in the poem’s frame, announcing his intention to sing the contest between Damon and Alphesiboeus? Virgil himself? That this is effectively an idle question is proof that in reality the pastoral fiction creates its own sense of what is and is not appropriate, appropriateness being defined by nothing so much as the consistent inadequacy of pastoral’s represented speakers to contain all the significance of their words.

The question of who is in control of language is highlighted in Eclogue 8 not only by the gender distinction between Alphesiboeus and his character but also by the specific characterization of the female speaker. As a magician she is an especially appropriate figure for analyzing notions of the power and effectiveness of speech. Hers are no ordinary words; she is wielding carmina which claim power over both nature and people and the ability to effect changes (cf. 69-71, 95-9). In this context a sustained allusion to Lucretius not only introduces a familiar element of intertextual eclecticism to Eclogue 8; it also points to gender both as the specific venue for ambiguity and transformation and as the criterion that might reveal
who is and who is not in control of language. The female magician of Alphesiboeus’ song uses a simile to describe the type of mad passion she wants to impose on her absent lover Daphnis with her magic (85-9):

```
talis amor Daphnin qualis cum fessa iuvencum
per nemora atque altos quaerendo bucule lucos
propter aquae rivum viridi procumbit in ulva
perdita, nec serae meminit decedere nocti,
talis amor teneat, nec sit mihi cura mederi.
```

May such a love possess Daphnis, as when a cow exhausted from searching for a bullock through the groves and deep copses lies down in green sedge by a stream of water, lost, and does not think to depart at the late night; may such a love possess him and may I have no concern to cure it.

In Lucretius’ *De Rerum Natura* (DRN 2.352-66) similar language describes the helplessness of a mother cow searching for her calf which has been sacrificed to the gods.\(^4\) In both Virgil and Lucretius a female cow (bucula in Ecl. 8.86, mater in DRN 2.355) is searching for a male bullock (ijuvenicum, Ecl. 8.85; vitulus, iuvenici DRN 2.352, 360), but Virgil has changed maternal love to erotic love. The whole point of the simile is to create change. Alphesiboeus’ magician deploys these images in the hope of changing her lover Daphnis into the one to go searching; she hopes to make him, in other words, like the female cow and herself like the male bullock. She is attempting a reversal of gender, and she might be expected to have the power to accomplish the change she desires in Daphnis. Hers are the powers of Circe who ‘with spells changed (mutavit) the companions of Ulysses’ (71). But at the same time, the gender that she shares with the searching cow of the simile might suggest that the Lucretian language better represents the hopeless passion she feels for Daphnis than any feeling for her on his part.\(^47\) If so, her spells are not just ineffectual, but even self-defeating.

With this in mind, intertextually informed readers might have further grounds to predict the ultimate failure of her incantation. Her lover’s very name, Daphnis, predestines him to a lack of responsiveness. The Theocritean Daphnis refuses to give in to love, and at *Idyll* 1.82-5 Priapus taunts him for his lack of interest in a girl who is desperately looking for him: ‘Daphnis, you wretch, why are you wasting away? The girl is being led on foot through all the streams, all the groves, searching for you.’ This passage has made a specific intertextual contribution to the simile in *Eclogue* 8,\(^48\) and the female magician’s apparent ignorance of Daphnis’ presumptive immunity to her pleas, as well as of the misaligned genders of her simile, pictures her as ambiguously in control of her own language. It is, then, on a further note of inconclusiveness that the poem ends (105-9):
aspice: corripuit tremulis altaria flammis
sponte sua, dum ferre moror, cinis ipse. bonum sit!
nescio quid certe est, et Hylax in limine latrat.
credimus? an, qui amant, ipsi sibi somnia fingunt?
parcite, ab urbe venit, iam parcite carmina, Daphnis.

Look: all on their own the very cinders, while I have been hesitating to take
them away, have overwhelmed the altar with quivering flames. May it be a
good omen! It is something, at least, and Hylax is barking on the threshold.
Do we believe it, or do lovers craft their own dreams for themselves?
Be done, Daphnis is coming from the city, now be done with songs.

Has the spell worked or not? Is Daphnis in fact returning from the city, or
is the female magician ‘crafting her own dream’? As with so many such
cliffhangers in the collection of the Eclogues, one finds arguments on either
side. In any event, the failure of her incantation to succeed clearly in
effecting the transformation of Daphnis that she desires draws attention
to another transformation, a possibly more successful one, the one effected
by Alphesiboeus when he impersonates the female voice.

Similarities to other lovers in the Eclogues suggest that the female
magician’s predicament of language is related particularly to her status as
a desperate lover. We can compare Corydon who, in his hopeless attempt
to woo Alexis, also aspires to heightened powers of language and song (Ecl.
2.23-4). But the aspiration to be another Amphion is self-defeating or at
least ironically inappropriate for him; it signals not Corydon’s mastery of
language, but his inability to control all the significance of the words he
speaks. In general the ineffectualness of the song of Corydon, like that of
the Theocritean Cyclops, demonstrates the predicament of erotic passion
as a lack of control, including control of one’s own language. There are
other examples in the Eclogues. Pasiphae in Eclogue 6.47-60, for instance,
directly manifests the animal-like passion that the female voice of Alphe-
siboeus’ song would like to impose on Daphnis. Like one of Corydon’s
lambs, she is out ‘wandering on the mountains’ as she searches for the
object of her desire. And like Corydon’s passion hers too is ‘madness’.
Erotic passion as animal-like ‘wandering’, error, or ‘madness’, dementia,
links Pasiphae and Corydon together and to other lovers in the Eclogues.
Corydon is almost a doublet for Pasiphae. Perditus, ‘lost’ (2.59), and
perdita, ‘lost’ (8.88), both at line beginnings, complete the circle and
directly mark the analogy between the voice of Alphesiboeus’ song and
Corydon himself. Pasiphae, like Corydon, gets to speak; her impassioned
voice represents the emotional climax of Eclogue 6, and the expressive
power of her pathetic monologue (55-60) is heightened in contrast to the
example of the daughters of Proetus cited to her (48-51). Their reduction
to an animal-like state even lower than Pasiphae’s is reflected in the
abandonment of human voice, replaced by ‘sham mooing’ (falsis mugitibus,
48). But even Pasiphae’s voice, as we shall see in a later chapter, is in some
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sense not her own because embedded in layer upon layer of representation, quotation, and impersonation.

Pasiphae, Corydon, and the female magician of Eclogue 8 all give voice to their erotic predicaments, even as multiple forces are conspiring against the ability of the lovers of the Eclogues to truly express themselves through their voices. Erotic longing itself is incompatible with complete self-control for speakers in the pastoral world. And on top of that, the commonality of the experience and the expression of love makes the lover’s voice in pastoral a site overrun by citations of other people’s language. Furthermore, the apparatus of impersonation, whether through the authorial frames of Eclogue 2 and Theocritus’ Polyphemus poems or through the performances by Alphesiboeus and a ‘zero-degree voice’ in Theocritus 2, leaves no sure guide to the attribution of the control of language. For pastoral lovers, ‘sovereign voices are hard to pin down; and the dissemination, recession and framing undercut the possibility of any one voice becoming really originary and authoritative’. But, at the same time, intertextuality, impersonation, and framing encourage the search for that elusive source, even as it recedes from the reader’s grasp. The status of voice as a stable marker of human presence is implicated in the process. Alphesiboeus and the author figure of Eclogue 2 might be represented as voices in performance, but intertextuality makes them no more real and coherent as persons than the objects of their impersonations. When in the following section we consider the song of Damon from Eclogue 8, we will find an even more complex example of the inadequacy of the individual speaker to contain, control, or possess voice. In this case those questions have a strong element of generic self-reflexivity to them. Within Damon’s song, fragmentation, the absence of singular personhood, and the dispersal of authorial presence reflect the specifically pastoral textuality of the collection of the Eclogues.

The song of Damon

In the song of Alphesiboeus the gender distinction between performer and voice is the unambiguous marker that impersonation is taking place. By contrast, the song of Damon offers no clear narratological hierarchy, but rather shifting and layered points of reference for a voice in performance. The relationship of the speaker to the song is, therefore, open to interpretation. Does Damon sing about his personal experience of unhappy love or is he imitating the voice of an unsuccessful lover? Reflections of elegiac themes and tropes, much like those that also populate Corydon’s song, could go either way. More than that, intertextuality effectively erases any distinction between what could be considered authentic and what is imitative in Damon’s song. More emphatically than Alphesiboeus’ song or Corydon’s, the song of Damon manifests an unattached textuality that fills the vacuum left when voice and speaker part company. Indeed, Damon’s
voice verges on disintegration into nothing but a series of textual citations. The speaker himself is perhaps less a person than an image of generic identity. And yet fundamental functions of voice remain. Communication represented within the mimetic fiction, even if in attenuated form, means that Damon’s voice is not entirely dislodged from the world of human interactions. In this case, the presence of voice might not indicate the presence of a person in any simple sense, but if nothing else it does represent the possibility of communication.

Emphasis has tended recently to fall on Damon’s role as a performer, which is taken, implicitly or explicitly, to suggest that the same mode of impersonation is at work in his song as in Alphesiboeus. But the same voice has also invited reading in terms of its realistic portrayal of a person and as a portrait of tragic suffering in love. The issue of the relationship of Damon as author to the ego of his song is presented to readers again in dramatic and performative terms. First a narrative frame sets the scene (14-16):

Frigida vix caelo noctis decesserat umbra,
cum ros in tenera pecori gratissimus herba:
incumbens tereti Damon sic coepit olivae.

The chill shade of night had hardly left the sky, the time when the dew on the tender grass is most pleasing to the flock: thus leaning on his smooth olive staff, Damon began.

As the song begins Damon addresses himself to the morning star in the manner of a stage lover’s monologue (17-20):

Nascere praeque diem veniens age, Lucifer, almum,
coniugis indigno Nysae deceptus amore
dum queror et divos, quamquam nil testibus illis
profeci, extrema moriens tamen adloquor hora.

Lucifer, appear and bring the nourishing day in train as you come, while I, who have been betrayed by the unworthy love of my wife Nysa, make my complaint and as I die I call on the gods, even though I have accomplished nothing with their surety, in this my final hour.

The apostrophe to Lucifer (17) suggests dawn, and in this readers may find some information to gauge the relationship between the performer and the voice. The narrative frame also sets the scene at dawn, when ‘the chill shade of night had hardly left the sky’ (14), which rules out a hasty diagnosis that Damon is performing a character imagined in some fictional situation different from that in which he is himself represented. And as it proceeds, Damon’s song itself gives off conflicting signals regarding the presence or absence of a narratological hierarchy between a speaker and a character being impersonated.
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One point of ambiguity is the mimetically problematic refrain. Like Alphesiboeus’ song, Damon’s song is punctuated by a refrain. When it first occurs the refrain seems to represent a self-referential authorial exordium, spoken by Damon himself (21): *incipe Maenalios mecum, mea tibia, versus*, ‘begin the Maenalian verses with me, my pipe’. But if Damon is, as is commonly understood, impersonating the voice of a fictional shepherd-lover, each time the refrain is spoken again it poses a problem. Is this shepherd-lover invoking his own brand of ‘Maenalian verses’ and addressing his own *tibia*? Or does the voice of Damon repeatedly break out of its character-mimesis to speak the refrain? For the latter view one could appeal to the model of Theocritus 1.84, where the refrain of Thyrsis’ Daphnis song interrupts represented character speech. But on the other hand, the refrain of Alphesiboeus’ song, like the refrain of Theocritus 2 before it, is fully integrated with the representation of the voice of a character; it is even fundamental to the creation of the mimetic effect that the song is a spell being chanted by the character. In Damon’s song it is hard to assign the refrain exclusively either to a character voice or to an authorial voice. This is in keeping with the overall effect of the song. Damon’s voice is effectively an image not of some singular person but of many suffering lovers in the pastoral tradition. The primary models are Polyphemus and the goatherd of Theocritus 3, but Daphnis from Theocritus 1, as well as the singer Thyrsis from the same poem and the Simaetha of Theocritus 2, who provides the most prominent intertextual model for Alphesiboeus’ song, all have made specific intertextual contributions to the construction of the voice.⁵⁹ In the words of Theodore Papanghelis, the poem is ‘much more a phenomenology of the tradition of pastoral voices than it is an exploration of the pathology of love’.⁶⁰

Blending of voices rather than differentiation between them is the dominant mode of Damon’s song. There is, however, at least one section where the performance does clearly become an impersonation and there is a separation between the singer and an imitated voice comparable to that created by the gender differentiation in Alphesiboeus’ song. Beginning in line 29, Damon’s song turns, as Friedrich Klingner recognized, into a sort of travesty of a marriage song.⁶¹ And for the first time his voice is self-evidently imitative. The voice of Damon’s song addresses Mopsus, the man who is going to be married to his unfaithful beloved, Nysa. He quotes the song he imagines will be sung in the evening at the wedding, and in so doing imitates the voice of the choruses who usually sing wedding songs (29-30):

Mopse, novas incide faces: tibi ducitur uxor.
sparge, marite, nuces: tibi deserit Hesperus Oetam.

Mopsus, cut new torches; your wife is being brought to you. Bridegroom, scatter nuts; Hesperus is leaving Oeta for you.
Dislocation in cultural terms suggests that there is a more thoroughgoing separation between the person and the voice here than just a simple imitation by Damon of a wedding song. The torches and the nuts suggest Roman wedding ritual. But as much as torches and nuts are Roman, Hesperus (and Virgil might even have written Hesperos) is Greek, as opposed to Vesper; and there is manuscript support for Oetan, not Oetam, in line 30. Robert Coleman, who prints Hesperos Oetan, says that ‘the Greek inflections … provide a sense of distance’, but he also believes that ‘the allusion to a familiar Roman wedding ritual adds yet another touch of realism to the pastoral situation’. The effect of distance might rather be expected to negate any lingering suggestion of realism. In fact the juxtaposition of Greek and Roman serves to characterize the voice as not strictly answerable to particular historical realities. Rather, in creating its own appropriateness the voice of Damon’s song participates in aspects of both Greek and Roman reality in much the same way that it eclectically references multiple speakers from the tradition of pastoral lovers.

Damon’s parody of a wedding song continues in the following stanza, where he turns from addressing the bridegroom to address the bride. But he does not flatter Nysa with praise of her beauty or offer advice for her marriage; abuse replaces sympathy (32-5):

\[
\begin{align*}
o & \text{digno coniuncta viro, dum despicis omnis,} \\
dumque & \text{tibi est odio mea fistula dumque capellae} \\
hirsutumque & \text{supercilium promissaque barba,} \\
nec & \text{curare deum credis mortalia quemquam.}
\end{align*}
\]

O, you are to be joined with the man you deserve, given that you despise us all, you hate my pipe and my goats, shaggy brow and long beard, and you do not believe that any god cares about the affairs of people.

Seemingly incidentally, a visual image of the speaker emerges from these lines. More than just a disembodied voice, he has goats and a pipe, a shaggy brow and a grown-out beard. Because Damon is himself a shepherd (as we are told in the first line of Eclogue 8), it is tempting to see here an image of what he really looked like and so confirmation that he sings the song in his own voice. The combination of a physical appearance and possession of a voice, in other words, heightens the ‘reality effect’ of the representation. But not only is Damon’s voice not entirely his own, his appearance also is effectively somebody else’s. It too is the product of specific intertextual relationships. The beard might be traced back to Theocritus 3.8-9, and the shaggy brow to Theocritus 11.30-3. The goats and pipe could come equally from either the goatherd-singer of Theocritus 3 or Polyphemus, or from any number of other pastoral figures for that matter. Neither the voice nor the visual image provides more direct access to the reality of Damon; nor does either settle the question of whether Damon’s voice is or is not an impersonation. The same goes for the lines

Pastoral Inscriptions
that have evoked the strongest readings of Damon in terms of his emotional reality (37-41):

saepibus in nostris parvam te roscida mala
dux ego vester eram) vidi cum matre legentem.
alter ab undecimo tum me iam acceperat annus,
iam fragilis poteram a terra contingere ramos:
ut vidi, ut perii, ut me malus abstulit error!

I saw you when you were little in my orchards picking dewy apples with your mother (I was leading you). I had just turned twelve years old and now I could reach up from the ground and touch the pliant branches. When I saw you, I died, how a vile wandering seized me!

The memory of childhood and of love at first sight powerfully evokes the reality of the speaker’s personal experiences. And yet, famously affecting as they are, these verses are also a ‘poetic memory’ of a previous text. Even Damon’s memories are not his own.

His voice, likewise, cannot be traced back to the coherence of a speaking person; its sources are diffused in the broad intertextual and intratextual field of pastoral lovers. It represents the same sort of generic, rather than personal, appropriateness that Corydon’s song does. In the Eclogues no speaker’s voice is entirely his own, and Damon is no different, but the generic orientation of the separation between speaker and voice is especially prominent in his song. The self-reflexive quality of Damon’s song makes it a microcosmic image of processes that are being accomplished by the collection of the Eclogues as a whole. The blending of Greek and Roman is one of these. And the lost distinction between Damon as an author represented in performance, Damon as character being performed, and Damon as singer dramatizing his own ego touches on the generic importance of the shepherd-singer, not as a person, but as a textual creation. In the development of pastoral the identification of the poet as himself a shepherd, not just an author who writes about shepherds, was crucial. Theocritus wrote about herdsmen; Moschus and Bion became herdsmen, at least within the space of their texts. The voice of Damon’s song thoroughly blurs the two roles of ‘author’ and ‘character’ as shepherd, and as an example of the intertextual construction of the ‘shepherd-poet’ Damon’s voice is, in some sense, an epitome of pastoral itself.

The refrain is another feature of Damon’s song that is oriented towards generic self-definition. It plays this role in imitation of the refrain from Thyrsis’ Daphnis song in Theocritus 1. As Richard Hunter writes, ‘the three refrains which punctuate the song of Thyrsis chart the move from “beginning” to “repetition” … and ultimately to “cessation”. Thyris’s song inaugurates and completes a whole genre.’ Through recurrence and variation the refrain in Damon’s song too marks progress from a beginning to an end. incipe Maenalios mecum, mea tibia, versus (21, 25, etc), ‘begin
the Maenalian verses with me, my pipe’, replaces Thyrsis’ ‘begin, dear Muses, begin the bucolic song’ (Theoc. 1.64 etc.). And desine Maenalios, iam desine, tibia, versus, ‘end, pipe, now end the Maenalian verses’ (61), marks the end along the same lines as the Theocritean ‘end, Muses, come end the bucolic song’ (1.127 etc.). Progress in the case of Damon’s refrain is again no less than progress through a history of pastoral. The first call to ‘begin the Maenalian verses’ is the self-referential exordium not just of one song, but of an entire genre. Maenalios is Damon’s replacement for Theocritean ‘bucolic’, and the first refrain is immediately followed by an extended gloss on the key word that explains how Mt. Maenalus stands for a myth of generic origins focused on Pan as the inventor of shepherds’ music (21-4):

incipe Maenalios mecum, mea tibia, versus.
Maenalus argutumque nemus pinusque loquentis
semper habet, semper pastorum ille audit amores
Panaque, qui primus calamos non passus inertis.

Begin the Maenalian verses with me, my pipe.
Maenalus is always the home to a sonorous grove and speaking pines,
Maenalus always hears the loves of the shepherds and Pan, who was the first
not to let the reeds lie unused.

Here Damon effectively rewrites the opening of Theocritus 1, with its whispering pine and invocation of Pan the piper. He thereby aligns his performance with the Theocritean tradition inaugurated by that poem. But on closer inspection it becomes clear that Damon evokes a Theocritean tradition that does not really exist. semper ... semper ‘always ... always’ (23) marks Maenalus, one of Pan’s traditional Arcadian haunts, as the habitual home for songs such as Damon’s. The only appearance of Maenalus in Theocritus, however, is in Daphnis’ hymnic summoning of Pan within Thyrsis’ song in Theocritus 1: ‘O, Pan, Pan, whether you are on the high mountains of Lykaios or you traverse great Mainalos, come’ (123-4). Hardly the setting for Theocritus’ bucolic tradition, in fact Pan has to be summoned from there to come to Sicily by Daphnis, the ancestor of all singing shepherds.

As a rendering of Theocritean ‘bucolic song’, Damon’s ‘Maenalian verses’ are, therefore, partial at best. The continuous tradition that Damon’s song evokes is actually a tradition of its own creation. There is no concrete history to which Damon’s song is making reference. The very absence of concrete and stable referents outside of the text itself is an overriding characteristic of Damon’s voice. The voice gives off conflicting signals about its relationship to a speaker. It makes eclectic reference to various Greek and Roman cultural realia and to various literary models. Damon’s voice does not create a singular image of a speaking person, but is dominated by generic self-reflexiveness. In all these ways, this voice
verges on pure textuality, on disintegration into a series of citations of other people’s language. But, as we will see in the concluding section of this chapter, there are important signals that prevent the complete emptying of the presence of voice from Eclogue 8. Despite the free-floating referentiality of the language in Damon’s song, characteristics of the spoken remain, and they have an important role to play.

The reality of voice in Eclogue 8

Up to this point I have been emphasizing one common corollary of performance in the Eclogues, namely the loss of a secure personal referent for the voice. But there is another corollary of pastoral performance that could be emphasized. Song performance makes voice real within the world of the fiction. As an oral performance voice can be heard and responded to; it can accomplish communication. Responsiveness and communication are pastoral essentials, and they can provide an at least partial corrective to the depersonalization of voice in Eclogue 2 and Eclogue 8 that we have been considering.

For one thing, in both Eclogue 8 and Eclogue 2 there is encouragement to conceive of an authorial presence in the poem in terms of speech along the lines of the Platonic conception of mimesis. In his exordium the author figure of Eclogue 8 announces his theme and performance (1-5), addresses an unnamed dedicatee (6-13), and briefly sets the scene for the inset performance of the two characters (14-16). In short, the introduction dramatizes an authorial voice in performance, much like the vocalizations of the characters Damon and Alphesiboeus it presents, and not unlike the authorial frame of Eclogue 8. The stance of a voice in performance suggests a personal source, someone speaking (or singing) the words we read in the authorial frame of Eclogue 8. The introduction in that sense reflects the Platonic analysis of representation as impersonation. But just as the identity of the addressee of Eclogue 8 is left unspecified, the author figure too lacks any personally identifying characteristics. The very anonymity of the author raises the question ‘who speaks?’ and so might encourage an intensified search for the source and highlight the need to connect the text to a speaker. But as seems always to be the case in the Eclogues that search for a personal source for voice overlaps closely with a reader’s ability to identify specific intertextual relationships. Given the dense intertextuality of the framing passage of Eclogue 8, with its references to Theocritus, Aratus, and Homer, it is perhaps better to see the authorial voice of Eclogue 8 as a gesture towards the role of the praise poet and the aspirations of the new Roman poetry than to limit it in any sense to a representation of the personal voice of an individual.

Even if our ability to trace the voice of the frame back to a personalized authorial source is limited, there is still the suggestion of communication and interpersonal connection that comes from the representation of vocali-
zation. The use of an addressee in and of itself supplies an explicit communicative function for the discourse. After the speech tag *dicemus*, ‘we will sing’ (5), the apostrophe is the strongest marker of vocalization in the passage. In speaking to an addressee, the author figure taps into the power of the figure of apostrophe to picture a connection between a speaker and a listener.\(^{73}\) In other words, an apostrophe makes the dramatic mimesis of voice inseparable from the suggestion of a dialogue; you cannot have one without the other. And by involving itself in dialogues not only does this voice speak, it also listens (62-3):

> Haec Damon; vos, quae responderit Alphesiboeus, dicite, Pierides: non omnia possumus omnes.

Such was Damon’s song; Pierian Muses, tell us (or ‘sing’) what Alphesiboeus’ response was; we are not all capable of everything.

In the author’s reliance on the voices of the Muses, Alpers has detected a pastoral relationship analogous to dialogue between the author figure and what he relates.\(^{74}\) Thus the construction of the text mirrors what is presented within it, and we might note that in turning over the role of speaking, or singing, to the Muses (*dicite, Pierides*, ‘Pierian Muses, tell us / sing’, 63), the author introduces another female voice, even the archetypal female voice, to match the performance of Alphesiboeus that follows. At the same time in the suggestion of an amoebean exchange between the author and the Muses, there is a further reflection of the textuality that has produced these fictions of voice out of the author’s able manipulation of his literary inheritance and specific intertextual relationships.

Thus, the author figure of *Eclogue* 8 is represented by a voice that participates in qualities of written and spoken language, much like the character voices that it frames. In the *Eclogues* textual representations of voice always involve this balancing act between absence and presence. But the presence of voice is especially crucial for Damon, in whose song, as we have seen, textuality poses a greater than usual threat to the ability of a voice to connect to a source in a person. But even in the face of that threat voice is a reality. In the first place, Damon is participating in a singing contest with Alphesiboeus, as lines 3 (*certantis*, ‘competing’) and 62 (*responderit Alphesiboeus*, ‘Alphesiboeus responded’) make clear. The amoebean contest is the ultimate pastoral venue for orality. It requires that song be spoken and heard, as one singer listens and responds to the other in a dialogue. For that reason alone, setting the songs of Damon and Alphesiboeus in an amoebean contest in and of itself contributes to the reality of their performances as voice. And more than that, an Orphic power over nature is attributed to the two singers. That power is a further sign that their words are uttered aloud and heard within the fictional world (2-4):
The voices of Damon and Alphesiboeus are not just heard, they have a powerful effect on an audience. But do Damon and Alphesiboeus have an effect on each other? How successfully are they communicating? Based on the conventions of the amoebean contest, successful communication between the two singers might be detected in the similarities between their two songs, similarity itself being a requirement of amoebean. The two songs are formally comparable, particularly through the use of the refrain. The songs also share the theme of erotic longing, and they share intertextual models. A minor textual adjustment gives the two songs the same number of lines and comparable structural arrangements according to stanzas. But for Alphesiboeus and Damon the dramatic element usually found in amoebean poems is lacking. We see no interaction between the two characters. They do not address each other, and there is no conversation between them to lead into or follow after their exchange of songs. At the point of transition from Damon’s song to Alphesiboeus’ (62-3), instead of the kind of dramatized exchange found, for instance, at Eclogue 5.45-55, where the characters comment on each other’s performances, there is instead the address of the author to the Muses. Direct manifestations of responsiveness and communication are as absent from the representation of the contest between Damon and Alphesiboeus as they are denied to the pleas of Corydon in Eclogue 2 by the absence of Alexis.

The very rarity of signs of voice in Eclogue 8, however, only emphasizes the importance of those that do appear. Interaction and communication between voices have the potential to overcome the potentially troubling suggestion of Damon’s complete isolation from interpersonal connections. In his song he is soliloquizing to the gods before suicide (58-60):

omnia vel medium fiat mare; vivite silvae:
praeceps aërii specula de montis in undas
deferrar; extremum hoc munus morientis habeto.

Let it all turn into the middle of the sea. Farewell, forests; I will throw myself headlong into the waves from the peak of a high mountain. Let this be my final gift as I die.

Damon thus announces his intention to die, but, inasmuch as he is participating in an amoebean contest with Alphesiboeus, it hardly seems possible that his song ends with an actual leap from a cliff into the sea. Alphesiboeus’ presence as an audience for Damon’s soliloquy, required by
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the amoebean setting, makes a reading that ends with Damon actually committing suicide nothing short of grotesque. 76 His involvement in the dialogue therefore seems to hold Damon within the world of human interactions. Voice is the sign not just of a possible human source for the words on the page, but also of the potential for connection and communication between one person and another.

The ideal of voice as presence, its ability to enable communication and achieve dialogue, thus seems to save Damon from his isolation. Or it at least provides the best argument for seeing Damon’s song, including its statements of suicidal intent, as a performance of a fictional voice meant for the ears of Alphesiboeus. And yet, the possibility remains that Damon really does leap into the sea when his song ends, as a sign of his total isolation. The presence of voice as effective communication might be the ideal, but it is, in fact, hardly assured anywhere in Eclogue 8. As we have seen, the ending of the song of Alphesiboeus is awash in ambiguity about what voice accomplishes. The female magician depicted in the song ought to be able to get what she desires with her language, but does she? The frame of Eclogue 8 assigns Orphic power to the songs of Damon and Alphesiboeus as signs of the reality of voice, but within Damon’s song such power is an impossibility, a sign that the world has gone off the rails (52–6):

nunc et ovis ultro fugiat lupus, aurea durae mala ferant quercus, narcisso floreat alnus, pinguia corticibus sudent electra myricae, certent et cyncis ululae, sit Tityrus Orpheus, Orpheus in silvis, inter delphinas Arion.

Now let the wolf flee from the sheep, let the hard oaks produce golden apples, let the alder bloom with narcissus, let the tamarisks sweat out rich amber from their bark, and let the screech owls compete with swans, let Tityrus be an Orpheus, an Orpheus in the forest, an Arion among the dolphins.

It is as impossible for Tityrus to be an Orpheus or an Arion as it is for Corydon to be an Amphion. 77 As Hubbard puts it, Eclogue 8 ‘calls into question the Orphic powers of pastoral verse at the very time they are proposed’. 78 Even the framing voice of Eclogue 8 seems to aspire to heightened powers of speech by taking on the role of encomiast, but that is strictly hypothetical and indefinitely delayed (6–10):

tu mihi, seu magni superas iam saxa Timavi sive oram Illyrici legis aequoris, – en erit umquam ille dies, mihi cum liceat tua dicere facta? en erit ut liceat totum mihi ferre per orbem sola Sophocleo tua carmina digna coturno?

You, for me, whether you are now coasting past the crags of the mighty Timavus or whether you sail along the shore of the Illyrian sea – will that
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day ever come, when I could sing of your deeds? Will I ever be able to carry through the whole world your songs which are uniquely worthy of the Sophoclean style?

And so there is uncertainty about the success of communication at all levels of Eclogue 8, just as there is in Eclogue 2, where Corydon’s monologue fails to reach Alexis and fails, it seems, to benefit Corydon himself. In both poems representations of voice as the property of individualized personal speakers are complicated by framing, impersonation, and intertextuality, in short, by other claims to the ownership of voice. In the next chapter, we will stay with dialogue. Virgil’s amoebean poems will give us a chance to consider further the true commensurability of dialogue as something that is dependent on the presence of voice and as a phenomenon of texts.
Dialogue and Textuality in the
Amoebean Eclogues

As we saw in the preceding chapter, in the Eclogues impersonations of voice come to reflect on their own fictiveness and textuality in the absence of a stable personal source. And even though Corydon, Damon, and Alphesiboeus are all oral performers, the absence or (in the case of the songs in Eclogue 8) the attenuation of responsiveness to their songs is a potentially troubling sign that voice is not really functioning as it should. Clear indications that these voices are actually heard by other people within the fiction are lacking, and that absence is all the more noticeable in comparison with the representation of voices in the other Eclogues, where fullness of voice and responsiveness between voices are the rule. The essential manifestation of voice in pastoral is dialogue, and, more specifically, the amoebean contest, where responsiveness is by definition present. The amoebean contest raises a number of issues that are of metapoetic importance for the Eclogues. Most significantly, dialogue in the amoebean setting reveals the tension between pastoral’s performative fictions and its textual self-reflexivity. It is with that concern in mind that the present chapter considers functions of dialogue in Virgil’s amoebean pastorals, Eclogues 3, 5, and 7.

Dialogue is in and of itself a generic marker for pastoral. Theocritus uses references to song contests to help define the new genre. Dialogue is also central to the view that pastoral idealizes voice as the vehicle for human presence. As Alpers writes, ‘Literary herdsmen need each other to hear their complaints and share the sentiments and pleasures that sustain them: singing for someone / is fundamental to these poems.’ At the same time, dialogue is also a prestigious metaphor for intertextual relationships, and the ‘literary herdsmen’ Alpers speaks of might include not only pastoral performers but also authors writing in pastoral traditions. In criticism of pastoral such a turn to metaphor often begins from descriptions of practice in the pastoral world, where the amoebean contest’s demands for responsive imitation puts songs in a diachronic relationship that can look very much like one of ‘model’ and ‘copy’. Thus the exchanges between the poets in an amoebean contest are easily taken to reflect a Virgilian agôn with Theocritus. In general the prominence of amoebean form, dialogue, and responsiveness in definitions of pastoral reflects the gravitational pull of the oral and performative
element in the genre. Dialogue, whether literal or metaphorical, and voice are closely linked. Dialogue functions actively as a tool for the creation of mimetic voice in the pastoral world. In an amoebean contest, such as one finds in Eclogue 3 or in Theocritus 5, voice is represented in doubleness: separate, dramatized speakers divide the verses of the text between them. The amoebean form then relies upon a fiction of extemporaneous communication: one singer offers some improvised verses; a second has to match or surpass what he has just heard. The amoebean form is thus ideally suited to literary mimesis of speech taking place: it is a venue for demonstrating that the words on the page are actually spoken and heard within the fiction. But dialogue is also linked to metapoetics, and on that front pastoral song exchanges potentially align as much with physical text as with the ostensibly very attractive metaphor of an oral dialogue between poets. For one thing, despite the fiction of extemporaneousness Virgil’s dialogue poems are, as this chapter illustrates, extensively engaged in defining a history for pastoral. To do that they are also engaged in defining specifically pastoral functions for textuality.

Absence and presence in amoebean dialogue

Of all the Eclogues, the singing contests between Menalca and Damoetas in the third and between Corydon and Thyrsis in the seventh best demonstrate the expectations of an amoebean dialogue. These two poems ‘provide different models of dialogue, one ending in compromise and harmony, the other in victory for one party, both agonistic, competitive, the second more abrasively so’. In both poems the sequential orderliness of the amoebean exchanges is emphasized: incipe, Damoeta; tu deinde sequere, Menalca. / alternis dicetis; amant alterna Camenae, ‘Begin, Damoetas; you then follow, Menalca; you will sing in alternation; the Camenae love alternating verses’ (Ecl. 3.58-9). Along with chronology, a fiction of extemporaneousness is a fundamental characteristic of these exchanges. The contest proceeds as one singer first hears and then answers the other. The similarities and parallelism of the two- and four-line units of song that are exchanged in amoebean contests are, therefore, the product of voice. Communication between the participants in the contest and repetition of the language of one by the other are signals that voice is a reality within the fiction of the poem. The doubling and repetition that serve for the creation of mimetic voice in the setting of the amoebean contest represent an intensification of the overall dramatic technique of the Eclogues. The same means of creating mimetic voice can be seen, for instance, in the setting of stakes prior to the contest in Eclogue 3. I highlight this particular exchange because it is, on the one hand, closely aligned with the amoebean contest proper and because it raises important questions about the true dramatic standing of voices in pastoral dialogue.

The competitors in Eclogue 3 are Damoetas and Menalca, two herds-
men who are, as Clausen says, ‘virtually indistinguishable’. Damoetas asks Menalcas, ‘Do you want, therefore, to compete to see what each of us is capable of in turn?’, and then listens as Menalcas describes a set of cups he proposes to wager for the contest (Ecl. 3.36-43):

\[
poca ponam
gagina, caelatum divini opus Alcimedontis,
lenta quibus torno facili superaddita vitis
diffusos hedera vestit pallente corymbos.
in medio duo signa, Conon et – quis fuit alter,
descripsit radio totum qui gentibus orbem,
tempora quae messor, quae curvus arator haberet?
necdum illis labra admovi, sed condita servo.
\]

I will wager beechwood cups, the carving work of godlike Alcimedon; with his agile chisel he added a pliant vine which clothes berry clusters scattered on pale ivy. In the centre are two images, Conon and – who was the other one, who marked out the whole vault of heaven for men with his rod, as well as the seasons that the reaper and the bent plowman should keep? I have never touched my lips to them, but keep them stored away.

Damoetas then describes his own cups, and his response to Menalcas is so close that he even repeats a complete line (44-7):

\[
Et nobis idem Alcimedon duo pocula fecit
et molli circum est ansas amplexus acantho,
Orpheaque in medio posuit silvasque sequentis;
necdum illis labra admovi, sed condita servo.
\]

That same Alcimedon made two cups for me too, and he surrounded the handles in the embrace of a pliant acanthus and put Orpheus in the centre, with the trees following him; I have never touched my lips to them, but keep them stored away.

The repetition of that line by the respondent Damoetas is a sign that Menalcas has spoken and has been heard. The descriptions of the cups are extensively responsive: both singers name the artist who made the cups (37, 44) and describe the border motifs (38-9, 45) and then the scenes figured ‘in the centre’, in medio (40-2, 46). Given the thoroughness of their similarities, the descriptions on their own amount to a miniature or preliminary amoebbean contest.

The descriptions of the cups show, however, that amoebbean responsiveness of this sort may not correspond entirely to extemporaneous orality. For one thing, given that Damoetas’ and Menalcas’ cups are works of art that have a notional existence separate from the words used to describe them, the similarities of the descriptions might be ascribed origins not in the dramatic moment, but in the concrete reality of the objects. Inasmuch as Alcimedon crafted two similar sets of cups, they will, to some degree at
least, inevitably be described similarly. The cups, of course, actually have no reality separate from the words used to describe them, but there is a purpose served by the fiction that the descriptions merely reflect the objects. It gives the apparently extemporaneous exchange between Damoetas and Menalcas an ‘alibi’. Their spoken words reflect another reality. Likewise, Damoetas’ repetition of one of Menalcas’ lines (Ecl. 3.47 = Ecl. 3.43) means that his words are not entirely his own, but have another existence elsewhere. An allusion to Theocritus extends the senses in which the line is a repetition. In Theocritus 1 the unnamed goatherd uses similar language in describing the cup that he offers Thyrsis in exchange for a song: οὐδὲ τί πω ποτὶ χεῖλος ἐμόν θίγεν, ἄλλ’ ἐπὶ κείται / ἄχραντον, ‘I have never touched my lips to it, but it still lies pure’ (59-60).

Furthermore, the word-for-word repetition of a complete hexameter in Eclogue 3 is a self-reflexive acknowledgement of the importance of the Theocritean model to both singers and a homage to the mannerism of the post-Theocritean bucolic. It alludes specifically to the line which is repeated as Theocritus 8.19 and 22, describing a pipe ‘which has white wax all even at the top and the bottom’, the stake Menalcas and Daphnis agree upon for their contest. In Eclogue 3 then the question arises, to what extent is Damoetas really responding to Menalcas, and to what extent has the text merely reduplicated itself? Repetition is everywhere: Theocritus’ one cup from Idyll 1 becomes Menalcas’ multiple cups (36), which are further multiplied by Damoetas’ matching pair (44). By all this we are reminded that repetition and responsiveness are not markers only of extemporaneous orality; they can and do characterize the relationship of one text to another as well.

Amoebean responsion takes place between the poles of dramatic development and simple mechanical repetition. To the extent that pastoral dialogue imitates extemporaneous orality it inclines to the dramatic pole. But, as the allusion to Theocritean repetition in Eclogue 3 shows, give-and-take repetition can also be a marker of language that is not entirely in the dramatic moment, but points to a textual ‘alibi’. It is in fact rare for amoebean dialogue truly to approach drama at the level of content. As one amoebean utterance follows another ‘engagement is rather primarily formal, in terms of rhetorical organisation and sentence structure’. Of course, these two poles can coexist in the same poem, even in the same utterance. In one exchange, for example, Eclogue 7 presents a dialogue that seems on the one hand to show true dramatic continuity and progress from one amoebean unit to another, a sign that language is actualized as voice within the fiction. At the same time, this exchange is also a site overrun with markers of textual self-reflexivity such as intertextuality and impersonation. In Eclogue 7.37-40 Corydon, who is participating in an amoebean contest with Thyrsis, represents himself in the role of the lovesick Polyphemus from Theocritus 11, which also happens to be Corydon’s role in Eclogue 2:
Nerine Galatea, thymo mihi dulcior Hyblae,
candidior cycnis, hedera formosior alba,
cum primum pasti repetent praesepia tauri,
si qua tui Corydonis habet te cura, venito.

Galatea, Nereus’ daughter, sweeter to me than the thyme of Hybla, whiter than swans, lovelier than pale ivy, as soon as your bulls are fed and return to their pens, if any care for your Corydon grips you, come.14

This is, of course, a plea that is doomed to fail. Galatea denies any response to Polyphemus, just as Alexis denies any response to Corydon in Eclogue 2, and that should be the end of the story. But in Eclogue 7 this plea has been incorporated into an amoebean dialogue. Corydon’s interlocutor, therefore, now has no choice but to respond. Playing by the rules of the amoebean contest Thyrsis follows Corydon’s lead, but more than simply responding as Corydon’s competitor, he imagines himself into the fictional scenario Corydon’s utterance has projected. He ‘impersonates Galatea and returns a mocking answer’ (41-4).15

Immo ego Sardoniis videar tibi amarior herbis,
horridior rusco, proiecta vilior alga,
si mihi non haec lux toto iam longior anno est.
ite domum pasti, si quis pudor, ite iuvenci.

I would rather seem to you more bitter than Sardinian grass, rougher than butcher’s broom, more worthless than washed-up seaweed, if this day is not now longer to me than a whole year. Eat and go home, if you have any shame; go, bullocks.

Thyrsis dramatically takes on the role of the addressee of Corydon’s plea. An answer, even a mocking answer, from ‘Galatea’ to ‘Polyphemus’ or ‘Corydon’ accomplishes two things. On the one hand, it helps to create mimetic voice: in order to receive a response the plea of Corydon must first be heard. This is in keeping with the amoebean setting of these two utterances. At the same time, in contrast to the usual procedure of amoebean, here the relationship of one utterance to another goes beyond just repetition and imitation; there is dramatic development. To the extent that it expands on the amoebean format, the little story that Corydon and Thyrsis act out further enhances our sense of the presence of voice in the scene. Impersonations of Polyphemus and Galatea are, however, equally a sign of absence, at least in terms of the voice as attached to a personal source. Thyrsis’ impersonation of Galatea raises the question ‘who speaks?’ in gendered terms, much like the song of Alphesiboeus in Eclogue 8. For his part, Corydon likewise seems to disappear where the voice is not his, but Polyphemus’. And yet, given the continuity between this poem and Eclogue 2, we could also say that Corydon is most himself when he is imitating the voice of Polyphemus. In that case continuity of voice is as
much a function of textuality as of the presence of the same speaker. What suggests that this is the same Corydon speaking is most of all the shared intertextual relationship to Theocritus 11. This representation of dialogue, furthermore, reflects Virgil’s relationship to Theocritus, because *Eclogue 7* itself is taking on the role of the ‘respondent’ in an intertextual dialogue, or contest, with Theocritus 11. And so, this is a good example of how the amoebean *Eclogues* encourage readers to approach them in terms of the dramatic presentation of voice, but also challenge our critical vocabulary precisely in these terms by highlighting some of the ways in which the presence of voice may be hard to recover in the midst of all the varieties of absence texts can impose.

**Inscribing pastoral song**

The textuality that provides the ‘alibi’ for spoken language in the passages just considered from *Eclogues* 3 and 7 takes physical form in *Eclogue 5*. The poem features one of the few examples of a written text actually represented within the pastoral world of the *Eclogues*, and as such it is especially significant for metapoetics. Initially *Eclogue 5* suggests the distinctive form of an amoebean exchange, in which song is oral and extemporaneous, produced on the spot as one singer attempts to match what he has heard from another (1-3):

```
Cur non, Mopse, boni quoniam convenimus ambo,
tu calamos inflare levis, ego dicere versus,
hic corylis mixtas inter consedimus ulmos?
```

Mopsus, since the two of us have come together, you good at blowing soft pipes, I at singing verses, why have we not taken our seats together here amid the elms mixed with hazels?

The expectation of responsiveness is heightened here. It even seems that the two characters will collaborate on a single song, with Menalcas, the speaker of the lines just quoted, singing (*ego dicere versus*, 2) and Mopsus accompanying him on the pipes (*tu calamos inflare*, 2). Instead, two extended solo performances follow, of twenty-five lines each, but these still conform to conventions of pastoral dialogue. Mopsus sings about the death of Daphnis (20-44), and like an amoebean singer Menalcas continues the theme in his response. His song treats the pastoral hero’s apotheosis (56-80). The close responsiveness between these two songs is characteristic of amoebean exchange. The ostensible dynamic of a mimetic dialogue is, however, altered by the fact of writing.

In response to Menalcas’ proposal that he sing about ‘passions for Phyllis, praise for Alcon, or abuse of Codrus’, Mopsus replies (13-15):
No, I will try this song instead, which I recently wrote out on the green bark of a beech, and I noted the interludes as I played.

The song Mopsus sings is one he had previously written out and set to music. In violation of supposed pastoral norms, Mopsus is a literate poet, although he is hardly unique in the Eclogues in this respect. Still, the very oddity of a twenty-five-line poem written on tree bark speaks to the fact that writing, especially in the pastoral world, is not the same as speaking. Writing in the first instance denies the expectation that pastoral song will be oral and extemporaneous: Mopsus’ song has a previous history as a text prior to its performance in the fiction of Eclogue 5. Menalcas’ Daphnis song also has a history. Mopsus knows of it by reputation at least: *ista / iam pridem Stimichon laudavit carmina nobis*, ‘long ago Stimichon praised that song to me’ (54-5). And so the undeniable responsiveness of the two songs is not entirely a product of an oral dialogue, in the sense of one voice answering the other in real time. There is a relative chronology between the one song written ‘recently’ (*nuper*, 13) and the other heard of ‘long ago’ (*iam pridem*, 55), but it is not possible to say absolutely that one song is the earlier ‘model’ and the other the later ‘copy’. It is possible that Mopsus has modelled his song on Menalcas’, as suggested by Clausen,¹⁸ but the poem does not say that.¹⁹ And even if it were the case that Mopsus’ song represents a response to Menalcas’, the ‘dialogue’ of Eclogue 5 would be unorthodox. Mopsus sings first, and Menalcas follows with a song that is, at the level of story, a continuation of Mopsus’ own; but if Clausen’s chronology is correct, Mopsus’ song was conceived as a response to Menalcas’. In that case, in performance at least Mopsus is able to cast his predecessor as the belated follower. It is the exploitation of writing by Mopsus that can be credited with this disruption of chronology between songs, something that in an oral and extemporized amoebean contest ought not to be in doubt.

By writing out his Daphnis song on a tree, Mopsus creates the definitive pastoral inscription. The objectification of a song and a voice as a text makes for a fair representation of procedures of the Eclogues themselves with respect to represented voice. The tree as the physical location on which a pastoral song is inscribed stands in for the text of the book itself. Nor is Mopsus’ Daphnis song alone in the Eclogues as a physical objectification of a pastoral song, that supposedly exclusively oral art. In Eclogue 3 the rustic, yet learned and artistically refined cups described by Damoetas and Menalcas are easily taken as images for the poem, collection, and genre in which they figure.²⁰ The poet-singer Orpheus depicted on Damoetas’ beechwood cups is an analogue for the represented singers
of the pastoral world and for Virgil, and the astronomers on Menalcas’
cups, likewise, are approximations of poets, a connection that would be
even stronger if Aratus is the figure elided by quis fuit alter, ‘who was the
other one?’ (40).\textsuperscript{21} The picture of Orpheus in particular represents an
attempt not just to depict a poet, but to depict visually the voice of a poet
in performance. The trees that are following Orpheus (\textit{silvasque sequentis},
46) are doing so only because they are hearing him sing. Their response is,
therefore, a sign of the actual presence of voice as sound within the scene.
But, of course, there is no actual sound in the picture, any more than there
is sound in a written text. The objectification of voice as visual image on
the cups reflects strategies that a written text like the \textit{Eclogues} might
pursue to create fictions of voice and sound where they are absent.

As a reflection of pastoral textuality, the image of Orpheus is in keeping
with an apparent equivalence between the cups as objects and pastoral
songs that is encouraged by the amoebean setting in \textit{Eclogue} 3. If we could
be sure that the cups Menalcas and Damoetas describe actually function
as the stake on which their singing contest in \textit{Eclogue} 3 hinges, that
equivalence would be very strong indeed. But in lines 48-9 it is not clear
whether the cups or the heifer that is proposed by Damoetas in lines 29-31
is the agreed upon stake.\textsuperscript{22} In any event, the descriptions of the cups on
their own amount to a miniature amoebean contest. In that sense alone,
the cups possess a formal equivalence with the songs that Menalcas and
Damoetas go on to exchange. And, more than that, the equivalence be-
tween a song and a cup as the basis for a definitive amoebean exchange is
a generic legacy from Theocritus 1, where the goatherd offers Thyrsis a
cup in exchange for his song about Daphnis. The goatherd’s ecphrasis, his
elaborate description of the cup, is a foundational pastoral performance all
its own; it is, as Hunter puts it, ‘the goatherd’s “masterpiece” to match the
song which Thyris will sing’.\textsuperscript{23}

In the case of \textit{Eclogue} 3, the equivalence between cups and songs can be
extended. The ecphrastic descriptions of the cups are even analogous to
Mopsus’ performance in \textit{Eclogue} 5 of a song he previously wrote out on a
tree. In both cases the performance represented in the text points to
origins in or on an object that has a prior existence outside the dramatic
moment. The inscription on the tree functions like a script for Mopsus’
performance. The cups, too, represent a kind of script: the verbal descrip-
tions of the objects are notionally mere reflections of the concrete reality
of the cups. In \textit{Eclogue} 5 and in \textit{Eclogue} 3 the existence of a song and of
the cups as objects outside of and prior to the text makes them complemen-
tary examples of voices given an ‘alibi’ because they are notionally just
representations of something that exists in concrete form elsewhere. And
there is more that can be said. Significant Theocritean precedents both for
the cups in \textit{Eclogue} 3 and for the inscribed song in \textit{Eclogue} 5 mean that
both instances of voices that have an ‘alibi’ are oriented to reflect the
history of the Eclogues and of pastoral itself. The exchange of cups and
songs in *Eclogue* 3 represents a repetition of the acts of exchange that inaugurate the genre in Theocritus 1. And in much the same way, Theocritus also provides a direct inspiration for Mopsus’ written song, again in a context concerned with generic definition.

The seventh *Idyll* is fundamental to understanding the generic signature of Theocritus’ poems and what he meant in identifying his own verse as ‘bucolic’. As part of an exchange of songs explicitly labelled ‘bucolic’, Lycidas sings a song which he says he had previously ‘worked out’ (Theoc. 7.49-51):

> ἀλλ’ ἄγε βουκολικὸς ταχέως ἀρξώμεθ’ ἀοιδάς,  
> Συμιχίδα: κῆγὼ μὲν — ὄρη, φίλος, εἰ τοι ἄρέσκει  
> τούθ’ ὑπὶ πράν ἐν ὅρει τὸ μελόδριον ἑξεπόνασα.

But come on, Simichidas, let us quickly begin the bucolic singing; and so I will – well, friend, see if you like this little song which I previously worked out on the mountain.

The word which Lycidas uses to describe composition, ἑξεπόνασα (51), suggests not a herdsman’s improvisations but the written efforts of a learned poet. The root, ponos, ‘effort’, names the ideal of poetic hard work and polish which is inseparable from the Hellenistic poets’ assertions of their art’s dependence on books. As Hunter writes, ‘ἐξεπόνασα thus calls attention to the ambiguous status, not just of the included songs, but of Theocritus’ poetry as a whole; “bucolic” poetry might be thought to demand impromptu improvisation, but Lykidas knows better than that.’

Although its defining fiction depicts a naive, oral, and extemporaneous culture, we are reminded that pastoral or bucolic poetry itself was never any of those things. In fact as a new genre, with all the problems of definition that that entails, ancient pastoral is more than usually self-conscious about sources, about origins, authority, all the things that go into defining its own history. At the genre’s inauguration in Theocritus 1, the paradigmatic first bucolic song – Thyrsis’ song about Daphnis – comes equipped with a history of previous performances (19-20, 23-5):

> ἀλλὰ τῷ γὰρ δῆ, Θύρσι, τὰ Δάφνιδος ἄλγε’ ἀείδες  
> καὶ τὰς βουκολικὰς ἐπὶ τὸ πλέον ἵκεο μοίσας,  
> ... αἰ δὲ κ’ ἀείσης  
> ὡς ὅκα τὸν Λιβύαθε ποτὶ Χρόμιν ἃσας ἔρισδον,  
> αἴγα τέ τοι δωσῶ ... 

But come, Thyrsis, you sing the sufferings of Daphnis and you have reached mastery of bucolic music, ... if you sing as you sang when you competed with Chromis from Libya, I will give you a goat ...

In *Eclogue* 5, the idea of incorporating songs that have a history prior to their appearance in the text speaks directly to an intertextual relationship between Virgil and Theocritus. The history of Mopsus’ song outside the
dramatic moment, its objectification as physical text, even its subject matter, Daphnis, all point directly to Theocritus 1. On the one hand, Theocritus is the authoritative source from the past that is being made a part of Virgil’s new verse. The tradition that begins with Thyrsis’ song about Daphnis in Theocritus 1 continues with the Daphnis songs in Eclogue 5, much as the cups in Eclogue 3 also point to an authoritative source in Theocritus 1 and to the quasi-economic equivalency of ecphrastic object and song that begins its career as a generic marker there. We might even say that Virgil, in adopting some of the same means Theocritus himself had used to define his own literary tradition, is engaging in a responsive dialogue with his predecessor. But, at the same time, within the fiction of Eclogue 5 the reperformance by Mopsus and Menalcas of their pre-existing poems allows for the possible disruption of chronology between apparently dialogic songs. This might suggest more than anything that in his relationship to Theocritus Virgil will not be ‘belated’ by a strict literary-historical chronology. This malleable view of literary tradition, so congenial to poets of Virgil’s day and Theocritus’, is directly dependent on textual self-reflexivity. In avoiding the strictly linear temporal progression of spoken dialogue, it depends upon the different capacity written words have with respect to time compared to spoken words.

Its relationship to time is one important way in which writing can be said to differ from speaking. In the words of Ong, physical speech ‘exists only when it is going out of existence’, nothing but a vibration on the air. Writing, by contrast, leaves a physical trace, or ‘residue’, of itself. The written word is thus inherently posterior; it points always to a previous event of inscription. But at the same time, the physical text also has an ability to endure, something that speech does not have, and from this comes writing’s flexibility with respect to time. Speech can be thought of as being always in the present, while writing, by contrast, contains within itself an image both of the past and of the future. Speech and writing then relate differently in discursive contexts: the extemporaneous nature of oral communication contrasts with the way in which one written sign continues to exist when another comes after it. Although Ong’s model in all its aspirations for defining mutually exclusive cultures of orality and literacy will not stand, the ways in which he describes speech and writing relating differently to time correspond to what we find in the Eclogues, especially the amoebean Eclogues, where the contrast between textuality and extemporaneous orality is strong.

Inscription and intertextuality

In this context, it is again Eclogue 5 on which I concentrate. Writing, for one thing, is a feature of the poem’s metapoetics not just in the form of Mopsus’ Daphnis song written out on the bark of a beech. Writing also
figures explicitly within that song. At its conclusion, Mopsus quotes the epitaph that will be written on Daphnis’ tombstone (40-4):

spargite humum foliis, inducite fontibus umbras,
pastores (mandat fieri sibi talia Daphnis),
et tumulum facite, et tumulo superaddite carmen:
‘Daphnis ego in silvis, hinc usque ad sidera notus,
formosi pecoris custos, formosior ipse.’

Scatter the ground with leaves, bring shade to the fountains, shepherds (Daphnis commands that these things be done for him), and build him a tomb, and crown his tomb with a song: ‘I am Daphnis known in the forest, known all the way to the stars, keeper of a handsome herd, even more handsome myself.’

With that ‘Daphnis ego’ Mopsus impersonates the voice of Daphnis the pastoral hero himself. For Alpers this is a defining example of what he calls pastoral ‘convening’. His description of the community of voices called together, that is, convened, by Mopsus to sing for one another and for Daphnis aligns strongly with a paradigm for pastoral drawn from spoken dialogue: ‘In uttering words attributed to Daphnis, Mopsus takes on a role fundamental to the Virgilian shepherd – that of singing a song for someone.’

Yet what Alpers calls the ‘implied presence’ of Daphnis is not conveyed entirely, or even primarily, as voice. Rather, it takes the form of a poem and an inscription. It is in fact a sepulchral epigram (tumulo superaddite carmen [42], ‘crown his tomb with a song’), which is not only one of the earliest and most persistent contexts for writing in the ancient world, but also the paradigmatic genre of Hellenistic book poetry. The audience for Daphnis’ voice becomes, therefore, not just Mopsus and the community of those listening to him, but specifically a reader and so, we might say, ‘the reader’. Reading, as the means by which we apprehend Virgil’s text, translates also into the experience of represented speech within the poem and vice versa. And because inscription takes place not only on the notional tombstone called for by Mopsus but also on that beech tree where he previously wrote his song that contains Daphnis’ words, there is a double convergence between the text of Virgil’s poem and what it purports to represent. Much as in a collection of Hellenistic epigrams the text of the book becomes the true location for epigrammatic ‘embedding’ in the absence of a performative context or a ‘real’ object for an inscription, so in Eclogue 5 the page stands in for the object, the tree or the tombstone, on which the inscription of speech takes place. While it is true that the poem thus replaces the presence of the voice of Daphnis with the absence of the text, something is also gained from the act of inscription. The writtenness of Daphnis’ words relates represented speech to realities beyond the dramatic moment. In the first place, inscription comments reflexively on the presence of these words in a book and so reflects the
future reception of Virgil’s poem by readers.\textsuperscript{37} At the same time, writing crucially offers a connection to the past by pointing inevitably to a previous event of inscription. The past in this case encompasses not only the time when Daphnis notionally spoke these words and the time when Mopsus formerly wrote them on the tree, but also the previous literary tradition.

Virgil’s lines allude to the epigrammatic dying words of Daphnis from Theocritus 1 (120-1):

\begin{verbatim}
Δάφνις ἐγών ὁ δε τίνος ὃ τὰς βόσκῃς ὁδε νομεύων,
Δάφνις ὃ τῶς ταύρως καὶ πόρτιας ὁδε ποτίσσων.
\end{verbatim}

I am Daphnis, he who pastured his cows here, Daphnis, he who watered his bulls and calves here.

This Daphnis seems to be, like the Hector of \textit{Iliad} 7, a preliterate speaker who is at home with the conventions of inscribed tombstones.\textsuperscript{38} By physically inscribing Daphnis’ speech Virgil’s allusion in effect completes the trajectory in which Theocritus 1 is moving. The conjunction of an allusion and the presence of writing in \textit{Eclogue} 5 projects ‘inscription’ itself as a metaphor to describe the relationship between two texts. In the same way that Daphnis’ voice is literally inscribed within the poem, Virgil’s allusions to Theocritus 1 are an incorporation by way of inscription: Theocritean bucolic is \textit{written into} Virgilian pastoral.\textsuperscript{39}

By making text a concrete part of the representation of its relationship to a literary tradition, \textit{Eclogue} 5 reproduces Theocritus’ subtle acknowledgement, in the form of Lycidas’ comment in \textit{Idyll} 7 that he ‘worked out’ his song up in the mountains, that even if the fiction of song exchanges in the pastoral world depends upon spoken communication, pastoral poetry is impossible without the capacity for formal reworking that is characteristic of writing. While it is merely a fiction that Mopsus’ song and the cups that Menalcas and Damoetas describe have an existence separate from their appearance in the text of \textit{Eclogue} 5 and \textit{Eclogue} 3, the notion of ‘incorporation’ serves a purpose. It is a means of reflecting on textuality. For one thing, the songs in \textit{Eclogue} 5 and the cups in \textit{Eclogue} 3, by being notionally incorporated from elsewhere, give these poems a means of relating to history; their existence outside the dramatic moment contributes to the definition of the past from which the poems’ fictions descend. Specific intertextual relationships give both acts of incorporation an orientation toward generic self-definition. The songs in \textit{Eclogue} 5 honour Daphnis, the paradigmatic pastoral hero, who was similarly honoured with song by the shepherd Thyrsis in Theocritus 1. Singing about Daphnis is in some sense the first act of creating pastoral, and incorporation gives the tradition of songs about Daphnis an aetiological orientation within the world of \textit{Eclogue} 5 to match the role one particular song about Daphnis, that is to say, Theocritus 1, plays in the history of Virgil’s pastoral. Similarly the
value of the cups in *Eclogue 3* as epitomes of pastoral reflects the important role of the ecphrastic cup, which an unnamed goatherd offers to Thyrsis in exchange for his song in Theocritus 1, plays in defining Theocritean bucolic at its outset.\(^{10}\) This equivalence of an object described in an ecphrasis and a song about Daphnis itself has a tradition, located again in Theocritus 1, where Thyrsis’ song and the goatherd’s cup are matched in an equal exchange. Thus the dramatic acts of incorporation that take place within the *Eclogues*’ fictions – describing previously existing cups, singing previously composed songs – share with the allusive incorporations of Theocritean themes taking place in Virgil’s text this element of posteriority, of orientation towards the past. The temporal trajectory of incorporation and of the definition of a generic identity for Virgil’s pastoral by pointing to the sources from which it descends thus aligns, in Ong’s terms, with a property of writing, as opposed to speaking. ‘Inscription’, in other words, is a central metaphor for Virgil’s pastoral. It signifies that, despite its mimetic and spoken surface, pastoral is impossible without writing, its means of relating to its authorizing tradition. At the same time Virgil, as we have already seen, uses textual objectification as a means of disrupting strict chronologies. On this score, the relationship of writing to time in the *Eclogues* is not simply one of connection to the past by way of a clear linear descent and derivation.

**Looking back on the past**

The orientation of writing towards the past is the foundation for a pervasive concern in the *Eclogues* (as previously in Theocritus) with tradition and with the past of the genre of pastoral itself. While writing is not always formally manifest in the way it is in *Eclogue 5*, pastoral traditions are by no means exclusively oral, and a concern for the past is often correlated in the *Eclogues* with textuality in one way or another. This can be seen in detail in the contrast between the ostensibly extemporaneous nature of Virgil’s amoebean contests and the creation of history for them through textuality. *Eclogue 3*, for instance, creates a history for itself through the introduction of previous contests in which the singers Menalcas and Damoetas have participated. Here too writing and reading have a role to play, a possibly surprising one. Menalcas was once beaten in a singing contest by Daphnis and was so infuriated upon seeing his opponent awarded the prize of a bow and arrows that he destroyed the stake in spite (12-15). He felt he was robbed (*Quid domini faciant, audent cum talia fures*, ‘What are masters to do, when thieves dare even deeds such as this’, 16). Damoetas, though the victor in a contest – even his opponent Damon confessed as much (*meus ille caper fuit; et mihi Damon / ipse fatur*, ‘that goat was mine; Damon told me so himself’, 23-4) – had to take his prize surreptitiously when Damon reneged (17-24). The poem thus locates the particular song contest that it dramatizes within a continuous tradi-
tion of such song contests characterized by antagonism and hostility. In this light Menalcas’ and Damoetas’ past invites comparison with specific Theocritean passages, in *Idyll* 4, for instance, and especially *Idyll* 5, in which Comatas and Lacon trade accusations and abuse before they begin a singing contest. *Eclogue* 3 is providing glimpses of history within the pastoral world, which, it turns out, correspond to a significant degree with the familiarity of the reader of the *Eclogues* with the poetry of Theocritus.

One particularly intriguing glimpse of history relates to Damoetas in *Eclogue* 3. Once upon a time, he defeated Damon in a singing contest, for which the prize was a goat (*quem mea carminibus meruiisset fistula caprum*, ‘the goat which my pipe had earned with its songs’, 22). Damoetas won, that is, a ‘goat-song’, a *trag-ôidia*. There are a number of Theocritean precedents for goats as prizes for singing contests. In Theocritus 5.30, for instance, Comatas stakes a goat for his contest with Lacon: *îδ’ ό τράγος οὐτος-ἐρισδε, ‘look, here is the goat; on with the contest’. The generic importance of such a gesture emerges in comparison with Theocritus 1.3-6:

> μετὰ Πάνα τὸ δέυτερον ἄβλον ἀποισήθη,  
> αἱ κα τίνος ἐλὴ κεραῦν τράγον, αἳγα τῷ λαψῇ;  
> αἱ κα δ’ai γα λάβῃ τίνος γέρας, ἐς τε καταρρεῖ  
> ἄ χήμαρος: χήμαρῳ δὲ καλὸν κρέας ἔστε κ’ ἀμέλεζης.

After Pan, you will take the second prize. If he chooses the horned goat, you will take the she-goat; and if he takes the she-goat as his prize, to you will fall the kid; and the meat of the kid is sweet, before you milk it.

As Hunter has described, the patronage of Pan, song competition, animals that are both prizes and sacrifices – these images figure Theocritean bucolic as a new kind of *tragōidia*, with a ritual origin and a history parallel to that described in contemporary accounts of the origin of tragedy. In *Eclogue* 3, Damoetas’ initial proposal of a sacrificial animal, a heifer (*vitulam*, 29), as the prize in his singing contest with Menalcas suggests – although the animal itself is non-tragic, i.e., not a goat – that Virgil meant to capitalize on those Theocritean associations. This is confirmed by a second subtle reference to tragedy in *Eclogue* 3. Tragedy in fact enters the poem at the point where that heifer returns (84-7):

> D. Pollio amat nostram, quamvis est rustica, Musam:  
> Prierides, vitulam lectori pascite vestro.  
> M. Pollio et ipse facit nova carmina: pascite taurum,  
> iam cornu petat et pedibus qui spargat harenam.

*Damoetas* Pollio loves my Muse, even though she is rustic: Pierian Muses, feed a heifer for your reader.

*Menalcas* And Pollio himself makes new poems: feed a bull who would butt and kick up the sand with his hooves.
When the heifer appears in one of the couplets of the amoebean contest, it is designated specifically for Pollio the reader (lector), a reader, that is, who also happens to be a poet known not only for his compositions in the 'new' style of the Roman moderns (cf. facit nova carmina, 86), but also for his tragedies. Leaving tragedy aside for a moment, inasmuch as Pollio and reading are equally foreign to Damoetas the rusticus, these lines invoke not only Pollio qua reader, but also 'the reader', who holds the text of Virgil’s poem in his or her hands. According to Michael Putnam, Pollio is ‘someone who reads what is traditionally an oral art and is therefore all the more distinct from it. (To assume that the songs were written down anyway is to shatter many illusions at once.)’ Such illusion-shattering is exactly the point.

Damoetas’ acknowledgement of a reader projects an existence for his poems outside the dramatic moment. That might mean an existence in textual form in the past, like Mopsus’ inscribed Daphnis song, or, alternatively, Damoetas may be projecting the future reception of his verse in written form. Whether he has read or will read Damoetas’ verse, Pollio is in any case not present to hear what is being said. His position is, in other words, analogous to that of any reader of the Eclogues, and in that light it is easy to see why the voice of Virgil himself has often been heard speaking through his characters here. But whatever else the address to Pollio might say about Virgil’s poem, it emphatically declares ‘this is a text’. And by proclaiming its own status as a text, Eclogue 3 distinguishes itself from Theocritus 1, at least at the point that it engages with tragedy. Could pastoral really be a new goat-song? Or, as Henderson puts the question:

Is bucolic poetry not always and ever an invitation to join the favourite dance of Hellenistic poetics, a myth of origins for our poetry, sought in utopic songs of innocence where θῶς and Μοῦσα,수에스 and carmen recover a fusion of culture at one with nature?

A suggestion of tragedy at the beginning of Theocritus 1 does picture a notional ritual origin for bucolic. In Eclogue 3 there are feints, but only feints, along this route to generic definition. Through the co-option of Pollio the reader, Virgil turns his reader’s attention to the fact that any connection to tragedy as ‘origin myth’ has, for him, to be carried out through reading and writing.

At the end of Eclogue 5, pastoral’s elusive and fragmentary constructions of its own history are a matter not only of Theocritean reference and generic background, but they also evoke even that most authoritative image of poetic origins, Hesiod’s account of his poetic initiation, the so-called Dichterweihe. History in this instance is, however, also a matter of reading the book of Eclogues itself. References to texts in the past generally suggest a concern in the Eclogues for crafting their own generic history. In the case of Eclogue 5 reading and re-reading the book of Eclogues is presented as the venue in which it is possible to trace an
evolving story for pastoral. *Eclogue* 5 concludes the first half of the book of the *Eclogues* by capping an exchange of responsive singing with an exchange of suitable rewards (85-90):

*Me.* Hac te nos fragili donabimus ante cicuta;
haec nos ‘formosum Corydon ardebát Alexin’,
haec eadem docuit, ‘cuium pecus? an Meliboei?’.

*Mo.* At tu sume pedum, quod, me cum saepe rogaret,
non tulit Antigenes (et erat tum dignus amari),
formosum paribus nodis atque aere, Menalc.

*Menalcas* I will first make you a present of this fragile pipe; it taught me ‘Corydon burned for handsome Alexis’; it also taught me ‘Whose flock is that? Meliboeus?’.

*Mopsus* And you take this staff which Antigenes did not get, even though he asked me for it often, and he was then worthy of love. It is handsome with even knots and bronze, Menalcas.

The even exchange, characterized by cordiality and, perhaps, by a hint of erotic interest between the participants, resonates with comparable gift exchanges in Theocritus. Menalcas offers to give Mopsus his pipe. One might remember that in Theocritus 8 Daphnis wins Pan pipes (*syrinx*) for defeating Menalcas in the judgement of an unnamed goatherd or that in Theocritus 6 Damoetas bestows his syrinx on Daphnis, and Daphnis replies by giving Damoetas his *aulos*, ‘flute’. The staff (*pedum*, 88) which Mopsus gives in turn might suggest the ‘staff’, *korunan* (43), also called a ‘rabbit stick’, lagôbolon (128), that Lycidas promises to Simichidas in Theocritus 7. That Theocritean passage, in which one poet encounters another, perhaps divine, in the countryside who bestows a staff on him, is mysteriously redolent of the scene of Hesiod’s investiture by the Muses in the *Theogony*, in which they present him with a laurel-wood staff to symbolize his vocation (30-1). A continuous tradition of such investitures comes into view as part of the history of *Eclogue* 5. But are we then presented with a Virgilian scene of poetic initiation? That would amount to a most authoritative history for the encounter, one that speaks not only to the position of this exchange in a long line of such exchanges, but also to poetics. The Hesiodic account of poetic initiation is, if anything, a narrative to describe poetic origins as a matter of direct and unbroken linear descent: Hesiod gained his poetic authority directly from the Muses. Those who re-enact that scene cast themselves as Hesiod’s successors. And where Virgil wants to, he can place himself and his characters in the same sort of tradition: Corydon plays on the pipe he inherited from Damoetas (*Ecl.* 2.36-9); Linus presents Cornelius Gallus with the pipes of Hesiod himself (*Ecl.* 6.64-73). These are gifts from predecessors to their successors. By contrast, even if there is an age difference between Mopsus and Menalcas in *Eclogue* 5 (cf. line 4), there is no clear differentiation in poetic
authority between them at the end of the poem, which in and of itself
would seem to prevent this scene from being taken as a poetic initiation.
For his part, Hubbard sees in the evenness of the exchange between
Mopsus and Menalcas a state where ‘each initiates the other’.
But this is very different from the picture of ‘literary filiation’ that Hubbard himself
traces so effectively through the pastoral tradition.
The exchange between Menalcas and Mopsus at the conclusion of Eclogue 5 is closer to the
mysterious exchange between Lycidas and Simichidas in Theocritus 7
than to Hesiod. Although the staff Mopsus offers Menalcas might suggest
that it has lived a rich intertextual life as Hesiod’s laurel staff or as
Lycidas’ koruna, these are only hints, and a pedum is not inherently a
poetic object like a pipe or even like Hesiod’s rhapsodic skêptron, ‘staff’. If
anything, the staff’s history is as a love token. The very indirectness
is out of keeping with the spirit of the Dichterweihe as a narrative of linear
descent from a point of origin in the past.

An even more complex view of history is evoked by Menalcas’ description
of the pipe he gives to Mopsus, and in this case history is as much
intratextual as it is intertextual. Menalcas says that he is giving Mopsus
the pipe with which he performed (literally which taught him) two other
songs (86-7). These happen to be Eclogues 2 and 3, each of which is
identified by its first line. Thus Eclogue 5 subsumes Eclogues 2 and 3 into
its history, a history which accords with the placement of these poems
within the collection of the Eclogues; the poems ‘Corydon burned for
handsome Alexis’ and ‘Whose flock is that? Meliboeus?’ are in a concrete
sense prior to Menalcas’ quotation of them for someone who has been
reading through the book of the Eclogues in order.

Even the manner of reference, using first lines as titles, suggests a technique of organizing and
referring to the contents of books. Menalcas’ language, therefore, does not
simply gesture to the position of Eclogue 5 at the conclusion of the
sequence of poems that comprise the first half of the Eclogues book, but he
also makes reference to what are notionally his own poems as if they were
in written form.

By evoking the concrete reality of past texts Eclogue 5 gives itself a
history and places itself in a clear temporal trajectory with respect to other
poems in the Eclogues book. But at the same time, the reference to
Eclogues 2 and 3 brings with it confusion, especially confusion about voice
and its source in a speaker. Are we to retrospectively think of Eclogue 2 as
a composition by Menalcas? Perhaps the disembodied authorial voice of
that poem’s frame is attributable to him. But this sort of personal identi-
fication is more problematic for Eclogue 3. Somebody called ‘Menalcas’ is
the speaker of the half-line cuium pecus ... , ‘whose flock ... ?’ in both
Eclogue 3 and Eclogue 5. But is this Menalcas the same or different? It is
difficult to say for certain because, for one thing, the words cuium pecus,
which in terms of the dramatic fiction of Eclogue 3 were simply part of the
conversation between Menalcas and Damoetas, have through quotation in
Eclogue 5 been reframed as a song, or rather a text, with an existence outside the dramatic moment. Menalcas in Eclogue 5, in other words, refers to the dialogue between Menalcas and Damoetas in Eclogue 3 as a poem, and it is not clear where Menalcas’ voice stops being dramatized speech and becomes a text. It may be true that in pastoral nobody’s song is completely his own, but in this case even Menalcas’ ‘own voice’ is not his own. But what is more important, it is explicitly the book of the Eclogues as a written text that is here the venue for the separation between a speaker and his voice. Under such conditions, Virgil’s cross-references, the ways he links one Eclogue to another by shared language and shared character names, do not so much proclaim that the individual poems join together to create a unified picture of an imagined world as they join together to proclaim ‘this is a book’. We are reminded that for the Eclogues texts are problematic. On the one hand they are a source of historical authority and tradition. But because words recorded in a text exist in separation from their origin in a speaker or in the pen of an author, texts are also the realm in which the sureties of chronology, of attestation, of source and origin break down. The sense of dislocation that might characterize Virgil’s relationship to Theocritus thus also characterizes the book of the Eclogues itself. The Eclogues use their textuality to put emphasis on connections to the past, whether in the hints of generic history in Eclogue 3 or at the end of Eclogue 5, but the reality of those connections is also always balanced by the possibility that exists for discovering disjunctions.

Pastoral poetic memory

A last and most important figure for relating to the past which figures in Virgil’s amoebean poems is memory. Memory is inherently diachronic and retrospective, and in terms of its presence in texts, memory can even be called a ‘master trope’ of intertextuality. One text constantly ‘remembers’ those that have come before it, and much trenchant criticism has conditioned readers of Latin poetry to notice those instances in which the explicit presence of memory in a text signals an author’s debt to a tradition. In Chapter 1 we saw how the imperfect memories of Lycidas and Moeris in Eclogue 9 reflect the retrospective intertextuality and intratextuality of the poem. Memory, however, is also a means of relating to the future, and in the Eclogues the preservation of memory is also co-ordinated with textuality. In Eclogue 5 the undying fame of Daphnis is recorded in and enabled by a text, his tomb inscription, a text that is also a ‘poetic memory’ of Theocritus 1 and the Odyssey.

Eclogue 7 presents a dialogue between competing singers called Corydon and Thyrsis, but at one level it is not an amoebean poem at all, since
the dialogue is not dramatized in the manner of Eclogue 3 or Eclogue 5, but rather narrated by Meliboeus (16-20):

\begin{verbatim}
et certamen erat, Corydon cum Thyrsis, magnum;
posthabuit tamen illorum mea seria ludo.
alternis igitur contendere versibus ambo
coepere, alternos Musae meminisse volebant.
hos Corydon, illos referebat in ordine Thyrsis.
\end{verbatim}

And it was a great contest, between Corydon and Thyrsis; so I put my concerns aside in favour of their game. And so the two of them began to compete in alternating verses; the Muses wanted to remember their exchanges; Corydon produced some and Thyrsis others that followed in order.

As narrator Meliboeus relates what he remembers (69-70):

\begin{verbatim}
Haec memini, et victum frustra contendere Thyrsin.
ex illo Corydon Corydon est tempore nobis.
\end{verbatim}

That is what I remember, and that Thyrsis competed unsuccessfully and was beaten. From that time it has been Corydon, Corydon for us.

Meliboeus’ reliance on memory means that there is a diachronic separation between his narration and what he relates, which happened in the past. That alone might suggest ‘poetic memory’ and the diachronic relationships of literary history. And, sure enough, Meliboeus’ recollections point to specific intertextual relationships. On this score, it appears that the narrative frame of Eclogue 7, which describes how Corydon and Thyrsis met in the presence of Daphnis to sing, descends directly from Theocritean precedents in Idylls 6 and 8.68 There is also a close relationship between the language and content of what Meliboeus ‘remembers’ and Theocritean models. Even the narrator’s revelation of the outcome of the contest (‘From that time it has been Corydon, Corydon for us’, 70) seems determined by precedent, this time through an allusion to Theocritus 8.92: κήκ τούτω πράτος παρά ποιμέσι Δάφνις ἔγεντο, ‘from that time Daphnis was pre-eminent among the shepherds’.59

The cause-and-effect relationship between Thyrsis’ performance in the contest and his defeat is not, however, spelled out. Attempts at solving this puzzle have, therefore, been a common feature of critical reactions to Eclogue 7. The reader is invited to assume the role of judge, weighing the different offerings of Thyrsis and Corydon against one another and deciding on their relative merit based on criteria of his or her own choosing. The poem, therefore, makes for an interesting case-study in the application of what ‘dialogue’ means as an element of the poetics of the Eclogues, especially as a venue for staging differences of poetics or of ideology.60 At the same time, by omitting to define clearly within the text the determining factors of the contest, even suggesting that he might have forgotten the
reason for the decision (Haec memini [69] implying ‘and I have forgotten the rest’?), Meliboeus’ narratorial perspective is proved limited. Memory itself is invoked as a source for continuity with the past, but, as we have seen in Eclogue 9, it is a precarious link, which might lead to omissions and distortions.

The dual potential for continuity and for disjunction that the Eclogues ascribe to poetic memory also characterizes texts in relationship to future time. It is in the text as memorial, and in writing that extends both to the past and to the future, that the Eclogues perhaps most fully tap the potential for self-reflexivity in pastoral inscriptions. In Eclogue 5 the everlasting fame of Daphnis is not only honoured in song in the pastoral world, but recorded specifically as a text (42-4). There is more to say about how this particular pastoral inscription reflects the experience of a reader of Virgil’s Eclogues. What I previously described as Virgil’s process of inscribing Daphnis’ spoken words from Idyll 1 is complemented by a reference to an inscription of Theocritus’ own. In Idyll 18 there is an epigram inscribed on a tree sacred to Helen at Sparta (47-8):

γράμματα δ’ ἐν φλοιῷ γεγράψεται, ὡς παριῶν τις
ἀννεῖμη Δωριστῆ· σέβευ μ’. ἔλενας φυτὸν εἰμι.

And letters will be inscribed on the bark, so that anyone passing by will read out in Doric, ‘Honour me; I am Helen’s tree.’

The thorough Alexandrian-neoteric-Augustan pedigree of writing on trees suggests that the Theocritean inscription, like its progeny in the Eclogues, is an important site for staging metapoetics. Helen’s inscription on the one hand performs a memorial function, like Daphnis’ epitaph in Eclogue 5 and the dying words he speaks in Theocritus 1. It is in the act of ‘remembering’ Helen (μεμνομέναι, 41) after she is married and taken from them that the chorus of Spartan girls perform their ritual and say that her name will be inscribed on the tree. But the act of recording the past is in this instance fully integrated into a context that guarantees continuation into the future. The poem is explicitly aetiological: it describes the first (πραται [43], πραται [45]) celebrations of the new cult founded in Helen’s honour. Such ritual acts project their own continuation into the future. It is not, however, clear that this ritual as such ever existed. But no matter; the aetiological content reflects concretely on Theocritus’ text, which itself perpetuates the fame of Helen and her tree more than any ritual performances in Sparta ever could.

In keeping with the conventions of epigram, Theocritus emphasizes the contribution to be made by the voice of a reader of the inscription on Helen’s tree; he even specifies the Doric dialect. It is this reader who in effect activates the inscription by transforming it into speech. The textual objectification of voice allows that process to be infinitely repeatable; any
passer-by in Sparta can read the text and provide a voice. But, given the overlap between Theocritus’ text and the inscription, the voice that is thus infinitely subject to recreation might belong less to readers of that Spartan tree and more to readers of Theocritus’ poem. The Doric dialect of the inscription that on the one hand seems to guarantee that reading will take place as utterance (ἂννεῖμῃ Δωρίστι; the passer-by ‘will read out in Doric ...’, 48) is as much, if not more, a concrete property of the Theocritean text as it is a contribution of the speech of any particular reader. The inscription on Helen’s tree thus does not privilege voice over text in the way it might initially appear to. Its self-reflexivity is only enhanced in Virgil’s adaptation of the Theocritean inscription and its context.

We have seen that Virgil’s dialogic poems are as much invested in the exploration of the possibilities of text as they are imitations of the ways in which speech might actually operate in a setting of true extemporaneous dialogue. A comparison is thus invited between the orality that usually defines the production and dissemination of poetry in the pastoral world and textuality. While speech may be seen as essentially ephemeral and extemporaneous, the cups and the allusions to a reader in Eclogue 3, the use of memory in Eclogue 7, and, most especially, the presence of writing in Eclogue 5 all speak to words that have an objectified existence beyond the frame of mimesis, to permanence, and to memorialization. The inscription on Daphnis’ tombstone thus anticipates Horace’s codification of writing as the supreme medium for the everlasting memorial. Ong has acutely noted how Horace’s self-reflexive words Exegi monumentum aere perennius, ‘I have completed my monument more lasting than bronze’ (Carm. 3.30.1) lose all point as speech; they are true only as text. Exegi monumentum is a true inscription, not unlike one of the early Greek funerary and votive inscriptions that Jesper Svenbro describes as ‘conceived and designed for the very written signs through which we come to know them’. The same can be said of ‘I am Daphnis, known all the way to heaven’ or ‘I am Helen’s tree’. The enduring fame, that is to say the temporal durability, claimed by these representations of utterances is only possible as text. And yet Ong, in this like Plato in the Phaedrus before him, wants to see the written word itself as something dead, reified and exempted from the possibility of change, unresponsive and so non-dialogic. Without apparent reference to Plato, much less to Ong, Hubbard has echoed their characterization of writing as lifeless in his discussion of Eclogue 5. He writes that one emphatic manifestation of the presence of voice, namely the echo in Menalca’s song, deus, deus ille Menalca, ‘a god, he is a god, Menalca’ (Ecl. 5.64), ‘counters Mopsus’ cold, remote epitaph recording Daphnis’ death with the living presence and voice of all nature proclaiming his apotheosis .... The realm of death is that of writing, the realm of life that of song.

This is a view that will not withstand scrutiny in the larger context of the Eclogues’ representations of pastoral textuality. In terms of pastoral
metapoetics and intertextual dialogues, when ‘Virgil’s relation to Theocritus is of a piece with, and sometimes explicitly evoked by, the pastoral relations within the poem’, by figuring the writing of pastoral as at least in part an art of inscription, Virgil elevates textuality to stand alongside voice and dialogue in defining his relationship to Theocritus. This brings us back to that fundamental disjunction between the spoken word and the written word that so thoroughly influences the experience of reading the Eclogues. Inscription allows for the incorporation of the past, and so provides sources and authority, which supplement or, at times, cancel out the overriding fiction of extemporaneous orality. At the same time, through the temporal endurance of text the Eclogues express their freedom from the constraints that chronology places on the spoken word. For all its dramatic mimesis and dependence upon character speech, Virgil’s pastoral prefers to emphasize its status as text and the unique relationship to time that texts enjoy. Even at its most oral, Virgil’s pastoral does not hide the fact that pastoral was always, essentially, a phenomenon of books, meant to be encountered by readers. If writing is dead, pastoral is dead, and that is not a concession that the Eclogues are willing to make.

3. Dialogue and Textuality in the Amoebean Eclogues
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Imago Vocis: Echoes, Ecphrasis and the Voice as Source

The amoebean poems discussed in Chapter 3 are commonly considered normative for pastoral. Such a view makes Eclogue 6 especially difficult to align with traditional expectations of pastoral's generic norms. Not only are direct dictional similarities to Theocritus in Eclogue 6 few, but subject matter and narrative technique further conspire to distance the poem from what elsewhere seems most pastoral. A speaker called Tityrus narrates how the inspired singer Silenus weaves together a song out of cosmogonic and mythological themes. In contrast to pastoral's usual reliance on voice shared in communities, in Eclogue 6 amoebean form is not present. Where speakers are isolated the threat to interpersonal connections is a threat to pastoral itself, at least to the extent that pastoral is thought to be defined by its orality. In Eclogue 6 isolation from dialogic contexts is a chief characteristic of voice, along with an especially high degree of formalization in the presentation of speech. Although the centrepiece of the poem is commonly referred to as 'the song of Silenus', this song is presented not as a dramatized performance by Silenus its singer, but as a narration of its contents by Tityrus. Virgil renders Silenus’ song not as what Silenus sang, but what Tityrus tells us he sang. Rather than the singer’s actual words, we get a catalogue of the topics he treated.

Tityrus’ narrative filter effectively makes Silenus' voice absent. Eclogue 6 does, however, find other means of projecting the presence of voice. In the midst of the poem's formal complexities one avatar of voice does at least partially fulfill pastoral’s expectations for amoebean responsiveness. Descriptions of echoes frame Silenus’ song, and echo, as scholars such as Marie Desport and Philip Damon have described, creates a kind of amoebean exchange in which the reflection of a singer's voice takes the second part.¹ Echo is a figure both intimately associated with pastoral and wide-ranging in its suggestiveness, whether as a metaphor for intertextuality, a symbol of the difficulty of distinguishing between self and other, or a manifestation of language that simply repeats and redoubles itself. Philip Hardie has recently focused on echo as the epitome of pastoral ‘plenitude’, the marker of a landscape full of human presence.² In this last guise, however, echo might also represent not true vocal presence, but merely its appearance. An echo is, after all, not voice itself; it is a ‘reflection’ or ‘imitation’ of voice, imago vocis in the Latin idiom.³ Echo in fact requires
the separation of voice from its source, which makes it a kind of absence, but also an ideal figure for literary traditions. This is what we find in *Eclogue* 6, where echo represents the transmission of voice across time and space. The passage of echoes from singer to singer in *Eclogue* 6 figures a song tradition, and if one traces that tradition backwards it leads potentially to a point of origins, perhaps even to an original source for pastoral. The poem also gives the tantalizing appearance of access to an original voice, in the form of speech that seems to be a direct manifestation of reality that bypasses the filter of Tityrus’ narration. In the way the poem thematizes the notion of voice as presence and the possibility of connecting to that original source through reading, *Eclogue* 6, despite its narratological complexity, is in accord with the rest of the collection of the *Eclogues* and with the whole pastoral tradition. In order for this chapter to demonstrate how *Eclogue* 6 represents the voice as source, it will first be necessary to consider the ways in which the representation of a singing voice through a description in *Eclogue* 6 is comparable to another mode of literary description, namely ecphrasis, tracing a link between the description of a visual artifact and of a song in part through the metaphor of an *imago vocis*. Later we will have cause to consider how the representation of the voice of Silenus in the supposedly ‘non-Theocritean’ *Eclogue* 6 does in fact draw on Theocritean themes, including the juxtaposition of ecphrasis and song.

**Silenus and the *imago vocis***

Echo, not a feature of the poetry of Theocritus, is a distinctive Virgilian contribution to the pastoral world. At the conclusion of *Eclogue* 6 Tityrus describes the echo that strikes the valley walls and reflects Silenus’ voice all the way to the stars, so that even Olympus was listening and not willing for the song to end (82-6):

\[
\text{omnia, quae Phoebu quondam meditante beatus} \\
\text{audiit Eurotas iussitque ediscere lauros,} \\
\text{ille canit, pulsae referunt ad sidera valles;} \\
\text{cogere donec ovis stabulis numerumque referre} \\
\text{iussit et invito processit Vesper Olympo.}
\]

He sings everything that, when Phoebus was performing once, blessed Eurotas heard and ordered the laurel trees to memorize; it strikes the walls of the valley and is reflected up to the stars until Vesper said it was time to gather the sheep in their pens and count them and then moved off to reluctant Olympus.

Through this echo we can see that what Silenus sings can be heard within the fictional world (*audiit Eurotas*, ‘Eurotas heard’, 83), and not just heard but reflected to fill physical space. The description of the echo thus
encourages readers to imagine something that the poem is unable to convey directly, the sound of Silenus' voice. Much as dialogue in other pastoral poems represents voice as spoken and heard, the echo ascribes presence to the voice of Silenus within the fictional world. But in contrast to amoebean dialogue, which represents voice primarily through the achievement of communication and verbal responsiveness, Eclogue 6 gives us not the words, but the voice as phenomenon.

The echo of Silenus’ song represents what Ross calls ‘phenomenal voice’, a means of projecting voice as presence rather than as communicative act. Nor is phenomenal voice in Eclogue 6 only an effect of the echo with which the poem ends. The phenomenal presence of the voice of Silenus appears also at the beginning of the song. As a singer Silenus is distinguished by his Orphic power over nature, evidenced by the effect his song has on its audience. When he sings, the Fauns and beasts move in time to his music, and the rigid oaks sway (26-30):

simul incipit ipse.
tum vero in numerum Faunosque ferasque videres
ludere, tum rigidas motare cacumina quercus;
nec tantum Phoebô gaudet Parnasia rupes,
nec tantum Rhodope miratur et Ismarus Orphea.

Immediately he began. Then you could have seen Fauns and beasts dancing in rhythm, you could have seen the stiff oaks waving their tops; the crags of Parnassus do not take so much pleasure in Phoebus, Rhodope and Ismarus are not so amazed at Orpheus.

As a by-product of this description again readers are informed that Silenus’ performance is heard, and they are encouraged to imagine the sound that is working upon those trees and beasts. As with the echo, this phenomenal voice too is created by the appearance of a kind of dialogue: the response evoked by Silenus’ voice is the sign that it has been heard within the fiction. Thus at the beginning and the end of the song of Silenus, descriptions of its musical effect and of its echo compensate in comparable ways for the narrative distance that threatens to make Silenus’ voice disappear behind the filter of Tityrus’ narration. Some parallels from elsewhere will help to illuminate how these two guises of the voice of Silenus, its powerful Orphic effect and its presence as echo, complement each other.

For a song that is reported rather than dramatized the parallels come mostly from epic, and commentators on Eclogue 6 commonly refer to Argonautica 1.496-511, where the poet describes, in the same indirect manner, a song sung for the assembled Argonauts by Orpheus. To introduce the topics of Orpheus’ song the repeated phrase ‘and he sang how’, ἔμενεν δ' ὡς (496, 503), corresponds to Virgil’s variations on ‘he was singing how’, canebat uti (31). Orpheus’ song is a cosmogony and theogony which
has certain similarities to the subject matter of Silenus’ song, especially in lines 31-42. Apollonius describes the represented audience’s pleased reaction to Orpheus’ song, which serves to calm a quarrel (512-18). This is comparable to the description in Eclogue 6.26-30 of the effect of the voice of Silenus, and when Silenus is described as singing even more enchantingly than Apollo or Orpheus (29-30), we may detect a gesture toward his model in Apollonius.¹²

The Orphic imagery of Silenus in performance is paralleled elsewhere in the Eclogues a number of times. A comparable incantatory power is ascribed within Eclogue 6 to the voice of Hesiod (ille solebat / cantando rigidas deducere montibus ornos, ‘he was accustomed to lead the rigid ash trees down from the mountains with his singing’, 70-1); the two singers Damon and Alphesiboeus in Eclogue 8 sing in a way that ‘amazes’ (mirata) and ‘stupefies’ (stupefactae) an audience of animals, while even making rivers reverse their course (1-5). Most significantly, on the set of cups which the carver Alcimedon made for the character Damoetas in Eclogue 3, the powerful Orphic voice is that of Orpheus himself (44-6):

Et nobis idem Alcimedon duo pocula fecit
et molli circum est ansas amplexus acantho,
Orpheaque in medio posuit silvasque sequentis;

And that same Alcimedon made two cups for me too, and he surrounded the handles in the embrace of a pliant acanthus and put Orpheus in the centre, with the trees following him.

In all of these passages it is by describing the effect of voice that written words reflect powerful, oral song that can be heard and that in being heard can magically charm an audience. It is as if recorded in a text the actual words of an Orpheus, a figure from a heroic, pre-textual age, would fail to adequately reflect what is in effect beyond imitation. Thus the strategy of representing an Orphic voice through its effect instead.¹³ The same strategy of representing phenomenal voice appears in visual depictions of Orpheus, as for instance in the numerous mosaics which show the singer, lyre in his lap, surrounded by an attentive audience of tamed beasts as he sings.¹⁴ The sound and the actual words of Orpheus’ songs are beyond imitation in visual art, but we understand their presence upon seeing voice reflected in its effect on an audience. The similarity of visual representations and verbal descriptions of Orpheus in performance makes the depiction of Orpheus on the cup in Eclogue 3 directly analogous to Tityrus’ description of Silenus in performance as an image of the power of voice. In both cases the representation of the effect of voice produces the same result as the description of the echo in lines 82-6 of Eclogue 6: the creation of voice as a phenomenal presence within the frame of representation. In fact we might say that in the description of the song of Silenus one type of imago, an echo, is blending into another, a representation or likeness,
whether in pictures or in words. In fact, as *imago vocis* an echo is an image, likeness, or reflection of a sound; there is, in other words, inscribed in the Latin idiom an implicit comparison with modes of visual representation. Thinking in Ovidian terms, we might say with Goldberg, ‘If Echo, then Narcissus’, but the analogy between visual and aural perception that exists in echo as *imago vocis* is found explicitly as early as Aristotle. Archaic Greek poetics already extensively capitalizes on the congeniality of metaphors for visual and auditory representation, and ‘synaesthetic’ effects colour the language of tragedy, perhaps most famously in Sophocles’ reference in the lost *Tereus* to Philomela’s weaving as the ‘voice of the shuttle’. In fact, Virgil’s language for describing the presence of sound has specific affinities with literature’s main vehicle for engaging with the visual, namely ecphrasis.

**Ecphrastic voice**

‘Ecphrasis’ is the common rhetorical term for any set-piece description in a work of literature, often a description of a work of art, like the shield of Achilles in the *Iliad*, the goatherd’s cup in Theocritus 1, or the shield of Aeneas in the *Aeneid*. In *Eclogue* 6 the similarity between Tityrus describing the song of Silenus, a visual artist depicting Orpheus in performance, and a poet describing such a depiction of Orpheus in an ecphrasis comes to the fore. The manner in which Silenus’ performance is reported may in general be compared to the narrative techniques of ancient ecphrasis. The paradigm is the Homeric manner in *Iliad* 18, famously defended by Lessing as a variety of narration rather than pure description, in which rather than describing the shield of Achilles directly, the poet describes its manufacture. Homer’s description of each scene on the shield beginning with variations of the formula ἐν δ’ ἔτιθαι, ‘and he put on it ...’ (*Il.* 18.541, 550), positions the reader not as viewer of the work of art itself, but as observer of the artist Hephaestus as he creates. In Tityrus’ similar description of the song of Silenus, the mythical singer is made the subject of verbs which introduce clauses identifying the subjects of his song, such as ‘he was singing how’ (31), ‘then he relates’ (41-2), and ‘to this he adds’ (43). These phrases present the scene of Silenus and his audience through Tityrus’ narrative lens. Tityrus is in effect performing an ecphrasis of Silenus’ song.

The parallel between the foundational text for ecphrasis and Tityrus’ ecphrasis of Silenus’ song is confirmed by the fact that in *Eclogue* 6 Virgil uses a mode similar to that he would later adopt in the *Aeneid* when he most directly engages the presentation of the shield of Achilles. In enumerating the individual scenes on the shield of Aeneas at the end of *Aeneid* 8 Virgil replaces Homer’s sequential description of Hephaestus’ actions with positional indicators, *illis*, ‘there’ (626, 628), *nec procul hinc*, ‘not far from here’ (635), etc. This technique corresponds directly to the varied main
clauses that Tityrus uses to articulate Silenus’ song. The repeated temporal adverb tum, ‘then’ (35, 61, 62, 64), marks the progress of the song through time, much as the positional indicators in Aeneid 8 mark a viewer’s movement across the physical space of the shield. And as a further confirmation of the ecphrastic technique of Eclogue 6, for his description of Aeneas’ reaction to the shield (Talia per clipeum Volcani, dona parentis, / miratur rerumque ignarus imagine gaudet, ‘He looks in amazement at these things on the shield of Vulcan, the gift of his mother, and he takes pleasure in the image, even though he does not know what it means’, 729-30) Virgil has employed a self-reference back to Tityrus’ description of the reaction to Silenus’ song, Eclogue 6.29-30: nec tantum Phoebo gaudet Parnasia rupes, / nec tantum Rhodope miratur et Ismarus Orphea, ‘the crags of Parnassus do not take so much pleasure in Phoebus, Rhodope and Ismarus are not so amazed at Orpheus’.19 ‘Pleasure’ and ‘amazement’ are both ecphrastic buzzwords. In Aeneid 8 and in Eclogue 6 miratur glosses the Greek thauma, ‘amazement’, from many ecphrastic contexts,20 while gaudet represents the ‘pleasure’, hêdonê, that was at times singled out as an express function of art in Hellenistic aesthetics.21 The combination of pleasure and amazement has a particular Theocritean antecedent. In Idyll 1 pleasure and amazement unite to represent the desired effect of art. A ‘pleasurable’ (esp. 146-8) song is matched in equal exchange with an ‘amazing’ ecphrastic cup, described as ‘a goatherd’s wonder, a prodigy to shock your mind’, αἰπολικῶν θάμα τέρας κε τ’ θυμόν ἀτύξαι, 56). In both Theocritus 1 and Eclogue 6 the effects of pleasure and amazement align the representation of song and voice thematically with the representations of visual art.

The pastoral economy of songs and objects given in exchange for one another and the overall commensurability of songs and works of visual art in terms of the effects they have on their represented audiences make Orpheus on Damoetas’ cup in Eclogue 3 and Silenus within Tityrus’ narration particularly comparable images of voice. But ecphrastic technique applied to a song might reveal something more substantial about ecphrasis itself. For one thing, while ecphrasis is notionally about evoking the visual, poets always found it useful for reflecting on the capabilities specifically of verbal representation.22 For Virgil’s purposes in Eclogue 6 this has to do particularly with how his ecphrastic description does and does not allow the written text to give readers an experience of the oral song and the voice that are the object of the description. In that sense ecphrasis is but one more means, albeit a very highly formalized means, of approaching a question which is constantly at issue in the Eclogues, namely how the presence of voice is and is not recoverable amid all the varieties of absence texts can impose. Voice in fact has a long history in and around ecphrasis, in particular as part of the epic tradition.

In light of the famous rejection of elevated style and themes that opens Eclogue 6, the poem’s engagement with such narrative techniques as
ecphrasis and the indirect reporting of song may be considered a function of pastoral’s dialectical relationship with epic. Indeed the analogy between a represented song and a represented object that underpins the ecphrastic technique of the description of the song of Silenus is as old as ecphrasis itself. On the shield of Achilles it takes the form of the young singer performing the Linus song (Il. 18.569-72), which along with the scene of pipe-playing herdsmen (525-6) looks, for what it is worth, very much like proto-pastoral. The effects created when ecphrasis contains voice, whether the singer on the shield of Achilles, or the ram who might just talk on Jason’s cloak in the Argonautica, or the long background narrative and direct speech ‘within’ the embroidery in Catullus 64, have been documented by Andrew Laird. Laird emphasizes the element of mimetic disobedience in these examples: inasmuch as voices represent something not possible in a work of visual art, they cannot ‘really’ be there. At the same time because any ecphrastic description is itself in somebody’s voice, whether a narrator or a dramatized character performing the ecphrasis, where a verbal description meets words being described, it is most emphatically the case that voice ‘retains its noncontradictory references to phenomena in the created world and to phenomena of the discourse’. This aspect of ecphrastic voice is pre-eminent in Eclogue 6: Virgil goes beyond the tradition of having voice ‘in’ ecphrasis to make the voice of Silenus itself an ecphrastic object. By describing a song and a voice as an ecphrastic object, rather than as notionally present within a work of visual art, Eclogue 6 is wholly located on that point where the text and its represented world intersect.

In moving towards a point where it is difficult to distinguish between the ecphrastic description and the ecphrastic object, Eclogue 6 represents a development of tendencies already present in the ecphrastic tradition, tendencies Virgil himself would subsequently develop even further. The example of Aeneid 8 is again informative. The ecphrasis of Aeneas’ shield shows what looks like an attempt to overcome the gap between Aeneas’ original viewing and the reader’s experience of the shield as mediated through words. This ecphrasis, in other words, strives to minimize the distinction between the description and what is being described. With his careful marking of space, the poet encourages the analogy between the experience of reading from line to line in the text and the act of scanning the physical object both spatially and temporally. One’s mind’s eye travels notionally across the space of the shield as the narrator relates what the fire god had depicted in each part of it. The order of events as they are described corresponds to the order in which they occurred; both visual representation and ecphrastic description approximate to a linear historical narrative. But most of all Virgil was particularly careful in his placement of the central Actium scene (675-713): in medio classis aeratas, Actia bella, / cernere erat, ‘in the centre one could see the bronzed fleets, the Actian war’ (675-6). As Thomas writes, ‘the central item, along with
its formulaic referent (*in medio*), is placed in the centre of the passage. *Ut pictura poesis*: once again the poem visually reflects the work it describes.\(^{31}\) In other words, the visual artifact is made to participate explicitly in the textuality of Virgil’s poem, as an object equally of the represented world and of the text.\(^{32}\) Closer to hand, the ecphrasis of the Orpheus cup in *Eclogue* 3 anticipates this gesture (*Orpheaque in medio posuit silvasque sequentis*, ‘and he put Orpheus in the centre, with the trees following him’, 46), where again the phrase *in medio* is itself centrally placed.\(^{33}\)

In *Eclogue* 6 the reflection of the notional reality of the object of description is all the more extensive because both description and ‘story’ – to use the narratologists’ term for the notional object of description – are words.\(^{34}\) The hexameter of Virgil’s poem is even the same metre one would expect for Silenus’ song as scientific-didactic poetry.\(^{35}\) Reading the poem, therefore, directly tracks the experience of hearing the song sung, and the time indicated by *tum* … *tum* … *tum* in Tityrus’ narrative could represent the time of Silenus’ performance exactly. There is not the inherent problem of linearization that one finds in accommodating static visual art into a serial description through ecphrasis; the object of description is already linear.\(^{36}\) And so while the presentation of the song of Silenus is exceptionally complicated in formal terms, nevertheless the apparent conjunction of narration and ‘story’ as voice gives the reader encouragement to think that the original object that is being described is within his or her grasp. Despite the distance created by the narrative, what Silenus ‘really sang’ seems within reach. The reality effect is itself a hallmark of ecphrasis.\(^{37}\) In this instance it reinforces the tantalizing capacity of voice to cast the process of reading as an encounter with something original beyond and prior to the representation. And yet, this is a fiction that is inevitably exposed. In the case of Silenus’ song, just as much as is the case for the ecphrasis of the shield of Aeneas, the assimilation of the act of reading to the act of directly perceiving the object described by the text is incomplete, both in obvious ways and in fairly subtle ones.

**Transcription as absence**

To state the obvious, the text of *Eclogue* 6 does not, and cannot, give us the voice and the sound of the song of Silenus, and the poem’s distancing narrative technique can be taken as an acknowledgement of the fact that the absence of text has replaced the presence of voice. But even in narratological terms doubts intrude, particularly regarding the narration’s relationship to time, despite what might appear to be a perfect conjunction between narration and ‘story’. On the one hand, as described above, the temporal linearity of the oral ‘story’ seems to be reflected exactly in the temporal markers of the written ‘narration’. But even here there are reasons to doubt that the text exactly reproduces its supposed oral ante-
cedent. The amount of time it takes to read the poem might coincide with the time it take Tityrus to tell the song of Silenus. But then what are we to make of the indications that the performance of the song went on ‘all day, from the satyr’s awakening till nightfall’? And there are further signs of a possible disjunction between narration and story. In two lines a certain section of Silenus’ song is quickly passed over (41-2):

\[
\text{hinc lapides Pyrrhæ iactos, Saturnia regna,} \\
\text{Caucasiasque refert volucris furtumque Promethei.}
\]

Then he relates the stones tossed by Pyrrha, the reign of Saturn, and the Caucasian birds and Prometheus’ theft.

Since Servius, it has been seen as a problem that the events here listed are out of chronological order: Pyrrha and Deucalion lived after the golden age of Saturn’s reign, which Prometheus’ crime traditionally brought to an end. His theft of fire (or is \textit{furtum} his deceitful sacrifice?) certainly should precede his punishment by the ‘Caucasian birds’. We might suspect that Tityrus is not giving us Silenus’ song actually as it is to be reconstructed in its ‘original’ form or wonder whether Silenus made chronological mistakes in his treatment of the myths. These temporal uncertainties show that the ecphrasis of a song is not after all immune from the difficulty of linearization and focalization that ecphrasis of a work of visual art necessarily encounters. Who is to say what compression, expansion, or distortion might have occurred between Silenus’ performance and Tityrus’ reporting of it? Again, at lines 74-81 when the text presents confused versions of the myths of Scylla and of Tereus, Procne, and Philomela, is Tityrus misrepresenting his original in the retelling or faithfully reporting Silenus’ gaffes? Perhaps Silenus even has access to what could be called a ‘variant tradition’. As in any ecphrasis, the perspective through which the reader experiences the work of art is a limited, constructed, and not necessarily reliable one. There is always the possibility that – in narratological terms – the narration misreads or consciously distorts the story. And so, although the description of the song does not encounter the stark difference between media and modes of perception that a verbal ecphrasis of work of visual art does, still this text does not entirely overcome ecphrasis’s problems of point of view. It admits its own mediating status, pointing to the textuality of the representation and to reading as the vehicle of the audience’s experience of Silenus’ song.

A further possibility merits consideration. The representation of voice, song, and writing elsewhere in the \textit{Eclogues} might suggest that the disruption of a clear temporal progression in the telling of the story is a function of the notional transforming that has occurred in rendering Silenus’ oral song as written text. Whereas ecphrasis usually represents the transformation of something physical and visual into something ver-
bal, without necessarily emphasizing the textuality of the result, in Eclogue 6 the ecphrastic description of Silenus’ song highlights the transformation of something verbal into physical text. Seen in this light, Eclogue 6 merely represents in highly marked form what always happens (and usually goes unremarked) when a text objectifies a notional orality. Silenus’ song takes on the status of an inscription, and the posteriority of the written text, as always, makes the relationship to an oral antecedent (and other antecedents) inherently problematic. But then again such an awareness of the medium of representation is itself an inheritance from the ecphrastic tradition. One can always detect moments in which textual ecphrasis departs from a strict adherence to the notional reality of a plastic object. Indications of movement or colours that the supposed material of the object cannot accommodate are acknowledged examples, while sound and particularly direct speech were singled out as another by Laird. Because the representation of voice itself exceeds the capabilities of ancient artistic representations, the presence of voice in ecphrastic objects is, to use Laird’s term, mimetically ‘disobedient’. In Eclogue 6 the ecphrasis of a song on the one hand circumvents the transgressiveness of voice in ecphrasis by making a voice itself an ecphrastic object. The superabundance of mimetic capacity released allows, however, for a transgressiveness all its own in the form of voices that do not remain ‘within’ the frame of representation but instead seem to float free from any secure source or dramatized speech context. As we will see in the following section, the separation of voices from their origin in a speaker raises the question of just what sort of reality the representation of voice in Eclogue 6 gives access to.

Speaking of Pasiphae

In contrast to the indirect reporting that is the presentational mode for most of the song of Silenus, the centrepiece of Eclogue 6 features direct speech and mimetic voice. First, Silenus is said to ‘console’ Pasiphae (45-6):

> et fortunatam, si numquam armenta fuissent,  
> Pasiphaen nivei solatur amore iuvenci.

and Pasiphae, who would have been fortunate if there had never been herds, he consoles for her passion for the snowy-white bullock.

This is the lead-in to an eruption of direct speech in the form of an emotional apostrophe to Pasiphae (47-55):

> a, virgo infelix, quae te dementia cepit!  
> Proetides implierunt falsis mugitibus agros,  
> at non tam turpis pecudum tamen ulla secuta concubitus, quamvis collo timuisset aratrum  
> et saepe in levi quaesisset cornua fronte.
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a, virgo infelix, tu nunc in montibus erras:
ille latus niveum molli fultus hyacintho
ilice sub nigra pallentis ruminat herbas
aut aliquam in magno sequitur grege.

Ah, poor girl, what madness has seized you! The daughters of Proetus filled
the fields with their sham mooing, but still not even one of them pursued
such shameful minglings with the flocks, even though she had fretted about
the plough on her neck and often looked for the horns on her smooth brow.
Ah, poor girl, you are now wandering on the mountains. He has stretched his
snowy white flanks out on the soft hyacinths and munches pale grasses
beneath the dark ilex, or he is pursuing some female in the great herd.

The simplest way of taking these lines is to see them as representing the
voice of Silenus in direct discourse. An apostrophe signals the beginning
of the address to Pasiphae in line 47 (a, virgo infelix; repeated at 52), and
apostrophe is, in the words of Jonathan Culler, no less than ‘the figure of
voice, a sign of utterance’.\(^{43}\) It is as strong a marker as any of the presence
of mimetic voice.\(^{44}\) In the lines that follow that initial apostrophe, the
expressions of sympathy for Pasiphae, citing the exemplum of the daugh-
ters of Proetus and suggesting that Pasiphae give up her search for the
bull, serve to demonstrate how Silenus performed the act of consoling
Pasiphae by means of his song. The empathy between speaker and ad-
dresssee marked by the epithet infelix (47, 52) fits well with the implications
of solatur as essentially a verb of speaking.\(^{45}\) But if this is the voice
of Silenus, a further transition occurs when Pasiphae’s own pathetic voice
speaks (55-60):

‘claudite, Nymphae,
Dictaeae Nymphae, nemorum iam claudite saltus,
si qua forte ferant oculis sese obvia nostris
errabunda bovis vestigia; forsitan illum
aut herba captum viridi aut armenta secutum
perducant aliquae stabula ad Gortynia vaccae.’

‘Nymphs, Nymphs of Dicte, close around, now close around the glades of the
forest, just in case some wandering tracks of the bull will present themselves
to our eyes; maybe he has been distracted by the green grass or has followed
the herd and some cows draw him to the stables at Gortyn.’

An apostrophe again marks a changed speech context (claudite, Nymphae,
55). If the direct speech in lines 47-55 lends vividness to the representation
of Silenus’ consolation of Pasiphae, the direct speech of Pasiphae not only
adds vividness, it also greatly increases the pathos of her situation. In
contrast to the daughters of Proetus, who pretend to moo and show their
loss of humanity through their loss of voice, Pasiphae retains her human
voice despite the animalistic desire that has been imposed on her. For that
she is all the more sympathetic. By being able to speak, Pasiphae also has at least the potential to make herself heard by others. Silenus is said to offer consolation to Pasiphae with his song. His ability to do so is, it seems, dependent not just on speaking to Pasiphae, but also on being able to hear her voice.

In lines 47-60 we are thus emphatically in the presence of voice, and voice specifically as a sign of humanity. And yet, voice and direct speech do not result from dramatized speech acts. The changes of speaker and speech context are not effected by explicit attribution of the speech to a character. Voice takes the form of ‘free direct discourse’, and rather than a clear narratological hierarchy or the impersonation of one speaker by another, here Silenus’ singing voice and the speaking voice of Pasiphae seem to escape or bypass the narratorial filter of Tityrus. If Tityrus’ ephrastic formulas draw attention to the act of narration that intervenes between Silenus’ performance and what the reader encounters in the text, the direct speech of Silenus and of Pasiphae give the impression of unfiltered access to the true reality of the song, in the form of the actual words that Silenus sang and Pasiphae spoke. But the very vividness of this complicates the question of who is speaking. Are we still to imagine Tityrus speaking? Is he impersonating Silenus? The mimetic standing of Pasiphae’s voice is even more difficult to gauge. Were her words incorporated in direct discourse in Silenus’ song or have they emerged from somewhere else? These questions are all effectively unanswerable because the unattributed direct speech ‘ruptures any comfortable illusion that direct discourse must always offer a temporal synthesis of narrative and story’. In the form of free direct discourse, voice ‘within’ the indirect narration of Silenus’ song is playing its traditional role of challenging our ability to distinguish between ephrastic description and ephrastic object. The analogy with ephrasis in fact points directly to another instance in which a female voice speaks directly from ‘within’ an ephrastic object, namely Catullus 64.

In Catullus 64 Ariadne, Pasiphae’s own daughter, delivers a long speech in direct discourse, even though she is ostensibly just a picture. And the continuity between Eclogue 6 and Catullus 64 is more than just genealogical. The Pasiphae vignette in Eclogue 6 has rightly been called Virgil’s ‘miniature of an epyllion’, and the neoteric inheritance shows in part in Virgil’s exploration of formalist techniques, particularly for the representation of a woman. Ariadne’s lament ‘within’ the ephrasis in Catullus 64 is perhaps Virgil’s closest model for the voice of Pasiphae in Eclogue 6. In both Catullus 64 and Eclogue 6 the direct speech of the soliloquizing heroine seems to give direct access to reality; because ephrasis of voice means that description and described overlap, the poem seems to give us ‘what she said’. On this score, an (admittedly problematic) anecdote that describes a performance of Eclogue 6 by the mime actress Cytheris raises interesting questions about the voice(s) of the poem and the possible
relationship between text and performance: dicitur autem ingenti favore a Vergilio esse recitata, adeo ut, cum eam postea Cytheris cantasset in theatro, ... stupefactus Cicero, cuius esset, requireret, 'but the poem is said to have been recited to great acclaim by Virgil, so much so that when Cytheris later performed it in the theatre, ... Cicero was amazed and asked whose work it was.'

Did the female performer ‘do’ the voice of Tityrus ‘doing’ the voice of Silenus, only to have the presence of imitation seem to disappear with the appearance of a female speaker in the centre of the poem? Whatever the nature of the performance might have been (if it ever took place), there is, in both Catullus 64 and Eclogue 6, also an appeal specifically to reading in the play with direct and indirect speech. The voices of Ariadne and Pasiphae gain mimetic power precisely from being embedded in texts that emphasize absence. By highlighting direct speech as a conduit to unfiltered reality in the midst of very highly formalized presentations, both poems make an appeal specifically to reading the text in terms of imagining a source or an ‘original voice’ beyond and prior to the representation of the words on the page. More than just an effect of vividness, in this sense the apparent disappearance of all of Eclogue 6’s frames of representation when Pasiphae speaks aligns with the presentation of voice throughout the Eclogues.

And yet, when it comes to the appearance of reality, what ecphrastic technique gives it also takes away. The analogy with ecphrasis highlights the reality effect of direct speech, but it also signals that the apparently ‘original’ voices of Eclogue 6, like the shields, friezes, paintings, and all the objects of the ecphrastic tradition, have no reality outside of their texts. And even as voice plays its traditional role of offering the possibility of a connection to a source beyond the text, the appearance of direct speech relies on the very separation of the voice of Silenus or of Pasiphae from its origin in an individual speaker. On this score, in Eclogue 6 Virgil can be seen to be adapting formal experiments from Catullus 64 and Hellenistic poets for a purpose that is distinctly pastoral. There is in fact an important Theocritean precedent for what is happening with voice in Eclogue 6, and it relates reading for an original voice to the attempt to trace the history of song within the pastoral world, even the history of pastoral itself. Idyll 7 is Theocritus’ own tour de force of the representation of poetic voice, and amid numerous correspondences with Eclogue 6 it offers its own eruption of unattributed direct speech separated from its origin in an individualized speaker. And in some sense this voice stands for the unrecoverable origins of pastoral itself.

**Listening to Comatas**

When in Idyll 7 Lycidas agrees to an exchange of songs with Simichidas, his offering takes the rhetorical form of a propempticon, a song for someone leaving on a journey (Theoc. 7.52-89). He describes the preparations
he will make for the expected arrival of his beloved Ageanax at Mytilene. He will have a symposium ready with garlands, a comfortable couch, wine, and music. He then describes the song that will be sung by Tityrus, whose name is obviously suggestive from the perspective of *Eclogue* 6. It will be first about Daphnis (72-7):

At my side Tityrus will sing how once [\(\varsigma\sigma\epsilon i \, \omega\varsigma \, \pi\omega\kappa\alpha]\) Daphnis the cowherd loved Xenea and how [\(\chi:\omega\varsigma\)] the mountain mourned for him and how [\(\kappa\alpha i \, \omega\varsigma\)] the oaks that grow on the banks of the river Himeras grieved for him when he was melting away like some snow under tall Haimos or Athos or Rhodope or most distant Kaukasos.

The indirect manner, in particular the use of introductory ‘\(\varsigma\sigma\epsilon i \, \omega\varsigma \ldots \chi:\omega\varsigma\ldots\)’, ‘he will sing how … and how’, is the same as that of Virgil’s description of Silenus’ song and Apollonius’ description of Orpheus’ song in *Argonautica* 1. And, as Lycidas reports it, Tityrus’ song will continue to a second story, that of Comatas (78-89):

And he will sing how once [\(\varsigma\sigma\epsilon i \, \delta' \, \omega\varsigma \, \pi\omega\kappa\alpha]\) a wide box received the goatherd, even though he was alive, because of the wicked presumption of the king, and how [\(\omega\varsigma \, \tau e]\) the snub-nosed bees brought food of tender blossoms for him from the meadow into the fragrant cedar chest because the Muse poured out sweet nectar on his mouth. ‘O blessed Comatas [\(\dot{o} \, \mu\alpha\kappa\alpha\rho\iota\sigma\tau\epsilon \, \kappa\omicron\mu\acute{a}t\alpha]\), you too endured these delights, you too were shut up in a box and you laboured through the spring of the year, fed on the bees’ honeycomb. If only you were counted among the living of my day, so that I could watch your lovely goats on the mountain and listen to your voice [\(\phi\omicron\nu\alpha\varsigma \, \epsilon\iota\sigma\sigma\alpha\tau\omicron\nu\)] while you reclined under the oaks or under the pines sweetly singing, divine Comatas.’

As in the song of Silenus, an apostrophe (\(\dot{o} \, \mu\alpha\kappa\alpha\rho\iota\sigma\tau\epsilon \, \kappa\omicron\mu\acute{a}t\alpha\), ‘O blessed Comatas’, 83; cf. *a, virgo infelix*, ‘ah, poor girl’, *Ecl.* 6.47, 52) marks the transition from the reporting of the contents of a song to a seemingly direct manifestation of it as utterance. On the one hand, apparently individualizing first-person reference (‘of my day’, ‘so that I could watch your goats and listen to your voice’) discourages us from separating the expressed wish to have heard Comatas sing from a voice and a speaker. But the speech is unattributed, and it is effectively impossible to tell whose ‘I’ this is. As Goldhill describes it:

It is hard to tell precisely the provenance of this address. Is it a quotation of Tityros’ song, a more vivid expression than the reported speech with which the song began? Is it Lycidas’ own wish to have heard Comatas? In the recession of voices that constitutes this song within a song within a song, the possibility of securely attributing the final lines to a certain, unified poetic voice is undercut. We are left merely with the expressed desire to have been able to have heard a former (pastoral?) poet, whose honeyed words are concealed within the box-like recession of other poets’ (pastoral?) songs.
The chimerical immediacy of apostrophe and the indeterminate overlapping of Lycidas’ voice and Tityrus’ lead Goldhill to anchor his reading on the speech act’s content (‘merely ... the expressed desire’), rather than on the speaker. But one could look to an even further inset voice; Comatas, the paradigmatic poet, might himself be heard (φωνάς έθεσαν, ‘listening to your voice’, 88). That possibility, however, goes unfulfilled; Comatas’ voice is only imagined in a wish and readers certainly get nothing of what he might have sung. The promise is, nevertheless, held out that if one excavated through all the poem’s levels, one would arrive ultimately at this, an original voice. Comatas is ‘for Lykidas, and all bucolic poets, ... a divine, or at least heroised, presence’. To hear him singing would be to be present at a scene of original pastoral, as practised by the genre’s founder figures themselves. But Comatas’ is a seemingly original voice that remains beyond recovery. In this imagined scene of pastoral’s beginnings, the voice of the poet is a marker of absence.

The apostrophe to Comatas and the apostrophe to Pasiphae, and her speech, tantalize by holding out the possibility of connecting to a source, whether in a person or elsewhere, for the words on the page. By highlighting the apparent ability of direct speech to embody a reality that bypasses representation, they cast the reading process as a search for that ultimate source behind, beyond, and prior to the representation. And yet with both the address to Comatas and the speech of Pasiphae it is precisely that expectation that there must be a true reality behind represented voice that is denied. Voice is emphatically present, but it is also deracinated, separated from any clear connection to its source in a personalized speaker. In Theocritus 7 the recession from our grasp of voice as source is, it seems, a metaphor for the unrecoverable original of bucolic poetry itself. Tityrus’ song about Comatas, and about Daphnis, is oriented towards generic aetiology, but the original pastoral it describes remains out of reach. In Eclogue 6 Pasiphae’s voice too might be a version of a kind of ‘original’ bucolic. If nothing else her particular plight and her apostrophe to the Dictaean nymphs reflect potentially appropriate subject matter for ‘cowherd’ poetry. In any event, a discussion of how the concern for poetic and even generic origins that in Th eocritus 7 is reflected in the receding presence of a poet’s voice is related to Eclogue 6’s representations of voice forms the conclusion of this chapter. This brings us back to the manifestation of phenomenal voice as echo.

Echoic history

One way in which the representation of the voice of Pasiphae relates to history within Eclogue 6 is in its analogy to echo. Just as the voice of Pasiphae erupts into the poem’s narration as direct speech in separation from a dramatic context and a personal source, an echo always presumes an origin in speech that is absent. Despite this, both Pasiphae’s speech and
the echoic effects that attend the performance of Silenus’ song in *Eclogue* 6 manifest the presence of speech as sound. They are both examples of what Ross calls phenomenal voice, which ‘disseminates human presence throughout the world, infusing objects, places, sights, and sounds with implications of humanness’.

But echo is not only an effect to encourage the reader’s imaginative reconstruction of the represented world with its sounds. Because the absent source in speech presupposed by an echo is away in the past, echo has a retrospective orientation. An echo is always a repetition or imitation of a previous sound or utterance. These attributes make echo an ideal poetic vehicle for exploring the history of words or a tradition. In this guise, in the *Eclogues* as in many other texts, echo is a phenomenon which turns to reflect on the text itself, and on the relationship of one text to another.

Within *Eclogue* 6 the doubling of the apostrophe *a, virgo infelix, ‘ah, poor girl’* (47, 52) creates an image of the presence of voice within the fictional world that is also a kind of internal echo in the text. It is also, we should note, an allusion to or repetition of a line from Licinius Calvus’ lost miniature epic on Io. The different senses of *imago* as repetition, reflection, and imitation are combining, and this is not the only example in the *Eclogues* of the conjunction of echo and allusion as images of language in separation from its origin in the past. Elsewhere in *Eclogue* 6 itself we also find (43-4):

```
his adiungit, Hylan nautae quo fonte relictum
clamassent, ut litus ‘Hyla, Hyla’ omne sonaret
```

To this he adds the name of the fountain where the sailors shouted for Hylas when he was left behind, so that the whole shore echoed ‘Hylas, Hylas’.

The text here itself mimics the fading sound of Hylas’ name shouted and being redoubled in the distant landscape of the Mysian shore. The metrical flourish – hiatus with shortening of the final syllable of the second iteration of *Hyla* – is an iconic representation of the fading away of the sound as the echo becomes more distant, which Ovid recognized and acknowledged with his imitation that describes the farewell of Echo herself. It might not be too subtle to say that with that diminishing effect the text of *Eclogue* 6 itself has replaced the exotic locales of the Argonautica legend as the space in which echo reflects the presence of sound and of voice. Such echo effects are a recurrent feature of Virgilian poetry.

While echo always presupposes separation between the sound of voice and its origin, in *Eclogue* 6 the retrospective orientation of echo is most fully developed where echo serves as a vehicle for the transmission of song. *Eclogue* 6 is just as much concerned with the origins of song, and of the pastoral genre, just as aetiological, as Theocritus 7 is, and echo is one of the tools Virgil’s poem uses to define its own relationship to the past. To
reach the point at which Tityrus relates it to the reader, the song of Silenus, or at least part of it, has passed through an elaborate chain of echoes. Once upon a time Apollo sang to the river Eurotas, who passed the song along to the laurels (82-4). From some source the song reached Silenus, and from him it echoed to the stars and Olympus (84-6). Beginning with Apollo, each stage in the transmission of the song is oral, marked by the presence of voice and of audiences to hear and repeat it. That Eurotas instructs the laurels to ‘memorize’ (ediscere, 83) Apollo’s song, as a schoolmaster instructs his pupils, implies that they will then recite it again for others to hear. Thus the natural landscape is playing a role that aligns with representations of echo. Silenus may not be shown actually hearing this echo, but his one-time vocal performance is a stage along the echo’s progress. Tityrus’ own role as the performer (meditabor, ‘I will perform’, 8; cano, ‘I sing’, 9) of a previous singer’s song completes the history of the song as an oral tradition.

This fiction of an oral history for Silenus’ song aligns with the poem’s emphasis on poetic commissioning as one way to dramatize poetic origins. Again Apollo is the key, even ‘the ultimate source of Eclogue 6 and of the song of Silenus in particular’. Not only is he the ‘ultimate source’ in the sense of being, apparently, the originating voice of the song, he seems to have his own interest in commissioning poetry that is about sources and origins. In his song, Silenus narrates how Gallus met Linus on Parnassus where he was commissioned to sing the aition, the ‘origin’, of the Grynean grove (64-73):

tum canit ...
ut Linus haec illi divino carmine pastor
floribus atque apio crinis ornatus amaro
dixerit: ‘hos tibi dant calamos (en accipe) Musae,
Ascræo quos ante seni, quibus ille solebat
cantando rigidas deducere montibus ornos.
his tibi Grynei nemoris dicatur origo,
ne quis sit lucus quo se plus iactet Apollo.’

Then he sings … how Linus the shepherd of divinely-inspired song, his hair decked with flowers and bitter parsley, said this to him [i.e. Gallus]: ‘The Muses give these pipes to you – here, take them – which they previously gave to the old man of Ascra, and he was accustomed to lead the rigid ash trees down from the mountains by playing on them. With them you should sing of the origin of the Grynean grove, so that there will not be any grove Apollo will boast of more.’

Thus Gallus is commissioned to write an aetiological song, for which Apollo himself will be the audience; his approval of the song will lead to the Grynean grove becoming the place Apollo is happiest to boast of. In this case Apollo’s inspiration comes through a proxy, his son Linus, but elsewhere in Eclogue 6 Apollo intervenes directly to inspire aetiological
poetry. In the opening lines, the god himself instructs Tityrus in Callimachean poetics (1-5).

Prima Syracosio dignata est ludere versu
nostra neque erubuit silvas habitare Thalea.
cum canerem reges et proelia, Cynthius aurem
vellit et admonuit: ‘pastorem, Tityre, pinguis
pascere oportet ovis, deductum dicere carmen.’

At first my Thalea deigned to play in Syracusan verse and was not embarrassed to inhabit the forests. When I was singing of kings and battles, Cynthian Apollo plucked my ear and gave me this warning: ‘a shepherd, Tityrus, should feed fat sheep, but sing a fine-spun song.’

Tityrus responds with a song in honour of Varus that shows his adherence to the god’s precepts. It will be one that Apollo himself will enjoy reading (6-12):

nunc ego (namque super tibi erunt qui dicere laudes,
Vare, tuas cupiant et tristia condere bella)
agrestem tenui meditabor harundine musam:
non iniussa cano. si quis tamen haec quoque, si quis
captus amore leget, te nostrae, Vare, myricae,
te nemus omne canet; nec Phoebus gratior ulla est
quam sibi quae Vari praescrpsit pagina nomen.

Now I (for there will be plenty who will want to sing in your honour, Varus, and write about sad wars) will practise my rustic muse on a slender reed; I do not sing what I have been told not to. But if anyone, if anyone in the grips of love, will read this, Varus, my tamarisks, the whole grove, will sing your name. There is no column of text more pleasing to Apollo than one that has the name ‘Varus’ written across its top.

And so, the chain of echoes that begins with Apollo is brought around to form a complete circle here at the beginning of the poem. The tradition, to call it that, that began with the god singing ‘once upon a time’ (quondam, 82) along the Eurotas ends with the presentation of Tityrus’ poem to Apollo himself to read. The pagina (12), the ‘column’ of text on the roll of papyrus that contains the poem (headed by its title or dedication ‘to Varus’), is a remarkably specific gesture to the physical form of the Eclogues book as a scroll held in the hands of its reader. The fact that Apollo as the ideal audience for the song is here explicitly cast in the role of reader, in terms historically accurate for the time of the poem’s composition, arguably turns all of the poem’s representations of voice, orality, and performance into a comment on reading and writing.

Reading, where present in the pastoral world, is always open to consideration in terms of metapoetics. In this case the picturing of the poem received as written text (leget, ‘will read’, 10; pagina, ‘column’, 12), with
Apollo himself as designated reader, means that the fiction of an oral culture in which the history of the song can be traced is emphatically over before the reader, any reader, unrolls the text of *Eclogue* 6. Again we might say that a notionally prior orality is literally inscribed, ‘written into’, the Virgilian text, with the reading process explicitly envisaged as its ultimate destination. More specifically, the honour which the poem bears to Varus its dedicatee, whose name is written across the top of the column on the papyrus roll, approximates to a public inscription, an honorific or memorial. But, at the same time, in the *Eclogues* concrete reflections of textuality and fictions of performance are never far from one another. The name of Varus has inscriptive form but also achieves presence within the fictional world as, in the words of Segal, ‘one of those songful echoes’ that are distinctively pastoral and Virgilian (*te ... te ... canet*, ‘your name ... will sing your name’, 10-11). Tityrus’ status as a poet who writes in columns on papyrus for a reading audience draws attention to his initial *cum canerem*, ‘when I was singing’ (3), not least for its inversion of the very Hellenistic picture of composition at the beginning of Callimachus’ *Aetia*. Callimachus’ narrator is warned off by Apollo when he was undertaking to write a poem: ὅτε πρώτηστον ἔμοι ἐπὶ δέλτον ἔθηκα / γούνασιν, ‘when first I placed my writing tablet on my knees’ (*Aet.* fr. 1.21-2 Pf. = Massimilla). Reminded by Apollo of this, Tityrus says *non iniussa cano* (9), ‘I do not sing what I have been told not to’, and the negative may be felt equally with both words that follow it. Not only has Apollo changed Tityrus’ project from epic ‘kings and battles’ to pastoral aetiology, he seems to have changed it from singing to writing. If nothing else, the language of performance (*canerem, dicere carmen, meditabor, cano*) combined with the language of textuality (*leget, praescripsit pagina nomen*) points to the essentially dual status of the voices of Virgil’s pastoral.

The opening lines of *Eclogue* 6 have an aetiological function of their own. *Prima* ‘first’ as the first word of the poem signals this. While the sense of the line as ‘My Thalea at first deigned to play in Syracusan verse’ asserts itself as primary in light of the stages of a poetic career that are subsequently described in lines 3-6, the sense ‘My Thalea was the first to deign to play in Syracusan verse’ is also felt. The poem thus begins at the beginning of Virgil’s pastoral itself. Early readers of the *Eclogues* were even led to speculate that *Eclogue* 6 was actually the first poem in the series. And the conjunction of a poetic focus on origins, sources, and traditions with the very prominent allusion to the Callimachean *Aetia* gives pride of place to that specific intertextual relationship as a component of the construction of a history for the song of Silenus and for *Eclogue* 6. Tityrus’ commission by Apollo provides an explanation for the origin of *Eclogue* 6 as a replay of the Callimachean scene, which is itself an aetiology, an explanation of the beginnings, of the *Aetia*. Tityrus’ poetic calling stands in a continuous tradition of such encounters. Tityrus’ interaction with Apollo is reflected within *Eclogue* 6 in Gallus’ investiture by
Linus (67-73). That scene is presented allusively as a re-enactment of Hesiod’s encounter with the Muses from the beginning of the *Theogony*, the same scene that was already programmatically referenced by Callimachus.\textsuperscript{71} These linked scenes together form a tradition of representing poetry as a tradition. They also all represent the production of poetry as a responsive act, whether a song is a response to an intervention by the god, a commission by a patron or sponsor, the sound of someone else’s song, or a text one has previously read. In fact the analogy between an oral responsiveness between speakers and a written responsiveness between poets writing in various traditions is the same one that lingers around the amoebean poems discussed in the preceding chapter of this book. But where responsiveness and reciprocity are figured specifically through textuality there are complications.

As we have already seen in the case of the relationship between Tityrus’ poem and what Silenus supposedly sang, textuality complicates things specifically in terms of time. The song of Gallus about the Grynean grove which Apollo will enjoy (presumably from reading it) is hard to locate temporally in the echoic history of the song of Silenus. Did Apollo actually sing about this ‘future’ event once upon a time along the banks of the Eurotas?\textsuperscript{72} Some have changed the text and eliminated the problematic chronology.\textsuperscript{73} But there is no need for that. The anachronism need not trouble us any more than the compression of time involved in having Gallus converse with Linus. We might even imagine Apollo the god of prophecy foreseeing Gallus’ poetry, which James Clauss calls ‘an exquisite compliment’ to Gallus.\textsuperscript{74} Moving from relationships represented within the pastoral world to relationships between one text and another, the problem, to call it that, of Apollo’s foreknowledge of Gallus’ poems raises the question of what exactly the relationship is between *Eclogue* 6 and poems of Cornelius Gallus, whether pre-existing or foreseen by Virgil.\textsuperscript{75} The point is not to eliminate these questions definitively, but rather to notice how the poem allows that the history of the song of Silenus, which is so emphatically a part of, and paradigm for, the poem as a whole, brings with it ambiguity and uncertainty.\textsuperscript{76} The very status of that song’s transmission as a process of echoes and repetitions inevitably allows for confusion because echo figures a voice cut off from its source. The aetiological element of *Eclogue* 6 remains strong; there is much we know about the literary sources in the past that define the history of the poem, Hesiod, Callimachus, Theocritus, Calvus, Lucretius, and others, including presumably Gallus. Nevertheless, the poem represents the song of Silenus as a tradition for which it is ultimately not possible to trace a singular point of origin.

The role specifically of echo, *imago vocis*, in the temporal displacements and uncertainties of the *Eclogues* is to be explored more fully in the following chapter, the subject of which is *Eclogue* 1. This is another poem very much about the history and origins of pastoral music. In it echo will
be seen to stand not merely for responsiveness between man and nature but also for complex relationships between one text and another. The act of allusion itself can be aetiological in orientation, but, as we will see, in a poetics that relies at every turn on separation of voices from their sources even the most familiar narratives of literary history can be subject to revision.
Pastoral Origins in *Eclogue 1*

Echo and aetiology, the two forces whose effects in *Eclogue 6* were explored in the preceding chapter, meet also in *Eclogue 1*, at the point where pastoral itself is introduced to the Roman world. In the encounter between Tityrus and Meliboeus, the first *Eclogue* enacts competing histories of pastoral through the use of intertextuality along these two divergent models. On the one hand, allusions figure an aetiological connection to sources in the past. At the same time, echo marks disjunctions between language and its origins. Together these forces hold sway over the self-definition of Virgil’s pastoral in *Eclogue 1*. As part of the process of defining pastoral, the dialogue form itself, one of the principal generic signatures in the poem, is under scrutiny. The interlocutors Tityrus and Meliboeus are plagued by problems of communication, a difficulty at least in part attributable to their contrasting experiences of history. And it is a specifically Roman history. The poem actively asserts connections between its fictions and the contemporary Roman world, and these provide fertile ground for exploring the implications of dialogue. The poem is in fact a microcosm of issues that have historically been prioritized by Virgilian criticism, no more so than in recent years. In particular, as Alpers has written, the conflicting conclusions readers of *Eclogue 1* have reached ‘reflect differing views of the nature of speech, dialogue, and human encounter in the poem’. As this chapter aims to show, where readers of *Eclogue 1* are invited to consider issues related to voice and communication, it is the nature and the capacity of pastoral itself that are in question.

Imitations of originality

The first *Eclogue* is a poem highly conscious of its status as an introduction. The first poem in a collection, it is also the inauguration of pastoral poetry in Latin and, regardless of the order in which the *Eclogues* were composed, effectively Virgil’s debut in Latin literature. Allusion plays a specific role in the self-presentation of *Eclogue 1* as the beginning of something. It does so by offering a means for the poem to reflect on beginnings, on its own relationship to the past, and on the origins of pastoral poetry. In the poem’s first lines allusions to Theocritus and to Lucretius thematize beginnings because Virgil alludes to passages in these authors that are themselves concerned with generic origins and even the origins of music itself. Inasmuch as they are oriented toward poetic
and generic self-definition, Virgil’s allusions can be said to sketch a narrative of the origins of his poem and its genre in the past, inscribing at the start of Latin pastoral poetry what Greene called ‘a specific retrospective vision’.

Theocritus 1, the text to which the opening lines of Eclogue 1 allude most prominently, is itself reflexively concerned with beginnings, including the beginning of its own genre. As has been well explicated by Hunter, when the herdsman Thyrsis addresses the piping goatherd in the opening lines of the poem he speaks as if recognizable characteristics of bucolic were pre-existing (3-6):

> μετὰ Πάνα τὸ δεύτερον ἄθλον ἀποισῆ.
> αἱ κα τήνος ἐλη κεραδὸν τράχον, αἴγα τῷ λαψή:
> αἱ κα δ’ αἴγα λάβη τήνος γέρας, ἐς τῇ καταρρεῖ ἀ χήμαρος.

After Pan you will take the second prize. If he chooses the horned goat, you will take the she-goat. If he takes the she-goat as his prize, to you falls the kid.

Hunter has described how with its evocations of tragedy and other high literary forms, ‘Idyll 1 conjures up a pre-existing “bucolic” tradition, while itself founding such a tradition.’ Thus we later learn that Thyrsis has been in singing contests before (23-4) and that with his song about ‘the sufferings of Daphnis’ (19), which his goatherd interlocutor knows by reputation at least, he has already ‘attained mastery in bucolic music’ (καὶ τὰς βουκολικὰς ἐπὶ τὸ πλέον ἱκεο μοίσσας, 20). In place of an organic connection to any one established genre Theocritus 1 relies instead on what Hunter has called this ‘sense of tradition which is written into the poem’. The tradition is formed on multiple levels: just as the songs of Thyrsis and other musical herdsmen provide the model for Theocritus’ own poems, the fictional herdsmen can trace the origin of their own musical practices to the mythological past in the form of the story about Daphnis which Thyrsis sings (64-145). Greene’s ‘retrospective vision’ is thus made to be a part of bucolic’s foundational self-definition, despite the fact that, at least in terms of generic absolutes, bucolic does not have a proper past to look back on.

When Meliboeus speaks the opening lines of Eclogue 1, he too comments on the music which he hears being played (1-5):

> Tityre, tu patulae recubans sub tegmine fagi
> silvestrem tenui musam meditaris avena;
> nos patriae finis et dulcia linquimus arva.
> nos patriam fugimus; tu, Tityre, lentus in umbra
> formosam resonare doces Amaryllida silvas.

Tityrus, reclining in the shelter of that spreading beech, you are practising your forest muse on a slender pipe; we are leaving the homeland’s borders
and our sweet fields; we are fleeing the homeland; you, Tityrus, at ease in the shade are teaching the woods to echo ‘lovely Amaryllis’.

Theocritean intertextuality here plays an important structural role for the Eclogues book, signalling the start of a collection in the Theocritean mode through allusion to Idyll 1 as the opening poem of its collection.² And because Theocritean imitation at the beginning of Eclogue 1 places the poem in the tradition of bucolic it is also aetiological. To the extent that Theocritus is a new model for imitation in Latin poetry, Meliboeus’ words reflect not only on the beginning of a poem and a collection, but also on the inauguration of what is for the Romans a new poetic genre.³ Like the songs of Thyrsis and the goatherd in Theocritus 1, the music which Meliboeus hears Tityrus playing thus has emblematic standing: it is the first pastoral music. And yet whereas in Theocritus 1 a history and a tradition for bucolic has to be ‘conjured up’, for Virgil and his readers the text of Theocritus concretely represents the past from which Virgil’s new poems descend.

But if on the whole the opening of Eclogue 1 is a Theocritean gesture, for line 2 there is also an important Lucretian intertext. An allusion to the De Rerum Natura contributes further both to the definition of Eclogue 1’s relationship to the past and to its self-presentation as the beginning of something. As part of his account of the development of human civilization in book 5, Lucretius describes a type of music from the past that arose in circumstances of good weather, pleasant surroundings, and jovial companionship (DRN 5.1392-8): ‘at that time the rustic muse was in her prime’, agrestis enim tum musa vigebat (1398). This is not just an earlier music; it is in fact the first music, directly descended from man’s first musical acts, his imitations of birdsong and of the sound of the wind blowing through hollow reeds (DRN 5.1379-87):

At liquidas avium voces imitarier ore
ante fuit multo quam levia carmina cantu
concelebrare homines possent aurisque iuvare.
et zephyri, cava per calamorum, sibila primum
agrestis docuere cavas inflare cicutas.
inde minutatim dulcis didicere querelas,
tibia quas fundit digitis pulsata canentum,
avia per nemora ac silvas saltusque reperta,
per loca pastorum deserta atque otia dia.

But using the mouth to imitate the flowing voices of birds came long before men were able to join together to make soft songs by singing and to please their ears. And the whistles of the wind blowing through hollow reeds first taught rustics to blow on hollow stalks. From there they gradually learned the sweet laments which the flute pours out when tapped by the fingers of the players, heard through trackless groves, and forests and glades, through the deserted landscapes of shepherds and the divine stillness.
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Pastoral Inscriptions

When Meliboeus says *silvestrem tenui musam meditaris avena*, ‘you are practising your forest muse on a slender pipe’ (*Ecl. 1.2*), he is characterizing Tityrus’ music in these Lucretian terms and so as seemingly close to the origin of music in the natural world. Thus the beginning of the *Eclogues* is figured not only as the start of a collection in the Theocritean mode and as the first appearance of Theocritean poetry at Rome, but also in a sense as a scene from the very beginning of music itself.

But if the song of Tityrus represents pastoral as a kind of poetry that is without a past, it is so figured only through Virgil’s allusions to his predecessors. This tension between imitation and originality is particularly strong in generic terms because the passage of Lucretius being alluded to here has a distinctly pastoral flavour on account of the rustic setting, pipe-playing, ‘the deserted landscapes of shepherds’, etc. It might even be said that in the way Virgil alludes to Lucretius he creates for himself a Latin predecessor in writing pastoral. At the same time, however, through Lucretius’ narrative of the origin of music in the natural world pastoral can be made into a sort of Ur-genre, not derivative of any other texts, but descended only from the music of birds and the wind.

But the story that links Tityrus and the *Eclogues* to Lucretius’ version of the origin of music is not limited to the single reference to *De Rerum Natura* book 5. Strictly speaking Lucretius’ first music is described as *musa agrestis*, ‘muse of the fields’, while Tityrus’ song is described as *musa silvestris*, ‘muse of the forest’. But at *Eclogue 6.8* Virgil gives readers Lucretius’ agrarian muse: *agrestem tenui meditabor harundine musam*, ‘I will practise my rustic muse on a slender reed’. The pointed cross-reference acknowledges the single occurrence of each phrase in the *De Rerum Natura*. The forest muse appears in association with Pan (*DRN* 4.588-9): *unco saepe labro calamos percurrit hiantis, fistula silvestrem ne cesset fundere musam*, ‘with curled lip he often runs over the open reeds, so that the pipe does not stop pouring out the forest muse’. This is part of a longer passage that is Lucretius’ discussion of echoes (*DRN* 4.568-92). After explaining the physical phenomenon of echo, the poet tells how the inhabitants of lonely spaces wrongly interpret the sound of their own music echoing around them. Satyrs, nymphs, fauns, and Pan the piper of the forest muse are created to explain what is in fact human music-making (*DRN* 4.580-9). Music, a shared rustic milieu, and numerous dictional similarities ensure a connection with the passage from book 5. Again the rustic setting, the rustic gods, particularly Pan, the music of rustic men, all seem distinctively pastoral. And so, as he began the *Eclogues*, Virgil had in Lucretius’ account of echoes what amounts to another pre-existing history of pastoral music on which to draw. Like one of Lucretius’ rustics Virgil’s Corydon credits Pan with the invention of the pipes (*Ecl. 2.32-3*). Vincenz Buchheit has shown how taken together the two Lucretian passages debunk such mythologizing accounts that represent music as a skill
learned from the gods. In accordance with Epicurean principles, in Lucretius’ counter-narrative man learns music by imitating nature.\textsuperscript{13} Lucretius’ rustics think their music imitates that of the gods, when in fact as echoes those very gods are really imitations of man.\textsuperscript{14}

It is in echo’s nature to function as a vehicle for a tradition, something we have already seen at work in Eclogue 6. For that reason the phenomenon of echo itself, particularly as described by Lucretius, is attractive as an image for generic history, and the thoroughness of Virgil’s combination of Lucretian and Theocritean references in forming his pastoral tradition is seen in the way echo figures in Eclogue 1. But echo, as Eclogue 6 also shows, complicates aetiologies of pastoral music. Significantly in Eclogue 1 Meliboeus hears the first pastoral music not directly, but as an echo. He says to Tityrus, *formosam resonare doces Amaryllida silvas*, ‘you are teaching the woods to echo “lovely Amaryllis” ’ (5). The echoing woods already intercede between the audience and the music of Tityrus, which I have just described as being in effect assimilated to the original music of all musics. As verbal imitation, echo introduces questions about originality. And if in the *De Rerum Natura* man makes music by imitating nature, the reverse is true in Eclogue 1: nature, the forest, is imitating Tityrus. Whereas Tityrus ‘teaches’ (*doces*, 5) the woods to echo ‘Amaryllis’, in Lucretius the winds ‘teach’ (*docuere*, 5.1383) men to play the pipes; they then gradually ‘learn’ (*didicere*, 1384) to play the *tibia*. In other words, echo reverses the relationship between a natural original and man’s imitation that first produces music on Lucretius’ telling.

The dual status of echo as both a represented phenomenon of the fictional world and a metaphor for allusion or literary imitation that we have seen in Eclogue 6 is present in even more concentrated form in Eclogue 1.5, where the echo effects are piled on. The line prominently features echoic assonance (*Amaryllida silvas*), and it repeats a phrase that itself echoes across two Theocritean poems, ὀ χαρίεσσ τ’ Ἀμαρυλλί, ‘o lovely Amaryllis’.\textsuperscript{15} On its own the verb *resonare*, ‘to echo’, is a highly marked acknowledgement of allusivity: Tityrus’ song about ‘lovely Amaryllis’ resounds, just as Virgil’s poem repeats its Theocritean model.\textsuperscript{16} The ‘reflexive annotation’ of the allusion directs readers’ attention to the possibility of identifying the missing original of Virgil’s line in Theocritus.\textsuperscript{17} But for the reader of Eclogue 1.5 there is also a second missing original: the actual words that Tityrus sang. The conjunction, however, between an echo within the fictional world of Virgil’s poem and an echo between one text and another might mean that we are equipped to connect to the source and reconstruct the actual words of Tityrus’ song. We might reasonably surmise that what is presented in Virgil’s text indirectly as an echo, *formosam Amaryllida*, represents an original ‘ο formosa Amarylli’. Then again as a repetition of the words of Theocritus, ὀ χαρίεσσ τ’ Ἀμαρυλλί, what Tityrus sang is an echo of a different type. Thus the experience of Virgil’s reader who sees the words of Theocritus reflected in a line of Virgil’s poem is, in
a sense, analogous to Meliboeus’ experience of Tityrus’ song not directly but only as an echo.

Echo might thus mimic the relationship between one text and another, but Lucretius on echoes and the history of song transmission as echo in Eclogue 6 show the hazards involved in the reconstruction of the original from an echo. Echo in fact relies upon separation of words and of voice from their source. Echo is deceptive. As Lucretius tells it, an echo is actually an imitation liable to be misinterpreted as the true source. Even when his rustics hear their own music, echo fools them into thinking it originates somewhere else (DRN 4.568-71):

at quae pars vocum non auris incidit ipsas,
praeterlata perit frustra diffusa per auras.
pars solidis allisa locis reiecta sonorem
reddit et interdum frustratur imagine verbi.

But that part of voices which does not properly hit the ears goes past and dissipates, scattered fruitlessly in the breezes. The part that encounters hard surfaces is thrown back and returns sound, and occasionally it deceives by means of a reflection/echo [imagine] of a word.

We can be more specific: echo is deceptive precisely because of the separation of words from their source in the past, the very thing that also makes echo a figure for a literary tradition. In the Eclogues, as classically in Ovid’s tale of Narcissus and Echo (Met. 3.339-510), echo well represents the change and uncertainty that attend verbal repetition.¹⁸ Ovid’s language is that of the physical phenomenon of echo and specifically of Lucretius’ account of it: Narcissus is alternae deceptus imagine vocis, ‘deceived by the reflection/echo of a repeated voice’ (Met. 3.385) and, therefore, caught in the same confusion that Lucretius’ rustics are with regard to what is original and what is an imitation. And so it is that echo is ultimately opposed to Greene’s notion of the allusion as verbal aetiology: in the presence of echo the authoritative source in the past recedes from our grasp. In short, if allusion is aetiological because it connects repetition to the past, echo is anti-aetiological, an imitation deceptively unmoored from its source.

In fact echo’s habit of fooling one with regard to what is original and what is merely an imitation may affect Meliboeus in Eclogue 1 much as it does Lucretius’ rustics and Ovid’s Narcissus. Meliboeus can be accused of thinking that Tityrus’ echoing song has no tradition behind it, that it is wholly original. But Meliboeus in fact has a decidedly limited perspective on the nature of Tityrus’ music.¹⁹ He is, in contrast to Virgil’s implied reader, unaware of the Theocritean and Lucretian history of these lines. But even that informed reader, or, rather, especially that intertextually informed reader, is subject to misdirection by the contrasting models of literary history that are invoked in the opening lines of the poem.²⁰ That
reader might equally well aetiologize Virgilian pastoral as Theocritean and Lucretian imitation, as the first music itself, as divinely ordained practice, or as mere rustic simplemindedness. Voice itself, and the promise it holds of a connection to an authorizing source in the past, are implicated in that confusion. The connection of a voice to its personal source and the connection of an alluding text to its model are equally threatened by echo. Rather than being simply a matter of restoring those broken connections, reading the Eclogues requires making distinctions between competing histories and claims of authority. And in Eclogue 1, the threat to voice is also a threat to the possibility of dialogue, of connection between one speaker and another. In this way Eclogue 1’s rich implications for voice as a metaphor speak fundamentally to the capacity of pastoral itself.

The two voices of Eclogue 1

Meliboeus’ and the learned reader’s attempts to understand the history of Tityrus’ music are immediately revealed to be a precarious business when Tityrus offers some further information. It turns out that we have not begun at the beginning after all. The story of the origin of Tityrus’ song truly begins with his journey to Rome and his encounter there with a god (6-10):

O Meliboeus, a god made this state of leisure for me. He indeed will always be a god to me; a tender lamb from my folds will often stain his altar. He has allowed my cows, as you see, to wander and allowed me to play what I like on my rustic pipe.

Rather than simply producing spontaneous, natural music, Tityrus admits to a perhaps unexpected dependence on other forces for his ability to play what he likes. The full background story to Tityrus’ and Meliboeus’ encounter must now include not only Theocritus, Lucretius, and various versions of pastoral’s prehistory, but also the characters’ contrasting experiences of what, from all appearances, seem to be the land dispossessions that took place in Italy in the late 40s BC.21

Ideologically ambiguous or plural, Eclogue 1 is part praise of Tityrus’ success and of his benefactor, part lament for Meliboeus’ losses and for the bitter lot of all exiles. The distinctive character of the first Eclogue, and of Virgil’s pastoral generally, is readily seen in the poem’s acknowledgement of the sufferings of Meliboeus and others like him.22 With that acknowledgement come political engagement and historical contingency. The political realities of the day made some, like Tityrus, into winners and
some, like Meliboeus, into losers.\textsuperscript{23} So expressed, that opposition might appear to be unjustifiably stark, but polarizations are a reality of this poem, making it possible to believe that Virgil ‘chooses the dialectical relation between anxiety and relaxation, public and private, political and personal, exile and citizen, as his programmatic pastoral signature’.\textsuperscript{24}

The relationship between Meliboeus and Tityrus is asymmetrical, and the gap between them is reflected in problems of communication, in particular the difficulty that Meliboeus has in making himself heard by Tityrus and that Tityrus has in responding to Meliboeus. The central exchange of the poem, as has been often described, demonstrates this in the fullest terms. After Meliboeus speaks in moving detail about the farm that Tityrus will continue to possess (46-58), Tityrus describes his own thankfulness in terms that evoke Meliboeus’ plight of exile (59-63):

\begin{align*}
\text{Ante leves ergo pascentur in aethere cervi} \\
\text{et fretae destituent nudos in litore piscis,} \\
\text{ante pererratis amborum finibus exsul} \\
\text{aut Ararim Parthus bibet aut Germania Tigrim,} \\
\text{quam nostro illius labatur pectore vultus.}
\end{align*}

Sooner will light-footed stags graze in the sky and the seas leave the fish exposed on the shore, sooner will the Parthian go in exile to drink the Arar and Germany the Tigris, each migrating across the other’s borders, before the image of him should slip from my heart.

The \textit{adynata}, ‘impossibilities’, that Tityrus cites to affirm that he will never forget his benefactor god – deer in the sky, fish expelled onto the land, exiled Parthians and Germans banished across the globe – might, in the ears of the displaced Meliboeus, sound all too possible. Tityrus’ apparent insensitivity to Meliboeus’ situation reflects the different outcomes that history has produced for the two of them, settledness and exile, leaving a gap that, at this point in the poem at least, looks to be hard, maybe even impossible, to bridge.

The asymmetry between Tityrus and Meliboeus has been variously construed. For instance, \textit{Eclogue} 1’s aetiological self-consciousness might associate Meliboeus’ forced departure with Virgil’s revisionary journey through and then beyond his literary inheritance in contrast to a more traditionally bucolic Tityrus.\textsuperscript{25} The generic contrast between a Meliboeus who stands for Virgilian dynamism and innovation as opposed to a familiar bucolicism represented by Tityrus has also, and more commonly, been described as a contrast of character. Tityrus is liable to appear distastefully complacent in contrast to Meliboeus, who seems closer to a true Virgilian melancholia. A debate concerning the extent to which one or the other of these figures is the Virgilian spokesman for poetics or politics or both can be traced as far back as the scholia and the ancient lives of Virgil.\textsuperscript{26} Seen in the light of a choice of which character speaks for pastoral
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or for Virgil, since the late 1960s at least Meliboeus, and the position of suffering and dissent, have seemed to many closer to the authorial point of view. In contrast to Tityrus’ affinity with the political centre of Octavian’s Rome and so with the forces that are abusing him, Meliboeus stands as the first avatar of that most Virgilian of entities, the ‘oppositional voice’. But if some have laid the blame for the poem’s attenuated dialogue on Tityrus, others have defended him. Those critics, notably Brooks Otis and Friedrich Klingner, who find no fault with Tityrus’ apparent lack of compassion for Meliboeus, tend also to read Tityrus as the poem’s Virgilian spokesman and the poem on the whole as unambiguous praise for Octavian.

Given the presence of potentially differing views of the relationship between Virgil and Octavian in the poem, critical responses to Eclogue 1 invite classification according to the familiar Virgilian polarity of optimists and pessimists. Those are terms that have been elaborated primarily in readings of the Aeneid, but it is clear that issues at work in criticism of the politics and ideology – or ideologies – of the Aeneid are diagnostic for Eclogue 1 as well. The shadowy atmosphere of inconclusiveness that marks the end of both poems points to their shared themes. The Meliboeus of Eclogue 1 has a direct descendant in Juturna, another pitiable Italian figure who has lost her home. Juturna’s nos patria amissa, ‘we, deprived of our homeland’ (Aen. 12.236), echoes Meliboeus’ nos patriam fugimus, ‘we are fleeing our homeland’ (Ecl. 1.3). That dictional link underscores further similarities, including similarities related to voice. In particular, just as Meliboeus seems to have trouble communicating with Tityrus, Juturna’s lament in Aeneid 12 for herself and her doomed brother Turnus, uttered in isolation from any audience who might respond to it, acutely raises the issue of an oppositional speaker’s authority, as reflected in his or her ability or inability to be heard. A concern for exploring the capability of voice thus can be seen to characterize Virgil’s work from beginning to end, from Meliboeus in Eclogue 1 to the conclusion of the Aeneid. That the capacity of the Aeneid to enact within itself a confrontation between differing perspectives and ideological views has at times been described in terms of metaphorical voices in and of itself suggests continuity with the polarizations of Eclogue 1 and, I would argue, a broader affiliation with pastoral. While it would be unwise to gloss over the important differences between Virgil’s epic and pastoral, nevertheless the centrality to both the Aeneid and Eclogue 1 of voice, communication, and dialogue, especially in the face of suffering and the asymmetry it gives rise to, invites scrutiny. Some of the critical interest in speech, voice, and dialogue as central issues for the interpretation of Virgil’s works, especially the Aeneid, in recent decades can be traced directly to the influence of Parry’s article, ‘The Two Voices of Virgil’s Aeneid’. Although formulated to describe Virgil’s epic, the ‘two voices’ concept had a distinctly pastoral colour at its origin.
Parry’s discussion begins with *Aeneid* 7 and the Italian warrior-priest Umbro, a figure whose ‘shadowy’ name might invite accommodation in a pastoral framework. Despite his healing and prophetic gifts this Umbro is destined to die in the coming conflict with the Trojans. The narrator apostrophizes him (*Aen*. 7.759-60):

> te nemus Angitiae, vitrea te Fucinus unda,  
> te liquidi flevere lacus

for you the grove of Angitia, for you Fucinus with its glassy wave wept, the clear lakes wept for you.

Parry makes this a paradigmatic moment for the *Aeneid* as a poem which not only accepts the inevitability of the Roman-Trojan victory but also acknowledges the cost of it both to individuals like Umbro and particularly to the places of Italy. And yet, while the setting is Aeneas’ Iliadic war in Italy, the form of the lines in *Aeneid* 7 immediately suggests commemorations of the dead less epic than pastoral. Their model is ultimately Theocritus 1.71-5, describing nature’s reaction to the death of Daphnis. The ‘pathetic fallacy’ is one of the central markers of the bucolic ideal of responsiveness between man and nature. As such, in *Aeneid* 7 ‘the pathetic fallacy of nature’s lament for the dying or the dead introduces a mixing of genres, as a distinctively bucolic element enters’. If nothing else, the suggestions of pastoral invite us to notice that the issues at stake here, including how an *Aeneid* that celebrates the victories that lead to the birth of Rome can also accommodate sympathy for the defeated and the dying, are for Virgil not to be approached exclusively through the framework of martial epic.

Parry’s opposition between private expressions of regret for suffering and an epic voice of triumph operates for the most part in the realm of implication and metaphor. But one reason for its success is the regularity with which dramatized speakers in the *Aeneid* concretely give voice to perspectives that are seemingly out of step with the epic mission of the poem. But even as they are allowed to speak, Juturna, Dido, Euryalus’ mother, Numanus Remulus, Iarbas, and other oppositional speakers are all isolated in one way or another, without the ability to connect fully with listeners within the poem, which casts doubt on the efficacy and validity of their voices. The fact that the *Aeneid*’s oppositional voices tend not to be heard fully is all the more problematic in light of an important correction to the reading of Parry advanced by Alessandro Barchiesi. Barchiesi argues that the presence of suffering in the *Aeneid* is an inevitable feature of epic, and so not a sign of Virgil’s unique humanity as Parry would imply. Suffering arises from the asymmetrical relationships the genre presupposes between gods and men and between conquerors and conquered. Representations of suffering bring out the dual perspective that is, accord-
ing to Barchiesi, native to the tradition of the genre and so not to be seen as oppositional. The voice of lament and of sympathy for suffering is thus itself an epic voice.\(^{37}\) And yet this means that epic does not have the capacity to reconcile its ‘two voices’, which must inevitably remain in conflict with one another.\(^{38}\) If the kind of asymmetry that divides Tityrus and Meliboeus in Eclogue 1 is analogous to the disjunction between the victorious and the defeated, the subsequent history of such disjunctions in Virgil’s epic might suggest that the gap between them is inevitable and unbridgeable. And yet Eclogue 1 has something that the ‘two voices’ of epic lack, namely a framework that not only accommodates the perspectives of both the victorious and the defeated, but enables dialogue between opposing perspectives. Eclogue 1 consists entirely of ‘two voices’, and its two speakers are very much able to hear one another.

**Dialogue in Eclogue 1**

A question raised by Eclogue 1 is whether pastoral dialogue is capable of achieving the resolution of conflict and elimination of disparity that might well be impossible in epic. To the extent that the dialogue form itself is an essential generic marker of pastoral, the poem’s explorations of the capabilities and limitations of dialogue are an exploration of what pastoral itself can do and not therefore, as has sometimes been thought, a choice between a pastoral and a non-pastoral voice or between two versions of pastoral.\(^{39}\) In contrast to epic, the generic inheritance of pastoral dialogue might be expected to offer the means of overcoming the sorts of oppositions that affect Tityrus and Meliboeus. The fullest form of pastoral dialogue is the amoebean contest, and Eclogue 3, which is Virgil’s most fully conventional amoebean poem, has been seen to manifest a movement from contentiousness to harmony.\(^{40}\) But if harmony achieved through dialogue is taken as the paradigm and the generic norm, that only emphasizes the fact that in Eclogue 1 asymmetry expresses itself precisely as the failure, or at least the endangerment, of communication between Tityrus and Meliboeus. And yet upon wider reflection, this fact is not inherently anomalous for pastoral. For one thing, like epic, pastoral too has a generic imperative to represent suffering. The representation of suffering is a crucial component of the generic definition of bucolic in Theocritus in the form of Thyrsis’ song about Daphnis and the ecphrastic cup which the goatherd gives him in exchange for the song. In contrast to Eclogue 1, in the first Idyll the representation of suffering does not cause a breakdown in communication; suffering is rather accommodated within an artistic frame of idealized reciprocity and dialogue. The expanded view of the generic legacy of pastoral dialogue taken by Eclogue 1 is not simply about striving for that ideal. The poem is rather engaged in exploring the capacity of dialogue between the poles of harmony and disharmony.

In Eclogue 1 Tityrus and Meliboeus seem to be talking past each other.
Or rather, while Meliboeus seems to be talking to Tityrus, it is not clear whether Tityrus understands and responds to Meliboeus on the same terms. The troubling impression of a failure of communication between the two interlocutors is most concentrated in the poem’s central exchange (46-63), where Tityrus displays what looks like insensitivity to the suffering around him. But at the conclusion of the poem, Tityrus extends to Meliboeus an invitation to spend one night more (79-83):

Hic tamen hanc mecum poteras requiescere noctem
fronde super viridi: sunt nobis mitia poma,
castaneae molles et pressi copia lactis,
et iam summa procul villarum culmina fumant
maioresque cadunt altis de montibus umbrae.

Still you could stay and rest here with me tonight on fresh foliage: I have ripe apples, soft chestnuts, and plenty of pressed milk, and now the rooftops of the farmhouses over there are smoking and longer shadows are falling from the high mountains.

Is this at last a sympathetic response from Tityrus to Meliboeus? It is hard to say. Tityrus’ invitation is, in fact, more a source of ambiguity for the poem than a source of resolution. We do not know whether Meliboeus accepts Tityrus’ offer or not. Because we are not privileged with his reply, dialogue in the sense of an equal exchange between speakers comes to a premature end, and for that reason it is difficult to know whether Tityrus’ offer is sincere or whether anything has truly changed between him and Meliboeus since the poem began. The signature Virgilian inconclusiveness in this instance not only represents the ‘real impossibility of uncomplicated and definitive moral judgment’, but also invites reflection on what it is that pastoral dialogue accomplishes. If Tityrus’ offer to Meliboeus is sincere, through him the poem would seem to be enacting an acknowledgement of suffering, the expression of which has (finally) been heard and given a response, a response that maybe even takes the form of an attempt to assuage it. Tityrus would be extending to Meliboeus, that is to say, precisely what no one in the Aeneid offers to Juturna. But if not, not. And in any event the reader of Eclogue 1 must still contemplate whether chestnuts, fruit and cheese, a night’s rest, or for that matter anything else in Tityrus’ power, could fundamentally alter the situation that has imposed a rift between him and Meliboeus.

The nature of the questions that remain unresolved at the conclusion of Eclogue 1 means that contrasting views of the fundamental qualities of the poem commonly express themselves as contrasting descriptions of alternatively the success or the failure of communication. The stark opposition of critical perspectives on the poem between ‘Augustans’ like Otis and Klingner and ‘pessimists’ like Putnam can even be said to mimic the gulf between Tityrus and Meliboeus within it. But with this fact squarely in
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view, some of the best writing on *Eclogue* 1 has taken the form of attempts to escape the choice between one figure or the other as sole authorial spokesman. To do this, Christine Perkell and Paul Alpers, to mention only two, have both appealed, in contrasting ways, to the generic inheritance of pastoral dialogue as a vehicle for reconciliation. For Perkell resolution comes unexpectedly in the dramatic moment in the form of dialogic connection achieved; the complacent Tityrus is, she argues, changed by what he hears from Meliboeus, achieving the capacity to respond to his interlocutor’s plight.\(^{43}\) By contrast, for Alpers resolution is found not in the dramatic moment, but in the acts of representation that exist beyond it.\(^ {44}\) The failure of dialogue between Tityrus and Meliboeus is thus for Alpers not a failure at all. Rather the poem represents a transference of perspective between the two characters as ‘each shepherd responds to the other with poetry that is self-expressive but that also reaches out to, speaks and sings for, the other’.\(^ {45}\) Alpers thus locates the ultimate meaning of the exchange in the presence of a more ample or sublime perspective beyond either speaker.\(^ {46}\)

These differing views of where and how dialogue is to be found could now represent a new polarity for criticism of *Eclogue* 1, between dramatic and non-dramatic reading. But the terms of this opposition, already being negotiated in Alpers’s own reading, are no more mutually exclusive than those of any other binary opposition which we might be tempted to apply. Indeed the need to negotiate such oppositions might stand as a direct consequence of the way in which incomplete dialogue is represented in *Eclogue* 1. Without a doubt the pastoral dialogue form provides the conditions for successful, even idealized, communication and interpersonal connections, but the *Eclogues* dramatize not only the unifying force of pastoral dialogue, but equally as much its agonistic and indeterminate aspects. On this score, the contentiousness and lack of resolution in *Eclogue* 7 have as much a claim to be the paradigm for pastoral dialogue as the more harmoniously concluded *Eclogue* 3 does.\(^ {47}\) Both Perkell and Alpers understand the role of pastoral dialogue as leading in the direction of conflict resolved. But that is perhaps to rely too much on an ideal that is difficult to find consistently in Virgil’s pastoral. From a different point of view, the very failure of dialogue as ideal communication in *Eclogue* 1 might not invalidate pastoral, but vindicate it here and elsewhere, not because of any access to the sublime, but inasmuch as that failure is a sign that the *Eclogues* do not idealize orality to the diminishment of the experience of a reader *qua* reader. The poem, as we have seen, appeals specifically to a reader who is conscious of literary history. In the case of *Eclogue* 1, this might include the specific history of suffering and dialogue in pastoral.

The pastoral tradition itself was inaugurated with a song about suffering. In Theocritus 1 suffering is presented as the first, authorizing theme of pastoral poetry. For Thyrsis the bucolic performer in Theocritus 1
singing about the sufferings of Daphnis and achieving mastery of bucolic
music are virtually one and the same: ἀλλὰ τὸ γὰρ δὴ, Θόρσι, τὰ Δάφνιδος
ἄλγε οὐδὲς / καὶ τὰς βουκολικὰς ἐπὶ τὸ πλέον ἱκεο μοίσας, ‘but Thyrsis, you
sing the sufferings of Daphnis and you have attained mastery of bucolic
music’ (Theoc. 1.19-20). Likewise, the goatherd’s elaborately carved cup,
which complements Thyrsis’ Daphnis song as a version of bucolic itself,
also takes suffering as its theme, in the form of ponos, the ‘struggle’ or
‘effort’ of the striving suitors, the old fisherman, and the boy plaiting his
 cricket cage. Matched in a quasi-economic equivalency, the cup and the
song as two complementary forebears of bucolic represent suffering as the
bucolic subject before all others. Suffering in Eclogue 1, that which leads
to asymmetry between Tityrus and Meliboeus and so endangers the
achievement of dialogue between them, is, therefore, not only an interper-
sonal problem; it is also a generic problem, perhaps the generic problem.
In Theocritus 1 the representations of suffering are accompanied not, as
in Eclogue 1, by a disruption of dialogue between those who suffer and
those who do not, but by an ideal vision of reciprocity and communication.
In light of the gestures Eclogue 1 makes to locate itself in the tradition of
Theocritus and of this poem specifically, the difficulty which Tityrus has
in responding to Meliboeus seems out of keeping with generic expecta-
tions. And yet where spoken communication is most problematic in
Eclogue 1, a ‘communal discourse’ based on Theocritean themes related to
Daphnis and to the role of art in response to suffering has the potential to
act, at least for an intertextually attuned reader, as a supplement for the
absence of successful dialogue.

Tityrus, Meliboeus, and Daphnis

Rather than being a feature of Eclogue 1 to challenge the poem’s generic
identity as pastoral, the suffering of Meliboeus is an integral part of the
poem’s project of generic self-definition because suffering is at the centre
of the bucolic aetiologies of Theocritus 1. Along with Theocritus 1, Theocrit-
us 7 also stands out as an authorizing source for Eclogue 1. Meliboeus’
description of Tityrus’ farm and his happy settlement draws closely on
Theocritus 7 and in particular on the description by Simichidas, in lines
136-41, of the pleasant spot on Phrasidamus’ farm to which the journey
narrated in the poem leads him and his friends. But while the passage
from Theocritus is Simichidas’ narration of the scene he and his compan-
ions enjoyed one day in the past (cf. 1: ἦς χρόνος ἄνικ’ . . . , ‘there was a time
when . . . ’), Meliboeus projects the scene that he observes continuing into
the future and reaching back into the past (51-8):

hic inter flumina nota
et fontis sacros frigus captabis opacum;
hinc tibi, quae semper, vicino ab limite saepes
Here amid the familiar rivers and the sacred springs you will grab the shady cool; over here for you, as always, from the neighbouring border the hedge that feeds Hyblaean bees on willow blossoms will often encourage you to go to sleep with its gentle buzz; over here under the high rock the pruner will sing to the breezes and all the while the throaty pigeons, your darlings, and the turtle dove will not cease to moan from the lofty elm.

This temporal continuity marks something that is allowed to pass without comment in Theocritus 7, namely the typicality of any literary description of a locus amoenus, a ‘pleasant landscape’ like this. In emphasizing both the history (nota, quae semper) and the permanency (saepe, nec cessabit; cf. also tua rura manebunt, ‘the land will remain yours’, 46) of the landscape that Tityrus occupies Meliboeus’ words gesture generally to that landscape’s familiarity from texts and to the specific intertextual relationship with Theocritus 7. This is, as Du Quesnay says, ‘what farms and landscapes in bucolic poetry are supposed to be like’. And because the history represented within Eclogue 1 is, to some extent at least, the history of pastoral itself, the tradition and continuity of Tityrus’ surroundings function as an aetiological comment on the literary continuity on which the poem is founded. A reader’s awareness of Theocritean intertextuality gives added point to the passage’s references to familiarity based on past experience. Furthermore, temporal continuity in the form of connections to the past and to the future is a quality that the Eclogues elsewhere associate with written texts. Through the combination of allusion and claims to temporal durability Meliboeus’ language comments reflexively on its own writtenness.

A similar reflection of continuity is also found where Eclogue 1 offers a glimpse of Tityrus’ past. Meliboeus’ exile might be the force animating the drama of the poem, but Tityrus too once made a departure from the landscape in which he is now firmly established (38-9):

Tityrus hinc aberat. ipsae te, Tityre, pinus,
ipsi te fontes, ipsa haec arbusta vocabant.

Tityrus was gone away from here. Tityrus, the very pines, the very fountains were calling you, these trees themselves were calling.

Tityrus did not simply go away, but his absence evoked the kind of pathetic response from nature that was caused paradigmatically by the death of Daphnis. When Tityrus later uses adynata, rhetorical ‘impossibilities’ (59-63), in imitation of the original pastoral hero’s farewell, this is not...
just an manifestation of his insensitivity to Meliboeus’ plight of exile. Nor is it only the case that his words effectively convey not his, but Meliboeus’, perspective, as Alpers describes. In some sense the Daphnis-like language also recapitulates Tityrus’ own past experience. The exiled Meliboeus is, in other words, not the only Daphnis figure in the poem. Tityrus is also Daphnis. And if the departure and death of Daphnis provide the ultimate Theocritean aetiology for bucolic music, the replication of bucolic poetry’s foundation myth in Tityrus’ experience matches the appeal to continuity in Meliboeus’ language by gesturing also towards the shared literary tradition that links them.

In this concrete way neither Meliboeus nor Tityrus is the more pastoral figure. Neither has an exclusive claim to represent tradition, and neither by himself provides a complete aetiology for pastoral. Meliboeus’ exile might be a very Roman thing, but it is also an aetiological gesture to Theocritus and to the departure of Daphnis in Theocritus 1 as a first theme of bucolic poetry. Tityrus’ trip to Rome is coloured in the same light through references to the Theocritean Daphnis. Not only are Tityrus and Meliboeus, as Alpers so fittingly puts it, singing for each other, they are also both in some sense singing for Daphnis. The way in which their language is linked to a literary tradition gives them a shared history. For the intertextually attuned reader aware of this history, Theocritean language creates what Ross calls a ‘communal discourse’, which offers the possibility of discovering a connection between Tityrus and Meliboeus at the level of the written text that is unrealized in their spoken interaction. True dialogic connection between dramatized speakers is, on this view, sacrificed in favour of a reflection of the textual history of pastoral voices. But, in the end, we should ask whether anything is really lost thereby. In the incomplete, even failed dialogue between the two voices of Eclogue 1 one might find the ultimate aetiology for Virgil’s pastoral, as poetry invested in writing, textuality, and the experiences of readers.

Art, suffering, and pastoral aetiologies

In Eclogue 1 the most important aetiological gesture of Theocritean bucolic, singing about the suffering of Daphnis, is reflected in the shared history in the language and the experiences of Tityrus and Meliboeus. The implications of Theocritean intertextuality, especially with respect to Tityrus, can be extended. Tityrus’ intertextual models include not only the Theocritean singer who shares the same name and who sings about the sufferings of Daphnis, but also the heroic singer Comatas, another subject of the song by the Theocritean Tityrus, and Thyrsis who produces a song that both commemorates and transforms the pathos of Daphnis. The not unreasonable expectation based on these models is that Tityrus in Eclogue 1 too could produce a song that addresses the pre-eminent Theocritean theme of suffering. But that is an expectation
that goes unfulfilled in *Eclogue* 1, a fact that has a fundamental bearing on the poem’s meaning.

The name Tityrus itself is a significant marker of *Eclogue* 1’s engagement with Theocritean themes related to suffering and its commemoration in song. Lycidas, the possibly divine and certainly puzzling embodiment of bucolic in Theocritus 7, sings a song which is a farewell for his beloved Ageanax. In it Lycidas imagines himself as the audience for a further song which a character called Tityrus will sing about Daphnis and about Comatas (ὅ δὲ Τίτυρος ἔγγυθεν ὄσεῖ, ‘and at my side Tityrus will sing’, 72). As *Eclogue* 1 begins Meliboeus is listening to Tityrus sing; he occupies a position similar to the one that Lycidas assigns himself in Theocritus 7, and there are further connections that reinforce the potential for Tityrus in *Eclogue* 1 to be a source of song on this model. In Theocritus 7 Lycidas’ account of the song he imagines Tityrus will sing goes from a narrative report (72-82) to a direct recreation of the performance, but in a non-individuated voice that cannot be assigned exclusively to either Lycidas or Tityrus (83-9). In the midst of this highly formalized narrative technique, the speaking *ego* expresses a wish to hear the sound of the voice of Comatas himself (φωνὸς εἰσάγων, τὸ δ’ υπὸ δρυσῖν ἥ ὑπὸ πεύκαις / ἀδό μελισσόμενος κατεκέκλισο, θεὶς Κομάτα, ‘listening to your voice, while you recline beneath the oaks or the pines singing sweetly, divine Comatas’, 88-9). Reclining in the shade of his tree (recubans sub tegmine fagi, 1) and making music, Tityrus is particularly comparable to Comatas as *Eclogue* 1 begins. In later addressing Tityrus as *fortunatus senex*, ‘blessed old man’ (46, 51), Meliboeus recalls the unspecified speaker who apostrophizes Comatas: ὁ μακροστέφις Κομάτα, ‘o blessed Comatas’ (Theoc. 7.83). In Theocritus 7 and *Eclogue* 1 the shared emphasis both on the singer and on the positioning of an audience to listen to his song raises the question of what the function of bucolic or pastoral song might be in terms of its effect on an audience.

In Theocritus ‘sweetness’ is the familiar token of a consistently imagined role for art that creates a pleasurable experience out of not necessarily pleasant subject matter. Thus in Theocritus 1 the paradigmatic sweetness of poetic performance represents the transformation of ‘the sufferings of Daphnis’ (19) into something pleasant for both the audience and the performer. In an allied way, in Theocritus 7 the bucolic singer Lycidas has his own erotic suffering eased by exerting his effort in the composition of his *propempticon* for Ageanax, which he refers to as τὸ μελόδρομον ἐξεπόνασα, ‘a little song I laboured over’ (51). Within his own composition Lycidas’ erotic torment ‘is further displaced into the aesthetic experience of listening to song’, the song of Tityrus, in which he hears about the suffering of others. In that song, the story of Comatas explicitly represents poetic performance as a matter of sweetness (80-5):
Comatás is fed by bees as a sign of the Hesiodic favour of the Muses to him as a poet.59 When in Theocritus 1.146-8 the goatherd wishes to reward Thyrsis after his performance of the Daphnis song with a mouthful of honey and figs, sweetness is again the emblem of poetic power. The experience of the person privileged to hear Comatás is also sweet (ἀδόκιμος, ‘sweetly singing’, 7.89), like hearing the music of man and nature in Theocritus 1.1-2: ἄδοκος τῷ ψιθυρίσμα καὶ ἀ πίτυς, αἰσπόλε, τήνα, / ἀ ποτε ταῖς παγαίσι, μελισθέατοι, ‘sweet is the whisper and sweet the pine, goatherd, that sings by the springs’. Thus the ‘pleasure’, ἕδονῆ, that in post-Aristotelian literary theory was at times singled out as an express purpose of poetry is in Theocritus 1 and 7 a function of poetic performance for both the poet and his audience.60 For both parties the songs produce pleasure and, at least potentially, ἕσυχια, the Epicurean freedom-from-care,61 from the mitigation of suffering through art. In Theocritus 1 Thyrsis’ song both commemorates the death and suffering of the bucolic hero Daphnis and transforms it into an experience of pleasure for both the performer and his audience. In Theocritus 7 the poetic sweetness which Comatás both produces and experiences brings him solace even in the face of subjection to the ‘wicked presumption of the king’ (79).

Eclogue 1 creates a comparable intertwining of suffering, art, and pleasure which speaks fundamentally to the poem’s identification as pastoral. But the very closeness of Theocritean imitation throughout Eclogue 1 highlights the programmatic absence of Theocritean sweetness. In place of the sweet music of Theocritus 1.1-11, in Eclogue 1 there are only the ‘sweet fields’ that Meliboeus is abandoning (dulcia linquimus arva, 3), where the epithet represents Meliboeus’ awareness of what he is losing.62 In his departure Meliboeus is abandoning his own role as poet (carmina nulla canam, ‘I will sing no songs’, 77). In this, he is replaying the Theocritean story of Daphnis, in which the hero’s departure ends his own role as a singer (cf. esp. Theoc. 1.128-30). But Daphnis’ departure also generates bucolic song as a commemoration of his death. If some such commemoration is to follow Meliboeus’ departure, it is Tityrus who is in a position to offer it. In Meliboeus’ absence, he will continue to have access to music; he will be surrounded by the music (also, it is implied, the honey) of bees (53-5) and of birds (57-8), as well as the songs of men doing agricultural work (56).

While Tityrus is a poet, like his Theocritean namesake and like Comatás, Lycidas, and Thyrsis, the pleasure he might derive from his art is
not directly expressed in the way it is for Theocritean performers, only hinted at in the construction of his surroundings and their similarity to sonorous Theocritean landscapes. And Tityrus’ surroundings are not just Theocritean. He will also continue to be surrounded by the Lucretian natural music that paradigmatically teaches rustic men like him to play the pipes. From his privileged position, surrounded by poetic inspiration and enjoying the opportunity to, as he says, ‘play what I like’ (ludere quae vellem, 10), Tityrus chooses to sing about ‘lovely Amaryllis’ (5). He sings, that is, a love song, something perhaps along the lines of the goatherd’s serenade in Theocritus 3, Polyphemus’ song for Galatea in Theocritus 11, or Corydon’s song to Alexis in Eclogue 2. This song of his, which carries paradigmatic force as in effect the first Latin pastoral, seems worlds away from the first theme of pastoral in Theocritus 1, suffering. Perhaps Tityrus sang of his erotic torment under Amaryllis. Even so, his song would still represent a comic version of pastoral suffering to contrast the pathos of Daphnis. And a more properly Daphnis-like suffering is just as available to Tityrus as a source of poetic inspiration as love is, if not as the poem begins, then certainly by the time it ends and Meliboeus has vividly called his attention to that suffering: ‘there is so much disturbance in the fields from all sides’, undique totis / usque adeo turbatur agris (11-12); ‘look, see to what point civil war has brought us pitiful citizens’, en quo discordia civis / produxit miseris (71-2). Nature itself even provides Tityrus with a model of suffering translated into art for pleasure in the form of the ‘moaning’ of the doves (58). Tityrus’ choice of subject looks for all the world like a missed opportunity. As Servius says, ‘Meliboeus is all the more amazed, if Tityrus is so secure that he sings only about his love affairs.’

Of course the love theme of Tityrus’ song for Amaryllis has a pastoral authority of its own, but it is still marked for being non-responsive to Meliboeus’ situation. Tityrus’ failure – to call it that – to fulfil his Theocritean potential by producing a song that might transform or ease the suffering of Meliboeus is thus inseparable from the general challenge to dialogue in the poem. But, at the same time, we are also invited to see Virgil’s poem itself, especially in light of its engagement with Theocritean bucolic, as doing what Tityrus does not. Eclogue 1 is itself a work of art that commemorates and responds to Meliboeus’ pathos. But the silence from Meliboeus as Eclogue 1 ends means that he must, it seems, fail to recognize the gesture towards the transformation of his experience into an art analogous to a song about Daphnis. And in the absence of Theocritean hêdonê, Eclogue 1 does provide direct and emphatic manifestation of the amazement that complements pleasure in Theocritus and in Eclogue 6. There are in Eclogue 1 three forms of the verb miror, ‘to be amazed’, and Meliboeus is the subject of each. Meliboeus was ‘amazed’ to hear Amaryllis lamenting the absence of Tityrus (36-8) and wonders if he ‘will marvel’ to see his home again some day (67-9). In line 11 it is the contemplation of
Tityrus’ happy settlement that produces Meliboeus’ amazement: *non equidem invideo, miror magis*, ‘no, I do not wish you ill; rather I am amazed’. In a pointed reorientation of the allusion to the music at the opening of Theocritus 1 and to the imagined voice of Comatas ‘sweetly singing’, Meliboeus does not say that it is ‘sweet’ to observe Tityrus and hear him playing; he is rather amazed. Meliboeus is denied access to the consolation and pleasure that art provides to characters within the world of Theocritean poetry. Instead, he looks on the pastoral world almost as if it were an artifact and reacts with the amazement authors of ecphrasis so often expect from readers. But what about readers of Eclogue 1?

**Reading Eclogue 1**

The dialogue form in which Tityrus and Meliboeus interact in Eclogue 1 guarantees the generic bona fides of the poem. At the same time, the lack of completeness and resolution to that dialogue stakes its own claim to generic appropriateness. The difficulty critics have faced in making Eclogue 1 speak, as it were, with a single voice reflects the absence of any monolithic message or simple resolution into unity and so the necessity of balancing alternatives against one another. For Virgil, that is as much a pastoral essential as dialogic connection and harmonization are. At the same time, the lingering uncertainty about whether or not Meliboeus is fully heard within the poem implicates pastoral itself, which links its own authority to its diminished, even oppositional, position in society. Thus through the absence of a clear response to, or a reconciliation with, the oppositional voice, the poem dramatizes its own relationship to a reader. Virgil’s poem invites that reader perhaps to do what Tityrus fails to, that is, to respond to suffering. And yet in the absence of complete dialogue, Eclogue 1 leaves in question whether the ideals to which art aspires, including the ideal of achieving an adequate response to suffering, have any meaning within the world of the poem. It also calls into question whether our own responses as readers can be successfully modelled on those ideals.

Returning to the vocabulary of ‘two voices’, here is where pastoral sheds a particular light on the representation of suffering in Virgil’s work. The ambiguity that attends the representation of suffering in the *Aeneid* and in Eclogue 1 is not strictly for its own sake, as might at times have been implied in the attempt to escape the duality of optimism and pessimism. Rather, the ambiguity is a circumstance that requires something of readers; we are forced to consider and to quantify our own level of involvement or disengagement with respect to the suffering we are presented with. The same can be said of Virgil’s epic, but Eclogue 1 dramatizes the need to respond adequately to suffering clearly enough at least to challenge the idea that this is a particularly epic problem. On this view, the failure to achieve idealized responsiveness or even minimal dialogue within Eclogue 1 might not actually be a failure at all. It is perhaps the most Virgilian of
sentiments to acknowledge that easy resolutions of even the most stark polarizations are treacherously achieved, if they can be achieved at all. But, more than that, the failure of dialogue in Eclogue 1 acknowledges, and implicitly endorses, the privileged position of readers, who because they encounter the sufferings of Meliboeus and the successes of Tityrus through the medium of Virgil’s poem enjoy the aesthetic distance that Theocritean singers and audiences enjoy, but that Tityrus and especially Meliboeus are denied. Putnam has succinctly captured the implications of this:

What therefore to some critics might seem the unsatisfactory pastoralism of the poem may from another viewpoint be its greatest achievement. ... Differing worlds meet but no one mediates between them or is reshaped by their collision. Rather it is the reader who gains from this collocation.

Of course it must still be determined in each individual case what a reader’s response will be. Readers of Eclogue 1 are able, and maybe even encouraged, to take pleasure in a Theocritean way. For a statement of what such a response might look like, consider the conclusion Parry draws from the combination of the representation of suffering and aesthetic detachment in the Aeneid:

The brightness of the image and the power of the pleasurable vision it confers, consoles for the pain of what it represents. The pleasure of art in fact gives value to the pain itself, because tragic experience is the content of this art.

Given that such a view of art looks fully Theocritean, Parry’s view of epic is once again contaminated with pastoral. Still, we are reminded of the absence of some demonstration of such artistic consolations within Eclogue 1. Such a highly aestheticized reading cannot be held up as the uniquely valid readerly response to the poem. Such a response, for one thing, might be incompatible with other reactions that readers might have. Might not Eclogue 1 lead readers to be outraged, to protest against Meliboeus’ lot, rather than taking pleasure in seeing it transformed into art? From such a point of view, the aestheticization of suffering that Parry valued as an expression of the humanity of the Aeneid has in fact been condemned as a pernicious force, in which an ostensible protest against suffering is doomed to ineffectualness from the beginning and instead serves only to make suffering seem natural, beautiful, and so ultimately acceptable.

That is not a particularly fair criticism to level against Eclogue 1 (whether more true of Parry and his Aeneid or not), precisely because of the openness of the poem, the large gaps it leaves for readers to fill. The poem might represent the necessity of formulating a response to the representation of suffering, but it does not mandate what that response
will be, other than that it will come from the reader *qua* reader. The appeal to the reader of *Eclogue* 1 is, in fact, to a reader not just of this poem but also, as we have seen, of the pastoral tradition. The appeal is, furthermore, also to that reader as a reader of the *Eclogues* book. And from the perspective of such a reader even the tenacious ambiguities of communication within *Eclogue* 1 are in some sense temporary because the absence from *Eclogue* 1 of an objectified representation of suffering, like Thyrsis’ Daphnis song or the song of Lycidas or the song of his imagined singer Tityrus, is itself only temporary. Those representations demonstrate the power of song to give pleasure to, to console, and to ease the suffering of an audience. Such a demonstration does come in the *Eclogues*, but it has to wait, first for *Eclogue* 6, a song by no other than Tityrus, in which pleasure and amazement, the rhetorical functions of Thyrsis’ Daphnis song and the goatherd’s ephrastic cup from Theocritus 1, are mimicked by the song of Silenus. Not only are various audiences in *Eclogue* 6 both ‘amazed’ and ‘pleased’ by song, but a song about Pasiphae at its centre serves to give solace to its subject and addressee: *Pasiphaen nivei solatur amore iuvenci*, ‘Pasiphae he consoles for her passion for the snowy-white bullock’ (46). It is ultimately left for *Eclogue* 10, which replicates Thyrsis’ song about Daphnis around the figure of Gallus, for the poet to assuage, or rather attempt to assuage, his suffering through his art (50-69). In this way Gallus is not like the resolute Daphnis in Theocritus 1, who seeks no cure for his suffering, but more like a Thyrsis or a Lycidas, who can turn experience into art, learning from and enjoying suffering from aesthetic distance. Gallus, however, in keeping with his elegiac identity, is the one to make art of his own sufferings. For the framing voice of *Eclogue* 10, furthermore, the poem is a *labor* (1), an ‘effort’ to match the poetic *ponos* of a Lycidas (Theoc. 7.51) or a Comatas (Theoc. 7.85). He too finds pleasure in the effort, to match the *amor* for Gallus which the poem expresses (*Ecl.* 10.70-4). He also presents his song to a reader, Lycoris (*Ecl.* 10.2-3), which, as we will see in the following chapter, raises interesting questions about how *Eclogue* 10 relates to any and all readers.
Site Translation

The first word of the tenth Eclogue is ‘last’: Extremum hunc, Arethusa, mihi concede laborem, ‘Arethusa, grant me this final effort.’ The poem thus begins with an ‘express reference to its function in the design of the book’ of the Eclogues.¹ Much as Eclogue 1 thematizes beginnings at the start of the collection, the last poem in the book is self-consciously retrospective. With its highly marked closural quality, Eclogue 10 is the unsubtle advertisement of not just the conclusion, but truly the completion of the book of the Eclogues. In the words of Nita Krevans, ‘It is difficult to imagine a more comprehensive and final close to a collection.’² In that sense, Eclogue 10 looks back on all that has preceded it in the book. The poem has an orientation towards the past that extends beyond the book as well. The representation of Gallus in Arcadia is presented as a replay of the sufferings of the Theocritean Daphnis, and in its relationship to Idyll 1 Eclogue 10 harnesses the aetiological potential of allusion. The figure of Gallus himself, furthermore, allows for multiple ways of construing what is represented in the text in terms of antecedents. The voice of Gallus holds out the promise of a connection to a source outside the text, in the form both of Cornelius Gallus the historical person and of a previous text, Gallus’ own poetry. But at the same time the possibility of connection is, as always in the Eclogues, balanced against separation and disjunction. Even Gallus’ claims to possess his own voice are threatened.

Separation also takes concrete, physical form in Eclogue 10. More thoroughly than any other poem in the collection, Eclogue 10 activates the generic importance of place for pastoral. Arcadia as the ideal landscape of pastoral dreams is largely a later projection of the post-Virgilian European poetic tradition onto Eclogue 10, but that does not diminish Arcadia’s importance to the poem. Arcadia is, for one thing, the destination for various relocations. Eclogue 10 moves Theocritean bucolic from its Sicilian source to the Peloponnese and moves Gallus from, presumably, his own texts – and, at least notionally, from real life – to Arcadia and to a position in the book of the Eclogues. In Eclogue 10 relocation is also a process of language itself. Words are on the move from one text to another; they get transformatted from speech to text and from text to speech or song. This chapter argues that these images of movement and relocation are self-reflexive; they all reflect the creation of Virgil’s poem as a written text. Within Eclogue 10 that process is epitomized by Gallus inscribing his amores, his ‘loves’ and his ‘love poems’, on the trees of Arcadia. Inscription,
however, is not strictly the end of the process because Eclogue 10 is also explicit about the potential for the written text as a pastoral inscription to affect a reader.

**Gallus, Daphnis, and pastoral aetiology**

The book of the *Eclogues* begins in *Eclogue* 1 with a specific intertextual relationship to Theocritus 1, but it is *Eclogue* 10 at the end of the book that represents Virgil’s most extensive reworking of Theocritus’ programmatic first *Idyll*. *Eclogue* 10 draws in particular on Thyrsis’ Daphnis song (Theoc. 1.64-145), and the facts have been well documented. By the terms of the direct structural parallels, Gallus, the suffering lover who meets the gods and is mourned by nature, is the Daphnis figure, and the unnamed singer/author of *Eclogue* 10 plays the role of Thyrsis. Thus the exordium of *Eclogue* 10, *solicitios Galli dicamus amores*, ‘let us sing the troubled loves of Gallus’ (6), is Virgil’s version of *D£fnidoj ¥lge, òdej*, ‘you sing the sufferings of Daphnis’ (Theoc. 1.19). With that, *Eclogue* 10 engages Theocritus 1 at its aetiological heart, through suffering as a first theme for pastoral. The prominence of the same theme in *Eclogue* 1 means that the privileged position occupied by *Idyll* 1 and its Daphnis song in the formation of the generic identity of Theocritean bucolic is diffused across the collection of the *Eclogues*. *Eclogue* 1 draws aetiological force from Theocritus 1’s versions of the origins of pastoral and even of music itself. A similar concern animates *Eclogue* 10 and its relationship to Theocritus 1, but the focus is on one aspect of Thyrsis’ Daphnis song in particular: the articulation of generic aetiology tied to place.

In Theocritus 1 the death of Daphnis provides the singer Thyrsis and, by extension, all bucolic singers, with inspiration for their songs; it is the starting-point for the bucolic tradition. Geography is an essential component of the development of that tradition; it is what directly links Thyrsis with Daphnis. Thyrsis begins his song with a *sphragis*, a signature or claim to authorial ownership, that identifies him by his Sicilian origin: *θύρσις ὃς ἀιτνας*, ‘I am Thyrsis from Aitna’ (Theoc. 1.65), which is subsequently echoed in Daphnis’ ‘epitaph’ near the end of Thyrsis’ song: *Δάφνις ἐγαν ὄς*, ‘I am the famous Daphnis’ (120). Thyrsis, as Hunter writes, ‘comes from the same area as the story of Daphnis which he is to sing; the *sphragis* therefore also gives authority to his song’. For Thyrsis to locate himself in Sicily is the same as locating himself in the poetic tradition established by his countryman Daphnis. With these gestures the Theocritean tradition aetiologically ties itself to Sicily and embeds itself there.

The narrator of *Eclogue* 10 begins his song on a related note, with an apostrophe to Arethusa, which suggests a conjunction of locations in geographical space and in literary history (1-3):
Extremum hunc, Arethusa, mihi concede laborem:
pauca meo Gallo, sed quae legat ipsa Lycoris,
carmina sunt dicenda; neget quis carmina Gallo?

Arethusa, grant me this final effort; a few songs must be sung for Gallus, but songs such as Lycoris herself might read. Who would deny songs for Gallus?

Here there are a number of ways to characterize the ‘embeddedness’ of Eclogue 10. In the first place, the request to Arethusa that she ‘grant this last effort’ reflects the location of the poem at the conclusion of the book of the Eclogues. At the same time, a specific location in geographical space as the dramatic setting for the poem might also be indicated, Syracuse, the home of Theocritus. The apostrophe is a sign of vocalization; as such it indicates an origin for the words we read in a speaker and a specific act of enunciation taking place. If the speaker and his utterance can themselves be located, the place where Arethusa the addressee is provides an obvious setting. The poem thus not only places itself in the tradition that traces its origins to Theocritus 1, but perhaps also in the same Sicilian milieu for bucolic singing.\(^5\) Virgil’s relationship to Theocritus can thus be mapped in terms analogous to those of Thyrsis’ relationship to Daphnis, his Sicilian forebear and poetic inspiration. And just as Thyrsis’ song takes its beginning from the point at which Daphnis leaves his Sicilian home, Eclogue 10 also begins with a specific allusion to Daphnis in his farewell mode in Theocritus; \(\chi\alpha\iota\rho\), ‘Ἀρέθυσα, ‘Farewell, Arethusa’, he says as he prepares to go to his death (and as Thyrsis prepares to complete his song about Daphnis).\(^6\) The allusion is aetiological: Eclogue 10 places itself in a line of descent from Theocritus and picks up where Thyrsis’ Daphnis song ends. Or, rather, perhaps we should say that it picks up not at the end, but actually where bucolic began.

The aetiological component of Eclogue 10’s relationship to Theocritus 1 pictures the poem not only as the retrospective conclusion of the book of the Eclogues, but also as a beginning. The conflation of beginnings and endings reflects a larger truth about Eclogue 10 and about the manner in which Virgil’s pastoral relates to tradition. Eclogue 10 insists on balancing the authority that comes from linear descent from a source against the reality of separation and disjunctiveness that characterizes the relationship of an alluding poet to his model. Eclogue 10 even creates disjunctiveness where none might be expected to exist. Thus despite its Theocritean aetiology, lines 4-6 of Eclogue 10, as has been suggested by John Van Sickle, locate the dramatic present of the poem before Arethusa departs the Peloponnese for Sicily:

\[
sic tibi, cum fluctus subterlabere Sicanos,
Doris amara suam non intermisceat undam,
incipe\]
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When you glide beneath the Sicilian waves, may bitter Doris not mingle her wave with yours; begin.

‘In other words, Virgil has imagined his last effort in bucolic as pre-Sicilian, hence pre-Theocritean.’ Strict literary-historical chronology is thus confounded, and the temporal continuity that leads from Daphnis to Thyrsis to Theocritus to Virgil is subjected to scrutiny.

This is just one example of dislocation as a theme of *Eclogue* 10. The address to an Arethusa who is somewhere other than in Syracuse, her Theocritean home, aligns with the relocation within the poem of a Daphnis figure from Daphnis’ accustomed Sicilian locale to the mountains of Arcadia, following a trajectory opposite to that not only of Arethusa as she flees from the pursuit of Alpheus, but also of Pan in Theocritus 1. There, after Daphnis bids farewell to the beasts, to Arethusa and other Sicilian landmarks (115-18), he summons Pan to come to Sicily and take possession of his syrinx, thus expressing his devotion to the god as the patron of his musicianship (123-8):

\[\text{o Pan Pán, eítē èssoi kai tê òrēa makrā Lykaiw, eítē tûn òmphipoleίex méga Maínalov, ênìbê épí vàsòn tîn Sikeλά, έλίκας δὲ λîpê rîou oîpû te sàma tîno Lykassonîdaw, tô kai makàrēssin ághtôv.}\\\]
\[\text{λîgete boukolikās, Moîsai, ìte lîgetê ówîdâs. ênìb, ónôcê}\\\]

O, Pan, Pan, whether you are on the high mountains of Lykaios or you traverse great Mainalos, come to the Sicilian island, leave the high peak of Helice and that tomb of Lycaon’s son, which is loved even by the Blessed Ones.

End, Muses, come, end the bucolic song.

Come, o lord

In *Eclogue* 10, by apostrophizing Arcadian Arethusa, the narrator/singer himself seems to take up a position now not in Theocritean or post-Theocritean Sicily, but in Arcadia, while Gallus finds himself in the vicinity of Pan’s accustomed mountains of Maenalus and Lycaeus (*Ecl. 10.14-15)*:

\[\text{pinifer illum etiam sola sub rupe iacentem Maenalus et gelîdi fleverunt saxa Lycaei.}\\\]

as he lay beneath a lone rock, even pine-clad Maenalus and the rocks of icy Lycaeus wept for him.

There Gallus and the poet/singer of *Eclogue* 10 come directly into contact with Daphnis’ patron god (26-7):
Pan deus Arcadiae venit, quem vidimus ipsi
sanguineis ebuli bacis minioque rubentem

Pan the god of Arcadia came, and we ourselves saw him, all ruddy-faced from blood-red elderberries and lead.

That ‘we saw him ourselves’ marks the presence in the place of the speaker of Eclogue 10, which contrasts with the hymnic distance from Pan that characterizes Daphnis and his request that the god ‘come ... come, o lord’.

It has been suggested that through these relocations Virgil signals his allegiance to a theory of an Arcadian, pre-Theocritean origin of bucolic. Such a theory is interesting, if only as a diagnosis of the aetiological function performed by place in Eclogue 10, the assumption being that if Virgil locates pastoral in Arcadia, Arcadia must be a place with a pastoral history. But that is precisely not the point. Eclogue 10 acknowledges its direct dependence on Theocritus 1 as the source for bucolic. At the same time, by relocating elements of the authoritative source text Virgil’s poem refuses to take up the subordinate position of the belated follower. Eclogue 10 stakes a notional claim to temporal priority vis-à-vis Theocritus as a way of asserting its active appropriation and manipulation of the tradition in which it comes. In fact, more than just that, by transporting the original bucolic poet (or his avatar) from his accustomed Sicily to Arcadia, the poem effectively relocates the bucolic genre, which was at its origin in Theocritus 1 so closely tied to a place. In its new home, a new articulation of generic aetiology can be enacted. In the poem’s notionally pre-Theocritean setting, Gallus’ wish to become the subject of song by the Arcadians (31-4) offers an alternative aetiology for the genre to compete with Sicilian songs about Daphnis. Through its references to Gallus’ own verse Virgil’s poem offers in a sense an elegiac pre-history of bucolic, in the form of a song about the sufferings of Gallus, instead of Daphnis, and Gallus’ sufferings are specifically erotic, ‘troubled loves’ (6), as opposed to the more vague Theocritean algea. This is in some sense a complementary gesture to the picture given in Eclogue 6 of pastoral as the (ex post facto?) impetus for Gallus’ own aetiological poetry in the style of Euphorion. In Eclogue 10, however, the new beginning comes in a poem that explicitly stages itself as a farewell or swan song.

Eclogue 10 in the book

Eclogue 10 positions itself on the map and in literary history as a way both to connect to a tradition and to carve out individual space. Arcadia and a Theocritean tradition founded on Idyll 1 are, however, not the only locations that Eclogue 10 occupies. The poem also emphatically acknowledges its place at the conclusion of the book of the Eclogues. Through its gestures to the book itself, the poem’s general self-consciousness about location co-ordinates with a concern for textuality. Given that Eclogue 10 is last in
the series of poems that makes up the *Eclogues* book, a reader’s sense of *Eclogue* 10’s location is tied directly to the awareness of textuality. The space of the book of the *Eclogues* itself joins the fields of intertextuality and literary history as a venue for establishing connections to the past. With regard to intertexts, the conjunctions of beginnings and endings in the poem and its confused timeline suggest that strict literary-historical chronology is not necessarily the best trajectory along which interpretation might proceed. By contrast, the poem’s location as the *extremus labor* at the end of the *Eclogues* seems to presuppose a style of reading that relies upon chronology and strict linear progress. After all, the poem is most concretely last from the point of view of a reader who arrives at it at the conclusion of his or her time spent reading through the book. The physical form of the ancient book-roll itself, furthermore, would seemingly demand that such a reading of the *Eclogues* be linear and chronological, because a scroll discourages readers from jumping ahead or skipping around as they read. A structure is thus in place that might encourage readers to expect a continuous story to develop across the book from the beginning to the end.

Hubbard, for example, has described *Eclogue* 10 as a recapitulation of the book, or at least his version of the book as a story of Virgil’s struggle to move through and then beyond his Theocritean inheritance. Looking back from the perspective of *Eclogue* 10, another possible story to be traced in the book would focus on the figure of Daphnis. The retrospective element in *Eclogue* 10 requires that the voice of Gallus in *Eclogue* 10 be read not just as an imitation of Theocritus 1, but also in light of, for one thing, the numerous allusions to the Theocritean Daphnis song that occur over the course of the poems that precede it in the *Eclogues* collection. The hints at a shared identification with Daphnis for Tityrus and Meliboeus in *Eclogue* 1, the songs about Daphnis in *Eclogue* 5, the eroticized version of Daphnis in the song of Damon in *Eclogue* 8 (especially lines 52-6, the *adynata*), and the fragment sung by Lycidas at *Eclogue* 9.46-50 (‘Daphnis, why watch the old risings of the stars? . . .’) may all be read, retrospectively, as anticipations of *Eclogue* 10. Given that these versions of Daphnis are all incomplete or partial in some way, *Eclogue* 10, as the fullest version of the Daphnis song from *Idyll* 1 in the *Eclogues*, might stand revealed as the true culmination of the book as an evolving story about Daphnis. At the same time, given *Eclogue* 10’s disruptions of chronology with respect to Theocritus, it cannot be said that the poem wholly, unambiguously endorses this drive towards completeness. Even if the book form imposes a linear trajectory on a reader’s experience of the *Eclogues*, there is no simple plot or dramatic development that is revealed along with the movement from poem to poem in the book. The very variety of scholars’ numerical and architectural schemes for describing the structure of the book shows as much. It is, for one thing, not clear that the references to Daphnis outlined above all cohere in a single story. ‘Daphnis’ is perhaps better seen as a marker that attaches to different figures at different times.
over the course of the book. In the song of Alphesiboeus in *Eclogue* 8, for example, Daphnis is the name of the wayward lover of the female magician, which is hard to unify with Daphnis’ appearance as the pastoral god of *Eclogue* 5. On this score, *Eclogue* 10 might not be the culmination of anything, but merely a variation on a theme. Closure, or its absence, is after all to a large degree subject to a reader’s inclination or disinclination to see it. What we can say is that movement towards *Eclogue* 10 is movement towards textuality. That is to say, the many varieties of movement and relocation in *Eclogue* 10 come together along a trajectory towards overt recognition of the poem’s status as a text and its location within the book of the *Eclogues*. There is generic significance here. If Theocritean bucolic is embedded in Sicily, Virgilian pastoral is by contrast embedded perhaps nowhere more than in the space of the book.

**Translated voices**

One of the things moving in (and into) *Eclogue* 10 is voice itself, specifically the voice of Gallus. Having been brought to Arcadia, Gallus delivers a long monologue in direct speech there (31-69). The representation of Gallus as a speaking character in *Eclogue* 10 raises important questions about voice, in particular about the degree to which a voice ‘belongs to’ its speaker, and whether a voice that has been relocated remains the same or is necessarily changed in the process. Both of these questions are broadly relevant to representation, to intertextuality, and to literary history; within the *Eclogues* the voice of Gallus is uniquely fertile for exploring them. Gallus is, for one thing, the only named speaker in the collection who is a historical figure. And on the nearly certain assumption that *Eclogue* 10 makes use of allusions to poems by Cornelius Gallus, in the figure of Gallus two complementary guises of mimesis, as representation of speech and imitation of previous texts, emphatically meet. The historical reality of Cornelius Gallus provides readers with an apparently direct connection between the represented voice and something beyond the text. But Gallus’ tenacious hold on his claim of ownership of his voice in the end only enables the poem to show the degree to which location, relocation, and all the processes that go into the representation of his and other voices create change and separate voice from its sources. Having been placed in Arcadia, in *Eclogue* 10, and in pastoral, Gallus’ voice is in some sense no longer his own. For the very fact that it would seem to be immune from separation from its source, the Gallan ego is particularly effective for demonstrating the necessity of balancing the status of voice as personal property against the contingencies that come from being in a text.

Readings of *Eclogue* 10 at one time commonly assumed that Gallus’ experience in Arcadia was best understood as a reflection of some real incident in the life of Cornelius Gallus. This is evidence of more than just misdirected historicism or critical naïveté. Rather, it is a sign that the
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representational strategies of the poem privilege voice as a vehicle for connections to realities outside and prior to the text, nor is this only apparent in overly literal biographical readings. The poetry of Cornelius Gallus provides another seemingly secure external referent for the voice of Gallus represented in Eclogue 10. Gallus, in fact, makes it hard to distinguish between representing the voice of the real Gallus and alluding to the Gallan text. By all rights as the originator of the subjective love elegy Gallus ought to be a poet of the autobiographical ego, making ‘what Gallus said’ difficult to distinguish from ‘what Gallus wrote’. By alluding to Gallus’ poems through a representation of Gallus as a speaking character, Eclogue 10 would seem to elide or ignore the non-identity of the Gallan elegiac ego with the poet himself. On the whole, however, Virgil’s poem concentrates on Gallus as he appeared in texts. For one thing, in the proem to Eclogue 10, by designating the poem for a reader called ‘Lycoris’—using the pseudonym Gallus assigned to his mistress in his poetry, rather than Volumnia, her supposed real name, or Cytheris, her stage name—Virgil inscribes even the reception of his text by an ideal reader within the parameters set by the fictions of Gallus’ poetry. In any event, the apparent conjunction of historical and textual antecedents for the voice of Gallus is largely responsible for the success that Eclogue 10 has had in convincing readers, notably David Ross, that Gallus’ voice remains fully his own, even within the space of Eclogue 10. The premiss of Ross’s inquiries in Backgrounds to Augustan Poetry is that reading the Gallus in Eclogue 10 is fundamentally the same as reading Gallus in his own poems. Thus he writes, for example, ‘The Gallus of the Tenth Eclogue, we must assume, was not to be met outside the pages of his poetry; he is real only insofar as his poetry was real’, and, ‘what Gallus does and says in the Eclogue is to be recognized as no more or less than what he had actually written, though the whole, of course, is Virgil’s creation’. Ross’s confidence is understandable; nor is he the only reader to approach Eclogue 10 ‘almost as if Gallus’s own voice could be heard speaking’. The voice of Gallus seems to be uniquely full of the presence of the speaker and to provide a sure conduit to a source for the words on Virgil’s page somewhere beyond it, in the real world, whether in a person or in another text.

Even on a strictly formal level, however, the voice of Gallus is not fully present in Eclogue 10. Gallus does not speak directly; his long monologue, rather, is represented as a quotation or impersonation of the voice of Gallus by the poem’s narrator. ‘But he, in sadness, says, “Still, Arcadians, you will sing ...”’, tristis at ille ‘tamen cantabitis, Arcades’, inquit (31). Quotation formalizes the idea that the Gallus we encounter in Eclogue 10 has been brought there from elsewhere. It gives his voice an ‘alibi’. As we have seen, it is not uncommon for a song or other pastoral utterance to be pictured as if it has an existence in other form somewhere else. Thus, for example, Mopsus’ performance of his Daphnis song in Eclogue 5, the quotation of fragments of other people’s songs in Eclogue 9, and Meliboeus’
narration of the contest between Thyrsis and Corydon in Eclogue 7, picture
voice as something incorporated, and so separate from its original, true, or
more complete form. The existence of Gallus’ speech prior to its quotation
by the narrator of Eclogue 10 could correspond to some previous occasion
of speech. It might also reflect words in the text of Gallus’ poems. But at the
same time, just as in the other examples of quotation, in Eclogue 10 incorpo-
ration is strictly notional. The speaking Gallus is entirely constructed in and
by Eclogue 10. Allusions to poems by Gallus notwithstanding, even Ross
recognizes that ‘the whole, of course, is Virgil’s creation’. 21

Still, to arrive at the place where Gallus speaks what are apparently
words that originate in his own poems, the different senses in which
relocation is taking place multiply. Much as bucolic itself is physically
relocated to Eclogue 10 and the new Arcadian setting, the voice of Gallus
has been moved, it seems, both from his own poems and from real life to
find itself here. And with voice as its object, relocation comes close to
appropriation. As Bakhtin put it in ‘Discourse in the Novel’:

the speech of another, once enclosed in a context, is – no matter how
accurately transmitted – always subject to certain semantic changes. ... Given the appropriate methods for framing, one may bring about fundamen-
tal changes even in another’s utterance accurately quoted.22

Even if Virgil is coming as close as possible to quoting Gallan elegiacs in
his hexameters, 23 the element of metrical transformatting makes the
change that must result from this particular act of ‘framing’ apparent in
a very concrete way. It may be tempting to look within Virgil’s text for the
trace presence of Gallus’ own words, but the absence of elegiac form is a
fact. The act of quotation itself is a further index of the change that results
from the act of representing, that is, re-presenting, Gallus’ voice. Like all
written representations of speech, Eclogue 10 gives us not voice itself, but,
notionally, a record or transcription of it. It is, in Genette’s term, ‘(re)pro-
duction’.24 This is not, formally speaking, Gallus’ voice any more, but a
text’s (re)production of a narrator quoting or impersonating him. We can
compare the quotation of fragments of song in Eclogue 9, which is not a
process of perfect replication of meaning. Quotation in that case formalizes
an almost echoic loss of the connection of the words to their source. The
textual absence that has overtaken the voice of Gallus, emptying it of the true
presence of the speaker, makes even him, who, if anyone, should be a
claimant to ownership of his own voice, ‘not a creature with human coherence,
but rather ... a site through which what is simulated as voice passes’.25

The separation of the voice of Gallus from its sources aligns with the
other displacements and relocations in the poem. Arethusa (1-6) is in the
process of, or about to begin, making her undersea passage between
Arcadia and Sicily. The nymphs addressed in lines 9-12 have left their
usual haunts for who-knows-where. Italian Silvanus visits Gallus in the
Peloponnese (24-5), while Lycoris has followed a soldier to distant northern camps (22-3) and is procul a patria, ‘far from her home’ (46). Meanwhile Gallus has come from Italy to Greece, and, perhaps we should assume, from the town to the country, which is a natural enough trajectory along which to plot his movement from elegy to pastoral. Bucolic itself has been moved from its Sicilian home to an Arcadian setting. In the midst of all this it is physical movement, even relocation, that provides the metaphorical basis for what is the most famous, or infamous, comment on the relationship between Eclogue 10 and the poetry of Gallus. On line 46 Servius writes, hi autem omnes versus Galli sunt, de ipsius translati carminibus, ‘these are all verses of Gallus, relocated from his poems’. Servius’ choice of word, translati, ‘relocated’, invites unpacking in light of the preceding discussion. Transfero is a common word in the Servian commentary for literary borrowing and translation. But elsewhere the verb more usually has a physical object and describes physical movement in space. And more than that, transfero can carry overtones of conquest and domination; it is a word for conveying booty in a triumph. Whether intended on Servius’ part or not, there is continuity here with the tradition among Roman poets of representing their appropriations of (especially Greek) cultural capital as conquest, going all the way back to Ennius and the newly-imported Muses of the Annales. Has Virgil despoiled Gallus of his voice? That might be pushing ‘relocated verses’ too far, but, if we continue to pursue the implications of Servius’ metaphor, we find that it is in keeping with certain modern accounts of how language operates generally. Movement and relocation provide a prestigious metaphor for describing relationships between texts. Julia Kristeva’s formulations around the word ‘intertextuality’ itself from ‘Revolution in Poetic Language’ represent such a metaphor in fully elaborated form:

The term intertextuality denotes this transposition of one (or several) sign-system(s) into another; but since this term has often been understood in the banal sense of ‘study of sources’, we prefer the term transposition because it specifies that the passage from one signifying system to another demands a new articulation of the thetic – of enunciative and denotative positionality. If one grants that every signifying practice is a field of transpositions of various signifying systems (an intertextuality), one then understands that its ‘place’ of enunciation and its denoted ‘object’ are never single, complete and identical to themselves, but always plural, shattered, capable of being tabulated. Although Kristeva’s metaphor of ‘transposition’, offered in preference to ‘intertextuality’, functions without direct regard to location or movement in physical space, there are at a minimum analogies here for observable procedures of Eclogue 10. As Culler has pointed out, the plurality of signification that for Kristeva results from transposition is ultimately best
seen and most easily described in terms of specific intertextual relationships and the identifiable traces of one text in another. Transpositions in Kristeva’s sense thus fuse with Eclogue 10’s numerous instances of dislocation or relocation in geography and in literary history as a reflection of its Theocritean and Gallan intertextuality. At the same time Kristeva’s transposition conceives of the poem, or genre, or ‘sign-system’ that is constructing a specific intertextual relationship to a previous text as a container into which something else, something foreign and external, can be moved. This itself is a fairly common metaphorical move for critics of pastoral, notably exemplified by William Empson’s reference to ‘the pastoral process of putting the complex into the simple’. There are good reasons for not endorsing that particular formulation in the case of the Eclogues, where, for one thing, the distinction between ‘complex’ content and ‘simple’ container is hard to maintain. Eclogue 10 does, nevertheless, present itself as the location for transposition or as a container that receives things into itself in a number of senses. The poem receives Gallus, it receives the reader at the end of his or her journey through the book of the Eclogues, it receives the relocated Theocritean tradition. The density of intertextuality and the self-referential concern for location in Eclogue 10, furthermore, validate the idea that transposition creates a plural ‘place of enunciation’.

**Arcadia: a plural landscape**

In Eclogue 10 the plurality of the ‘place of enunciation’ reveals itself perhaps most obviously in generic terms, through the dual presence of elegiac and pastoral language, ideas, and codes. Thus the act of putting the elegiac Gallus ‘into’ pastoral requires that he be made acquainted with the unfamiliar sheep he finds around him (16-18). By such details, one can see that the confrontation between elegy and pastoral in Eclogue 10 is not in fact a fully realized generic hybrid; the seams remain exposed. Gian Biagio Conte, for instance, himself indebted to Kristeva, has approached the generic profile of the poem through an almost cartographic ‘exploration of the boundaries’ defined for bucolic and for elegy within it. The poem’s extensive interest in articulating its own procedures from within expresses itself especially in terms of physical space. Here again we find plurality. In the representation or creation of landscape in Eclogue 10 the language of the poem marks physical space, place in the book of the Eclogues, and place in literary tradition simultaneously.

Thus, for instance, lines 13-15 describe Gallus’ new surroundings, and the place that Gallus occupies as speaker qualifies as a Kristevan plural place of enunciation:

```
illum etiam lauri, etiam flevere myricae,
pinifer illum etiam sola sub rupe iacentem
Maenalus et gelidi fleverunt saxa Lycaeii.
```
*Pastoral Inscriptions*

For him even the laurels wept, even the tamarisks, as he lay beneath a lone rock, even pine-clad Maenalus and the rocks of icy Lycaeus wept for him.

There is more than one way to answer the question of where Gallus is. There is, on the one hand, the fictional landscape that he occupies with its rocks, trees, and landmarks, but at the same time, the language here points also to the non-physical intertextual ‘landscape’ from which that fiction is created. Given the close Theocritean correspondences, the representation of physical space serves as a generic marker, hence the common (if somewhat incautious) equation of the ‘Arcadia’ that Gallus is visiting with ‘the pastoral world’. A specific place is even more strongly indicated in lines 42-3, where Gallus apostrophizes Lycoris:

hic gelidi fontes, hic mollia prata, Lycori,  
hic nemus; hic ipso tecum consumerer aevō.

Here are cool fountains, here lush meadows, Lycoris, here there is a grove; here with you I could be devoured by time itself.

The elaborate anaphora of deictic words marks the strong appeal to the visualization of the space that Gallus occupies. At the same time, it also mimics a Theocritean mannerism. The descriptive language here is not properly mimetic or referential; it does not set the dramatic scene for Gallus’ speech. The cool fountains, soft meadows, and grove do not, for one thing, accord with the icy, craggy uplands implied in lines 13-15. Nor is it necessary to appeal to the psychology of Gallus’ imagination to explain this disjunction. Rather, the rhetorical function of Gallus’ speech, inviting Lycoris to join him, determines the composition of the landscape. The emphatically repeated ‘here’ points more to the conventions of the *locus amoenus* and to the literary context in which a speaker makes such an invitation, than to the actual dramatic setting of the monologue.

Arcadia the place has exerted disproportionate pull on critical interest in *Eclogue* 10 and the *Eclogues* generally. To read much pastoral criticism, one could conclude that there is no more fully developed image of poetics in pastoral than landscape, and in particular the landscape as Arcadia. Arcadia has been seen as an escapist, imaginary place that serves as the emblem of devotion to poetry in troubled times, and as a place of resort for unhappy lovers that carries elegiac associations. Arcadia has been held up as the ideological centre of the whole *Eclogues* project, that towards which everything in the collection builds, and it has been demoted to just a Greek place to which the *Eclogues* make only scattered references because it happens to be associated with Pan. Whatever its other significances might be, Arcadia is the destination of many of the transpositions in *Eclogue* 10, including the relocation of Theocritean bucolic from Sicily. As such, Arcadia is closely associated with Virgil’s
authorial activity in writing the Eclogues as a process of appropriation and relocation. The poetic act that locates Gallus in Arcadia, moving him there from his own poems, is of a piece with those that manage Theocritean intertextuality throughout the collection. And if Ewen Bowie is right that Theocritus himself engaged in a comparable process of appropriation with respect to Philitas, relocation as a symbol of appropriation of one’s literary predecessors would itself be a Theocritean gesture in Eclogue 10. In fact movement from ‘original settings on the Greek mainland … to the new settings in which the renewal of the tradition will take place’ is a move employed by numerous Hellenistic and Roman poets. In Eclogue 10, however, that trajectory is reversed. It takes a Roman intervention to bring Theocritus’ self-professedly provincial art back to a source on the Greek mainland.

Arcadia is a destination for readers too, on account of the placement of Eclogue 10 in the final position in the book of the Eclogues. On a serial reading of the collection, in conjunction with their own movement from poem to poem through the book, readers might perceive quasi-narrative progress towards this Arcadia. In fact the conjunction of different sorts of movement, including the movement of the reader through the book of the Eclogues, all leading to Virgil’s pastoral extremus labor is a reflection of the text of the book of the Eclogues itself as the ultimate destination of the transpositions of Eclogue 10. The book as object represents a location for voice. The inscribed text itself is a place, in some sense the most concrete place, where the voice of Gallus is. While, as the next section shows, Gallus’ experience of pastoral involves a blending of fictions of performance and reflections of textuality, Eclogue 10 demonstrates fully how Virgil’s pastoral prioritizes inscription as a generic marker.

### Inscribing Gallus’ amores

In lines 50-4 of Eclogue 10, Gallus himself imagines engaging in an activity of transposition that involves movement, not from one place to another, but between written text and oral performance:

```
ibo et Chalcidico quae sunt mihi condita versu
carmina pastoris Siculi modulabor avena.
certum est in silvis inter spelaea ferarum
malle pati tenerisque meos incidere amores
arboribus: crescent illae, crescetis, amores.
```

I will go, and my songs that are written in Chalcidian verse I will perform on the pipe of a Sicilian shepherd. I am determined to choose to suffer in the woods among the dens of the beasts and to carve my loves on the tender trees. As they grow, you too will grow, my loves.

This is the focal passage for numerous interpretations of the poem, and for
Conte’s generic approach in particular. Gallus first expresses his intention to perform his own poems, presumably his elegies, e to the music of a Sicilian shepherd’s pipe. He is, in other words, imagining himself into the role of pastoral poet (50-1), which amounts to an acknowledgement of the transformation he has undergone to become part of the pastoral world. In addition to the change of genre, Gallus imagines subjecting his poems to another change as well, which has received less attention in the literature on the poem. The transposition is not only from elegy to pastoral, but also from writing, carmina condita, ‘poems/songs that are written’, to performance, modulabor avena, ‘I will perform on the pipe’. The distinction between the text of a poem and its performance has a direct precedent in Theocritus 10.38-9, where one character compliments the other both for ‘composing beautiful songs’, and for the way ‘he measured out the type of harmony’. Hunter remarks in his commentary on the distinctively Hellenistic quality of this separation of the text of the poem from its notional performance. For the Eclogues that separation is a motif. In Gallus’ reference to carmina condita, ‘poems that are written’, writing is performing a function of text which we have seen elsewhere in the Eclogues. It is the textual alibi, a way of giving language a notional existence outside of the dramatic moment separate from its manifestation as voice and performance. In Eclogue 5, the most highly developed example of this, Mopsus’ Daphnis song has a separate existence as an inscription on the bark of a tree. And to describe the music that accompanies his performance of his written text, Mopsus notably uses a form of the same verb that Gallus does, modulor. In Eclogue 5 the textual alibi of Mopsus’ song reflects a specific intertextual relationship with Theocritus 1. In Eclogue 10 the reference to previously written poems aligns with a reader’s presumed familiarity with the poetry of Gallus. The notional incorporation of a previous text into the poem in the form of an oral, musical performance again provides the grounds for reflection on a specific intertextual relationship.

By imagining his own poems being played to the tune of a Sicilian shepherd’s pipe, Gallus characterizes the activity of Eclogue 10, which is itself adapting the poetry of Gallus in its own generically distinctive mode. Gallus’ characterization of pastoral in these terms is, however, less than definitive. For one thing, in his formulation Sicily remains the badge of generic identity for pastoral, while, as we have seen, Eclogue 10 itself has relocated the genre to a new home. Gallus, more significantly, imagines himself into the performative fictions of pastoral, not into the textual reality of pastoral poetry, avoiding even the hint of a possible combination of the two represented by Mopsus in Eclogue 5 or by Lycidas in Theocritus 7 (cf. 51). Perhaps Gallus even imagines a kind of temporal regression to a pre-textual world in which the likes of the Theocritean Daphnis and the other oral singers of pastoral once lived. The same point lies behind lines 31-4, where Gallus appears at least to have a geographically-correct idea of what a transposition of his previous texts might look like as a pastoral performance:
tristis at ille 'tamen cantabitis, Arcades', inquit,  
'montibus haec vestris; soli cantare periti  
Arcades. o mihi tum quam molliter ossa quiescant,  
estra meos olim si fistula dicat amores!'  

But he, in sadness, says, ‘Still, Arcadians, you will sing these things in your mountains; you Arcadians are uniquely skilled in singing. O, but how gently my bones would rest, if only your pipe would someday sing my loves!’

In imagining his loves becoming the subject of Arcadian song, Gallus has not just any Arcadian song in mind, but actually Virgil’s poem: \textit{vestra meos olim si fistula dicat amores} (34) echoes the authorial exordium \textit{sollicitos Galli dicamus amores}, ‘let us sing the troubled loves of Gallus’ (6). And so twice a modulation between a written text and an oral performance serves as a reflexive trope for the specific intertextual relationship between \textit{Eclogue} 10 and poems by Gallus. But these images of shepherds’ pipes and Arcadian singing are partial at best. From the perspective of a reader of \textit{Eclogue} 10, they only emphasize the absence of that which we are being led to believe is essentially pastoral: music, performance, voice itself. On the one hand, this might be construed as a sort of generically appropriate nostalgia for a different, more primitive world where poetry was essentially oral. At the same time, as elsewhere in the \textit{Eclogues} and in so much other Hellenistic and Roman mimetic poetry, projections of a performance taking place or about to take place point not solely to the imitation of some other reality that the written text can only inadequately express. Rather, the explicit fictionality of mimesis turns to reflect on the text itself.\textsuperscript{46} As Culler has written, where textual fictions mimic oral performance ‘the question about the status of the event is a way of suspending the referential aspect of the poem and focusing on a poetic event’.\textsuperscript{47}

In the case of \textit{Eclogue} 10 questions about the status of the event reside most emphatically in the phrase \textit{sollicitos Galli dicamus amores}, ‘let us sing the troubled loves of Gallus’ (6). And we may specify the particular poetic event reflected on as the location and relocation of voice. \textit{Dicere amores} in line 6 of \textit{Eclogue} 10 (again in line 34, \textit{vestra meos olim si fistula dicat amores}, ‘if only your pipe would sing my loves’) means both ‘to sing about Gallus’ loves’ or ‘Gallus’ love affairs’ and ‘to sing Gallus’ \textit{Loves}, taking \textit{Amores} both as the story told in Gallus’ poems and as the title of his poetic collection.\textsuperscript{48} In that ambiguity, the fiction of a song performance encounters the reality of the text as inscription; \textit{Galli amores} could describe either. And while \textit{Eclogue} 10 figures the transposition of Gallus’ \textit{amores} into the poem and into pastoral as a performance in lines 6-8, 31-4, and 50-1, the sense of \textit{amores} is, at least for a moment, decided for text in lines 52-4. By being inscribed on the trees (\textit{certum est ... / ... meos incidere amores / arboribus}, ‘I am determined to carve my loves on the trees’), Gallus’ ‘loves’ here take again their accustomed written form. And in the status of \textit{amores} as a text, we have another reflection of the incorporation
of Gallus’ poetry into the Eclogues, one that is, at least in one sense, truer to reality, inasmuch as Gallus’ words have been inscribed, written into the text of Eclogue 10. Gallus’ act of arboreal inscription reflects the referential density of Virgil’s poem, tapping as it does specific intertextual relationships with the inscription on a tree to honour Helen in Theocritus 18 and to Callimachus’ telling of the story of Acontius and Cydippe, not to mention the epigraphical dying words of the Theocritean Daphnis and the bundling of references to them and to all of these texts in Eclogue 5.

As a reflection of the relationship of Eclogue 10 to poems by Cornelius Gallus, ‘inscribing loves’ is in one way at least a more productive gesture than the images of orality and performance that also characterize Gallus’ transposition into pastoral. The elevation of writing here as a pastoral essential stands out against the common way of conceiving pastoral as a genre that pictures its own procedures first and last in terms of orality.

But Gallus’ act of pastoral inscription receives a particular validation in the poem’s coda (70-4):

It will be enough, Pierian goddesses, for your poet to have sung this as he sat and wove a basket out of pliant marsh-mallow: this you will now make great for Gallus, Gallus, for whom my love grows every hour as much as a green alder throws itself up in the new spring.

The narratorial voice again (cf. 6-8) represents his own act as an oral performance: Haec sat erit ... cecinisse, ‘it will be enough to have sung this’. The product of his performance, however, is an expression of love (amor) for Gallus that will grow like a tree (73-4). Following as it does after line 54, in which Gallus’ loves will grow after they have been inscribed on the trees (crescent illae, crescetis, amores, ‘As they grow, you too will grow, my loves’), the simile suggests that Eclogue 10 itself will grow as if it were carved on the tree’s bark. We might wonder whether our narrator/singer performed a Gallus song that he previously wrote out on a tree, like Mopsus in Eclogue 5. Or perhaps he has created an arboreal inscription to follow his performance as a transcription of it, an object on which the favour of the Muses can subsequently act to make it ‘great for Gallus’. In any event, that tree is a reflection of the textuality of Eclogue 10; it stands in for the page on which Virgil’s poem is written, just like the trees on which Gallus pledges to inscribe his loves.

Eclogue 10 thus offers fictions of performance and at least the one concrete reflection of textuality (incidere amores, 53) as alternative ways of conceiving its own procedures. The alternatives are not mutually exclu-
sive. Indeed, Virgil’s poem positions itself and its adaptations of Gallus, and of Theocritus, to participate in properties of both the self-reflexive written text and the imitation of a voice or a performed song. Right at the beginning, the poem aligns itself with the pastoral ideals of song as performance and a responsive landscape as the sign of the presence of voice: *non canimus surdis, respondent omnia silvae*, ‘we do not sing for an audience of the deaf, the woods echo it all back’ (8). But in the end such gestures towards pastoral orality only draw attention to the poem’s equally prominent acknowledgements of textuality. Alpers has seen *Eclogue* 10’s most fundamental pastoral quality in the poem’s representation of itself as a ‘song for Gallus’, *carmina Gallo* (2-3, 72-4). But *Eclogue* 10 is a song for Gallus ‘such as Lycoris herself might read’ (*sed quae legat ipsa Lycoris*, 2). By invoking a reader as its ideal audience, the poem draws the experience of all readers of the *Eclogues* book into the fiction of poem. Lycoris’ role thus complements the opening designation of the poem as the *extremum ... laborem*, the ‘final effort’, as an acknowledgement of the reader of the book. By acknowledging its own status as a written text, *Eclogue* 10 shows that it does not only idealize the fictions of interpersonal communication and the presence of voice that Alpers has in mind when he speaks of the opening lines of *Eclogue* 10 and ‘the sense of community that characterizes the pastoral world’. Readers need not feel that their particular experience of *Eclogue* 10 and of pastoral is somehow less than complete and authentic for being mediated through writing.

Writing allows *Eclogue* 10 and pastoral a means of relating to an audience, not just as a fiction of an orally-constituted community, but in reality. In line 53 the word Gallus uses for inscribing his poems on the trees of the pastoral world, *incidere*, ‘to carve, engrave, inscribe’, pictures writing at its most public and monumental. This is not writing imagined as the vehicle for private communication of the sort that might be appropriate in quasi-elegiac ‘wooing poetry’ for Lycoris’ eyes only. Rather, as with the inscription on Daphnis’ tombstone in *Eclogue* 5, the durability and the monumental status of the written text in the world of the poem reflect the public commemorative function of the text itself.

*Eclogue* 10 is a commemoration of the sufferings of Gallus on the model of Thyrsis’ song commemorating the sufferings in Theocritus 1. Gallus, of course, unlike Daphnis, does not choose to die. He, therefore, does not get a tombstone. He does, however, get the inscription that is *Eclogue* 10. As a commemoration of suffering, *Eclogue* 10 complements *Eclogue* 1. In both poems the Theocritean theme of suffering is accompanied by questions about the function of art and its effects on an audience. In *Eclogue* 1 the suffering of Meliboeus and the difficulty of achieving an adequate response to it within the world of the poem invite readers to question their own response to what is represented for them. In returning to this idea, *Eclogue* 10 makes explicit something that remains present only by implication in *Eclogue* 1, namely the role specifically of written
text and of reading in Virgil’s development of these themes. The first line of *Eclogue* 10 unites the Theocritean linked pair of ‘suffering’ (*pathos*) and ‘struggle’ or ‘effort’ (*ponos*) in the single word *labor*. ‘This final (poetic) effort’ is also ‘this last (or ‘utmost’) suffering’ of Gallus; in other words the *labor* invoked here is both the act of writing the poem and the suffering that is its subject, in the form of Gallus’ last or utmost struggle against love. Gallus himself characterizes his experience in the poem as *labor: non illum nostri possunt mutare labores, ‘our efforts/suffering cannot change him [i.e. Love]’ (64).* The choice of word hints at the association of *ponos* in Theocritus with written texts, as opposed to oral improvisations, as where the bucolic singer Lycidas refers to τὸ μελόδριον ἔξεπονας, ‘a little song I laboured over’. That association is not a hint, but an open fact when *Eclogue* 10 explicitly acknowledges the transformation of Gallus’ experience into a text for Lycoris to read (2). Within the poem, however, Gallus’ *labores* are ineffectual. As an elegiac poet he is endowed with a presumed capacity to make art out of his own suffering. His attempts to find any relief or consolation within the world of *Eclogue* 10, however, come to nothing. This despite the fact that Gallus is not just any poet, but also, like the Theocritean Comatas, a poet who has his own art at least potentially to assuage his suffering while he experiences it. The failure of Gallus’ *labor* shows that the greater potential for the transformation of Gallus’ sufferings lies with the *labor* of *Eclogue* 10 itself.

As a commemoration of the sufferings of Gallus, *Eclogue* 10 resembles the Daphnis song of Thyrsis and the song sung by Tityrus in Theocritus 7, both songs that take suffering as their subject but are nevertheless sources for their audiences of pleasure, maybe even consolation or relief from their own suffering. That this is a particularly pastoral function of art is signalled within *Eclogue* 10 itself, when Gallus can imagine his own pleasure in hearing his sufferings translated into art in the form of Arcadian song, that is to say, Virgil’s poem itself (31-4). *Eclogue* 10, furthermore, like Theocritus 1 and Theocritus 7, positions an audience for its commemoration of suffering. As the designated audience for Virgil’s song of the *sollicitos Galli amores*, Lycoris has a particular interest in and closeness to the subject. She is passionately involved in the suffering of Gallus; she is even its cause. As represented by the poem, Gallus suffers in isolation from Lycoris; she is absent, off in the North, far from home (46-9). Virgil’s poem, however, closes that gap; it invites Lycoris to consider Gallus’ sufferings. She will do so, however, specifically as a reader. As a reader Lycoris might enjoy a different kind of distance from Gallus’ suffering that she would not otherwise have, the aesthetic distance of the audience for a representation. If even she could draw pleasure and consolation from the representation of Gallus’ sufferings, the poem’s transformation of those sufferings would be complete. Lycoris’ role as a reader makes her a model for any and all of Virgil’s readers. But in seeing themselves reflected in Lycoris’ status as a reader, Virgil’s readers might
first and foremost perceive the distinction between their own detachment from the sufferings of Gallus and Lycoris’ involvement. This, then, becomes the point on which they are encouraged to measure their response to the suffering of Gallus. Will they accept the aesthetic distance that the poem offers and perceive the poem merely as a ‘sweet’, Theocritean transformation of the sufferings of Gallus? Or will they rather accept a more involved model of reader response, such as Lycoris herself might represent? The poet of *Eclogue* 10 himself would seem to advocate involvement, even identification, inasmuch as his love for Gallus and the creation of *Eclogue* 10 as a commemoration of Gallus’ sufferings are essentially one and the same.

As Virgil’s *extremus labor*, *Eclogue* 10 puts many aspects of the retrospective orientation of textuality on display. The poem preserves memories of generic origins, of the book of *Eclogues* to this point, of words once spoken (or written) by a friend. But *Eclogue* 10 does not capitalize on writing just as an image of the past. By embracing the ability of the written text to reach and challenge an audience, a reading audience, the poem embraces the written word as an image of the future too and so gives meaning to its memorial function.\(^62\) If the poem is seen in this light, there is little to justify Bruno Snell’s vision of Virgil’s Arcadia as a poetic realm of pure abstraction:

The process of literary creation becomes autonomous; it becomes a realm in itself, an absolute realm, detached from all that is not art and literature. Its perfect form, its grace and its sound, make it what it is. Thus, for the first time in Western literature, the poem becomes a ‘thing of beauty’, existing only for itself and in itself.\(^63\)

Without a doubt *Eclogue* 10 replaces the presence of Gallus’ voice with the absence of the written word, the mere traces. But in picturing itself as a written text concretely in the hands of readers, the poem shows not only what is lost in the movement from speech to text, but also what might be gained.
Eclogue 4: The Voice of the Author

Eclogue 4 has traditionally been thought problematic and mysterious, even ‘perhaps the most mysterious poem that has come down from antiquity’. The difficulty of integrating Eclogue 4 with the rest of the Eclogues book and with pastoral stands out among the problems that the poem poses. One could in fact fill many pages describing only what distinguishes Eclogue 4 from the other Eclogues. Conventional generic criteria are hard to apply: the pastoral apparatus of musical herdsmen and sonorous country landscapes is lacking; the speaker of the poem bears no apparent signs of being a shepherd himself (despite attempts to claim the poem for pastoral by applying just such a criterion). The poem’s style is more grand than humble or rustic; direct manifestations of Theocritean intertextuality are limited; and it is the only straight monologue in the collection, with no embedded singing or dialogue (with the exception of a quoted snippet of a song of the Parcae). And yet, despite all this, Eclogue 4 has also been claimed to be not only essential to the collection of the Eclogues but also essentially pastoral, no less than the centrepiece of the book both for poetics and for ideology. The poem’s epic aspirations and elevated style combine to make it, in the words of Van Sickle, ‘difficult to conceive of a more ambitious and comprehensive utterance’, and it is as utterance that Eclogue 4 most fully invites consideration of its relationship to pastoral, in terms of both the oral paradigms of the genre’s fictions and the textuality of the Eclogues as pastoral poems. On the one hand, the monologue form seems to be less than fully pastoral ‘because ... poetic speech does not depend upon known relations within a community’. But the monologue form does not simply threaten the voice of Eclogue 4 with an unpastoral isolation. It also seems to bring readers closer than ever in the collection to the authorial voice itself, manifested directly in a sustained utterance that is not filtered through layers of imitation or character representation. The effect of immediacy is enhanced by signs of performance and by a very emphatic sense of occasion. And yet, as always in the Eclogues, the fiction of performance is closely accompanied by acknowledgements of textuality, which means that the apparent immediacy and presence of voice are balanced by the reality of absence and separation from the source. This chapter, therefore, examines the voice of Eclogue 4 both as a mimesis of an author in performance and as a reflection of pastoral textuality. The poem’s self-reflexive concern for textuality shows through in two primary areas: in its treatment of literary history, in
particular the tradition of the golden age, with a combination of aetiology and disjunction and in its picture of pastoral performance and authorship.

The enunciative moment

No other *Eclogue* is as emphatically located in history as *Eclogue* 4. The reference to Pollio’s consulship (11-12) makes it possible to place the dramatic present of *Eclogue* 4 precisely in 40 BC.7 That present moment is vividly dramatized as the poem’s poet-speaker pays tribute to Pollio and in exuberant fashion expresses hopes for the future on behalf of Rome. Those hopes are embodied in the miraculous child just now being born who will preside over a return of the *Saturnia regna*, ‘reign of Saturn’ (6), and the *gens aurea*, ‘golden race’ (9). The poem is elaborately enunciative; it represents itself taking place as utterance, and markers of time are an important part of the effect of immediacy (4-7):

Ultima Cumaei venit iam carminis aetas;  
magnus ab integro saeclorum nascitur ordo.  
iam redit et Virgo, redeunt Saturnia regna,  
iam nova progenies caelo demittitur alto.

The last age of the Cumaean Sibyl’s prophecy has now come; the great cycle of the ages is being born anew. Now too the Virgin returns, the reign of Saturn is returning, now a new race is being sent down from the lofty sky.

The present tense verbs (true perfect in the case of *venit*, ‘has come’, 1) and particularly the anaphora of *iam* create the vigorous sense of occasion as the poem begins. Richard Jenkyns has observed that, in contrast to other *Eclogues*, *Eclogue* 4 ‘is not set anywhere at all’ and ‘cannot be “placed” in a geographical area’.8 Rather, the sense of occasion is so strong and the language so portentous that a moment in time has a claim to be the poem’s true setting.9 *Eclogue* 4 looks like a performance piece. Even if we must be sceptical of our ability to assign it to some particular occasion, the effect of the poem’s vivid fiction of mimetic voice is to position the reader as seemingly the audience for an authorial voice in performance.

And yet even as the poem represents itself as a mimesis of an event of speech, the sense of a specific occasion is fleeting. For one thing, the multiplication of addressees in the poem makes the illusion of a dramatic monologue tied to a performance on a particular occasion hard to maintain. The Sicilian Muses (1-3), Lucina (8-10), Pollio (11-17), and the miraculous boy himself (18-63) are not all addressed under the same circumstances. Certainly lines 1-3, the invocation to the Muses, appear to be prior to the poem that follows in a dramatic sense, being preliminary to ‘the song proper’ that begins in line 4. This is not to suggest that those lines are therefore not part of the design of the poem.10 Just the opposite in fact. Rapid shifts between addressees and styles of address define its presenta-
tional mode. The circumstances and the stance of the authorial voice shift from section to section, even line to line, and the poem does not simply follow a dramatic progression as we read it through. Chronology is not entirely clear. At one point the child who is the focal point of the poem is just being born (8), while the speaker addresses the goddess who attends his birth. Immediately thereafter it is the boy himself who is being addressed (18), and it is not clear how much time we are to understand as having passed. Lines 31-6, which describe the effects of lingering traces of societal guilt, seem to look to a time contemporaneous with the honorific address to Pollio in lines 11-17, that is, ‘before’ lines 18-30, which describe nature’s spontaneous production and pacification in honour of the miraculous child’s infancy.11 As the poem progresses, rather than projecting a series of distinct dramatic stages, the changes between addressees and between moments of enunciation collapse various occasions of speech into one. The markers of time in the poem, its _iam ... iam ... iam_, ‘now ... now ... now’, are thus not sure pointers towards some external occasion or performative context, even as they project the presence of the speaker as witness to the events he relates.12

Two major intertexts for _Eclogue_ 4, namely Theocritus 16, the encomium for Hiero II of Syracuse, and Catullus 64, provide a window onto the fiction of voice and enunciation in the poem. The performative fictions of _Eclogue_ 4’s predecessors are important particularly as a means of reflecting on textuality, literary posteriority, and generic identity, all crucial concerns of _Eclogue_ 4 as well. Theocritus 16 provides a particularly direct comparison for the way in which _Eclogue_ 4 manipulates a mimetic voice and a sense of occasion. In Theocritus 16, ‘Not only ... do the mode and generic models of the poem seem constantly to change, so too apparently does the stance of the poetic voice.’13 With its numerous uses of the first person, rhetorical questions, and quotations from imagined interlocutors, the poem imitates a public harangue. And like _Eclogue_ 4 Theocritus 16 enhances its sense of occasion by associating itself with historical events, in this case Syracusan preparations for war with Carthage (lines 76-81).14 Markers of time, such as ἔννοι μὲν, ‘even now’ (76), and ἔννοι, ‘already’ (78), however, have a referential function that is directed as much to literary history and intertextual connections as to events taking place in the real world. Hunter has examined how the poem’s imitations of Pindar and Simonides dramatize the role of the praise poet in the new world of Hellenistic patronage relationships. The historical moment projected by the poem is, therefore, as much about evoking the circumstances of Pindar’s first _Pythian_, which was addressed to Hiero I of Syracuse, as it is about providing a date for the production of Theocritus’ poem; through it, Hiero the second’s historical moment imitates the glorious past of his namesake as immortalized by Pindar.15 Lines 14-15, ‘no longer [οὐ γὰρ ἔτε] do men seek to earn praise through noble deeds as they used to [ὡς πάρος]’, have, as Hunter further suggests, ‘a metaliterary, as well as a purely...
Theocritus the praise poet is, in other words, archly aware of his own place in literary history, which is defined as coming after the time of Pindar, Simonides, and Homer. While he therefore has models to imitate, he also finds that the project of pursuing that imitation in changed circumstances is hard to manage. The sense of occasion in Theocritus 16 is thus tied to a full awareness of the poem’s place in literary history, and reference is made to the past not only to claim a connection to it but also to acknowledge disjunctions. From the Theocritean corpus Theocritus 17, the encomium for Ptolemy Philadelphus, is more commonly invoked as an intertext for Eclogue 4 than the encomium for Hiero, but both the self-dramatization of the poetic voice in Theocritus 16 and its historical self-consciousness correspond closely to Eclogue 4.

Catullus 64 is another major intertext for Eclogue 4 whose contributions to the poem have been well studied. Like Theocritus 16, the poem has, in places at least, an enunciative style that dramatizes the presence of the poetic voice (22-7):

> o nimis optato saeclorum tempore nati
> heroes, salvete, deum genus! o bona matrum progenies, salvete iterum ...
> vos ego saepe, meo vos carmine compellabo.
> teque adeo eximie taedis felicibus aucte,
> Thessaliae columnen Peleu, cui Iuppiter ipse,
> ipse suos divum genitor concessit amores;

O heroes born in that much longed-for time of the ages, hail to you, race of the gods! O worthy descendants of your mothers, hail once more. You it is, yes you, that I will often call upon in my song. And especially you, exalted by your blessed wedding, Peleus, the prop and stay of Thessaly, Peleus, to whom Jupiter himself, the very sire of the gods, granted his beloved.

Piling apostrophe on apostrophe, Catullus insists that his poem be received as utterance. But like the speaker of Theocritus 16, he too is fully aware of the relationship between his present dramatized moment of utterance and the (literary) past. His addressees are not notionally present in the way the addressee of an encomium is. They are heroes of a former age. The acknowledgement of the temporal separation between poet and addressee, and of the desire to recover the past indicated by calling it *nimis optato ... tempore*, ‘that much longed-for time’ (22), is part of the general concern for the separation between past and present that characterizes Catullus 64. More than simply casting a moralist’s eye over a present day that is debased in comparison to the heroic past, Catullus with his gestures towards separation from the past smooths the way for the interpretive leap to a related contrast, one between his own poem and the traditions of epic and hymn that it follows late in time. The apostrophe
to the heroes of the past then becomes a gesture towards the poet’s own literary posteriority.\textsuperscript{19}

In both Theocritus 16 and Catullus 64 the deployment of mimetic voice creates a vivid image of the poet as a performer and of the poem as an event. The enunciative fictions of both poems, however, are less mimetic of an actual performance or remnants of one than they are ‘apostrophic’ in Culler’s sense.\textsuperscript{20} They are essentially dramatizations of their own coming in a literary tradition. As much as Theocritus 16 is about negotiating the patronage relationship between poet and addressee, consciousness of literary forebears means that it is also negotiating the relationship between the present and the past through the way that allusions to Pindar, Simonides, and Homer place the poem in a diachronic position. Catullus 64 follows in this tradition that Theocritus shares with other Hellenistic poets by marking its own posteriority to Callimachus, Apollonius, Ennius, Euripides.\textsuperscript{21} From the subsequent perspective of \textit{Eclogue} 4, then, these two poems are more than just models of enunciative style. The negotiation by Theocritus and Catullus of new poetic space for epic and encomium vis-à-vis the previous tradition lays the aetiological groundwork for \textit{Eclogue} 4.

\textbf{Retrospective visions}

What Greene calls the ‘specific retrospective vision’\textsuperscript{22} of verbal aetiology in the form of allusions to Theocritus 16, to Catullus 64, and to other predecessors defines the place of \textit{Eclogue} 4 in literary history. Even as the poem grounds itself in an apparently historical occasion to offer a prophetic vision of the future, it does not turn its back on the past. As Alpers rightly says, \textit{Eclogue} 4’s ‘celebration of the present moment is in contrast to and gets some of its intensity from past distresses’.\textsuperscript{23} The joy-bringing birth of the child follows the ‘long suffering that ten months brought his mother’ (61); past sin has left its ‘traces’ (13, 31) to remain for the present and future. In the poem the past, however, is figured as nothing so much as the literary tradition. The \textit{sceleris vestigia nostri} (13), ‘the traces of our sin’, and the \textit{priscae vestigia fraudis} (31), ‘the traces of ancient crime’, must refer to the civil wars, but they are also the traces and tracks of the model text. The word \textit{vestigia} points to a specific intertextual relationship. In Catullus 64 Prometheus, the living symbol of the end of the golden age, appears at the wedding of Peleus and Thetis ‘bearing the faint traces of his ancient punishment’, \textit{extenuata gerens veteris vestigia poenae}.\textsuperscript{24} Throughout \textit{Eclogue} 4 the presentation of the past presumes upon a reader’s familiarity with other texts. The present \textit{return} of the Virgo (6) is a sign of \textit{Eclogue} 4’s posterity to, if not dependence on, Aratus’ \textit{Phaenomena}, where, in the guise of Astraia or \textit{Dikê}, ‘Justice’, her departure from earth was recorded (100-36).\textsuperscript{25} Similarly \textit{Ultima Cumaei venit iam carminis aetas} (4) means, ‘The last age, previously predicted in Sibylline prophecy, has
The prediction of recurrent epic events – another Argonautica, another Trojan war (34-6) – foresees the repetition of things which not only have already happened, but more importantly have also already been written by Apollonius, Homer, Catullus, and others. One can see in the anaphora of the word for ‘another’ (alter ... altera ... altera ... iterum) an iconic marker of the fact that in this case the repetition is textual.

The presence in Eclogue 4 of another of the direct manifestations of reading and writing in the Eclogues signals the poem’s reflexive concern for textuality and for defining a generic role for it. When the miraculous child matures, he will be able to read about the past in the form of ‘praises of heroes’ and ‘the deeds of his father’, from which he will learn ‘valour’ (26-8):

\[
\text{at simul heroum laudes et facta parentis} \\
\text{iam legere et quae sit poteris cognoscere virtus,} \\
\text{molli paulatim flavescet campus arista ...}
\]

But as soon as you are able to read praises of heroes and the deeds of your father and to learn what valour is, little by little the field will grow golden with soft grain ...

This particular reference to reading has not provoked the same sense of generic transgressiveness that other texts in Virgil’s pastoral world have, perhaps because it is the miraculous child, not a shepherd, doing the reading. Still, the reference to a written text does reflect the textuality of the poem itself, just as the other pastoral inscriptions in the collection do. Given that Eclogue 4 is addressed to Pollio, we might compare the reference in Eclogue 3 to Pollio himself as a reader (84-5). That the child encounters the past through reading is particularly significant in light of the poem’s intertextual links with encomium and epic, for which laudes, ‘praises’, and facta, ‘deeds’, may be taken as rubrics. The child’s studies thus mirror those of the poet of Eclogue 4 himself, who has read Homer, Theocritus, and Catullus 64. More than that, the presence of reading and writing within the represented world of the poem is once again a marker of a specific intertextual relationship. The virtus, ‘virtue’ or ‘valour’, that the child learns to recognize from his reading points directly to the virtutes of the heroic age that in Catullus 64 are both depicted in the tapestry on the bed of Peleus and Thetis (50-1) and testified to in the song which the Parcae sing at their wedding (348, 357). Eclogue 4 thus casts itself as in some sense a continuation of or sequel to the heroic story that is told there.

If we dig a little deeper, however, we can find disjunctions in Eclogue 4 to balance the aetiological connections to sources in the past. For one thing, to allude to Catullus 64 is already to tap into a complex negotiation of literary-historical chronology through textuality. If Virgil’s prophecy of a second expedition by Achilles to Troy (Ecl. 4.36) is in the first instance
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an allusion to the *Iliad*, it also refers to the prophecy about the first Achilles that was sung by the Parcae at the wedding of his parents in Catullus’ poem (338-70). By staging the back-story to the Trojan War, Catullus 64 evokes a world that is not only pre-Homeric, but also pre-textual. The record of Achilles’ deeds at Troy is foreseen not as written epic, but as the funeral laments that will be sung by the mothers of Achilles’ victims (348-9):

> illius egregias virtutes claraque facta  
> saepe fatebuntur gnatorum in funere matres

Mothers will often tell of his surpassing valour and famous deeds at the funerals of their sons.

Catullus 64 thus imagines itself into the role of the oral model for Homer’s later textualized record of Achilles’ ‘valour’ and ‘deeds’. But at the same time, from the perspective of a reader of Catullus 64, the Parcae’s song alludes in several places to the *Iliad*. Prophecy thus becomes a form of rewriting, and the authority of these ‘truth-telling songs’ (*veridicos ... cantus*, Catull. 64.306, cf. 322, 326) is enhanced by the connection to an authoritative textual source. But at the same time, within the fiction the chronological relationship between the song of the Parcae and the text of Homer as ‘model’ and ‘copy’ is reversed, and that disruption challenges the very notion that attestation or reference to a source in the past produces authority. Textuality is thus a part of the larger theme of unknowability and confusion now commonly identified as central to Catullus 64.

As has been noted since Macrobius, Virgil’s quotation of the Parcae at *Eclogue* 4.46-7 also marks the specific intertextual relationship to Catullus 64:

> ‘Talia saecla’ suis dixerunt ‘currite’ fusis  
> concordes stabili fatorum numine Parcae.

To their spindles the Parcae said, ‘run out ages such as these’, in agreement through the steadfast power of fate.

The quotation represents the words of the Parcae as originating elsewhere, in the past. The occasion on which they once spoke (*dixerunt*, 46) can meanwhile be located specifically in the text of Catullus’ poem, where they said, *currite ducentes subtegmina, currite, fusi*, ‘run, spindles, carrying the threads, run on’ (327). Virgil gives the words of the Parcae the authority of a citation of a literary predecessor, and we might remember that even though he calls them the Parcae, they are also Fates, and so etymologically the embodiment of ‘what has been said’. At the same time the fiction of quotation, as elsewhere in the *Eclogues*, does not represent perfect replication of meaning from one context to another; it both signals
the possibility of a connection to the past and formalizes the disjunction from it. Equipped with a textual alibi, the Fates’ utterance raises the question of just what the relationship is between their words, the utterance of the poet-singer of Eclogue 4, and the text of Catullus 64. Gordon Williams believed that the Fates are being credited as the source of all that has preceded in Virgil’s poem. For Alpers, this is ‘impossible to verify because you cannot see how two voices [i.e. those of the poet and of the Fates] merge or interact in the passage’. And if the word talia (46) is correctly included within the quotation, that raises another question. It is more or less clear what ‘ages such as these’ are meant in Eclogue 4, the preceding description of the time of the child’s maturity in lines 37-45. But what did talia refer to on that other occasion when the Fates supposedly said, ‘run out ages such as these’?

Dislocation is equally to be found in the golden age imagery that is such a distinctive part of Eclogue 4’s picture of societal regeneration. As with the recurrence of epic events described in lines 31-6, the reappearance of the golden age (18-25, 28-30, 37-45) means not only that time is repeating itself, but also that literary history is repeating itself. Through allusions to the previous accounts of the golden age in Hesiod, Aratus, Lucretius, and Catullus, Virgil’s poem again establishes its diachronic relationship to its tradition. The golden age is perfectly suited to crafting this sort of relationship; it is, in a sense, the definitive diachronic story. Conventionally the golden age explains the passage of time and the separation of the present from the past along a clear linear timeline. To emphasize this aspect of the golden age, Virgil offers up another master narrative of linear temporal development in conjunction with it, the birth and maturation of a person. Note the interpenetration of these two systems in line 5: magnus ab integro saeclorum nascitur ordo, ‘the great order of the ages is being born anew’. Nevertheless, where Eclogue 4 joins itself to the tradition of golden age narratives, issues of descent and authority are complicated by, for one thing, the mixing of the Hesiodic metallic ages with Jewish, Italic/Etruscan, Stoic, and other conceptions of time. There is, furthermore, no place in the previous tradition for some of Virgil’s golden age imagery, like the notorious colour-changing sheep, which picture him as a poet inventing signs of the golden age out of whole cloth. Similarly, sheep returning unguided to their pens (Ecl. 4.21-2) become a golden age image, while in Theocritus this was just a passing detail (Theoc. 11.12-13). More substantially, Perkell has explored inherent ambivalences of the golden age in Virgil that stem from the contrasting stories one could tell about Roman history. Does Rome represent a story of progress towards perfection, of decline from a past ideal, or of endless cyclical passage between war and recovery? The openness of that question makes the referent of Virgil’s golden age theme a moving target. There is, therefore, little to keep dislocation and ambivalences from creeping into Eclogue 4.

When it comes to the golden age, however, the biggest challenge to its
traditional status as a narrative of clear temporal trajectory is the simple fact that in *Eclogue* 4 the *Saturnia regna* are going to return. A returning golden age is as unique as the polychrome sheep. In previous accounts the golden age was a past stage that once lapsed was never to be recovered.\(^4^0\) The golden age, if anything, ought to stay in the past. If the past will not stay in the past, what footing do readers have to understand the chronological framework on which *Eclogue* 4 insists? The progress of time is very much an interpretative issue for the poem. Numerous readings of *Eclogue* 4 make it a goal to establish a clear chronology for the stages of the child’s life and the accompanying changes in the world.\(^4^1\) The identification of three stages that gradually work out the kinks in society until perfection is achieved has not, however, eliminated all ambiguities and contradictions.\(^4^2\) *Eclogue* 4 purposefully shuffles the chronological decks. Doing so gives the poem a way of avoiding belatedness with respect to its predecessors. The dislocations of textuality and the iterability of literary history (alter ... altera ... altera) supersede notions of a simple linear descent through time, whether in the ages of man or in literary history, as the interpretive frame to apply either to the poem or to society.

**Eclogue 4 and the Eclogues book; or, Who speaks Eclogue 4?**

The dramatic moment which *Eclogue* 4 evokes as its setting is itself hard to locate. A historical occasion, such as the wedding of Octavia and Mark Antony or Pollio’s inauguration as consul, both of which took place in 40 BC, provides one option. But the poem is grounded as much in literary history as in reference to events in the real world, and its picture of literary history is, as we have seen, subject to temporal and other dislocations. There is, however, at least one fixed and concrete location that *Eclogue* 4 occupies, its place in the book, which is acknowledged in the opening line of the poem. There the poet adopts the familiar role of pastoral performer: *Sicelides Musae, paulo maiora canamus*, ‘Sicilian Muses, let us sing something a little grander’ (1). The suggestion of a performance under way is, however, also a gesture towards the poem’s status as a written text. The identification of the present poem as ‘a little grander’ retrospectively classes what has come before it as less so, and this is commonly understood as a reference to the preceding *Eclogues* 1-3. The opening line of *Eclogue* 4 thus acknowledges the reader of the *Eclogues*, and its own status as text, by acknowledging a reader’s progress through the series of poems that makes up the collection. Progress in this case is often taken to indicate the disjunction of *Eclogue* 4 from the rest of the book in generic terms. On this view, *Eclogue* 4 represents a higher or more developed version of pastoral, if not a higher genre than pastoral altogether.\(^4^3\) This interpretation can be bolstered by an appeal to the presumed early date of composition for *Eclogues* 2 and 3 as evidenced by their supposedly ‘more Theocritean’
character. The *arbusta* ‘trees’ and *humiles myricae* ‘lowly tamarisks’ of line 2 are taken to refer to these poems, and the appearance of the same tamarisks in Theocritus 1.13 can be thought of as significant in this regard. But the very acknowledgement that a change is being made is equally a sign of continuity. Rather than cutting *Eclogue* 4 free from the other *Eclogues*, ‘let us sing something a little grander’ affirms the place of the poem in the book. The progress that is reflected here is, therefore, most immediately that of the reader making his or her way through the text, and the emphatic deixis of *iam ... iam ... iam*, ‘now ... now ... now’, takes on a self-reflexive quality, saying in effect ‘now, here, in this poem, at this point in the book of the *Eclogues*’.

The continuity of the physical book is reflected also in a continuity of voice. *Canamus*, ‘let us sing’ (1), attributes the poem to a performative voice and suggests the continuing presence of the same singer as a reader moves from one poem to another; the verb ‘serves as a personal indexical of the speaker: it intimates his involvement with other poems in the collection’. The immediacy of the voice of *Eclogue* 4 thus suggests an encounter not just with one other pastoral singer, but with the authorial voice itself, the voice that is equally responsible for all the poems of the book and, in particular, for managing the reader’s movement from one poem to the next. Such a stable authorial presence is an important way readers of poetic collections like the *Eclogues* perceive, or rather construct, unity. As Neil Fraistat writes, readers of poetic collections ‘are wont to synthesize the subjects, themes, tonalities, and genres ... into the preoccupations and perspectives of a “speaker” (present or implied) who is responsible for them all’. The *Eclogues* encourage this sort of reading through the appearance at regular intervals of an authorial voice that seems to carry the burden for continuity within the collection. It is easy enough to lump the authorial voice of *Eclogue* 4 together with the framing voices of *Eclogues* 2, 8, and 10 and to speak of a collection-spanning ‘Eclogue Poet’. But at the same time, the representations of authorship and of voice within the pastoral fictions of the *Eclogues* give little encouragement to the positing of a singular, stable authorial voice for the entire collection. Not that the text itself could not operate with a different conception of authorship than the fiction it represents, but still connections across poems may amount not to the identification of authorial voices, but to their differentiation. The fact that an authorial voice is sometimes represented and sometimes merely implied, sometimes given a character name (*Ecl.* 6.4, 7.9, 5.85-7) and sometimes anonymous (*Ecl.* 2, 4, 8, 10), might suggest if anything a diversity of ‘authors’ for the collection, even as the authorial voice serves as a notional constant.

As a specific example I single out *Eclogue* 8.1-13, which bears particular similarities to *Eclogue* 4. The two poems share, in all likelihood, the same addressee, Pollio, and they are both introduced by an anonymous authorial voice with aspirations towards high poetic registers. With the speaker of
Eclogue 4’s hope to survive long enough to make poetry of the miraculous child’s deeds (tua dicere facta, 54) we can compare Eclogue 8.7-8: en erit umquam / ille dies, mihi cum liceat tua dicere facta?, ‘will that day ever come when it will be possible for me to sing of your deeds?’. The similar stances raise the question of whether the two voices are to be thought of as originating with the same speaker. Like the voice of Eclogue 4, the narrative voice of Eclogue 8 has an addressee and deploys first-person references. But in Eclogue 8 these markers of a personalized voice are equally a textual gesture, pointing to the conventions of poetic exordia in a variety of contexts, and so to the text’s own status as a proem. Anonymity is in this case the marker of a voice that is defined less by its origin in a speaker and more by its generic affiliations with hymns and encomia, its narratological status as the framing level for the reported songs that follow, its discursive dependence on an addressee to define itself as a voice in the first place. On that score, such continuities as exist between the narrative voices of Eclogue 4 and Eclogue 8 need not point exclusively to the voice of Virgil the author, or even of a fictional character. An appeal to an ‘Eclogue Poet’ rightly gives up naive identification of the narrative voice with the historical author, but still presumes upon the singular identity of all the represented authorial voices of the collection. That the author figures of Eclogues 6 and 7 are different named characters makes non-identity of the framing voice across the poems a fact. The relationship between voice and author is fluid throughout the book, as it had already been in Theocritus. As we have seen, no one’s language in pastoral, not even the author’s, is entirely his own, and the book itself, the very thing that implies the unity of the authorial voice, is in fact a venue for its diffusion.

Even if the voice of Eclogue 4 does not simply and directly connect to a personal source, its monologic performance and heightened modes of expression make it, nevertheless, in a real sense the ultimate manifestation of voice as presence for the collection. And to the extent that pastoral wants to idealize the presence of voice, the question of the status of the voice of Eclogue 4 necessarily involves genre. Where the poet of Eclogue 4 speaks most fully of his own project (Ecl. 4.53-9), first-person verbs and pronouns might point to an individualized speaker, even to the historical author, but the more concrete point of reference for the lines is the poem’s generic identity. As Alpers says, the speaker here ‘imagines his song as pastoral, and again renders pastoral reality with notable fullness’:48

```latex
o mihi tum longae maneat pars ultima vitae,
spiritus et quantum sat erit tua dicere facta!
non me carminibus vincet nec Thracius Orpheus
nec Linus, huic mater quamvis atque huic pater adsit,
Orphei Calliopea, Lino formosus Apollo.
Pan etiam, Arcadia mecum si iudice certet,
Pan etiam Arcadia dicat se iudice victum.
```

Pastoral Inscriptions
O, may the last part of a long life still remain for me then, along with enough breath to sing of your deeds! Neither Thracian Orpheus nor Linus will beat me in songs, not even if the one should have the assistance of his mother, the other his father, Calliopea for Orpheus, handsome Apollo for Linus. Even Pan, if he should compete with me with Arcadia as judge, even Pan would confess himself beaten with Arcadia as judge.

The picture here is of a speaker of a certain age (he has to imagine himself as an old man to be able to witness the maturity of the child he honours). But these lines also gesture to the vatic aspirations of the new Roman poetry, to the language of poetic patronage, and especially to the conventions of the amoebic contest. The amoebic contest is invoked in its guise as the oral essence of pastoral itself. One does not compete with Orpheus or Linus or Pan in the composition of written songs. To enter this competition the poet will need spiritus, ‘breath’ (53), as a singer. And yet the actualization of pastoral fullness as voice is put off, projected as a wish, and allowed to remain strictly hypothetical. We do not know whether the speaker will ever achieve such powers of utterance in competition with other singers. His mode of expression, for the time being, is the monologue. The use of an addressee by the speaker of Eclogue 4 implies utterance and the possibility of dialogue, but the speaker himself is not clearly anchored in the community of shepherds who sing with and for one another. He is, therefore, separated from the venues in which the power and effectiveness of voice are measured elsewhere in the collection. The projection of a voice powerful enough to beat even Orpheus, the embodiment of the power of orality, and Pan, the generic founder figure, must remain just that, a projection.

The authorial voice of Eclogue 4 is inseparable from the poem’s generic identity as pastoral, but under these conditions, extrapolating from the text itself may lead not to the presence of a person, but only to a further absence. And the poem resists reduction to a simple unity in generic terms just as much as it does in terms of personal identity. With its imitations of Sibylline prophecy (the style if not the substance), hymns, encomiastic rhetoric, literary accounts of the golden age, Catullus, and non-bucolic Theocritus, Eclogue 4 cannot be reduced to a singular generic ‘voice’. Attempts to assign Eclogue 4 to epic, even a ‘new epic’, ultimately amount to little, given that the newness of Virgil’s epic is in this case defined by nothing so much as its capacity to incorporate Theocritus, Hesiod, the Sibyl, encomium, epithalamium, and the rest. Likewise simply to label the poem ‘pastoral’ causes as many problems as it solves. For one thing, a definition of pastoral based on its oral ideals might lead to seeing Eclogue 4 only as a reflection of something that it is not, since textuality is such an important part of the poem’s presentation. As usual, Alpers’s contribution in this direction is more subtle than most. He sees the generic distinctiveness of the poem residing not in rustic details or in the identity of the
speaker, but in that poet-speaker’s sense of his own limitations and dependencies and in the way he filters his prophetic visions and grand poetic ambitions through intimate personal relationships. Thus, “The pastoralism of the fourth eclogue … is everywhere bound up with the way the poem humanizes the matter of its prophecy.” But pastoral, however defined, does not have a monopoly on poetry expressed through personal relationships.

Part of the problem with applying generic labels to Eclogue 4 stems from the fact that, along with imitating genres and literary modes, the poem also imitates an occasion and a voice. No one genre accords perfectly with the sense of occasion the poem creates; it is rather the case that the poem’s enunciative moment and generic affiliations are constantly changing, and it subsumes the modes of its models into a fiction of voice that no one of them previously accommodated. In the end, the balance that Eclogue 4 strikes between connection to sources in the past (be they in other texts or, potentially, in speaking persons) and disjunction leads to the necessity of seeing this voice too as a gesture towards textuality, towards the book as a venue in which voices, sources, and authority are all subject to dispersal, and towards reading as a process that nevertheless seeks to trace sources and recover origins.
Reading the *Eclogues*

In conclusion, it remains to consider what some implications of the preceding discussion might be for reading the *Eclogues*, for audiences both in Virgil's own day and today. While reflecting on those implications, this final chapter also represents an attempt at the reintegration of some of the fragmentary commentary on the book of the *Eclogues* that I have offered up to this point. The *Eclogues* themselves imply that integration is a necessary corollary of reading, even as the text tends towards fragmentation and disorder. Before I attempt to put the pieces back together, a rationale for doing so comes from the *Aeneid*, specifically from an episode which I take to be at least in part about the obligation of readers to engage in integration.

In *Aeneid* 3, Helenus tells Aeneas that before he completes his journey to Latium he must visit the Cumaean Sibyl, ‘the mad prophetess, who in a deep cavern sings what is fated and consigns her marks and words to leaves’, *insanam vatem ... , quae rupe sub ima / fata canit foliisque notas et nomina mandat* (Aen. 3.443-4). This Sibyl is prophetess, singer, and author all in one; she operates in both oral and textual modes. Helenus initially seems to imply that she works in sequence, first delivering an oral prophecy (*fata canit*), then creating a textual transcript of what she has sung (*foliisque notas et nomina mandat*). But the ambiguity of the verb *canit* tells against that: the Sibyl ‘sings’, ‘prophesies’, and ‘writes poetry’ all at once, just like the author of the poem *Arma virumque cano* himself. As he continues, Helenus clarifies that the Sibyl’s oral and textual prophecies are actually alternatives to one another; they are not interchangeable, nor is one simply a reflection of the other (445-53, 456-7):

```
quaecumque in foliis descriptis carmina virgo
digerit in numerum atque antro seclusa relinquit:
illa manent immota locis neque ab ordine cedunt.
verum eadem, verso tenuis cum cardine ventus
impulit et teneras turbavit ianua frondes,
umquam deinde cavo volitantia prendere saxo
nec revocare situs aut iungere carmina curat:
inconsulta abeunt sedemque odere Sibyllae.
hic tibi ne qua morae fuerint dispensia tanti

quin aedas vatem precibusque oracula poscas
ipsa canat vocemque volens atque ora resolvat.
```
Whatever prophecies [or ‘songs’ or ‘poems’, carmina] the maiden writes down on the leaves she arranges in order and leaves shut up in the cave; there they stay fixed in place and do not get out of order. But when the door opens and a little wind has blown in and the opening has scattered the delicate leaves, after that she has no concern to grab them as they fly around the hollow cavern, nor to call them back to their positions or reassemble her prophecies [carmina]; the men go away without receiving their instructions and they despise the seat of the Sibyl. Here do not be so concerned about the loss of time ... that you are prevented from going to the prophetess and prayerfully asking that she sing her oracles and that she graciously release her voice and open her mouth.

The Sibyl’s normal procedure, it seems, is to leave her prophecy written on leaves to be read in her absence (antro seclusa relinquit). But confined to text, the Sibyl’s prophecies are liable to become disrupted and disordered. A fragmented and hence meaningless text is what confronts the Sibyl’s visitors after they have entered and by entering have let in the wind that throws the prophecy into confusion. The only choice for Aeneas, therefore, is to ask that the Sibyl give her prophecy to him orally and in his presence. And so, when he arrives at the Sibyl’s cave in book 6, Aeneas directly states his preference for an oral prophecy (Aen. 6.74-6):

"foliis tantum ne carmina manda,
ne turbata volent rapidis ludibria ventis;
ipsa canas oro.

just do not consign your prophecies to the leaves, lest they become confused and fly around as the playthings of the rapacious winds; I ask that you sing them yourself.

The Sibyl can always be counted on to deliver a prophecy whose meaning is subject to interpretation (and misunderstanding). Aeneas’ request for a face-to-face, oral prophecy will not eliminate the possibility of oracular ambiguity, but it is at least the antidote to the problems that attend the absence of the author of the written prophecy. By contrast, those seekers of knowledge who enter the Sibyl’s chamber and find only the disordered fragments of written text that she has left behind are frustrated; they ‘go away without receiving their instructions and they despise the seat of the Sibyl’.

The story of the Sibyl’s cave describes the predicament of a reader, any reader. Approaching the Aeneid, or the Eclogues, or any text for that matter, readers are like those oracle seekers for whom the Sibyl, that authorial surrogate, has consigned her prophecy to writing before departing. No reader enjoys the privilege of authorial presence and contact with the reality of the authorial voice that Aeneas can request from the Sibyl. Left with a text, readers must cope with fragments, disorder, and absence, even as they are encouraged by a text like the Eclogues or the Aeneid to
imagine another way, the clarity that would be embodied in speech and voice. Rich in metapoetics, the passage on the Sibyl’s cave shows that, in the words of Fowler, ‘As song, the *Aeneid* aspires to transcend the indeterminacies of its nature as text, as written text it embodies those indeterminacies.” Faced with the indeterminate text and with the absence of voice and of true presence, what then are readers to do? Do we throw up our hands and surrender to indeterminacy? Such seems to have been the choice of those frustrated seekers of the Sibyl’s advice. Either they did not attempt to put the prophetess’s scattered textual fragments into a meaningful order, or, if they did try, they only discovered their inability to do so satisfactorily. But that, it seems to me, is not a real option for a reader. Even to accept the challenge of reading a text like the *Aeneid* or the *Eclogues* is to avoid the choice of those who would simply go away, hating the absent author. By reading, we are expressing our willingness to stay and at least attempt to put the fragments in order. The act of reading itself puts things in order. There is an inevitable element of linearity to it.² Reading follows a movement from point A to point B; it progresses through time and across the physical space of the page, or scroll, or book. For that reason alone, order and unity in one form or another are the hard to avoid products of the act of reading.³ There is, however, no guarantee that the result will be the kind of perfect reintegration that would take the scattered leaves flying around the Sibyl’s cave and restore them to the original order the author intended. Far from it; the sense of order which reading imposes on the text will never be the same in all cases. Order will differ not only from reader to reader, but even from reading to reading. As a reader of Virgil, I can be for integration, but only in full awareness that my attempts to reassemble the fragments will always differ from the attempts of others.

To return to the *Eclogues*. Virgil’s pastoral manifests its own versions of the contrast between the meaningful orderliness that characterizes the Sibyl’s prophecy as she initially writes it – and as Aeneas can hope she will speak it to him – and the meaningless disorder of textual fragments that confronts the readers who enter her cave. In the *Eclogues* as in the *Aeneid* distinctions between orality and textuality are one place where such contrasts present themselves. There is, first of all, the contrast between the clear linear chronology of oral performance, epitomized by the amoebean contest as the ultimate venue for pastoral orality, and the way in which in *Eclogue* 5, for example, a pastoral song’s history as a text formerly written out on the bark of a tree introduces uncertainty regarding chronology. There is also the contrast between the powerful effect of ‘phenomenal voice’ working on audiences to show the reality of voice as sound within the fictional worlds of *Eclogue* 6 and *Eclogue* 8 and the silence that greets readers of those songs as written texts. In such images pastoral seems to want to define itself through a powerful orality, only to emphasize the fundamental inability of the written text to embody that
orality. Similarly, the poet of Eclogue 4 can imagine summoning his breath
to defeat even Orpheus or Pan in a singing contest, only to emphasize in
the way he casts that heroic vision as a wish, whose fulfilment is hardly
assured, that his current mode is confined to texts. These and all the
elevations of voice in the Eclogues, however, must also be measured
against those places in the collection where the differentiation between
orality and textuality reflects the strengths of written texts as much as
their disabilities. In Eclogue 1, for instance, orality represents nothing so
much as the difficulty of achieving meaningful connection between Tityrus
and Meliboeus through spoken dialogue. Indeterminate perspective and
interpretative openness therefore confront readers and challenge them to
respond. In other words, readers’ very exclusion from the oral world of the
poem suggests that there might be another way, that the text might be
capable of accomplishing something in its relationship to a reader that
goes unfulfilled in the poem’s fictional world. In a similar way the reader
of Eclogue 10 is invited to consider the poem in two guises, as oral song
and as text. On the one hand, as a ‘song that must be sung for Gallus’
(Gallo ... / carmina sunt dicenda, Ecl. 10.2-3), the poem would seemingly
find its fullest meaning as an expression of affection for Gallus that is a
performance in a community, an oral community from which readers
might feel their own separation. But Eclogue 10 is also a ‘song for Gallus
such as Lycoris herself might read’ (Gallo, sed quae legat ipsa Lycoris, /
carmina sunt dicenda). Eclogue 10 thus presents readers not so much with
a choice of whether the poem’s oral or its textual guise is the more
authentic, the more pastoral. Rather it emphasizes the potential for
readers to compare their own experience of the poem as a text with what
is represented in and by it, without forcing them to conclude that reading
and writing are less valuable or effective than speech and song.

It is, therefore, not entirely true that Virgil’s pastoral, to paraphrase
Fowler, seeks to transcend the indeterminacies of text through orality,
even as it embodies those indeterminacies as a text. Some at least of the
aspirations of song in the Eclogues are just as incomplete and indetermi-
nate as any text. Simultaneously, the creation of pastoral inscriptions to
reflect the experience of a reader expresses pastoral’s aspirations and
capabilities to affect an audience through the medium of the written text.
That reveals the Eclogues to be not just a reflection of something – an oral
world, a world of presence – that they are not. For the Eclogues even to
make the difference between orality and textuality an issue is to acknow-
ledge their written form. Accepting indeterminacy is a part of that. As this
book has explored in detail, written language in Eclogues is often about
disjunction and the absence of voice because dispersed in textuality. But
for that orality simply does not represent an ideal alternative. Rather,
through the confrontation between orality and textuality readers of the
Eclogues are encouraged to reflect on their role and on what the act of
reading accomplishes.
Conclusions that emerge from those reflections will differ. Although
fictions of voice in pastoral tend to point more to absence than to presence,
I remain convinced that the *Eclogues* cast reading as a process that is
integrative and that seeks to recover connections. In that sense, the act of
reading itself can manifest what Wesling and Slawek refer to as the
‘fundamental humanism’ that is in need of validation from literary stud-
ies. Each of the *Eclogues* expresses a sense of possible connections
between text, voice, and person as potential at least, if not always as fact.

In *Eclogue* 1 the incomplete dialogue between Tityrus and Meliboeus does
not tell the whole story of pastoral. Rather, readers are invited to supple-
ment the text with their historical and literary-historical perspective and
their potential capability of responding with sympathy to Meliboeus’
suffering. In *Eclogue* 2 Corydon’s failed attempt to reach Alexis with his
pleas might register with a reader with enough rhetorical effectiveness to
turn that reader into the sort of sympathetic audience for Corydon that
Alexis never could be. In *Eclogue* 3 readers are invited to see the potential
dialogue to move speakers from contentiousness to harmony and reso-
lution (whether or not the poem represents this in fact). The monologue
form of *Eclogue* 4 asks a reader to contemplate just how the presence of a
voice, no less than the authorial voice, can be expressed through a text. In
*Eclogue* 5 the act of ‘singing for Daphnis’ is a force to unite, or in Alpers’s
term, ‘convene’, a community, but the specific roles assigned to writing
within the world of the poem give a reader, any reader, grounds on which
to include himself or herself imaginatively in that group.

*Eclogue* 6 taps reading’s status as a process of recovering sources and
tracing a point of origin and links it to a concern for literary tradition and
generic self-definition. A reader inclined to seek from the poem a point of
generic origins finds that voices are possible occupants of that point. There
is both the poetic voice of Silenus engaged in offering Pasiphae consolation
for her suffering and the direct speech of Pasiphae herself, present as an
expression of her humanity despite the animal-like state to which she has
been reduced. In *Eclogue* 7 the fragments of dialogue that Thyrsis and
Corydon exchange in their amoebian competition acquire at least the
appearance of completeness and a sense of unity through being presented
as the recollection of Meliboeus. As a one-time witness to the contest that
he later relates Meliboeus is a surrogate reader; his retrospective repack-
aging of that contest is a kind of ‘reading’ of it. The appearance of unity
that is thus created casts reading in a particular light, as an integrative
act, even as Meliboeus’ reliance on memory inscribes a diachronic gap
between his narration and what he relates, allowing for the possibility of
distortion and omissions in the process. In *Eclogue* 8, the narrative frame
through which the songs of Damon and Alphesiboeus are represented
gives readers concrete encouragement to imagine the effects of the per-
formers’ voices as sound and so the possibility at least of the type of
dialogic connection between them that is not directly represented. In
Eclogue 9 the sharing of fragments of remembered poems, fragments that suggest connections to other Eclogues and poems by Theocritus, represents another retrospective ‘reading’ of the book of the Eclogues. It also represents an attempt to compensate for the absence of the author. Even if that is an attempt that is bound to succeed only partially (if at all), readers can still see the capacity of pastoral itself reflected in Moeris’ and Lycidas’ apparent belief in the sustaining power of song as a vehicle for attempting to restore connections. Finally in Eclogue 10, the reader is invited to consider the possibility that somewhere in the complicated relationship between the author, the speaker, Gallus, Lycoris, and the reader of the text, there can be found not just a transformation of the suffering of Gallus into art, but the achievement of a sympathetic response to it. The book of the Eclogues thus ends on a note comparable to the one on which it began in Eclogue 1, with a burden placed on the reader, specifically in the role of a reader, to respond to the suffering of others.

To summarize the ten poems in the book of the Eclogues in order in this way restores some of the sense of linearity to the experience of the Eclogues as a book collection that has been missing from the discussion so far. One of the virtues of a description of the Eclogues in the order in which they appear in the book is that such a description brings us, at least in part, closer to the way readers would have perceived the Eclogues at the time of the book’s original production. The book-roll format encourages, even mandates, that reading proceed in strict linear order. That reality is reflected at several points in the collection. The opening line of Eclogue 4, 

\[ \text{paulo maiora canamus,} \]

‘let us sing something a little grander’, reflects the position of the poem in the sequence following Eclogues 1, 2, and 3. Likewise, at the end of Eclogue 5 Mopsus’ retrospective allusion to the opening lines of Eclogue 2 and Eclogue 3 (85-7) presupposes that the reader of the poem comes to it after having read the two earlier poems. In Eclogue 6 the reference to the name of Varus inscribed at the head of a column of text on the papyrus reflects the physical reality of the poem as writing on a scroll. In more general terms, Eclogue 1 and Eclogue 10 are self-reflexive bookends to mark that scroll’s beginning and end. In such ways, the book-roll itself asserts its control over the trajectory of reading and, perhaps, of interpretation. According to J.E.G. Zetzel:

The only significant chronology in a liber of this sort is that of unrolling the book: that we are to read the first poem before the second, the second before the third. ... Any interpretation that takes the poems out of order separates them from the literal unrolling of time and ignores the poet’s clear intention.

At the same time, however, the drive to make the order of the poems as they appear in the book of the Eclogues the only meaningful order also meets resistance from the text itself. Character names like ‘Daphnis’, ‘Amaryllis’, ‘Menalcas’, and ‘Meliboeus’ recur from poem to poem, but it is
not clear that in the end they add up to a stable cast of characters participating in a unified drama. There is not, on any simple level, a continuous story that unfolds in conjunction with the trajectory of a reader’s movement through the book. The lack of simple dramatic continuity from poem to poem makes it a challenge for interpretation to construct an evolving story as one proceeds. The efforts of readers such as Van Sickle and Hubbard to describe such a story show as much. So does my own very partial summary of the linear experience of the book above. Next to readings that try to strictly follow the order of the poems as they appear in the book, the most prominent structural model for approaching the *Eclogues* arranges the poems into concentric pairs, 1 and 9, 2 and 8, 3 and 7, 4 and 6, with 5 as the centrepiece of the book and 10 as either an afterthought or counterpart to 5. This approach too crafts a story, and to do so puts the poems into a meaningful order, although it is not the order in which the poems are presented in the book.

Neither the linear approach nor the concentric approach is uniquely validated by the text. The book of the *Eclogues* gives off mixed signals about beginnings and endings, about dramatic continuity and chronological consistency, about the stability or instability of authorial presence and control. Even the division of the singular, whole *liber bucolicon* into ten separable selections or ‘eclogues’ makes fragmentation a fact of life for every reading of the text. And that is so even before a reader contemplates the fluid significance of Daphnis in the book, the difficulty of making *Eclogue 1* and *Eclogue 9* cohere into a unified story about the land disposessions and their impact on the life of Virgil, or the on-again off-again identification of Tityrus with the poet. Fragmentation is a fact. And that means that the *Eclogues* book does not simply dictate a singular reading; it allows for a diversity of experiences for the reader. It is up to each individual reader to craft a meaningful order for the poems as he or she reads.

The multifariousness of reading is nothing new. In Virgil’s day reading did not represent a single, undifferentiated thing any more than it does today. In Rome reading was a collection of heterogeneous practices that was adaptable to different circumstances and to the needs of what William Johnson has called different ‘reading events’. Specifically for the *Eclogues*, the evidence for who was reading the text and how is various and ambiguous. Elite reception is one thing. By modelling their own poetry books in varying degrees on the *Eclogues*, Horace, Propertius, Tibullus, and Ovid all show their full awareness of the potential of the book format and their knowledge of its history in Virgil and his Hellenistic and neoteric predecessors. The *Eclogues* themselves project some of Virgil’s powerful Roman contemporaries as readers, Asinius Pollio explicitly (Ecl. 3.84-5), but by implication Alfenus Varus (Ecl. 6.6-12) and Cornelius Gallus (Ecl. 6 and Ecl. 10) too. But that does not mean that an inner circle of Virgil’s peers did not also know the poems as oral performance pieces in the setting of
There is also the theatre. As the Suetonian-Donatan *Life of Virgil* puts it: *Bucolica eo successu edidit, ut in scena quoque per cantores crebro pronuntiarentur,* ‘He presented the Bucolics with such success that they were also often performed by singers on stage.’\(^{11}\) This and other attestations of theatrical performances of the *Eclogues* suggest that the poems found not just attentive audiences among the Roman literary élite, but popular favour too. But the *Life of Virgil* says that theatrical performances were a reflection of and a response to the success the poems had previously achieved in another venue. The word *edidit* might reflect either recitations or text-based circulation.\(^{13}\) In Pompeian graffiti the *Eclogues* are more prominently represented in comparison with the *Aeneid* than their length would predict.\(^{14}\) Nicholas Horsfall points first to the theatre as a possible vector through which the *Eclogues* could have left this sort of mark on the popular imagination, although the schoolroom is also a possibility.\(^{15}\)

There is no easy way to decide whether one or the other of these hypotheses is correct. For one thing, as Horsfall rightly observes, text-based or school-imparted knowledge of the poems could easily coexist with knowledge of them gained orally or through theatrical performances.\(^{16}\) And yet, to some critics at least, the reality of performance is enticing because it seems to hold out the promise of a unique way for the *Eclogues* to affect society. For Van Sickle, for instance, it is in the theatre that the *Eclogues* become a ‘mass-medium’, enabling Virgil the new, proto-Augustan poet/prophet to stir the Roman community at large.\(^{17}\) But one can grant the vital connection between author, performers, and audiences that could be created for the *Eclogues* in a theatrical setting without conceding that no reader of this text could be moved to respond or to engage with issues in the same way that a theatrical audience for a performance would be. Whether a reading audience can be challenged in the same way a theatrical audience might have been is, it seems to me, a question the *Eclogues* engage with pretty directly. Neither exclusively oral nor exclusively textual, Virgil’s pastoral world is a venue precisely for comparing performance and writing to one another, measuring the capacities for orality and textuality to, among other things, affect an audience and convey meaning within a community.

The example of *Eclogue* 1 is again illustrative. The poem represents the separation between Tityrus and Meliboeus as, at least in part, a failure of oral communication and of dramatic progress towards reconciliation. One might imagine a partisan performance of this poem in the tense atmosphere of the late 40s or early 30s BC that is skewed to curry favour with a pro-Caesarian crowd and with Octavian himself, seated right in the front row.\(^{18}\) But the role given to textuality in Virgil’s pastoral means that that dramatic moment, even if it happened, is no more definitive than the experiences of readers, many of whom have heard a message of protest against Octavian in the poem. Whatever the relationship between performances of the *Eclogues* and the text as we have it, the success the
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11. There is also the theatre. As the Suetonian-Donatan *Life of Virgil* puts it: *Bucolica eo successu edidit, ut in scena quoque per cantores crebro pronuntiarentur,* ‘He presented the Bucolics with such success that they were also often performed by singers on stage.’

12. This and other attestations of theatrical performances of the *Eclogues* suggest that the poems found not just attentive audiences among the Roman literary élite, but popular favour too. But the *Life of Virgil* says that theatrical performances were a reflection of and a response to the success the poems had previously achieved in another venue. The word *edidit* might reflect either recitations or text-based circulation.

13. In Pompeian graffiti the *Eclogues* are more prominently represented in comparison with the *Aeneid* than their length would predict.

14. Nicholas Horsfall points first to the theatre as a possible vector through which the *Eclogues* could have left this sort of mark on the popular imagination, although the schoolroom is also a possibility.

15. There is no easy way to decide whether one or the other of these hypotheses is correct. For one thing, as Horsfall rightly observes, text-based or school-imparted knowledge of the poems could easily coexist with knowledge of them gained orally or through theatrical performances.

16. And yet, to some critics at least, the reality of performance is enticing because it seems to hold out the promise of a unique way for the *Eclogues* to affect society. For Van Sickle, for instance, it is in the theatre that the *Eclogues* become a ‘mass-medium’, enabling Virgil the new, proto-Augustan poet/prophet to stir the Roman community at large.

17. But one can grant the vital connection between author, performers, and audiences that could be created for the *Eclogues* in a theatrical setting without conceding that no reader of this text could be moved to respond or to engage with issues in the same way that a theatrical audience for a performance would be. Whether a reading audience can be challenged in the same way a theatrical audience might have been is, it seems to me, a question the *Eclogues* engage with pretty directly. Neither exclusively oral nor exclusively textual, Virgil’s pastoral world is a venue precisely for comparing performance and writing to one another, measuring the capacities for orality and textuality to, among other things, affect an audience and convey meaning within a community.

18. The example of *Eclogue* 1 is again illustrative. The poem represents the separation between Tityrus and Meliboeus as, at least in part, a failure of oral communication and of dramatic progress towards reconciliation. One might imagine a partisan performance of this poem in the tense atmosphere of the late 40s or early 30s BC that is skewed to curry favour with a pro-Caesarian crowd and with Octavian himself, seated right in the front row.
8. Reading the Eclogues

Eclogues knew on the stage does nothing to erase the fact that the Eclogues are, and were, a textual artifact of immense complexity that leaves meaning open to be decided at the point of reception by a reader. An insistence that the Eclogues should be viewed as performance pieces, it seems to me, concedes too much to the old misperceptions to which the textuality of the Eclogues, and of all ancient pastoral, has been subject. I am referring specifically to the belief that ancient pastoral represents a retreat to an idealized world of the imagination, or that it simply makes an attempt (often deemed a failed attempt) to mimic the vitality of a non-textual or pre-textual world. In either case pastoral’s mode is deemed to be essentially nostalgic. The attraction that such ideas held for the poets and critics of the post-Virgilian pastoral tradition leaves the text itself in jeopardy of being seen to be of value only as a reflection of something that it is not. That something else might be a lost world, a golden age, or a landscape of aural-oral plenitude and true presence. The elevation of performance as the point where meaning is created leads us down the same path. If actual performances are deemed to be the venue in which the poems are most truly themselves, the text itself becomes just a simulacrum, a reflection of another world, even a poor imitation of it. In rejecting the notion that we can simply impose a later conception of pastoral onto Virgil, we accept the necessity of attempting to place the Eclogues in their own historical and literary-historical moment. Recreating performances might be one way of doing that. But Virgil’s pastoral inscriptions, as reflections within the text of its projected reception by reading audiences, are also key, and they prove the Eclogues innocent of the charge of nostalgia. Through these reflections of the experience of a reader of the Eclogues qua reader, the collection insists that reading, writing, and textuality are pastoral essentials as much as oral performances are. The Eclogues, furthermore, do not concede that the theatre is the only venue in which to engage society with issues of ideological contestation any more than they concede that oral performance is the only authentic way to experience them. Rather, in such instances as the historicized suffering of Meliboeus in Eclogue 1 and the Theocritean project of creating an artistic response to suffering in Eclogue 6 and in Eclogue 10, these poems challenge readers to measure their own level of involvement with the suffering of others. In such cases the Eclogues aim to engage with society specifically as readers. And they do so in full awareness of both the capabilities and the limitations of writing.

The Eclogues do not idealize reading and writing any more than they idealize orality. In the present critical environment we hardly need to see the difficulty of understanding the Sibyl’s prophecy from the wind-scattered leaves in her cave in order to be reminded of the limitations of writing. They are all too apparent: the absence of the author, the fragmentation of the text, the possible frustration of readers. We also do not need a text like the Eclogues with its emphasis on song performance and communities of shared voices to remind us that to be a reader of a text is
different from participating in audiences for poetry in other settings. Just to think in the terms of the historical horizon of the Eclogues at the time of their composition, in comparison with the reality of social placement in a theatrical performance or recitatio, a reader of a text is potentially isolated. The demands that a densely referential and learned text like the Eclogues places on a reader suggest that the size of the reading audience will be restricted in comparison with the potential that poetry might have to reach an audience as public, oral performance. At the same time, it must be noted that the Eclogues recognize that there are limitations associated with the oral ideals of pastoral too. Voice might be a force to create and unite an audience as a community, but pastoral’s communitarian values come at a cost. As Alpers has pointed out, the need for dialogue might, for one thing, render individual expression ineffectual. As he says, ‘Effective act, speech, and song depend ... on the presence of one’s fellows. Hence monodies are less common in ancient pastoral than dialogues.’ An isolated singer might be even worse off than an isolated reader.

There are also, and most importantly, the fragility and evanescence of voice to account for. In Eclogue 9 Moeris’ despair for ‘so many forgotten songs’ and a voice that ‘flees’ its very owner is contrasted with the way in which writing and textuality give language permanence. With its temporal scope, writing potentially makes the sense of community for pastoral and for poetry expandable, expandable to include readers in many circumstances and in many time periods. The Eclogues’ unique brand of textuality is an implicit invitation to readers, wherever they may find themselves, to involve themselves with the voices and the humanity of others through reading. It is, in the end, such expressions of humane values that have made and will continue to make reading the Eclogues an experience of lasting importance.
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* The text of Virgil cited throughout is Mynors’s OCT (Oxford 1969), with minor modifications. All translations are my own, unless otherwise noted.
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21. For overviews of voice in literary theory, see Ross (1989) 3-12, Gudas and Davidson writing s.v. ‘voice’ in Preminger and Brogan (1993), and Wesling and Slawek (1995) 1-29.
23. Fowler (1990) 42.
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60. Cf. the concise discussion in Muecke (1975), also Hardie (1998) 6-10, who rightly emphasizes that Virgil’s Theocritean imitations extend well beyond the poems about herdsmen that inspired the later Greek bucolic tradition.
61. E.g. Snell (1953), Panofsky (1957).
64. It should be noted that for Alpers pastoral is properly a ‘mode’ because its distinctive characteristics can be manifested in any number of generic forms, such as novel, masque, comedy, lyric, etc.: Alpers (1996) 8-43.
65. There is a compendium of verbal similarities in Posch (1969). Compare also the articles on individual Eclogues by Du Quesnay (1976/7), (1977), (1979), (1981). Among Posch’s predecessors, the most important is Jahn (1897-8); cf. also Cartault (1897), Gebauer (1861). Jachmann (1922) brings a new (and influential; cf. Schmidt [1972b] 177-9) sophistication; Hubaux (1927) introduces the importance of non-Theocritean models for the Eclogues, namely Hellenistic epigrams. Among recent studies, Hubbard (1998) brings a welcome broadening of interest in the allusivity of the Eclogues and in the pastoral tradition in general through a Bloomian critique of the relationships of authors to their tradition.
66. For instance, Segal (1981) 279: ‘the large number of translations from Theocritus which the poem contains and rather obtrusively exhibits reduces the dramatic immediacy and calls attention to the artificial, “literary” framework of the poem itself’.

69. On the actuality of song performance within the fictional world of *Ecl.* 9, see, e.g., Schmidt (1972a), esp. 102-9.

70. Cf. Thomas (1992) 47 n. 36. Leo (1903) 15 paraphrases *non ignobile carmen*: ‘A song that one ought to know, that one often hears’ (*Ein Lied das man kennen sollte, das man oft hört*).

71. For discussion, see, e.g., Segal (1981) 290-1 with n. 25.

72. True even if we leave aside the textual problem with the attribution of lines 46-50. I follow Mynors (in accordance with the manuscripts M and P) in giving them to Lycidas; for discussion see Clausen (1994) 280-1 ad 39-50.

73. Cf. esp. line 39 (‘what fun is there in the waves?’) and 43 (‘let the crazy waves beat against the shore’).

74. In *Ecl.* 1.30-1 ‘Galatea’ is not the sea-nymph wooed by Polyphemus, but Tityrus’ former girlfriend; cf. also *Ecl.* 3.64, 72.

75. Observed at least as early as Jachmann (1922) 110.

76. Cf. 17-20: *Heu, cedit in quemquam tantum scelus? heu, tua nobis / paene simul tecum solacia rapta, Menalca! / quis caneret Nymphas? quis humum florentibus herbis / spargeret aut viridi fontis induceret umbra?* ‘Alas, does such disaster fall on anyone? Alas, your solace was nearly taken from us along with yourself, Menalca. Who would sing of the nymphs? Who would scatter the ground with blossoming flowers or bring green shade to the fountains?’

77. See Papanghelis (2006) 379-81, applying a useful distinction between ‘using’ language in ordinary situations and ‘mentioning’ it at one remove or more from its original context. By quoting the words of Menalca’s poem Lycidas ‘mentions’ words that elsewhere in the collection of the *Eclogues* and in Theocritus are simply used. Cf. Henderson (1998a) 165-6.

78. *Vare, tuum nomen, superet modo Mantua nobis, / Mantua vae miserae nimium vicina Cremonae, / cantantes sublime ferent ad sidera cycni, / Varus, if only Mantua survive for us (alas for Mantua, too close to poor Cremona!) the singing swans will carry your name aloft to the stars.’

79. *Daphni, quid antiquos signorum suspicis ortus? / ecce Dionaei processit Caesaris astrum, / astrum quo segetes gauderent frugibus et quo / duceret apricis in collibus uva colorem. / insere, Daphni, piros: carpent tua poma nepotes, ‘Daphnis, why do you watch for the ancient risings of the signs? Look, the star of Dionaean Caesar is coming into view, the star on whose account the fields should flourish with produce and the grape should ripen on sunny hillsides. Daphnis, graft your pear trees; your offspring will harvest the fruit.’

80. Alpers (1979) 216.


82. The term is Stephen Ross’s, used to describe the sense of closeness and interaction between speakers even in the absence of actual dramatic encounters between them in Faulkner’s *As I Lay Dying*: Ross (1989) 125-7.

83. Cf. *Ecl.* 2.6-7: *O crudelis Alexi, nihil mea carmina curas? / nil nostri miserere?, ‘Cruel Alexis, do you have no care at all for my songs? Do you not have any pity for me?’

84. Goldberg (1986) 1, in a study of English Renaissance texts, some of them,
like Spenser’s Shephearde’s Calendar, deeply engaged with the Eclogues and their brand of textuality.

86. For surveys, see Rudd (1976) 119-44 and Van Sickle (1978) 17-37.

2. Other People’s Voices

2. On this theme, see Johnson (1985), Harvey (1992).
3. A recent attempt along these lines appears in Van Sickle (2004a) xxii-3xxv. The actual scenarios Van Sickle imagines for each of the Eclogues on the stage are, however, entirely conjectural.
5. See Leo (1908) 94-113, esp. 108-11; and cf. Theoc. 11.72.
6. Cf., e.g., Cartault (1897) 89-90, Otis (1964) 120-4, Klingner (1967) 40-1.
7. The relationship of Corydon’s monologue to elegiac motifs is a prominent theme of Putnam (1970) 82-119. For Corydon as a prefiguration of the elegiac Gallus of Ecl. 10, see Alfonsi (1961); Du Quensnay (1979) 60-3 argues for allusions in Ecl. 2 to the lost elegiac poetry of Gallus. More generally on the elegiac qualities of the Eclogues see Fantazzi (1966). For the reception of pastoral by the Roman elegists see now Fantuzzi (2003).
10. Donat. Vit. Verg. 9; Serv. ad Ecl. 2.1.
12. For the suggestion of etymology for Alexis from alexô, ‘shun’, or alegô, ‘care not’, see Du Quensnay (1979) 44 with n. 85. Van Sickle (1978) 125 n. 61, following Servius, suggests a + lexis, ‘not speaking’. In any event, the significant name amounts to a preordained rejection of Corydon’s appeal. See also O’Hara (1996) 245-6.
13. TLL 7.1.1002.11-34; for discussion see Helck (1932), Putnam (1970) 85-6, and cf. Serv. ad loc: incondita, id est incomposita, subito dicta, agrestia, ‘incondita: ill-composed, spoken off the cuff, rustic.’
17. Cartault (1897) 88-103, Jahn (1897-8) 2.10-19; detailed formal comparison of Ecl. 2 and Theoc. 11 in Pfeiffer (1933) 1-34, also Rohde (1925) 8-11, 32-40.
19. The previous owner of Corydon’s pipe shares his name with the poet who performs the voice of Polyphemus in Theoc. 6; see Hubbard (1998) 61-2. The Berne scholia ad 2.37 take Damoetas as a figure for Theocritus (Hagen [1867] 91).
22. For Turnus’ tragic ignorance of his intertextual models at the end of the Aeneid, see Thomas (1998a).
23. Hunter (1999) 219: ‘the Cyclops is trapped in the language, not just of
Homer, but of Odysseus. … [He] is forced to express himself with words and phrases which prove already loaded against him. … He is a pathetic victim of poetic tradition.’ Cf. Fantuzzi (1995) 17-18, who adduces the phenomenon of Homeric verses quoted in binding spells as a specific parallel for the way Polyphemus’ unwitting allusions to Homer guarantee a negative outcome for him.

24. See especially Goldhill (1986) 31-5, 41-4, and at greater length (1991) 249-61, whose emphasis on the double meaning of pharmakon (Theoc. 11.1, 17), both ‘cure’ (for love) and ‘love potion’, effectively puts the question of whether Polyphemus’ song is symptom or cure or palliative beyond resolution.

27. Gutzwiller (1991) 19, rightly emphasizing that this is not an either/or proposition, but a duality.

33. Serv. ad Ecl. 2.1.
35. See TLL 4.153.74-154.29 for condere meaning ‘to write’ and cf. Ecl. 10.50-1 Chalcidico … condita versu / carmina, ‘my songs that are written in Chalcidian verse’, and Ecl. 6.7 tristia condere bella, ‘to write about sad wars’.
41. An account of correspondences and differences between the two poems is available in Richter (1970) 84-5 and passim; see also Segal (1987).
42. carmina vel caelo possunt deducere lunam, / carminibus Circe socios mutavit Ulixi, ‘spells are even able to lead the moon from the sky; with her spells Circe changed the companions of Ulysses’. Cf. Theoc. 2.14-16 (Hecate, Circe, Medea, Perimede).
46. In both Virgil and Lucretius the cow roams through groves and by water (and propter aquae rivum, ‘by a stream of water’ [Ecl. 8.87], is a Lucretian phrase, DRN 5.1393). The phrase nec sit mihi cura mederi, ‘may I have no concern to cure it’, picks up the inability of Lucretius’ cow to find any relief (the sense of mederi) for her cares (cura in another sense): nec … queunt … subitamque avertere curam, / nec … queunt animum curaque levare, ‘nor are they able to turn away her sudden concern, nor can they unburden her mind of concern’ (DRN 2.361-5).
48. nemora ... lucos (Ecl. 8.86) ≈ alsea, ‘groves’ (Theoc. 1.83); propter aquae rivum (Ecl. 8.87) = pasas ana kranas, ‘through all the streams’ (Theoc. 1.83).


52. quae te dementia cepit, ‘what madness has seized you’ = both Ecl. 2.69 and Ecl. 6.47.

53. On error see Putnam (1970) 270, Schmidt (1972b) 144 n. 104, and cf. Ecl. 8.41 (Damon) ut me malus abstulit error, ‘how a vile wandering seized me’, and Ecl. 6.64 errantem Permessi ad flumina Gallum, ‘Gallus wandering by the streams of Permessus’.


56. See in particular Putnam (1970) 258-77 on Damon’s song, its elegiac themes, and relationship to other lovers in the Eclogues.


58. I refer most directly to Otis (1964) 105-20, who sees in Damon’s song a prefiguration of the ‘subjective style’ of the Aeneid.

59. On the series of allusions that make up Damon’s song, see Hubbard (1998) 112-16.

60. Papanghelis (1999) 56.


64. Coleman (1977) 236, 235 ad 30 and 29 respectively.

65. ‘On closer inspection, girl, I suppose I look snub-nosed to you, and my beard sticks out?’

66. ‘I know, beautiful girl, why you flee. It is because I have a shaggy brow across my whole face stretching in one long line from ear to ear, and there is one eye beneath it, and a wide nose above my lip.’

67. Cf., e.g., Otis (1964) 113-14.

68. Theoc. 11.25-9.


71. For the controversy regarding the identification of this addressee, whether Asinius Pollio or Octavian, see Bowersock (1971), Tarrant (1978), Bowersock (1978), the overview in Clausen (1994) 233-7, and now Nauta (2006) 310-16.


74. Alpers (1979) 134.
3. Dialogue and Textuality in the Amoebean Eclogues

5. Any number of scholars have written ‘rules’ for the amoebean contest, e.g. Powell (1976) 115-16 on Ecl. 3: ‘the leader (Damoetas) needs to dazzle and bewilder his opponent through versatile handling of conventional literary forms and through sudden shifts in subject or theme. The respondent (Menalcas) must match the leader’s convention but, in some way, turn its content around.’
6. Martindale (1997a) 120.
7. Similarly Ecl. 7.18-20.
9. Vis ergo inter nos quid possit uterque vicissim / experiamur? (Ecl. 3.28-9).
12. Cf., e.g., Powell (1976), who identifies the ‘dynamics of ... internal dramatic development’ (113) as the controlling principle for reading amoebean poetry. Henderson (1998b) probes the strengths and weaknesses of such a paradigm.
17. Incipe, Mopse, prior, si quos aut Phyllidos ignis / aut Alconis habes laudes aut iurgia Codri, ‘You begin first, Mopsus, if you have any passions for Phyllis, or praise for Alcon, or abuse of Codrus’ (Ecl. 5.10-11).
22. At the poem’s conclusion Palaemon, the judge of the contest, pronounces both contestants ‘deserving of a/the heifer’, vitula ... dignus (109). See Henderson (1998b) 214, 221-2, 226-7.
24. For a concise overview, see Hunter (1999) 5-12.
28. On the relationship of *Ecl.* 5 to Theoc. 1, see Du Quesnay (1976/7).
29. Theocritus himself plays this game with respect to Homer by writing a ‘prequel’ to *Od.* 9 in *Id.* 11, discussed with other comparable examples in Barchiesi (1993); cf. also Hunter (1996) 139-66 on *Id.* 18, as well as Gaisser (1995) on Catull. 64.
31. Ong (1977), especially the essay ‘Maranatha: Death and Life in the Text of the Book’ (pp. 230-71). ‘Residue’ is Ong’s word.
32. For an overview and critique of Ong’s thought as it figures within the field of orality and literacy studies, see Jahandarie (1999) 69-91. But Jahandarie does not address Ong’s ideas as they relate to the practice of literary criticism; with this as its focus the collection Weeks and Hoogestraat (1998) is more sympathetic.
35. Panofsky (1957) is the definitive study of the tomb in Arcadia as a motif in post-classical art and literature, which traces its origins to this passage.
38. *Il.* 7.89-91: ‘This is the tomb of a man who died long ago; he was once one of the best, and famous Hector killed him.’ So someone will say some day, and my glory will not be lost.’
39. Note also the allusion to Odyssean fame (*Od.* 9.19-20), and so to epic’s projection of its own temporal durability. There is also the post-Theocritean tradition of Daphnis epigrams, including Meleager *Anth. Pal.* 7.535, which commemorates his death.
40. On the programmatic importance of the ecphrastic cup in Theoc. 1, see, e.g., Halperin (1983) 161-89.
43. Cf. *Ecl.* 8.9-10, on the assumption that those lines refer to Pollio.
45. Already Serv. ad 84: blanditur iam Pollioni patrono, ‘here he flatters his patron Pollio’.
47. See Rosenmeyer (1969) 161-7 on gifts, exchanges, and prizes generally. For the possibility of erotic interest between Mopsus and Menalcas, see Steinmetz (1968) 120, Baumbach (2001).
48. But for what it is worth, Virgil’s *pedum* might also suggest the club of Hercules in Theoc. 17.31, which seems to be where the knots (*paribus nodis*) in Mopsus’ staff, and maybe the metal (*aere*), come from.
49. From the very large literature on Theoc. 7 and Hesiod, see in particular Puelma (1960), and on the so-called *Dichterweihe* or ‘poetic initiation’ in general see Kambylis (1965). Most recently on the problems of identification in Theoc. 7, see Clauss (2003).
52. See, for instance, Van Sickle (1978) 81-4.
Notes to pages 69-75

58. On the reminiscences of Theoc. 6.1-4 and Theoc. 8.1-4 (itself indebted to Theoc. 6) in Ecl. 7.1-5, see, for instance, Clausen (1994) 213 ad loc.
59. Alternative interpretations of the difficult phrase Corydon Corydon ... nobis are conveniently recorded by Conington-Nettleship (1898) 92 ad loc.
60. Many possible criteria for Thyrsis’ defeat have been defended. Sandbach (1933) ascribed it to Thyrsis’ bad metrics; cf. also Pöschl (1964) 93-154; Pöschl (after Voss) further objected to the comparison of the beloved to a tree. Fantazzi and Querbach (1985) take particular issue with Pöschl but still attempt to adjudicate who wins and loses based on the quality of individual quatrains. Papanghelis (1997) thinks Corydon displays better Hellenistic technique; Harrison (1998) proposed that by winning Corydon is simply living up to his name: korydos = ‘lark’. For Hubbard (1998) 109-11, Thyrsis and Corydon represent competing aspects of Virgil’s own poetics, ‘an internal dialogue of Vergilian voices, one positive and idealizing, the other cynical and deconstructive’ (110).
63. See especially Hunter (1996) 166.
64. On the epigrammatic convention whereby a reader impersonates and becomes the speaking ego of the inscription see Svenbro (1993), esp. 44-63.
68. Ong (1977), esp. 230-71; Pl. Phdr. 274b-7a.
69. Hubbard (1998) 95. For death and writing cf. Dupont (1999), e.g. 97: ‘books, for the ancients, always remained dead letters and writing always spoke of an absent body and would only recover life and warmth when it gave birth to a new orality’. Dupont expresses in the starkest terms a romantic belief in the superiority of orality to textuality.
70. Alpers (1979) 136.

4. Imago Vociis: Echoes, Ecphrasis, and the Voice as Source

3. TLL 7.1.408.45-59; cf. DServ. ad G. 4.50: quae graece ἑχῶ, latine imago dicitur, ‘what in Greek is called ἑχῶ, is imago in Latin’.
4. Rosenmeyer (1969) 148-50 has observed the absence of echo from Theocritus’ landscapes in contrast to Virgil. In the post-Theocritean Greek bucolic, echo does make an appearance at [Mosch.] Ep. Bion. 30-1 and 54.
5. For Olympus as audience, see Page (1898) 148 ad 86, and cf. Serv.: et ex eo quod dies invitus abscessit, et ex eo quod nimio audiendi desiderio Vesper exortus est, cantilenae voluptas ostenditur, ‘both from the fact that the day departed...
unwillingly and from the fact that Vesper arose out of a great desire to listen, the beauty of the song is shown'.


7. Ross (1989) 19: ‘“Phenomenal voice” refers to voice as a depicted event or object within the represented world…. Whereas voice in some sense always results incidentally from represented speech acts, phenomenal voice exists only when explicitly mentioned in the diegetic discourse as sound, act, gesture, or the power of speech irrespective of speech’s semantic “content”’. According to Ross, for Faulkner the primary function of phenomenal voice is the representation of human presence within fictional spaces (18-64).


9. Other epic instances of reported song include the song of Phemius in Od. 1.325-7, the third song of Demodocus in Od. 8.499-520, and the song of Iopas in Aen. 1.740-6. There is also the song of Clymene in G. 4.345-7, which recasts the song of Demodocus; see Hardie (1986) 83-4, who credits (84 n. 124) Jachmann (1923) 296 with noting the parallel with Ecl. 6.

10. The same phrase at Hom. Od. 8.514 (Demodocus).

11. Cf. ‘then he sings’, tum canit (61); ‘then he sings how … and how … and how …’, tum canit … ut … utque … ut (64-7); ‘all … he sings’, omnia … ille canit (82-4); also ‘then he relates’, hinc … refert (41-2), and ‘to this he adds’, his adiungit (43).


13. It is left to Ovid to break the pattern, by quoting Orpheus’ performance in the underworld in direct discourse (Met. 10.17-39), exactly what Virgil had not done in G. 4. Later, Silius quotes the song of the epic bard Teuthras in the Ovidian manner (Pun. 11.440-80).

14. See the examples among items 89-163 (‘Orphée parmi les animaux’) of the LIMC entry for Orpheus, by Maria-Xeni Garezou (vol. 7.1.90-6). The parallel between Ecl. 6 and the Orpheus of visual art is noted by Segal (1989) 15.


19. The introductory phrase Namque canebat uti, ‘for he was singing how’ (Ecl. 6.31), is also echoed in an ecphrastic context by the Aeneid: namque videbat uti, ‘for he was seeing how’ (Aen. 1.466), introducing the ecphrasis of the frieze of the temple of Juno in Carthage.

20. Examples are collected by Thomas (1983a) 108-10; cf. Becker (1995), who (e.g. 128-30) deems thauma, ‘amazement’, to be the implicit or explicit rhetorical goal of Homeric ecphrasis.


22. Cf. Laird (1993) 21, who refers to ecphrasis as a tool for exploring ‘the versatility of poetic as opposed to plastic media’.
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Notes to pages 80-85


25. Cf., e.g., Hunter (1999) 71 ad Theoc. 1.3, 76 ad 1.27-61, 82 ad 1.45-54.


29. West (1975/6) details the consistent appeal to visualization in this ephphasis. See also Putnam (1998) 119-88.

30. Cf. Aen. 8.626-9, esp. 629: pugnataque in ordine bella, ‘their wars in the order in which they were fought’.


32. Similarly the ephphasis of the temple murals in Aen. 1: Putnam (1998) 23-54 points to very subtle ways in which Virgil uses such linguistic features as parallelism, chiasmus, and repetition in his description so that ‘verbal rhetoric serves as metaphor for spatial deployment’ (33) within the images described.

33. Thomas (1983b) 178.


35. See Stewart (1959) for Ecl. 6’s relationship to didactic.

36. Ephphasis’s ‘linearization problem’ is explicated based on the example of the temple frieze in Aen. 1 by Fowler (1991) 28-33.

37. Cf., e.g., Hom. Il. 18.548; Theoc. 1.41, on which see Hunter (1999) 81 ad loc.; Virg. Aen. 8.649-50, 691-3; Ov. Met. 6.104.


39. See, e.g., Coleman (1977) 186-8 ad 41ff.

40. For a discussion of how Tityrus’ role as narrator may affect the presentation of the song of Silenus, see Thomas (1998b). He sees the confusion in the presentation of the myths as contributing to the characterization of Tityrus and so adding to the distance between him and Virgil.


42. Laird (1993).


44. In addition to Culler (1985), see Culler (1981) 135-54.


46. A number of parallel examples of apostrophe performing this function can be cited from elsewhere. For instance, in Aen. 8.287-302 a hymn to Hercules; Orpheus’ paean at Ap. Rhod. Argon. 2.703-10; the hymn to Bacchus at Ov. Met. 4.11-32, on which Hardie (2002) 171; Theoc. 7.83-9, on which see pp. 86-8 below.


48. See Laird (1999) 90-4, the quotation comes from p. 92. The lack of attribution for the direct speech would have puzzled ancient readers as much as it does moderns; Plato’s discussion of types of speech presentation places a strong emphasis on the presence or absence of explicit attribution; cf. Fantuzzi (1988) 51-3.

Notes to pages 85-93

50. Prop. 1.3 is another poem which addresses the mimetic reality of female voice via an engagement with the model of Catull. 64 and ecphrasis; for a discussion see Breed (2003).

51. Serv. ad Ecl. 6.11. The authenticity of the anecdote ought to be questioned on chronological grounds if for no other reason: Zetzel (1984) 141; Van Sickle (2004a) xxxii calls it a ‘scholastic fantasy’.


53. Hunter (1999) 175-6 ad 78-89 argues that there are really three stories in Tityrus’ song, those of Daphnis, ‘the goatherd’ (lines 78-82), and Comatas (83-9), but this does not particularly affect the discussion of Ecl. 6.

54. Cf. again the comparanda noted above, n. 46.


58. Cf. Hunter (1999) 174, who calls the apostrophe to Pasiphae (‘ah, poor girl’) a reversal of the blessing of Comatas and says that the description of her as ‘fortunate if there had never been herds’, represents an ‘apparent wish that “bucolic” had never been invented’.


60. For echo as a metaphor for intertextuality, see in particular Hollander (1981), also Hinds (1998) 5-8.

61. DServ. ad 47. See Thomas (1979).

62. Met. 3.500-1; cf. also Ecl. 3.79.

63. Particularly suggestive are the occurrences of forms of the verb resonare, ‘to echo’, in the Georgics, always with echoic wordplay around it, e.g. 2.328 avia tum resonant avibus virgulta canoris, ‘then the trackless thickets echo the sonorous birds’, also 1.486 and 3.338; cf. Clausen (1994) 38 ad Ecl. 1.5.


65. That Linus is, so unusually for this poem, quoted in direct discourse perhaps indicates the substantial authority his commission is meant to convey.


67. For this translation, see the note of Clausen (1994) 182 ad loc.


69. So it is taken by, e.g., Conte (1992) 152.


72. See Knox (1990) 185-93 for the debate about whether lines 82-6 represent a summary of Silenus’ song or the last in the list of his topics. Some, Knox included, consider the question resolved on the basis of Franz Skutsch’s observation that Apollo could not include Cornelius Gallus’ poetic initiation and the commissioning of his song on the Grynean grove as part of his song on the banks of Eurotas; see Skutsch (1901) 30-1, (1906) 133-4.


75. Cf. Ross (1975) 18-38, but with the important critique by Zetzel (1977).
5. Pastoral Origins in Eclogue 1

1. Alpers (1979) 68.
2. Regarding the authenticity and dating of the Appendix Vergiliana, see Horsfall (2001) 9-11.
7. This is true whether we owe the initial position of Theoc. 1 in its collection to the arrangement of the author or to a later editor. It was certainly first in the collection Virgil read. For what we know about Theocritan poetry books, and the place of Theocritus 1 in them, see Gow (1952) 1.lxvi-lxix, Vaughn (1981), Gutzwiller (1996).
9. The Lucretian imprint on these passages has been discussed by, for instance, Van Sickle (1978) 88-9 and Hardie (1998) 10-12. Pace Boyle (1977) 123-5, no immediate differentiation between musa agrestis and silvestris appears from the juxtaposition of the two passages, and the thematic and structural parallels between Ecl. 1 and Ecl. 6 – for instance the fact that Tityrus is associated in both instances – acknowledge the two Lucretian phrases as more or less synonymous. For another reading that depends upon a programmatic disjunction between Ecl. 1.2 and Ecl. 6.8, see Van Sickle (1978) 149-51 with n. 10.
10. dulcis ... querelas, / tibia quas fundit digitis pulsata canentum is repeated (5.1384-5, 4.584-5); 4.588 unco saepe labro calamos percurrere hiantis is reflected in 5.1407 et supera calamos unco percurrere labro.
12. Pan primum calamos cera coniungere pluris / instituit, ‘Pan first established the joining of a number of reeds with wax.’
15. Theoc. 3.6 and 4.38.
16. For Ecl. 1 the intertextual links may extend beyond just Virgil and Theocritus. In Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe the name Amaryllis (2.7.6, 2.5.3) appears again as an echo, perhaps with reference to the poetry of Philitas; see Bowie (1985) 80-1, Du Quesnay (1981) 39-40, Leo (1903) 3 n. 1. Cf. also Prop. 1.18.21-2, 31-2, as well as Call. Aet. fr. 67-75 P., on which Cairns (1969), also Wright (1983) 129-30.
20. The phenomenon of intertextual misdirection is acutely described by Gaisser (1995) 580-7, with respect to the opening lines of Catull. 64.
Notes to pages 101-105

21. For a review of the historical data, see Wilkinson (1966).
22. Especially so on the grounds that such close engagement with contemporary events is thought to be non-Theocritean: e.g. Putnam (1970) 79-80, Wright (1983) 109-10, Van Sickle (2000) 43.
23. For one reading that expands on this fact, see Nielsen (1972).
26. In the Servian commentary statements such as ‘here we ought to see Virgil in the guise of Tityrus, not always, but only where the sense demands it’ (Serv. ad Ecl. 1.1) imply acceptance of the allegory whereby the poem reflects Virgil’s gratitude to Octavian for the restoration of his farm (see Serv. praef. ad Buc. 3.3-10 Thilo). But the poem is several times also said to be critical of Octavian, e.g. on line 70: ‘here Virgil has insulted Augustus’. For such alternatives as traces of incompletely suppressed critical controversy in the ancient reception of Virgil, cf. Thomas (2001) 93-121. For Ecl. 1, the dominant tradition sees Tityrus as the authorial mask, although ancient readers and critics of Virgil were quick to locate the poet and biographical information about him in places and speakers scattered throughout the Eclogues, cf. recently Korenjak (2003), esp. 69-74.
27. E.g. Putnam (1970) 73: ‘We may well feel that the poem’s chief emotional impact stems from the sufferings of Meliboeus’; similarly Clausen (1994) 32: ‘Virgil’s sympathies are usually engaged on the side of defeat and loss; and here, in a poem praising Octavian, it is rather the dispossessed Meliboeus than the complacent Tityrus who more nearly represents Virgil.’
28. For this term, see Thomas (2001) 94-5.
32. For differing views of the rhetorical force of Juturna’s lament, see Barchiesi (1978) (also Barchiesi [1994]) and Perkell (1997). Barchiesi emphasizes the futility of Juturna’s unheard words, while for Perkell Juturna speaks with real moral authority, if not to anyone within the poem, then at least to its readers. These are alternatives that have resonance with Ecl. 1.
33. Parry (1963); cf. above Chapter 1, pp. 9-10.
34. Parry (1963) 66-9; on the name: Wofford (1992) 196.
38. Cf. Conte (1986) 171-2, who argues that the epic code disbars integration of oppositional voices into a ‘tragic’ dialectic, but that they are simply co-present ‘in a form that is functional to epic communication’.
39. See, e.g., Putnam (1970) 20-81, for whom an overriding contrast lies in the differing claims of Tityrus and Meliboeus on ‘pastoral’ itself: Tityrus is ‘repre-
sentative of the “pastoral” ideal’ (41) in Meliboeus’ eyes, whose experience make
him (at least implicitly) non-pastoral; Putnam elaborates on contrasts between the
two on 58-9.
41. Putnam (1970) 55 is representative: Tityrus ‘has made no attempt to
understand, much less sympathize with, the lot of Meliboeus. He betrays no
knowledge of suffering.’
42. Perkell (1990) 181.
45. Alpers (1979) 91.
46. Cf. Klingner (1967) 25-6, who contends that Tityrus’ adynata in lines 59-63,
and particularly line 62, represent ‘a breakthrough to the sublime’, den
Durchbruch zum Erhabenen.
47. Cf. Martindale (1997a) 120.
50. Du Quesnay (1981) 46, although he is mistaken to equate typicality with
idealization in this case. Pöschl (1964) 44-51 provides a highly idealized reading
of Ecl. 1.46-58.
51. Cf. Theoc. 1.71-5, 7.74-5, Ecl. 5.62-4, along with the comments of Putnam
52. Theoc. 1.132-6, also elaborate adynata; see Alpers (1979) 89-90.
54. Cf. Van Sickle (2000) 45-6, who argues that the political content of Ecl. 1
elevates the seriousness of Meliboeus’ plight ‘against Theocritean exits caused by
love’ (46).
55. See Chapter 4, pp. 86-8.
60. Hunter (1999) 70-1 ad Theoc. 1.1; see also Pfeiffer (1968) 166-7.
61. See Edquist (1975).
62. On dulcia as a representation of Meliboeus’ perspective, see Alpers (1979)
76. On the pointed reversal of Theocritus, see Van Sickle (2000) 43-5.
64. With formosam ... Amaryllida, ‘lovely Amaryllis’ (Ecl. 1.5), cf. Ecl. 2.17 o
formose puer, ‘o lovely boy’, also Ecl. 7.67 Lycida formose, ‘lovely Lycidas’.
65. See Alpers (1979) 86-7, and cf. Theoc. 7.141 ἐπενε τρυγών, ‘the dove
moaned’, and 7.139 τέττιγες λαλαγεύντες ἢχον πόνον, ‘the singing cicadas laboured
away’.
66. Serv. ad Ecl. 1.5: plus enim stupet Meliboeus, si ille ita securus est, ut tantum
de suis amoribus cantet.
67. Cf. above, Chapter 4, p. 79.
68. Cf. Alpers (1996) 44-78: pastoral’s choice to define itself through the lives of
shepherds entails the acceptance of the shepherd’s ‘representative vulnerability’
(50).
role of the artist too, because the addressee finds him/herself being interrogated
by the representation: what is your level of distance from the suffering that is
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represented, what is the distance between the artist and the representation? Every addressee must position themselves, and their level of participation; each addressee measures their level of participation with respect to that of the author implicated in the artistic representation.’

70. As a third way between optimism and pessimism, Tarrant (1997) opts for Virgilian ‘ambivalence, but only if that term is understood neither as a gentler name for pessimism nor as a diluted compromise between strong positions, but as a powerful and continuing tension of opposites’ (180).


72. Parry (1965) 79, with reference specifically to Aeneas’ viewing of Trojan suffering on the frieze of the Temple of Juno in Carthage.


74. For song as solace cf. also Ecl. 9.17-18: *heu, tua nobis / paene simul tecum solacia rapta, Menalca,* ‘alas, your solace was nearly taken from us along with yourself, Menalcas’.

### 6. Site Translation


3. By, for example, Cartault (1897) 402-7, Kidd (1964), and Posch (1969) 61-73.


5. Cf. also [Mosch.] *Ep. Bion.* 76-7, where Arethusa is a fount of poetic inspiration, not to mention Ecl. 4.1, where the narrator/singer addresses the ‘Sicilian Muses’, *Sicelides Musae* (from [Mosch.] *Ep. Bion.* 8 etc.), and Ecl. 6.1 *Syracosio ... versu,* ‘in Syracusan verse’.

6. Theoc. 1.117.


9. Something along the lines of what could be found in the epigrams of Anyte, occasionally styled as Arcadian or Peloponnesian bucolic, by, e.g., Reitzenstein (1893) 123-32; cf. Hubaux (1930) 92-4, Desport (1952) 218-19; see also Jachmann (1952a), who suggests a source for Virgil’s Arcadia in post-Theocritean bucolic. Philitas perhaps involved Arcadian settings in his (proto-bucolic?) poetry; see Bowie (1985).

10. Cf. Ecl. 8.21-4, where Damon traces the origins of his own ‘Maenalian verses’ to Arcadia, as the setting for love songs and songs by Pan.

11. Ecl. 6.64-73, cf. above Chapter 4, pp. 90-3.


15. On this theme, see Fowler (1989) and (1997a).


17. Leo (1902) 14-22 famously argued that maybe Gallus got down to Arcadia for a visit on furlough from his military duties, cf. Rose (1942) 106-11.


Notes to pages 125-131

23. For apparent imitations of elegiac effects in the poem cf. in particular Ecl. 10.46-9 with Clausen (1994) 291-2 and 305 ad 47 a and 48 me sine sola vides. It is the contention of Ross (1975) 85-106 (following F. Skutsch, cf. 86 n. 2) that Gallan intertextuality is not confined to these lines, but that ‘lines 46-69 (at least) are a close paraphrase of important passages from Gallus’ (88 n. 1); similarly Conte (1986) 109 n. 14.
25. Goldberg (1986) 1, italics original.
27. Quoted from Moi (1986) 111.
30. Conte (1986) 100-29; the quotation comes from p. 126. On Kristeva, see Conte (1986) 29 n. 11.
32. Jenkyns (1989) is right that there is no suggestion that the Arcadia described in Ecl. 10 is meant to serve as the dramatic setting for other Eclogues. But the Arcadia of Ecl. 10 is representative of the distance of the landscapes of the Eclogues from strict identification with historical locations; cf., e.g., Conington-Nettleship (1898) 9-10 and 125.
33. Cf. Theoc. 5.31-4, 45-59; Theoc. 8.45-7.
34. As does, for example, Putnam (1970) 365-6.
35. Snell (1953), original date of publication 1945; similarly Klingner (1967) 14; Otis (1964) 119; Panofsky (1957), who sees Virgil as the originator of a Utopian Arcady in which suffering is dissolved into unreality. For further discussions of the composition and significance of landscape in the Eclogues, see Jachmann (1952a), strongly against Snell’s idealism; Leach (1974) 19-24; Schmidt (1987) 239-64; Perutelli (2001) 45-7.
36. Kennedy (1987), who contends that Arcadia in Ecl. 10 was already a place associated with the poetry of Gallus.
37. Van Sickle (1978), who traces the growth of what he calls an ‘Arcadian myth’ in the Eclogues, beginning in Ecl. 4 and climaxing in Ecl. 10 as ‘one last perfect extract of bucolic’ (194).
40. Thomas (1992) 65; cf., e.g., some of the appropriations and relocations (not strictly geographical) described in Fantuzzi and Hunter (2004) 1-41.
41. The reference in Chalcidico … versu (50) is presumably to elegy, whether it invokes Theocles of Chalcis, purported originator of elegiac couplets, or Euphorion, even though nearly all extant fragments of Euphorion are in hexameters; cf. Courtney (1993) 261-2.
43. Ecl. 5.14.
44. Cf. above Chapter 3, pp. 61-4.
46. Callimachus’ hymns are the touchstone for self-reflexive mimesis in Hellenistic and Roman poetics; see, e.g., Calame (1993), esp. 47-9, Depew (1993).

47. Culler (1981) 144.

48. For discussion see Skutsch (1901) 23-4.

49. Theoc. 18.47-8; Call. Aet. fr. 73 Pf.: Acontius also imagines ‘carving his love’ on the trees, in the form of τῶσσα ... / γράμματα, Κωδίππην ὕσσ’ ἔρέοσαι καλὴν, ‘as many letters as will say “Cydippe is beautiful” ’. Perhaps Virgil read allusions to Callimachus’ Acontius in the poetry of Gallus: Ross (1975) 88-9, Rosen and Farrell (1986), Barchiesi (1993) 360-3.

50. Theoc. 1.120-1, as discussed above, Chapter 3, pp. 61-4, 71-2.

51. Cf., e.g., Putnam (1970) 372-4 and Hubbard (1998) 136-7, who both insist in this context that writing is incompatible with pastoral.


55. Cf., e.g., Hor. Carm. 4.8.13, Ov. Her. 5.21 (in imitation of Ecl. 10).

56. Conte (1986) 125-6 and Perkell (1996) 131-3 with n. 20 ascribe this sort of elegiac function to Ecl. 10.

57. Rightly emphasized by Perkell (1996) in describing important ways in which Ecl. 10 departs from its model.


59. Theoc. 7.51.

60. If confirmation of this is needed, it could come from Gallus fr. 2.1 Courtney: tristia nequit[ia... / ja, Lycori, tua, ‘sad ... by your wickedness, Lycoris’.

61. With divine poeta, ‘divine poet’ (Ecl. 10.17), cf. θείς Κομάτα, ‘divine Comatas’ (Theoc. 7.89).

62. Perkell (1996), esp. 136-9, concludes similarly (although by a different route) that Ecl. 10 manifests pastoral’s strength in terms of its ability to affect an audience. Contrast Conte (1986) 107, 121-2, for whom the poem’s offer of consolation is to Gallus himself, invited to remedy his suffering by abandoning elegy.

63. Snell (1953) 290.

7. Eclogue 4: The Voice of the Author


2. Rohde (1925) 58, for one, tried this strategy.

3. Van Sickle (1978) 63-8. Cf. Putnam (1970) 136-65, for whom the poem represents the full potential of a specifically Roman pastoral: ‘the new epoch will reconcile “woods” and consul, pastoral otium and heroic virtus, in an ideal amalgam’ (145), although this is, in the end, deemed to be so ambitious as to be impossible (165).


5. Alpers (1979) 160-2, the quotation comes from p. 162.

6. Cf. Alpers (1979) 181-3, who argues that ‘the freeing of the poem from the usual pastoral machinery probably makes it more opaque and puzzling, but it also makes it more powerful’ (181).

7. For a thorough discussion of the historical setting of the poem, see Du Quesnay (1977) 26-43.

Notes to pages 137-143

10. As does, for instance, Clausen (1994) 126.
14. The actual occasion is hard to identify; for discussion see Gow (1952) 2.305-7, who opts to date the poem to 275/4 BC.
23. Alpers (1979) 173-6, the quotation comes from p. 174.
25. Already alluded to at Catull. 64.398, iustitiamque omnes cupidam de mente fugarunt, ‘all banished justice from their greedy minds’; cf. Slater (1912) 115.
26. The case for Virgil’s awareness of (and so for his awareness of coming after) Sibylline oracles is made by Nisbet (1978).
27. On the application of the Peircean terms icon, index, and symbol, see Wills (1996) 6-8.
29. Together laudes and facta represent the Homeric (and Theocritean) klea andrón, ‘famous deeds of heroes’ (Il. 9.189, Theoc. 16.2). For the blending of epic and panegyric elements in Ecl. 4 see now Nauta (2006) 327-32.
30. Cf. Catull. 64.353-5 with Il. 11.67-71, Catull. 64.357-60 with Il. 21.211-21.
32. Sat. 6.1.41.
34. Cf. Serv. ad Aen. 2.54: fata deum ... hoc est ‘quia dii loquuntur’, ‘the “fates of the gods”, that is, “what the gods say”’.
35. Williams (1968) 282.
37. See Nisbet (1978) with full bibliography, who divides the discussion of the sources of the poem between those, like Norden (1924), who emphasize eastern sources and those, like Jachmann (1952b), who emphasize western sources.
40. Nisbet (1978) 61 calls the notion of a return of the golden age ‘unparalleled in the Western tradition before Virgil’, and cites as the closest parallel Or. Sib. 3.744ff.

41. E.g. Leach (1974) 218-22. Otis (1964) 139 traces in Ecl. 4 a narrative of moral progress (to contrast moral decline in Ecl. 6); Arnold (1994) 151-9 speaks of ‘a meaningful, coherent line of development stretching from a state of god-like innocence in infancy to a perfected moral consciousness in maturity’ (159).


43. E.g. Hubbard (1998) 76-86 who sees the defining purpose of the poem in its ‘movement beyond the specifically Theocritean and bucolic’ (76); also Leach (1974) 248-50; Putnam (1970) 136-8. This is by no means an exhaustive list; cf. already Serv. ad Ecl. 4.1: licet haec ecloga discedat a bucolico carmine, tamen inserit ei aliqua apta operi, ‘although this eclogue departs from bucolic song, nevertheless he includes in it things that are appropriate for the work’.

44. Van Sickle (1978) 61-3 is good on this, also Schmidt (1972b) 154-6.


50. Cf. Ecl. 3.4-6, Ecl. 6.27-30, 69-73, Ecl. 8.1-5.

51. Cf. Ecl. 2.31-3, Ecl. 8.22-4, Theoc. 1.3-6.


53. In addition to Theoc. 16 and 17 there is also Theoc. 24, which includes a prophecy by Tiresias of the future greatness of the baby Hercules (73-100), complete with golden-age imagery suspiciously redolent of Écl. 4 and Isaiah (lines 86-7); the authenticity of those lines has therefore been doubted: see Gow (1952) 2.428-9.

54. Hubbard (1998) 77 refers to ‘a strange mélange of generic influences from a variety of sources’.


57. Alpers (1979) 170-1.

8. Reading the Eclogues

1. Fowler (1997b) 269.

2. Cf. Sharrock (2000) 33-8, who describes both the linearity of reading and possibilities for working around or against it.


5. See Van Sickle (1980).


Notes to pages 155-158

13. Serv. ad *Ecl.* 6.11 explicitly describes a sequence of recitations followed by theatrical performances: *dicitur autem ingenti favore a Vergilio esse recitata, adeo ut, cum eam postea Cytheris cantasset in theatro* ..., ‘but the poem is said to have been recited to great acclaim by Virgil, so much so that when Cytheris later performed it in the theatre ...’.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mimesis/mimēsis</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mimetic voice</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixing of genres</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moeris</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monologue</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moschus</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ep. Bion.</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naïveté of pastoral speakers</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narrative</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narratology</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narrator</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nostalgic</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octavian</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ong, Walter</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppositional voice</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimism/pessimism</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracula Sibyllina</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orality</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narrator, narrative voice</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>persona</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octavian</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ong, Walter</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oppositional voice</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimism/pessimism</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracula Sibyllina</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orality</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narrator, narrative voice</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>persona</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**4.11-32**: Met. 6.104: 170n.37; Met. 10.17-39: 169n.13
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pathetic fallacy, 104, 109

pathos, 'suffering', 110, 113, 134
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Philitas, 129, 172n.16, 175n.9

fr. 10 Powell: 166n.25

Philoxenus, 35

Pindar, 138, 139, 140

Plato, 9, 25, 72, 170n.48

Phdr. 274b-7a: 3, 72

Rep. 3.392c-4b: 6-7, 34-6

Platonic modes of presentation, 6-7

pleasure (see also hêdonê), 79, 111-14, 115, 116, 134-5

poetic memory, 2, 3, 45, 69, 70, 71

poetry books, poetry collections, 14, 22, 25, 145, 146, 155

poikilia, 'variety', 6

point of view, 7, 9, 10, 14, 82, 103

Polyphemus, 13, 20, 22-3, 25, 31-3, 35, 40, 41, 43, 44, 55-7, 113

ponos, 'effort' or 'struggle', 60, 108, 116, 134

Posidippus, 122 Austin-Bastianini: 159n.2
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recitation, recitatio, 155-6, 158
refrain, 43, 45-6, 49
representation, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 20, 21, 24, 25, 28, 30, 32, 33, 35, 38, 77-8, 79, 81, 82-3, 85-6, 88, 107, 108, 115-16, 123, 125, 134-5, 136
retrospection, 69, 89, 96, 117, 119, 122, 125, 153, 154
Ross, David, 124-5
Ross, Stephen, 5, 11, 31, 76, 110
Sappho, 38, 165n.61
Scholia Bernensia, ad Ecl. 2.37: 163n.19
scroll (see also book-roll), 15, 91, 92, 122, 151, 154
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Silvanus, 125
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singing contest, see amoeban contest
Snell, Bruno, 135
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Tacitus, Dial. 13.2: 159n.9
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